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Abstract
The thesis presentsa study of the process of transfer of managementdevelopment
(MD) practices within multinational companies (MNCs). The study examines the
influence of context on the nature of MD processesin MNCs. It considers the
influence of institutional context on the ways in which MD practices are transferred
and received in MNCs, and identifies further factors shaping MD practices and their
transfer processin MNCs. The findings challengethe notion that the transfer and
structuring of MD around a system, which aims at the development of a
homogeneousmanagementcadre,is possible.
The researchfocuseson the transfer of four MD practices- recruitment, training and
development,careermanagement,and rewards and appraisal from two British-based
MNCs operating in the fast moving consumer goods sector to their Russian
subsidiaries.The study involves qualitative comparative researchinto the behaviour
identifies
The
research
of managers.
and analysesthe MD models and MD practices
being transferred to the subsidiariesand the influence of the institutional context on
the structuring of MD practices. Longitudinal researchof the Russian subsidiaries'
internal dynamics following the transfer of managementand MD practices from the
parent c ompany a nalyses the processof transfer and c onsiders the ways in which
practices transferred are received, resisted, misunderstood, and sustained in the
subsidiaries.
The thesis highlights the contextual embeddednessof MD processesand practices,
by
in
how
MNCs
MD
their national context. The
are
structured
and shows
practices
influenced
identifies
how
by the business
MD
are
practices
also
research
environment and the industrial sector, the history of the company, its organisational
culture, and the managementphilosophy and organisation.The influence of the host
country national context on the ways in which the transferred MD practices are
received in the Russian subsidiaries is examined and the particular difficulty of
transferring training and developmentand careermanagementstrategiesis identified.
Processesfound to facilitate the transfer of practices include those that provide
interpretations and create meaning surrounding the practices transferred. The thesis
arguesthat work practices are more than just a seriesof separatetechniquesand that
they also involve processesrelated to establishingrelations and creating meaning.

CHAPTER 1: Introduction

1.1 Context of the study
The last two decadeshave witnessed major structural changesin the world economy.
The internationalisation of economies,the creation of the single European market, the
opening of new markets following the transformation of central and easternEurope, and
the introduction of new technologies are just some of the main features of the new
international economic order.
Current trends, such as the globalisation and customisation of products and services,
technological advances, and increased information / communications have had a
tremendous influence on the conceptualisationand execution of the human resource
in
highly
The
a
competitive environment
agenda.
pressuresand challengesof operating
have led many organisationsto concludethat the managerialrole and the performanceof
implementing
in
formulating
their strategic
and
managersare now critical considerations
response.Pfeffer (1994) notes that the traditional sourcesof successsuch as product and
in
less
today
than
the past.
technology,
advantage
of
a
competitive
provide
process
Today's competitive advantagecomes from the workforce, and how effectively it is
in
key
increasingly
Managers,
terms of providing an
therefore,
seen
as
are
managed.
interpretation of, and creating a meaning for, major strategic and organisationalchanges
to the organisation's members(Warner et al., 1993).
A review of the modem literature highlights how for multinational companies(MNCs),
managementdevelopment(MD) is now seenas a vital ingredient (e.g. Brockbank, 1997;
Beer, 1997), enabling the organisation to develop capabilities to meet the external and
internal demandsof the future. The identification and development of leaders who are
capableof functioning on a global scale and with a global perspectivebecomesa critical
issue (Prahaladand Doz, 1987). This is particularly relevant when there exist conflicting
pressureswithin multinational organisationsthat are simultaneously creating forces of
centralisation and decentralisation.Increasingly, companiesfind themselvesinvolved in
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the process of developing an overarching corporate culture, and thus increasing the
integration of decentralisedsubsidiaries,and international executive development(Doz
and Prahalad,1991).
There has been much attention in the recent management literature given to the ways
MNCs transfer their practices. The argument is that in order to develop the global
manager, MNCs transfer their MD practices and approaches to their subsidiaries. A firm
goes abroad to make more profits by exploiting its technology, or brand name, or
management capabilities in different countries around the world. It is assumed that the
key competencies of the multinational always reside at the centre (Ghoshal, 1998). Yet,
whether transferred practices work in a new setting is extensively debated in the
management literature (e.g. Cool and Lengnick-Hall,

1985; Broad, 1994; Botti, 1995;

Kostova, 1999). Some scholars believe that the presence of similar practices across the
multinational
"controlling

organisation and particular

mechanisms of control

exerted by the

in
may
result
convergence or homogeneity across plants in the
unit"

management and organisation of labour (e.g. Coller, 1996). These authors view MNCs as
powerful

interests
whose
may weaken national systems of industrial
organisations

bargaining.
Other
writers remain more sceptical and question the
and
collective
relations
(1990:
Storey
5) contends that "the
MD.
For
example,
of
existence of universal models
its
is
literature
MD
the
general tendency to apply universalistic
main shortcoming of
nostrums ... most of the prescriptions for better practice fail to pay due regard to
context".

The focus of this researchis the study of managementprocesseswithin the context of
two national business environments, and of several organisations operating in one
industry within these environments. The major research findings come from the
explorative research within two British-based multinationals and their Russian
subsidiaries. The study explores the relationship between formal structures and actual
managementbehaviour in subsidiary operations.The researchrelates managerial work
and behaviour to its broader national institutional and societal, as well as cultural, and
organisationalsettings.Thus, the focus is not only on providing evidenceof the existence
of formal managementsystemsin the subsidiariesof those MNCs included in the study,
but also on the way they are operatedin practice in host environments, given that those
systemsare not part of the traditional national managementculture into which they have
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been imported. In addition, this study investigates the problems generated at the crossby
interface.
is
held
based
MD
The
thesis
the
that
the
a
cultural
on
argument
views of
company are influenced by their embeddedness in a particular context. That is, the views
its
is
Russian
UK
MD
to
of
organisations and
about and what
organisations as
what
requirements are may vary and be explainable by reference to the context in which their
own management systems developed. These may also be influenced by industry specific
features and international regulations as well as the specific organisational context in
which MD has been developed and applied.

1.2 Objectives and motivation of the research
As the world becomesincreasingly global, there is a clear need for theory and research
that addresses international organisational behaviour. Existing domestic models of
behaviour
differences
Thus
may
not
and
apply abroad.
understanding
organisational
in
in
is
important
behaviour
cross-cultural
settings
an
aspect of
work
similarities
importance
in
(Ghoshal,
1998).
The
the
of the problems
new
millennium
managing
generatedat the cross-cultural interface while transferring formal managementstructures
in
highlighted
been
has
MNCs
the managementliterature
already
and systemswithin
(Storey, 1990; Ferner, 1994; Stewart et al., 1994; Marginson and Sisson, 1994; Ferner,
1997).Yet, existing empirical studiessuffer from a number of weaknesses.Some studies
formal
in
MNCs
introduced
those
that
where
structures
even
provide empirical evidence
by the parent company to their subsidiariesare in place, the meaning attachedto them is
different (Broad, 1994; Domsch and Lichtenberger, 1990). Only recently has this
become an area of research. There is a gap in the literature which tends to decontextualisethe processof transfer by advancing the search for universal practices for
the developmentof global managers.Nevertheless,due to the difference in institutional
and cultural environments, managementprocessesare likely to be different in different
countries, even if similar formal structures are established (Hickson and Pugh, 1995;
Hendry, 1996).
An under-researcheddimension is how an MNC's "corporate culture" interacts with the
national management cultures of the countries in which it operates and develops its
managementstock (Storey, 1990; Marginson and Sisson, 1994; Ferner, 1997). Edwards
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et al. (1993) point out that, in contrast to the view that firms should be developing the
"global manager", the expectationsof managersfrom different countries in their study
varied, and the desire for global mobility was limited. The major shortcoming of recent
research,according to the authors, is that there is no discussion of potential tensions
within the process of developing global managers.The dearth of studies about how
managersin subsidiaries are integrated into the enterprise as a whole, as well as the
political and other constraintson the process,is notable.
Equally, previous comparative researchhas concentrated overwhelmingly on US and
Japanesecompanies(Calori, 1996; Edwards et al., 1996), and, as Ferner (1997) argues,
few
studies concentratedspecifically on HR issues, and even then the focus has
only a
been on often fairly narrow aspectssuch as expatriation. Russia, with its huge domestic
market, is a lure to multinationals. At the same time, very little is known about the
behaviour of Russianmanagerswho, in spite of their role in Russian society, have rarely
been the object of empirical studies.To date, researchin this area has been preoccupied
with providing typologies of Russian managers (e.g. Puffer, 1994). There is no
systematic analysis of the impact of context on management practices in Russia.
However, managementroles and behaviour in Russia are very different from those in
other countries. Therefore, it is important to understandwhich managementpractises
might be appropriate in the Russian context, and how they might be transferred. The
literature
debatesabove (e.g. Hickson and
have
developed
the
researchquestions
out of
Pugh, 1995; Hendry, 1996) that have argued for a more contextualised analysis of
management and MD practices within MNCs. This thesis seeks to answer the key
is
it
to
research question:
what extent
possible to homogenise managerial behaviour
acrossthe world? More specifically, this researchanalysesthe influence of institutional
and organisationalcontext on the nature of MD practices and the ways in which they are
developed.Furthermore,it examinesother factors which shapethe way MD practicesare
transferredand sustainedwithin MNCs.
This researchoffers severalcontributions to the theoretical debateon the developmentof
international managers. By analysing differences in
management styles and work
attitudes, and contrasting managementpractices in two different countries (Britain and
Russia), the research contributes to the understanding the impact
of
of context on the
conceptionof management.It re-examinesissuesthat are all too frequently taken for
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granted,e.g. the existenceof universal managementpractices. Furthermore,this research
highlights the institutionalised meaning of management within a given society. An
awarenessof how and why managerialbehaviour in other cultures is different enhances
the understanding of wider managerial and organisational practices, and, ultimately,
communication and co-operation. Since direct transplantation is often impossible, it is
necessaryto find ways of reconciling the practicesconsidered effective in the parent
country with the local conditions of the host culture.
The research also contributes to the understanding of what happens when organisations
move out of their national contexts and extend their experience to other national spheres
where social relations are structured by different institutional systems. It assessesthe
view that MNCs are subject to complex and conflicting

internal processes that are

distinct from those present in non-international firms. The process of transfer calls for
selection, adaptation, and development of the practices transferred. It is therefore more
than likely that one should observe an uneven distribution of home practices in MNCs
across the world.

Finally, the researchcontributesto the understandingof MD in Russia. As noted above,
focused
has
on providing a typology of Russian managementroles. This
previous work
research adopts a different approach viewing MD primarily as a process of learning,
making senseof the models transferred.

1.3 Structure of the thesis
The structureof the thesis is as follows. The next chapter presentscurrent debateson the
conceptualisationof MD. Particular emphasisis given to the way MD is conceivedof in
the contemporarymanagementliterature, and its links with the nature of the managerial
task, role and function. It also highlights the key factors that shapethe use and perception
of MD. The discussionarguesfor the adoption of a contextualisedview of MD.
Chapter3 elaboratesthe framework of the study. It presentsand discussesthe integrative
model of the processof transfer of managementand MD practices within multinationals.
It also o perationalisest his model into stepsof analysistobe followed throughout the
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in
is
issue
Particular
transferability
to
the
of
of practices
case studies.
emphasis given
multinational companiesand the importanceof adopting a dynamic view.
Chapter 4 outlines the methodology of the study. It presents a detailed account of the
research framework, paying particular attention to the way the study has been
operationalised,as well as the fieldwork and the data collection methods. Consideration
of the generalisability of the researchfindings is included.
Chapters 5 describes the practices and processesof MD in a national environmental
context. The UK and Russia are consideredin order to contextualise these by relating
them to the institutional and cultural settings of the two countries. The analysis aims to
establishan understandingof the interaction betweennational businesssystemsand MD
practicesin a particular society. It also presentsthe hypothesesof the study.
Chapters6 and 7 explore in greaterdetail MD processesin two MNCs by relating them
to the structuresand cultures of the organisationsincluded in the study. Approachesto
the transfer of MD in the subsidiariesof two British-basedMNCs are presented,and MD
firms
in
how
the
the
recruit, motivate, assessand
specific
areas
of
practicesare examined
discussion
The
key
their
a
of the stepsthat the
chaptersalso provide
personnel.
progress
Russian
to
have
their
their
to
transfer
taken
subsidiaries,as well
practices
organisations
discussion
A
this
transfer.
the
of
as
challenges and problems which accompanied
findings and issueshighlighted in thesecasestudy chaptersis then presentedin Chapter
8.
Chapter 9 summarises the key findings of the study and presents final conclusions
outlining the achievement of the thesis objectives and proposing future research
directions.
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CHAPTER 2: Management
Development: A review of the literature

2.1

Introduction

This chapter outlines the current debatesconcerning MD issues. Its major aim is to
draw on the different ideas available in the literature in order to highlight key issues
for debate.The findings here are used to explain the approach of this researchand
in
framework
The
the
the
subsequent
chapter critically examines
chapters.
elaborate
the ways in which MD has beenconceptualisedin the literature. It reviews traditional
literature
MD
the
that
to
the
argues
of
and
conceptualisation
mainstreamapproaches
does not fully examine the influence of institutional context on MD. It also reviews
different strands of the literature and more recent debateswithin the wider field of
devote
begun
The
have
to
to
HRM
that
attention
context.
managementpractices and
in
MD
interest
is
the
this
study
of
practices and the
that
also of
chapter argues
MNCs.
MD
transfer
within
practices
of
processof
The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, a brief discussion of the ways in
is
literature
in
This
has
been
the
MD
provided.
section also
conceptualised
which
features
Key
MD
functions
MD
approaches.
of
models
and
contains a summary of
in
in
later
be
features
identified.
These
the
thesis
order to compare
used
will
are also
MD models in the o rganisations under study. This is followed by a discussion of
issues concerning the nature of management and their importance to MD. Factors
that shape the perception and use of MD are then discussed and contextual
is
highlighted.
MD
This section argues that, contrary to
of
embeddedness
MD.
important
formal
to
views,
processes
successful
rationalistic
are as
as
structures
The final section in this chapter dealswith issuesrelated to the transferability of MD
practices.
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2.2

MD function and approaches

The topic of MD is broad in its scope.Scholarsargueabout the function and focus of
MD, and have adopted many different perspectives.This section discussesthe way
MD has been conceptualisedin the traditional literature and argues that there are
differences in the understandingof the function and objectives of MD. Although
diversity in MD has been discussedin the literature, it has not been given enough
attention. Traditional mainstream approachesto MD are preoccupied with simply
giving prescriptions as to what should be done for managers in terms of their
development.
The table below presentsan overview of someof the contrasting ways in which MD
has been defined in the literature.
Table 2.1 Overview of MD definitions
Ashton et at.

MD is a consciousand systematicdecision-actionprocessto control the development

(from Storey,

of managerial resources in the organisation for the achievement of organisational

1989).

goals and strategies

Evans 1990

MD is the key to individual development,thereby ensuring a supply of the right
people for key positions

Handy et at.,

MD is a mixture of experience,training, educationand careermanagementwhich is

1988

usually initiated by the organisationwith the necessaryco-operation of the individual

Larsen, 1996

MD as a learning creationprocesswhich integratesindividual and organisational
competence

Margerison,

MD is an integratedapproachto improving individual, team and organisational

1993

performance

Mumford,

MD is an attempt to improve managerialeffectivenessthrough a planned and

1987

deliberatelearning process

Storey, 1989

MD is a processwhich engendersenhancementof capabilities through continuous
training and developmentwhilst leaving scopefor discretion, creativity and

indeterminacy
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Clearly, a uniform definition of MD is not readily available. There are, however,
is
MD
Equally,
issues
MD
that
the
as a process.
some
are common, such as
view of
seen as more generic than management training and education and as related to
managerial work. For Sisson and Storey (1988), MD involves four underlying
individual processes: education, training, development and learning. It covers issues
related to the nature of the managerial task and role, systems of management
selection, training and development, managerial experience, career management and
the link between development and reward systems. By highlighting processes in MD
as well as stressing the importance of the nature of the managerial task and role to
MD, this view begins to reflect the importance of context to MD and, as such, is
closest to the view adopted in this thesis. Importantly,

when referring to MD

practices in this thesis, the transfer of four generic MD practices is examined. In the
literature, practices such as recruitment and selection, training and development,
career management, and reward and appraisal are seen as mostly contributing to
structuring the behaviour of managers (e.g. Sisson and Storey, 1988; Sonnenfeld et
al., 1988; Storey, 1989).
The literature holds different views on the function of MD. Generally MD is treated
(Carter
key
device
to
cultural
change
and
and Lumsdon,
organisational
engineer
as a
1988; Iverson, 1996; Mohrman and Lawler, 1997; Beer, 1997). Organisations might
use MD as part of their change strategy as a tool to reorient the whole organisation,
in
become
to
tool
the pursuit of
to
needs,
or
customer
as
a
perhaps
more responsive
(Peters
improvements,
and
profitability
and Waterman, 1982).
cost reduction,
quality
It is a means of gaining a commitment to changing business objectives (Rainbird,
1994; Doyle, 1995; Brockbank, 1997), and the process of upgrading managerial
skills and structuring managerial attitudes (Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992). MD can
also be used for "forging

a common identity"

following

a company merger or

acquisition (Brockbank, 1997). These differences in the objectives of MD reflect
different organisational needs which are closely related to the strategy of the
company. It can also be influenced by context, which shapes the understanding of
management and MD.

Equally, a number of frameworks have been devised in order to conceptualise a
broad array of MD activities. They can be categorised
on the basis of their
underlying assumptions,focus of activities, and the type of prevalent processes,e.g.
9
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formal or informal. Sourcesof diversity as well as the underlying assumptionsthese
frameworks are built upon are the topics of the following sections.
The literature describes the traditional approach to MD (e.g. Storey, 1989) as a
system which draws input from the organisational environment in the form of
manpower plans and organisational diagnoses,and makes outputs in the form of
trained staff, and information such as succession plans. There are, however,
differencesin the assumptionson which this systemis based.The competency-based
approachto MD, for example, addressesthe key issuesin management,such as the
conceptionof managerialtasks, skills and competencies(Burgoyne and Stuart, 1976;
Collin, 1989; Holmes and Joyce, 1993). The approach draws on the conception of
job competency, which has been defined by Boyatzis (1982: 21) as "a generic
phenomenonembracing knowledge, skill and even self-image. It refers to what a
i.
do,
e. a set of capabilities, not necessarily what a person does all the
person can
time regardlessof the situation". This approach advocatesthat the key task of the
in
is
identify
"universal"
be
developed
to
their
that
should
attributes
organisation
it
in
functions
1994).
(Sparrow
Hiltrop,
Thus
tends to
to
their
and
managers relation
influence
MD.
the
on
of
context
neglect
The contingency approachto MD, on the other hand, is basedon the assumptionthat
there are setsof key variables,whether in the product market or in the organisational
environment, which make appropriate a particular choice of management
development activity. This approachadvocatesthe search for the best practice and
function.
It draws attention to the
for
MD
different
the
stresses
patterns
in
MD
MD
that
takes
and
suggests
some
place
patterns
of
circumstances which
can
be effective in one situation, yet ineffective in another. Contextual embeddednessof
MD highlighted by this approach is important for the discussion, and it is further
reflected in debatesconcerningthe focus of MD and MD processes.
The focus of MD activities is yet anotherareaof differing opinions. The focus might
be on the development of a particular set of managerial skills, such as generalist as
opposedto specialist skills (Evans, 1990).Alternatively, there may be a "competence
focus" which is more about whether MD is for selectedindividuals or for the entire
managerial population in the organisation (Burgoyne, 1988; Osbaldeston and
Barham, 1992). The bases of responsibility for MD, that is, whether it is the
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debated.
individual
function,
the
also
are
responsibility of
manager or a personnel
The changingrole of the HR function, which becomesmore of a service, ultimately
pushesresponsibility for development down within organisations to line managers
and to the individual (Larsen, 1996).
The importance of informal development processes within MD has been brought to
bear by the work of Mumford (1987; 1988). The author has differentiated between
formal and informal development processes, where formal are "deliberate learning
processes arranged through

intervention

and designed

explicitly

with

the

development objectives". These processes can be planned either by the organisation
in
individual.
by
hand,
Informal
those
the
the
which
are
other
or
processes, on
development is "the result of a management decision which may have nothing to do
individual"
development
(Mumford, 1987: 233).
the
the
of
with

Usually, the literature treats formal MD processesas less influential than informal
1993).
Thus,
1991;
Wilson,
Carter
Storey,
Lumsdon,
1988;
(Penrose,
1980;
and
ones
learn
(1989),
Storey
to
mostly through a mixture of accidental
managers
according
(1995)
Hall
formal
training.
than
point out
et
al
and unstructuredexperiencesrather
that much of the development that takes place in an organisation occurs through
is
MD
Nevertheless,
that
the
task
should
conclusion
general
work or
assignments.
informal
development
informal
development,
both
formal
where
combine
and
learning by experience- should be harnessedby the more formal processesof MD
(Mumford, 1987,1988; Sissonand Storey, 1988;Larsen, 1996).
A number of issues relevant to the topic of this research have been raised in the
literature reviewed above. Contextual embeddednessof MD is highlighted by
differences in the function of MD in different organisations. Also, MD does not
emerge spontaneouslybut is stimulated by trigger events related to the strategic
needs of the company. Any approachto MD adopted by an organisation however,
mediates the objective factors and the MD process and outcomes. There is no best
way of tackling MD, and approachesto MD adoptedby organisationsare extremely
diverse.
Although some of the literature discussesthe contextual embeddednessof MD,
generally it tends to ignore the issue. Certainly it has not been paid enough attention
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in the literature. Rather, as Storey (1989) contends, the traditional literature a bout
MD has been more preoccupied with giving prescriptions about what should be done
for managers where the link between the use of MD practices and outcomes in terms
of

behaviour

and attitudes

are something

taken

for

granted.

Contextual

embeddedness of MD highlights the importance of processes in MD, and it reflects
the nature of management int erms of what it m Bans to manage issues t hat are
crucial for understanding the transferability of MD. The nature of management and
its relationships with MD are the topics of the following section.

2.3

The nature of management and MD

The nature of managerialtasks and roles have implications for MD. Ultimately, MD
is about the managementof managers.This implies that any successfulMD should
take into accountand be basedupon a good understandingof what managersactually
do in their work. The conception of managementis fundamental to this process.
However, the role of managersitself does not yet have a convincing functional or
behavioural definition. Debatesin the literature focus on the conception of the role
that managersare expected to undertake and what constitutes the managerialtask
(Mintzberg, 1973; Kotter, 1982; Stewart, 1984; Sisson and Storey, 1988; Whitley,
1989).
The first attempts to construct a generic description of managerial activities, such as
in the work of Fayol (1949: 5-6), claimed to distil the essenceof managerial activity
into a few basic tasks and procedureswhich formed the basis of distinctive, general
skills which are appropriate to managerial posts. He described the process of
management:"to manage is to forecast and plan, to organise, to command, to coordinate and to control". The assumptionis that organising is governedby universal
principles and the managerialtask is essentiallyalways very similar.
This view has been challenged by later developments in the field. A number of
sociological studiesusing qualitative methodshave made a considerablecontribution
to the understanding of actual managerial behaviour (Mintzberg, 1973; Stewart,
1976; Kotter, 1982; Holmes and Joyce, 1993). These
studies revealed a number of
departures from conventional assumptions
about effective managerial behaviour.
12
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They also point out the variations from conventional notions of appropriate
developmentalprocesses.Basedon empirical studies,the works of Minzberg (1973)
and K otter (1982) show t hat the n ature of the general manager's task is f ar m ore
complex than is often supposed.The conclusion is that the essentialcharacteristicof
a general manager's work is reactive and fragmented.Equally, a variety of studies
aiming to present a common pattern of managerial work shows managersbeing
responsive rather than involved in any kind of analytical activity (Stewart, 1976;
Mintzberg, 1973). Managerial tasks and problems are seen as dynamic and
developing (Stewart, 1984). They are interdependent,contextual and systemic, and
relatively unstandardised.They combine both the maintenanceof, and alterations to,
administrative structures.Finally, they rarely generatevisible and separateoutputs
which can be directly connected to individual inputs (Whitley, 1989). These
characteristicsof managerial tasks highlight the importance of the context in which
they are to be performed. They also imply that managerialtasks and problems cannot
satisfactorily be resolvedby rigid proceduresand programmes.
The importance of context has been reflected in the organisationally-specific nature
of managerialactivities (Kotter, 1982; Evered and Selman, 1989). Stewart (1984)
describes managerial work as inherently collective and interdependent. The
is
level
from
flows
that
the
of
partnership
created
effectiveness of management
betweenmanagersand the people with whom, through whom, and by whom the job
gets done and results are generated.The interdependenceof managerial tasks means
that these are closely linked to their organisational contexts and cannot easily be
abstractedfrom them. Whitley (1989) arguesthat the demandsof one managerialjob
can differ significantly from those of another,even in the same organisation; so too
can the demandsof apparently similar jobs in different organisations.The nature of
any particular role or problem is dependentupon the context in which it occurs, in
the sensethat if this changes,so too does the task (Mintzberg, 1973; Kotter, 1982;
Larsen, 1996).
The interdependent and contextual nature of managerial problems influences
managerial skills. Managerial skills have to incorporate considerableknowledge of
organisationalcontexts and networks. They also differ considerably from other sorts
of expertise in the sensethat they are less specific to particular problems and more
restricted to particular organisations and industrial sectors than other practitioners'
13
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diffuse
broad,
implies
(Whitley,
1989).
This
that
managerial skills rely on a
skills
knowledge base which includes extensive local knowledge, i. e. understanding of
1984;
Stewart,
industrial
1982;
(Kotter,
particular organisational and
circumstances
Otala, 1992) as well as cultural sensitivity

(Evered and Selman, 1989). The

individual
less
is
ownership of managerial skills
also more organisational and
(Stewart, 1976; Stewart, 1984). As organisations and circumstances change, so too
do managerial tasks and problems and hence the applicability and utility of particular
skills.
This broad view of managerial activities as discretionary and organisational has
implications
importance
for
it
highlights
MD.
First,
the
of the particular
several
in
which the work gets done (Evered, and Selman, 1989; Doyle,
circumstances
1995). In some organisations, there would appear to be a demand for managers who
behavioural
break
demonstrate
the
to
to
out
of
organisation's routines, and
are able
innovation
in
Whereas
others this
and enterprise.
characteristics associated with
would be inappropriate, and the requirement remains one of smoothly administering
the system laid down at headquarters (Kotter, 1982; Stewart, 1976; Whitley, 1989).
Specialist knowledge may turn out to be particularly important in one situation, when
in another it is rather more general skills that count. Hence where there is a variation
in organisational structures and in the growth paths which different organisations
have followed, there will be important variables influencing the MD modes which
are appropriate (Sisson and Storey, 1988). It is therefore important to investigate the
influence of context on the nature of MD practices in organisations.

Second,this makes the generalisationof successfulpractices in one situation to other
contexts limited. It also limits their susceptibility to general formal techniques and
procedures(Stewart, 1984). Larsen (1996: 658) argues that "the belief in universal
managerial practices is being challengedby recognition of the situational and task
specific distinctive character of managerial processes... what works well in one
situation may well be a failure in another situation". Managerial problems are not
easily abstractedfrom their contextsfor solution with generalmodels and procedures
(Kotter, 1982). Therefore, it is of interest to examine the influence of context on the
ways in which MD practices are transferredand received in MNCs.
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The importanceof processesin MD is further highlighted by managementfunctions.
Managementfunction is consideredhere in terms of what managementis neededfor.
Penrose (1980) identifies the basic function of management as the construction,
maintenanceand improvement of an administrative system which co-ordinates and
transforms human and material resourcesinto productive services. The literature
provides a number of accounts,which aim to relate the behaviour of managersto the
structural and functional imperatives of management.These works seek to show the
links between the visible "practices" of management and their underlying
"functions" such as controlling labour and managing the contradictions between
social production and private appropriation (Hales, 1986). Thus, Tsoucas (1989)
presentsan analysis where "casual powers", deriving from management'splace in
the capitalist industrial structure, enable the exercise of management functions,
which in turn shapemanagementtask characteristicsand ultimately inform the actual
has
highlighted
for
importance
This
the
analysis
roles.
of power and authority
managementactivities. It also draws attention to the influence of the broader context
upon the way managementis conceivedof within organisations.
Managers' roles and practices are deeply embedded in the social and cultural
environment (Child and Kieser, 1979; Handy et al. 1988; Evans et al., 1989; Stewart
et al., 1994). Thus, the meaning attributed to management by social actors is
important to its practice. Scarbrough (1998) stresses the importance of "the
assimilation of managementnorms by a wide range of social constituenciesand its
implications for managementpractices". He argues that: "management practice is
it
by
both
functions
the
mutually constituted
encompassesand the meaning it
mobilises" (Scarbrough, 1998: 697). This implies that there is a need to see the
evolution of managementin terms of the political and economic history of different
nations (Dore, 1990), Lazonick et al., 1997).Equally, studiesneed to be bracketedby
the cultural specificity of management(Laurent, 1983; Evered et al. 1989; Adler et
al., 1995).
The issues raised above are very important in the study of MD practices within
MNCs. The highlighted interdependentand contextualnature of managerial activities
and tasks, and the social and cultural embeddednessof managerial roles and
practices, limit the generalisability of MD models and practices. It is therefore
important to question how context
and other factors can influence the nature of MD
15
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in MNCs and the ways in which MNCs seek to transfer practices to their
subsidiaries.
The relationship between MD and factors that shape its perception and use in
organisations is discussed in the following sections. For the purpose of analysis, it is
useful to distinguish between business strategy related factors and contextual
influences. Section 2.4 considers these two forms of influence.

2.4

Factors that shape the perception and use of MD

The literature identifies a number of factors which influence the way MD is used in
for
link
identifying
Initial
and
what
a
organisations
purposes.
works concentratedon
between business strategy imperatives and MD. These views have since been
influence
include
the
to
of context on MD.
extended

2.4.1 Strategic MD
Following the evolution of personnelmanagementinto human resourcemanagement
(HRM) and the appreciation of the mutual relationship between HRM and business
issue
has
become
MD
within the context of HRM (Schuler,
strategy,
a strategic
1987b;Lengnick-Hall and Lengnick-Hall, 1988; Tyson and Witcher 1994). The core
specification for HRM is coherenceof personnelpractices, and their adaptednessto
the organisation's strategy (Formbrun et al., 1984; Hendry and Pettigrew, 1990;
Milliman, et al., 1991; Blackburn and Rosen, 1993). Equally, different aspects of
MD, such as recruitment and selection, performance appraisal and compensation,
careermanagement,and training and developmentare also expected,it is argued,to
be internally consistent and geared towards supporting the company business
perspective (Heijltjes et al., 1996). This implies that MD should be viewed as a
system,that is, the set of policies and practices an organisation u ses to ensure its
managerial staff meet its human resource requirements. This also highlights
interdependenciesbetween different MD practices.
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The literature argues that the internal integration of MD practices should further be
supported by the integration of business strategy, HR strategy and MD (e.g.
Rainbird, 1994; Doyle, 1995; Larsen, 1996). A resource-capability view (Pfeffer and
Salancik, 1978; Hedlund, 1981; Martinez and Ricks, 1989; Boxall, 1996) advocates
that HRM systems are dependent on the cultivation of the firm's stock of knowledge
and expertise. Furthermore, the management of personnel should be in line with the
generic strategy pursued, since the objectives and required employee characteristics
of each of the generic strategies are different (Porter, 1985; Arthur, 1994; Schuler,
1992,1990,1989).

Generic strategy typologies were developed in the works of

Porter (1980) and Miles and Snow (1978,1984). Though there is no direct analogy
between generic strategies outlined by Porter and Miles and Snow, the understanding
is that the characteristics of each generic strategy lead to specific consequences for
the design of the HRM system. Therefore, every generic strategy determines the
function of MD because it specifies the requirements for the managerial labour
market, organisational

structure and the managerial systems adopted by the

company.

The literature, which is based on the view presentedabove, maintains that different
external competitive strategy profiles are associatedwith different internal HRM
is
formal
The
the
to
task
therefore
the
ability
align
policies.
critical managerial
structure and the HR systems so that they drive the strategic objectives of the
organisation (Formbrun et al., 1984).A number of attemptshave been made in order
to find support for the idea of a generic strategy-MD systemslink (Sonnenfeldet al.,
1988; Heijltjes et al., 1996). For example, Sonnenfeldet al. (1988) hold that diverse
approachesto executive staffing and career systemsexist becausethe basic business
strategies of industries differ. These works have questioned the reliance upon
universalistic approaches to the executive 1abour market and have emphasisedthe
need to appreciatedifferent purposes,which inspire diverse but equally appropriate
approachesto MD.
The contingency approachto MD has further been strengthenedby the development
of another strand in the literature which advocatesthe need for an external and
internal "fit" in the relationship between HRM and the stage within the
organisational life cycle (Lengnick-Hall and Lengnick-Hall, 1988; Milliman, et al.,
1991). The stage of the life cycle of the organisation indicates the stage of
17
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developmentof the companywhich in turn has an impact on the corporate strategy,
and, consequently,on the HRM system (Sorge, 1992). This approachproposesthat
HRM strategiesare influenced by the firm's stagein the internationalisationprocess.
The underlying logic is one of fit and flexibility in which HRM strategy is matched
to the prevailing international businessimperatives, which are defined by productmarket realities (Adler and Ghadar,1990; Milliman et al., 1991).
The major limitation

of situational-contingency

theories discussed above is that

although they discuss the influence of context on MD to some extent, they focus too
much on the search for the right "fit". That fit might be either the external fit between
business strategy and HRM, an organisation-environmental

fit, or the internal fit

between the diverse HRM functions. The point being that they all neglect the
processes of strategy formation as well as political aspects within the organisation.
This, as Hendry and Pettigrew (1990) point out, leads to more prescriptive theorising
and stereotyping of managers.

Contextualisationliterature, on the other hand, considersboth the inner context of the
organisation (culture, structure and politics) and the outer context from which the
organisation operates (business, economics, political and societal) (Hendry and
Pettigrew, 1990,1992). The processby which HRM emergesis fundamental to this
analytical framework.
Broadly, the line of argument, according to the contextualisation approach, is as
follows. Strategic managementstartsto happenwhen an organisation's managersare
forced to address increased complexity in their external and internal work
environment. Changesin an organisation's business strategy are triggered by major
technological or product-market changes,or changesin the external / internal labour
markets (Evans and Lorange, 1989). An organisation's business strategy has an
influence and affects the complexity of the internal and external environment.
Finally, adjustmentsin strategy lead to a redefinition of managementtasks, and are
often accompaniedby structural, organisationaland cultural change (Hendry et al.,
1988; Evans et al., 1989; Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992; Tyson et al., 1994). Therefore
changesin the c ontext, b oth the wider sociological c ontext and the o rganisational
context, carry significant implications for MD, both in terms of shaping its
perceptionand in its use within an organisation(Storey, 1990).
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Contextualisation literature draws attention to the role and organisation of HRM
being itself conditioned by contextual factors. Hendry and Pettigrew (1992: 139)
business
in
be
"while
HR
to
that
argue
changes
practice can conceived as a response
strategy the scope of the HRM function to respond effectively is limited by its role
and resourcing ... two firms facing the same set of external circumstanceswill not
respondin the sameway or evolve HRM to the samedegree". These limiting factors
are peculiar to the inner context of an organisation and involve HR systems,
philosophy and management organisation. In addition, other factors such as
organisationalhistory, the role of individuals in the change process,and the role of
ideas and models of personnel management,are all significant determinants. It is
thus important to examine and compare the influence of the internal organisational
in
the
ways which the multinationals' MD systemsinvolved in this study
context on
respondto challengestheir subsidiariesface from operating in a Russiancontext.
The literature helps to develop a number of approachesto distinguish the different
roles performed by the HR function. Thus, for example, Storey (1992) makes a
typology using two dimensions,such as autonomy and level of intervention. Another
approach is based on differentiating the role of the HR function by using such
dimensions as integration and devolvement of HRM (Brewster and Larsen, 1992).
Integration refers to the degree to which HRM issues are considered a part of the
formulation of businessstrategies.Devolvement, on the other hand, is the degreeto
which HRM practice involves and gives responsibility to line managersrather than
personnelspecialists. Supporthas been provided in the literature for the idea that
organisations with an integrated and strategic approach to MD produce the best
results in terms of employee attitudes and commitment (Burgoyne 1988; Torrington,
1989; Schuler, 1990,1992; Freedman, 1991). Also, scholars argue that in order to
achieveMD objectives, the nature and aims of MD should be seento encompassline
management(Storey, 1989; Fletcher and Williams, 1992; Sheard, 1992; Fletcher,
1993; Brewster and Larsen, 1992).
In its pursuit to generatetypologies, the literature tends to take for granted that high
levels of integration and devolvement are advantageous.It is assumedthat when
strategic integration and decentralisation exist, HRM practices are employed.
However, this does not necessarilyhave to be the case.First, even when the
overall
HRM strategy is integrated with the generic strategy pursued,
and decentralisedto
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lower levels within the organisation, it does not automatically imply that the HRM
practices are employed in an integrated way at the point of application (Heijltjes et
al., 1996). Alternatively, a high degree of devolvement is not necessarily a reflection
of a very conscious belief in the value of HRM. Emphasis on devolvement in an
organisation which lacks top management commitment and proper structures to carry
it down places too many demands on line management (Hendry et al., 1988; Heijltjes
et al.,

1996). Therefore,

it

is important

to study the actual content and

implementation of MD in organisations.

It is not only the internal context that influences the way MD is employed in
organisations. A number of external factors, including national culture, have an
impact on the appropriatenessof the actual degree of integration and devolvement
(Brewster and Larsen, 1992). Stewart et al. (1994, p. 11) contend that, though,
"certain recurring patterns of behaviour are expectedto emergeamong the managers
basedon the characterof the product, the nature of the market and so on, beyond the
boundaries of the sector, there are other socio-political forces at play". Major
determinants of the managerial role, such as socialisation, education, vocational
training, and social and organisational structure, are associated with distinctive
national solutions and ways of coping with the challengespresentedby the business
is
ideal
in
(Stewart
1994).
Thus,
one cultural environment
environment
what
et al.,
might be very unsuccessfulin anotherenvironment.
There are a number of issuesraised from the literature reviewed in this sectionwhich
are important to the thesis. The importance of the business strategy - MD link has
been acknowledgedin the literature. Businessstrategy shapesthe perception and use
of MD in the organisation.The next advanceis to look at how MD in multinationals
is influenced by features of the industry sectorsin which they operate, as well as
market opportunities and levels of competition they face. Contextual embeddedness
of MD necessitatescloser examination of the actual implementation of MD in the
organisation. Both the content of MD and the ways in which it is employed in the
organisation are influenced by contextual factors related to both inner organisation
context and wider societal context.
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The focus of the following sectionsis the influence of contextual factors on MD. It
beginsby1 ooking at contextual factors related to the inner o rganisational context,
and then moves on to discussthe wider businessenvironment.

2.4.2 Organisational

context

The existing literature considers the internal organisational context as a very
powerful factor that shapes MD. The review below discusses the features of
organisational context which are most responsiblefor the ways in which MD has
been developedand used in the organisation.It also draws attention to the pattern of
internal
its
has
in
the
through
organisation
growth which
current
come
obtaining
structuresand policies.
According to Hendry et al. (1988), the key factors which distinguish organisational
its
the
the
of
organisation
contexts are
structure
and culture, the specific technology
used, and the incentives and control systems adopted. In other words, this set of
factors concernsthe working of the organisationitself, features of its internal labour
These
its
organisational variables express
personalities.
market, and
policies and
certain role expectationsfor managers,and thus specify the demandsand constraints
placed on them (Stewart et al., 1994). Perrow (1986) points out that every
organisation ensures that people's behaviour complies with expectations by
limiting
decision-making
the range of
the
or
controlling
premises underlying
alternative courses of action available for consideration. The influence of inner
organisational context may be so strong that there could even be variations in the
type of HRM being used in different parts of the same organisation (Tyson et al.,
1994).
Among different

features related to the organisational context, including

organisational structure and technology, the literature identifies the organisational
culture as the most significant influence in terms of specifying the way MD is
employed in the organisation (Storey, 1989). Thus, organisational culture can
actually facilitate or inhibit MD (Antonacopoulou, 1997). Iverson (1996) arguesthat
it is not certain that an organisationwhich needsinnovation and experimentation,for
example, does in fact support or reward this kind of behaviour: the organisational
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culture or norm system can actually discourage or punish innovative behaviour as
well as employee acceptance of organisational change. Hendry et al (1988) maintain
that the most critical factor influencing MD is the presence of a positive culture,
which is expressed through top management commitment

and by a company

philosophy supportive of MD. MD also requires adequate resources and structures,
and a positive image in the company in order to be effective (Hendry, 1990).

The importance of the pattern of growth and development of the organisation to its
internal structuresand policies has been widely debated in the literature. The main
view is that firms are constrainedby their histories and their organisational legacies
(Child and Smith, 1987; Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992; Edwards, et al., 1996;
Kamoche, 1996). According to Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989: 41), "many forces shape
a company's configuration of assets, distribution of responsibilities, dominant
ingrained
and
managementstyle,
organisationalvalues. But those that seemedmost
influential in the companieswe studied were the impact of leadership on corporate
norms and priorities, the influence of home country culture on underlying values and
practices, and the powerful influence of organisational history". Long-established
routines and the ways everydayorganisationalproblems are resolved and understood
affect the feasibility of changes in MD. The nature of the improvement and
redirection of resourcecombination and use dependson the nature of the current
organisational system and how it is being maintained and reproduced (Whitley,
1989).
Though some of the literature acknowledgesthat MD should not be isolated from the
broader dynamics of organisation,still not enoughattention is paid to the researchof
issues concerning the content of learning and the structural impediments to
appropriateMD. Also, there is insufficient attention to the linkages betweenMD and
other organisational features. Sisson and Storey (1988) argue that management
developmentis treated in relative isolation and viewed as a neutral tool. The impact
of contextual influences are neither considerednor well understood, especially the
extent to which they contribute to the successor otherwise of the development
process (Doyle, 1995). Major failures inMD approaches occur when they do not
adequately take into account a host of organisational variables such as managerial
attitudes, philosophy of managementadoptedby the organisation and organisational
structure,which ultimately determine the direction and likely impact of management
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efforts (Storey, 1990). Organisational factors, in fact, shape the perception of MD
activities and mediate the way MD is implemented. They are also responsible for
actual practices falling short of the ideal. Therefore, it is beneficial to examine the
extent to which a change in the perception of MD can be resisted by current
managementsystemsand style, or indeedother cultural and structural barriers which
may make transfersof new knowledge difficult.
The ways in which people are managedreflects not only the policies and practices
internal to the organisation,but also external institutional factors. This is the topic of
the Section2.4.3.

2.4.3 External factors that shape the perception and use of MD
The following sections discuss the influence of external contextual factors on the
behaviour of an organisation. These sections are particularly important in this
researchbecausethey show the influence of institutional and cultural context on the
ways in which MD developsin the organisation.Also, they highlight the influence of
institutional and cultural context on the ways in which MD is transferred and
received in MNCs. The influence of external contextual factors on the perception and
use of MD has been conceptualisedfrom different perspectives.Very broadly, these
institutional
into
fall
two
views
approaches.These
categories,namely culturalist and
approachestry to explain the different behaviour of organisationsin terms of cultural
and institutional factors.

2.4.3.1

Institutional factors that shape the perception and use of MD

The standpoint of the institutional theory is that the practices employed by
organisations are shaped by the institutional environment in which those
organisations function (Selznick, 1957; Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Zucker, 1986).
According to this view, organisations tend to incorporate organisational forms,
structures and practices that are socially legitimate - that is "isomorphic" or
consistent with the regulatory, cognitive and normative institutions operating in the
environment (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983).
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Isomorphism is basedon the assumptionthat the emergenceand structuration of an
organisational field is a result of the activities of a diverse set of organisations
(Giddens, 1979). It in turn promotesthe homogenisationof these organisations,and
of new entrants as well, once the field is established. Meyer and Rowan (1977)
contendthat as rationalised statesand other large rational organisationsexpand their
dominance over more arenas of social life, organisational structures increasingly
come to reflect rules institutionalised and legitimated by and within the state. As a
result, organisations are homogeneous within given domains and increasingly
organisedaround rituals of conformity to wider institutions.
DiMaggio and Powell (1983: 152) have identified three "mechanismsthrough which
institutional isomorphic change occurs: 1) coercive isomorphism that stems from
political influence and the problem of legitimacy; 2) mimetic isomorphism resulting
from standard responsesto uncertainty; and 3) normative isomorphism, associated
with professionalisation".Thus, the existenceof a common legal environment affects
many aspectsof an organisation's behaviour and structure, as do transactionswith
agencies of the state. The centralisation of capital and the co-ordination of
philanthropy all support the homogenisationof organisationalmodels through direct
authority relationships.
Furthermore, models may be diffused unintentionally, either indirectly through
employeetransfer or turnover, or explicitly by organisationssuch as consulting firms
or industry trade associations.Universities and professional training institutions are
also important centres for the development of cultural and occupational norms
among professional managersand their staff. To the extent managersand key staff
are drawn from the sameuniversities and filtered on a common set of attributes, they
will tend to view problems in a similar fashion, seethe samepolicies, proceduresand
structuresas normatively sanctionedand legitimated, and approachdecision making
in much the same way (Kanter, 1989). When qualification systems and career
patterns differ between countries, "it can be assumedthat the principles which guide
managersin (these) countries will also differ - as will the managers' ensuing actions
and behaviour" (Stewart et al., 1994: 10). Therefore, it might be possible to identify
common features in managementand MD practices employed by o rganisations in
society as well as the mechanismsresponsiblefor such structuration.
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Most of the analysis available in the literature focuses on differences in particular
institutional,
how
aspects of an economic organisation and
contextual, especially
factors might account for these differences. Recently, studies of the processesby
which particular systems of economic co-ordination and control developed their
distinctive features in different countries have appeared (Chandler, 1990; Albert,
1993; Lazonick, 1997; Dore, 1997).
Thus, the focus of interest of the societal effects school (Maurice et al., 1986; Sorge,
1991,1996)

is not social actors as such, but rather the linkages between societal

contexts, institutional structures and economic activity. This approach emphases the
differences in ways in which social groups are constituted inside and outside of
organisations, as well as their continuous competition

for control of resources.

Formal organisations, in this view, are seen as competing for control over priorities
and resources than as stable authority hierarchies establishing distinctive routines and
from
importance
(Whitley,
1999).
The
the
the
of
rest of
procedures separate
society
this analysis has been reflected in its implications to HRM and MD, given that
in
different countries
diversifies
HRM
the
comprises
societal effect
meaning of what
(Hendry, 1996).

The role of social actors in structuring practices has been given more attention in
anotherapproachtermed the varieties of capitalism approach.This draws attention to
the ways in which firms co-ordinate their endeavours,elucidating the connections
between firm strategiesand the institutional support available for them, and linking
these factors to patterns of policy and performance. The basic idea is that the
institutional structure of a particular political economy provides firms with
advantagesfor engaging in specific types of activities (Hall and Soskice, 2001;
Zysman, 1994). Thus, in some political economies,firms make more extensive use
of non-market modes of co-ordination to organise their endeavours,while in others
firms rely mainly on marketsto c o-ordinate those endeavours. The availability of
thesedifferent modes of co-ordination conditions the efficiency with which firms can
perform certain activities, thereby affecting the efficiency with which they can
produce certain kinds of goods or services. In short, the national institutional
framework provides nations with comparativeadvantagesin particular activities and
products, and therefore, may lead to cross-national patterns of specialisation,
providing the institutions relevant to theseactivities are not distributed evenly across
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nations (Hall and Soskice,2001). This further supportsthe argumentthat there might
be barriers related to differences in institutional contexts to transfers of practices
developedin one context to another.
By according firms a central role and viewing them as actors seeking to develop and
exploit their capabilities for developing, producing, and distributing goods and
services profitably (Teeceand Pisano, 1998), the varieties of capitalism approach
also highlights the criticality of the quality of the relationships the firm is able to
establish, both internally, with its own employees,and externally, with a range of
other actors that include suppliers, clients, collaborators, stakeholders,trade unions,
business associations, and governments. This approach not only highlights key
institutions affecting the behaviour of the firm in society, but also maintains that it is
possible to identify features of dominant firms in each society, given that in any
firms
for
towards
the
which there
gravitate
mode
of
co-ordination
national economy,
is institutional support.
The view that economic relationships and activities are socially constituted and
institutionally variable, and that the nature both of the actors engagedin them and of
their outcomes vary significantly between societal contexts is used by another
framework. This framework, termed the national business systems approach and
developed by Whitley et al. (1992), highlights the importance of the national
institutional context and thus allows the consideration of a host of institutional, as
behaviour,
well as cultural variables while analysing managerial and organisational
is
follows.
line
industrial
The
the
as
argument
of
and
performance.
resulting
The businesssystemof a country is defined as the institutionally embeddedpractices
firms
internal
both
the
of
organisation
and
and value orientations which characterise
their relation with their external environment (Whitley et al., 1992). Financial
ownership and stability, educational systemsand product regulatory frameworks are
all part of the distinctive national industrial environment, which has its effects on the
economic activity of each country. Dominant social institutions in a country
influence the functioning of firms and markets.In addition, traditional cultural values
also affect managerial processesand affect economic performance. This is because
institutionally embeddedvalue orientations are rooted in the national culture. The
role of the state and financial sectors,national systemsof education and training, and
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diverse national cultures, employment expectations and labour relations create
"national recipes", each effective in their particular context but not necessarily
elsewhere. These national business recipes carry with them a "dominant logic of
action", and influence managementpractice. This logic of action is reflected in
specific managementstructures,styles and decision-making processes,growth and
diversification

strategies, inter-company market relationships and market

development. Different patterns of economic organisations tend to be a product of
the particular institutional environmentswithin the various national states(Whitley et
al., 1992; Lazonick et al., 1997). Therefore, it is interesting to examine the influence
of national businesssystemson MD practices adoptedby dominant firms in the two
countriesinvolved in this research.
Whether national businesssystemschangeover time has been debatedextensively in
the literature. Initially, the arguments have been that because national business
by
in
the
social-institutional
which they are
systems are constituted
environment
1992).
be
fairly
(Whitley
time
they
al.,
et
can
considered
stable over
embedded,
Recentstudies(Whitley, 1994; 1999b;Sorge, 1996; Streeck, 1997; Ferner and Varul,
1998; Lane, 1999; Smith and Elger, 1999), however, have shown that globalisation
different
These
business
have
authors
suggest
systems.
can
a profound effect on
domestic
business
in
systemsas a result of
possible scenariosof change,which occur
the activities of multinationals. Given that this researchis concernedwith the process
is
interesting
it
MNCs,
to examine whether there are
transfer
of
of practices within
implications of the operationsof MNCs in Russiafor its national businesssystem.

2.4.3.2

Cultural factors that shapethe perception and use of MD

A discussionof the influence of culture on MD is relevant in this research,given that
it further diversifies the meaning of managementin different societies,and therefore
affects managementand MD practices adopted in a given society. The concept of
cultural effect means that societies vary in the arrangements of which their
institutions and organisations are composed, and these variations reflect their
distinctive traditions, values, attitudes and historical experiences.Hofstede (1993: 5)
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describesculture as the "crystallisation of history in the thinking, feeling and acting
of the presentgeneration."
The culturalist approach maintains that cultural differences relating to social
institutions and beliefs manifest themselves in different understandings of
management (Crozier,

1964; Hofstede, 1980; 1993; Trompenaars, 1992;

Trompenaarsand Woolliams, 1999). These differences in the understandingof the
conceptionof managementwould naturally influence managers' actions. The values,
beliefs and assumptionsof the prevailing culture, as well as personal characteristics,
shape behaviour at work and influence managerial thinking and relationships in
every society (Laurent, 1983; Adler et al., 1995). Laurent (1983) suggeststhat the
nationality of a managerhas three times as much influence on his or her managerial
assumptions than any other variable. Cultural factors are regarded as potential
influences on how managersseetheir roles and what is expectedof them (Stewart et
al., 1994). This meansthat the practice of managementis determinedby the meaning
that it carries for those who manageand are managedin a given society. Therefore,
in order to addressthe issue of the transferability of MD practices, it is important to
in
interaction
between
the
culture and managementpractices each society.
examine
A number of frameworks have been developedin the literature in order to capturethe
differences in managerial behaviours in different societies (e.g. Hofstede, 1980;
Trompenaars, 1992). An important contribution to the literature is the work of
Hofstede (1980) in which he postulates four dimensions of the consequencesof
culture which are useful in analysingand understandingmanagerialbehaviour. These
four dimensions, based on the examination of dominant value patterns across
degree
inequality
distance
in
(characterises
the
to
countries, are: power
which power
relationships is accepted in a society); uncertainty avoidance (characterises the
degree to which the tendency to eliminate / avoid uncertainty determines actual
behaviour); individualism / collectivism (characterisesthe preference to function
either as an individual or within a group); and masculinity / femininity (shows
predisposition to display masculine characteristics,e.g. assertiveness,dominance, as
opposedto female characteristics such as tenderness,care, etc.). According to the
author, culture patterns are rooted in the value systemsof substantial groupings of
the population, and are stabilised over long periods of history. Therefore, they have a
potential influence not only on the managerial decision making process but also on
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the perception of the managerial role within a society. This work, however, has
by
is
identified
first
fact
dimensions
limitations.
The
the
the
to
the
that
several
related
author are basically statistical constructsbased on clusters of responseswithout indepth understanding of the processbehind the culture configuration. Furthermore,
the author's insistence on the persistenceof national cultural features over time has
beencriticised (e.g. d'Iribarne, 1991).
The link between culture and value systemsand their influence on organisational
behaviour and, therefore,managementpracticeshave also been widely debatedin the
literature. Individuals learn values such as respect for privacy or freedom of speech
from their society, and although they differ in the ways they translate these values
into action, in general, differencesin attitudes and behaviour of managersreflect the
values their cultures hold dear (Adler et al., 1995). National culture also influences
the corporate culture of a company in that the latter reflects national cultural values,
beliefs and managementtactics, which affect the behaviour of people within the
work setting (Adler, 1986). Furthermore, national culture manifests itself in
is
in
behaviour,
and
crystallised
organisational structuresand national
organisational
institutions. Laurent (1989) argues that different assumptions about the nature of
management,authority, structure, and organisational relationships shape different
value systemsand get translatedinto different managementpractices, which in turn
firms
become
Therefore,
though
the
even
might
reinforce
original assumptions.
more
similar at the macro level in terms of structureand technology, cultural and national
uniquenessis maintained in terms of attitudesand behaviour.
All national environmentsexhibit a number of important characteristics,which affect
the workings of the organisationswithin them. The presenceof natural resources,the
geographicalposition of the country, its historical heritage and relevant international
political actions all play a significant role in shaping a national cultural environment
(Ebster-Grosz and Pugh, 1996; Dore, 1990). In turn, "nationally influenced
behavioural characteristics become an ingrained part of each company's "way of
doing things" and shape its international organisation structure and processes"
(Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989: 42).
The importance of the discussion presented above is twofold. First, it highlights
factors responsible for differences in
management systems and practices among
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different nations. Second, it helps to address the issue of the transferability of
managementpracticesfrom one context to another.
The effectivenessof MD systemsis highly dependenton the national context within
which the organisationsoperate.Managementof employeeswithin organisationsis
constrainedby the characteristicsof the cultural and institutional context. National
business characteristics and culturally grounded values influence approachesand
models of MD. Major determinants of management roles are associated with
distinctive national solutions. Thus, any approachto MD not only reflects its own
particular set of underlying values, but also the different configurations of
educational,political and economic institutions that impinge upon managementand
the precise understandingof what "managementis all about" (Sparrow and Hiltrop,
1994). Distinctions in MD reflect matters of relative importance and national
implies
This
that models for MD developed in one culture may not easily
emphasis.
translateto anotherbecauseof the different traditions and values of the management
and workforce.

2.4.4 Influence of contextual factors
management and MD practices

on

the

transferability

of

The importance of environmental influences on managementwas highlighted by the
work of Cool and Lengnick-Hall (1985) who suggestedthat researchshould treat the
organisation as an open system. This means that the environmental context is a
significant factor affecting the success of any management approach, and has
particular "relevance for the transferability of management practices from one
country to another" (Cool and Lengnick-Hall, 1985: 2).
MD practices are meaning and value based,as well as knowledge based.Hence, the
successof their transfer is determinedby the transferability of meaning and values,
in addition to the transferability of knowledge (Child and Kieser, 1979).
Organisationalmembersare carriers of the institutionalised knowledge of the society
and, as such, tend to design and employ practices that are consistent with the
institutional environment (Selznick, 1957). When practices are transferred
across
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boarders, they may not "fit" with the institutional environment of the recipient
country which, in turn, may be an impedimentto the transfer (Kostova, 1999).
This conclusion challengesthe effectivenessof any universal c onceptualisation of
MD. It also makes it possible to question some basic concepts of the Anglo-Saxon
literature since they are built on assumptionsthat are rooted in the US and UK
national cultures and institutional contexts (Heijltjes et al., 1996). Thus, previous
researchhas shown that the Anglo-Saxon model of MD may not fit comfortably with
the reality of HRM in other countries becauseof contextual factors (Brewster and
Larsen, 1992; Brewster, 1993). Laurent (1986) has shown that the concept of
managementand organisation may vary significantly from one national culture to
another, even among employeeswithin the sameMNC. A similar argument is used
by a number of writers (Evans et al., 1989; Larsen, 1996; Lazonick et al., 1997) who
deeply
that
rooted "one-best-way" thinking has in some instancesbeen
point out
shatteredby the awarenessthat there are different and equally effective approaches
to managementand organisation.It is important to researchthe relationship between
different componentsof MD and features of national business systemswhich may
either stimulate or dampen the adoption of MD policies. Equally, more empirical
research is needed in order to improve the understanding of the patterns of
relationships that developedwhen people from more than one culture interact within
a work setting (Hendry, 1996).
At the same time, MD researchsuffers, according to contemporary scholars, from
several gaps which, it is claimed, are due to the methodology utilised (see, for
example, Storey, 1990; Stewart et al., 1994). A research gap exists within the
international businessand HRM academicliterature as a result of a lack of contextual
analysis of MD processes.An analysis of managementstyle and system reinforces
the need for the theoretical developmentof researchmethodologiesthat addressthese
complex issues.
Until recently, however, most of the studies in this area have utilised surveys with
the purpose of generatingtypologies (Mumford, 1987). Thus, according to Stewart et
al. (1994), a methodological problem in studiesof managerial behaviour is that there
is no systematic analysis of the impact of context on individual
managementjobs.
Equally, Sisson and Storey (1988: 7) maintain that in
order to addressthe issue it is
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"necessary to explore the perceptions and concerns of managers whose social
constructions help form the organisation's reality." Nevertheless, as Cool and
Lengnick-Hall (1985: 19) stress,"much lip service has been paid to open system
analysis,yet most researchefforts adopt a cybernetic or black-box approachat best.
Until we are unable to fully assessorganisationsand their environmental interactions
simultaneously, we will be unable to fully assessthe issue of transferring certain
systemicproperties from one organisationto another".

2.5

Conclusions

The aim of the discussionof MD above is twofold. First, it highlights the contextual
embeddednessof MD practices,and secondly,it identifies a number of shortcomings
related to the lack of contextual analysis of MD and the process of the transfer of
MD practices. A number of important issues have been raised by the literature
reviewed in the chapter.The main conclusion is that the processof transferring MD
practices within multinationals should be analysed within the context in which it
takesplace. There are a number of explanationsas to why it should be done this way.
Contextual embeddednessof MD practicesis anchoredin the nature of management
and it has been reflected in the interdependentand contextual nature of managerial
activities and tasks. Therefore, the organisationally-specific nature of managerial
activities makes generalisability of successful practices in one situation to other
contexts limited. It also limits the susceptibility of such practices to general
techniques and procedures, and stresses the importance of processes in MD.
Furthermore, the literature has addressed the issue of the social and cultural
embeddednessof managerial roles and practices, thus further questioning the
applicability of general universal MD practices to structuring managerial attitudes
and behaviour.
The literature also helps to identify those factors that shapethe perception and use of
MD practices. Factors related to business strategy, inner organisation context and
wider societal context have been reported as having a strong influence on the
structuring of MD. The argumentavailable in the literature is that distinctions in MD
between different countries reflect
matters of relative importance and national
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emphasis.The evidenceis that the effectivenessof MD systemsis highly dependent
on the national context within which the organisationsoperate,and national business
characteristicsand culturally groundedvalues do influence approachesand models of
MD. MD practices are consideredmeaning and value based, as well as knowledge
based. Therefore, models for MD and MD practices developed in one culture may
not easily translate to another becauseof the different traditions and values of the
managementand workforce.
The literature also indicates the important role of the national institutional
environmentin the ways in which it might affect the transfer process.When practices
are transferredacrossboarders,they may not fit with the institutional environment of
the recipient country which, in turn, may be an impediment to transfer. Furthermore,
the existing relationship between different components of MD and features of
national business systems may either stimulate or dampen the adoption of MD
practices.
Although contextual embeddednessof MD has been touched upon in the MD
literature, it has not been paid enough attention. A number of gaps have been
identified in the literature in the review presentedabove, the majority of which were
due to the methodology utilised. By identifying key issuesand researchthemes,the
review of the literature helps to formulate the researchquestions to be addressedin
this study which focuseson the processof transferring MD practices within MNCs.
The key researchquestion, which is addressedin this study, asks to what extent it is
possibleto homogenise managerialbehaviour acrossthe world. More specifically,
the researchaims: 1) to examine the influence of institutional context on the nature
of MD practices and the ways in which MD practices develop; 2) to examine the
influence of institutional context on the ways in which MD are transferred and
received in MNCs; and 3) to examine other factors shaping MD practices and their
transfer process in MNCs. These researchquestions suggestthat MD should not be
analysed separatelyfrom its context. The next chapter discusseshow this approach
has been reflected in the framework of this study.
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CHAPTER 3: The process of transfer of
MD practices within MNCs

3.1

Introduction

The thesis is concerned with the process of transferring MD practices within
multinational companies. The literature review in the previous chapter identified a
number of issuesrelevant to the understandingof this processand the key influences on
it. The c ontextual e mbeddednessof MD practices highlighted in the 1iterature implies
that the processof transfer should be analysedwithin the context in which it takesplace.
Furthermore, the influence of context should be consideredat different levels, including
international, national, and organisational. Context influences the ways in which MD
in
in
develop
the
they are transferred and
the
practices
ways
organisation as well as
received in MNCs. The literature review also highlighted the importance of MD
in
is
is
MD
the organisation. Finally, a
that
the
processes,
actually employed
ways
number of gaps in the literature related to the methodology used to study MD and the
processof transfer of MD practiceshavebeen identified.
This chapter develops a researchmodel which seeksto integrate the different forces and
influences on the processof transfer of MD practices within MNCs in order to elaborate
a framework to carry out the study and answerthe researchquestions.The researchaims
to answer the question of h ow context influences the nature of MD practices and the
ways in which MNCs seekto transfer practices,as well as other factors in the transfer to
their subsidiaries.The model of transfer introduced in this chapter is built on the analysis
of the literature and integratesthe various frameworks available in order to highlight the
importance of structural and processualelementsfor successfultransfer. The model
also
stressesthe importance of the analysis of internal organisationaldynamics in the transfer
process.This is built on the argument from the literature that the processof transfer does
not stop with the introduction of formal practices but goes beyond it, requiring
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negotiation in order to internalise the transferred practices (e.g. Kostova,

1999).

Therefore, it is important to focus on the subsidiary's internal dynamics, which are the
result of the process of change following

the transfer of management systems and

practices from the parent company to a subsidiary in another country. By means of this
analysis it is possible to understand and explain why there may be tension in the process
of transfer, and what bearing the different influences might have.

The chapter is organised as follows. First, the nature of MNCs is discussedand the
importance of transfer of practices for multinationals is stressed.This is followed by a
discussionabout contextual influences on managementand MD practices within MNCs,
during which the issue of transferability is raised. The importance of understandingthe
dynamics in the successful transfer of processesis highlighted. Then the integrative
model of transfer is presentedand the concept of transfer is discussed.This is followed
by an analysis of the ways in which institutional context influences managementand MD
is
basic
framework,
in
is
by
its
broad
In
the
this
scope,
practices.
section
which
nature
reducedby highlighting key factors that influence MD practices, as well as the ways in
which this influence is exerted.Also dimensionsto compareand contrast the MD models
adopted by the two MNCs involved in the study, are presentedin this section. Finally,
the importance of processesis stressed,providing an approach to analysing the social
and political nature of the transfer.

3.2

Transfer of management
multinationals

and

MD practices

within

The issue of transfer has been raised with increasing interest in the functioning of
multinational companiesin recent managementliterature. The distinctive characteristics
of the MNC come from its definition. A multinational businesshas been conceptualised
as one which has operating units in a number of countries (Storey, 1990), or as a
corporation which manages a portfolio of multiple national entities (Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1989). More recent studiesstressthe importance of the evolution of MNCs into
transnationalcorporations (e.g. Edwards, et al., 1996). That is, according to Bartlett and
Ghoshal (1989: 65), a true MNC is one with a "genuinely globally integrated
organisation" as opposed to "mere collections of operations". The authors describe
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transnational

companies

as "dispersed,

interdependent

and

specialised"

with

"differentiated contributions by national units to integrated world-wide operations" and
"knowledge developed jointly and shared world-wide. " MNCs, therefore, are often seen
in the literature as being increasingly interested in promoting common management
practices and corporate culture to improve the control, co-ordination and integration of
their subsidiaries.

3.2.1 The nature of MNCs: the importance of transfer
The nature of the MNC, and the importance of context to their successfulfunctioning,
has been extensively studied from a wide range of perspectives.Some approachesthat
hierarchy,
issues
as
such
address
control and co-ordination argue that the structuresof
MNCs can be explained as contingencies of the requirements of globalisation. The
importance in MNCs of managers' understanding of the relationship between these
processes, and their ability to build the appropriate organisational structures and
managementsystems based on them, are stressedby these approaches. Therefore, the
is
is
that
the
argument
goal of managers to "fit" the structure to the environment created
by the operation of market forces.
According to Prahalad and Doz (1987), global integration and local responsivenessare
key issues in the management of multinationals. Furthermore, Bartlett and Ghoshal
(1989) developedthe link betweenthesestrategictensions and the issuesof organisation
structure and management.They argue that "a truly transnational corporation" needsto
find the right balance between the organisational need for co-ordination and control
(integration) at the centre and the increasing pressures for sensitivity and flexibility
(differentiation) at the subsidiary or unit level (Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1990; Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1991). Often, the transfer of managementand, particularly, MD practices are
seenas the organisationalglue which keepsthe firm together (Kamoche, 1996).
However, each and every region, country or unit posesits own peculiar problems as well
as a characteristic set of opportunities to the processof transfer. Which practices can be
transferred,by which means,as well as what influences the process of transfer, have all
been the focus of many recent studies(Dowling and Schuler, 1990; Prahalad
and Hamel,
1990; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989; Ghoshal
and Bartlett, 1990; Rosenzweig and Singh,
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1991; Schuler et al., 1993). The theoretical foundation of this concern draws on
Lawrence and Lorsch's (1967) organisation-environment

interface. It highlights the

importance of differentiation and its manifestations, be they cultural, economic or legal.
As Laurent (1986) notes, the underlying challenge for the multinational

facing the

transfer of its practices is that, while the nature of global business calls for consistency in
the management of people, cultural diversity requires adaptation and differentiation. This
means that different HR practices are needed to fit the needs of the subsidiaries (Ehrlich,
1997). As the labour force becomes increasingly global, pressures mount for greater
adaptation to, and accommodation for, local conditions while transferring practices
within multinationals

(Brockbank,

1997; Pucik, 1997). These works stimulated the

search for factors that best determine the right fit between the practices transferred and
the local conditions where they will be implemented.

A number of theoretical frameworks have been developed in pursuit of the right
interaction of the HRM strategiesand systemswith the demands of the functioning of
linked
Concerns
how
businesses.
to the
over
subsidiary
are
operations
multinational
strategic goals of HQ have been repeatedly expressed.A resource-capability approach
involves the analysis of parent-subsidiaryrelationships and the structuring of strategic
developed
(1986;
1993)
Hedlund
Thus,
a view of the multinational as a
control options.
"heterarchy", i. e. possessingmultiple centres.This is a resource-dependenceapproach,
dependence
by
influence
facilitated
the
affiliates'
on the parent. In
where
and control are
this relationship managers of subsidiaries are expected to act in the interests of the
different
idea
However,
take
the
that
on
roles allocated to them by
centre.
subsidiaries
headoffices, and more recently, the idea that subsidiariescan develop theseroles and not
decisions
has
been
in
be
head
the
also
simply
office
presented the
passive recipients of
literature (Birkinshaw, 2000; Birkinshaw and Hood, 1998). Therefore, support has been
found for the hypothesisthat MNCs might differ in their approachesto transfer practices.
A typology of firms based on differences in HRM approachesadopted by different
MNCs to the transfer of their practices has been proposed in the literature. Rosenzweig
and Nohria (1994: 229) argue that the central issue in the literature is" the extent to
which various foreign subsidiaries act and behave as local firms versus the extent to
which their practices resemble those of the parent corporation or some other global
standard". Thus, Perlmutter (1969) describes three "attitudinal" types of MNCs:
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ethnocentric, policentric and global. According to this typology, management practices
in foreign subsidiaries resemble those of the MNC's

home country (ethnocentric),

conform to local practices of the affiliate's host country (policentric),
world-wide

or adhere to a

standard (global). This view has then been extended to incorporate the

influence of context on these approaches. Debates in the literature concerning contextual
influences on the process of transfer of MD practices are presented in the following
section.

3.2.2 Contextual influences on the transfer of management and MD
practices in MNCs
The underlying assumptionof initial studieson the nature of processeswithin MNCs was
that these organisationsare detachedfrom individual nation states.This assumptionhas
been questioned,and evidenceprovided that even the most global of companiesremains
deeply rooted in the national business systems of its country of origin (Sparrow and
Hiltrop, 1994). Multinational firms cannot be understoodseparately from the national
contexts in which they are embedded.Recent studies have convincingly shown how
firms
institutional
the
strategies
and
structures
shape
of
specific national
contexts
(Quack, Morgan and Whitley, 2000; Whitley and Kristensen, 1996,1997).
There are a number of explanations of the "country-of-origin effect". One rests on
differences in historical patterns and the phasing of international expansionby national
capital (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). Another refers to features of national business
culture and management style (e.g. Ferner, 1994). Both, however, indicate the
importance of the closer examination of differences in the national economic and
business cultures from which MNCs have emerged. National institutional contexts
influence how MNCs internationalise.As Whitley (2001) argues, the range of activities
undertakenby the MNC is a function of its strategy, which is in turn influenced by the
competenciesderived from its home baseand the expectationsof its key stakeholders.
The influence of context resulting in differences in HRM systemsadoptedby MNCs of
different nationalities, is also examinedwithin an analytical framework, which addresses
country-of-origin issues (Guest and H oque, 1996). E lger and Smith (1994) emphasise
that international competition is rooted in the specific arrangementsof national systems,
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and that national economies compete to impose their version of economic development.
MNCs are key protagonists in the process of disseminating their home country's
"version of capitalism" (Ferner, 1997). Such dissemination of HR practices is viewed as
a major mechanism of control (Edstrom and Galbraith, 1977; Rosenzweig and Singh,
1991).

Multinationals, however, differ in their approachto transferring managementpractices.
Evans and Lorange (1989) argue that firms tend to be either centralised, i. e. adopting
uniform, world-wide policies on selection, appraisal and promotion, or decentralised,
with locally-determined policies on HRM issues. This means that in the process of
transfer, MNCs can adapt to the environment of the host country by adopting local
patterns of managementpractices which may differ considerably from those of the
isomorphism").
("local
Alternatively, MNCs can pursue a strategy of
country of origin
"cross-nationalisomorphism" by introducing country-of-origin patterns into host country
is
issue,
Given
to consider
the
the
complexity
of
a more recent view
operations.
interplay
in
being
by
MNC
the
as
of opposingpressures
shaped
managementpractices an
for "internal consistency" and isomorphism with the local institutional environment
(Rosenzweigand Nohria, 1994).
This implies that specific practices are shapedby these pressuresto varying degrees
(Rosenzweig and Singh, 1991). For example, some subsidiary practices may tend more
closely to resemble the MNC's home-country practices, while others may more closely
resemble host-country practices. Factors that contribute to the difference or degree of
foundation
(greenfield
include:
local
to
sites usually
of
similarity
method
practices
replicate key features of the parent company as opposedto acquired firms (Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1989)); age and size of the firm; dependenceon local inputs; presence of
expatriates; extent of communication with the parent; legal and regulatory framework;
industry type; technology transfer; parent company culture; and finally, differencesin
host and home national culture (Doz et al., 1981;Nohria and Ghoshal, 1990; Rosenzweig
and Singh, 1991; Rosenzweig and Nohria, 1994). Equally, different host environments,
either regulated or "permissive" (Ferner, 1994), shape the behaviour of MNCs, and
therefore influence the process of transfer. A permissive system is one in which the
MNC has the greatestdegreeof strategic choice. A highly regulated system, on the other
hand, is one where the freedom of operation of the MNC is significantly constrained.
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Contextual differences described in this section have an impact on the transfer of
in
different
business
behaviour
MNCs.
Patterns
management practices within
of
countries that have been shaped by their national environments persist over time.
Therefore, some of their elements are difficult to transfer: the greater the cultural
distancebetween the home country and the host, the harder it is for the MNC to transfer
home-countryphilosophies and practices(Schneider,1986; Hendry, 1992). Furthermore,
multinationals differ in terms of the approachesto transfer which they adopt, as well as
the practices they transfer. This suggests that the influence exerted by the broader
national context on the behaviour of the multinational might be mediated by its internal
organisationalcontext, once again highlighting the importance of processes.In addition
to this, recent developmentsin the area suggestthat the transfer process does not stop
when formal practices are introduced in subsidiaries.Rather, it requires additional effort
to have thesepracticesinternalised.

3.2.3 Transferability
of practices:
transfer process

static

vs.

dynamics

view

on the

The views presentedabove could be describedas static views on the processof transfer.
They provide useful typologies and highlight the influence of context on the transfer
been
(Morgan,
has
to
the
however,
Recently
added
analysis
aspect
process.
a social
2001; Sharpe,2001; Kristensenand Zeitlin, 2001). Morgan (2001) arguesthat becauseof
the social nature of the firms, organisation across institutional and national boundaries
line
is
The
follows:
be
highly
diverse,
of
argument
as
might
conflictual, and complex.
given the influence of national c ontexts, there are c ertain p atterned behaviours which
firms
become
international
in
by.
However,
once
most protagonistsunderstandand abide
scope, they incorporate within their organisational space new social actors. Therefore,
in
be
differences
the understanding of management
that
there
given
could
significant
practices and systemsbetween different nations, the reproduction of old routines might
becomeproblematic.
Furthermore, rationality is socially constituted so that the nature of rational action varies
between institutional contexts (Morgan, 2001). Many actors learn to follow a set of
informal rules or available "strategies for action" from the experience of operating in a
particular environment (Swidler, 1986; DiMaggio and Powel, 1991). However, the
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process of transfer initiates changesin managementstructures and systems. Changes
occur because firms may now become part of a different company, owned by
shareholderswith very different perspectives.Senior managersare therefore faced with
the task of balancing the requirementsof thesedifferent groups.
The view of an MNC as a means to achieve certain economic goals neglects the
interactions that occur alongside the different forms of co-ordination and control
constructedby senior managersin the attempt to ensure that these goals are met. Yet
these interactions generate further patterns of co-operation and potential conflict
(Morgan, 2001). Control and co-ordination therefore depend on how far practices,
routines, norms, and values from within the multinational differ, are transferable,
adaptable,or resistant to change.Therefore, the emphasisis on the need to consider the
social basis of multinationals and the conflictual nature of the social order that develops
within them.
Finally, the construction of markets is also a social process that is institutionally
constituted.This meansthat different sorts of marketsand different sorts of firms emerge
as a result of the distinctive historical trajectories that different societies have taken.
Therefore, it is essentialto understandwhich organisationsconstruct thesemarkets,how
they manage their workings, and how this is reflected in different patterns of firms and
organisations.This necessitatescomparative and historical studies of social institutions,
markets, and organisations. Morgan (2001) stressesthat anyone wishing to study the
process of the transfer of managementpractices, must also addresssystematically the
social determinantsof organisational structures,the political nature of decision-making,
the irrationality of organisations,and the social construction of markets. The following
section integratesall the key issues highlighted by the literature reviewed above, and
presents a model for the study of the process of transfers of MD practices within
multinationals.

3.3

The process of transfer of MD practices within MNCs: the
integrative model

This researchaims to answer the questions how context influences the
of
nature of MD
practices in MNCs, in which ways MNCs seekto transfer practices, and what processes
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surround the transfer to subsidiaries. Therefore, the focus of t his study is the internal
management system of the firm, its internal organisational structure, the systems of
monitoring and accountability, and the roles that expatriate and local managers take in
the process of transfer. The integrative model (Figure 3.1) integrates all of the principal
forces, discussed earlier in the literature review, that have a bearing on the transfer of
MD practices in MNCs. By highlighting their interdependence, the social aspect of the
process of transfer is also stressed.

Figure 3.1 The process of transfer of MD practices within MNCs

Transfer mechanisms
Formal structures
"
" Expatriate managers
" Organisationalhierarchy
" Processes
" Values and norms

Subsidiary MD
Misunderstandingand
tension in
implementation and
internationalisation of
practicestransferred

Host country influence on
work systemsand practices
Host country
Institutional and
cultural environment;
Geographic/
ecological / historical
context

Parent companyMD
model
practices/ processes

Home country
influence on work
systemsand
practices

Home country
Institutional and
cultural environment;
Geographic/
ecological / historical
context

Business environment
and

"
"
"

administrative
heritage
Organisational
culture
Technology
Management
systems

Sources:Morgan, 2001; Whitley, 1999; Hendry and Pettigrew, 1990,1992; Sparrow and Hiltrop,
1994; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989

The aim in designingandtestingthe following researchframeworkis to understandand
addresssystematicallyareasof potentialtension,and factorswhich contributeto them,
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during the process of transfer. Case study analysis, therefore, is built around the issues
highlighted by the framework.
The model draws attention to contextual influences on the successof the process.These
influences are discussedat three levels: international, national and organisational. The
model suggeststhat managementpractices and MD practices are structured by their
country's national framework. This influence, however, is mediated by an organisational
context which is the outcome of existing managementsystems, technology used and
organisational culture. Furthermore, MD practices in MNCs are influenced by
international institutional contexts.Transferredmanagementand MD practicesmight not
fit with a host country's institutional and cultural environment, and might therefore
createmisunderstandingsand tension. The model also highlights the importance of both
processesand structures to successfultransfers. The following sections discuss these
influences.

3.3.1 Societal context: home and host country influence
The framework presented above (Figure 3.1) implies that national business systems
influence which strategy is adopted,
impact
having
on the process of
an
as
as well
interaction of the home-country model
host
As
different
environments.
country
with
highlighted in the literature, societally-specific featuresinfluence work organisation and
control systems(Maurice et al., 1986; Sorge, 1996; Tayeb, 1994). In this way societallyspecific featureswork against the establishmentof a single pattern of work organisation
across institutional boundaries, with local conditions influencing the adoption of
production systemsfrom elsewhere.Therefore, as Whitley (1997) notes, the "wholesale
transfer" of managerial practices without alteration from one context to another appears
impracticable.Within multinationals, pressuresfor "isomorphism" may occur through
attempts to transfer "best practices" (Mueller, 1994), but the local context, including
national political, financial, labour, and cultural systems,influences how multinationals'
management practices transfer across business systems, and with what outcomes
(Whitley, 2001).
Furthermore, subsidiaries are embedded in local national environments and cultures
wherein the underlying basic assumptionsabout managementmay differ from that of the
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MNC home country. These differences may hinder the acceptanceand implementation
host
(1997)
in
(Schneider,
1986).
Ferner
HR
MNCs
that
country
contends
of
practices
Fore
in
fact
influence
he
home
"blueprint".
the
xample, a
norms
country
mediate
oft
but
in
MNC,
for
be
performancemanagementsystem executivesmay applied globally an
its operation and significance may differ very markedly in different countries according
to the influence of the local businessculture.
However, as discussedearlier, a multinational corporation is often seen as a relatively
effective mechanism for transferring knowledge acrossborders. Multinationals thus are
hypothesisedto show a more universalising influence of both the organisation and the
globalisation effect (Harzing et.al., 2000). The evidence, although in many instances
inconclusive and somewhat preliminary, still suggests that in many cases of
it
in
be
look
for
to
change
might
either
organisational
necessary
organisational effects,
instead
be
firms
Also,
to
societal
of
addition or
effects.
should seenas an
multinational
integral part of international institutional contexts (Morgan, 2001). Therefore, an
interesting question for further empirical investigation is the extent to which an
"organisational effect" and a "globalisation effect" (Harzing et al., 2000) may operatein
the transfer of MD practiceswithin an MNC.

3.3.2 Globalisation and organisational
management and MD practices

effects in the structuring

of

Though many of the institutional factors conditioning the behaviour of firms remain
inside
is
in
there
strategies
all economies,in keeping
nation-specific,
variation corporate
with differences between the resourcesand market settings of individual firms. The
capabilities of management also matter. Hall and Soskice (2001) point out that
institutional structure only conditions strategy, rather than determining it fully.
Differences in corporate strategy can also be conditioned by the institutional support
available to firms at the regional or sectorallevels (Campbell et al., 1991; Hollingsworth
et al., 1994; Herrigel, 1996). Also, authorslike Swidler (1986) and Douglas (1991) have
drawn attention to the fact that institutions shapethe interests, strategiesand behaviour
of social actors, although not in a deterministic way. They provide "tool kits" or
repertoires from which actors can to some extent choose in order to construct their
"strategies of action". The resulting variety in social behaviours
generatesa pool of
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alternative mental maps and patternsof behaviour. Therefore, it is interesting to examine
the influence of national institutional environmenton structuring MD practicesin MNCs.
Institutionalist argumentsembracea conception of economic action as being embedded
in larger institutional schemes.They see the societal or national level as being highly
responsiblefor the structure and constitution of such schemes.In this literature, national
institutional systems or frames have been depicted as extremely robust (Hall and
Soskice, 2001). However, while not questioning the basic tenet that society influences
the structuresand processesof businessorganisations,an argument there over just how
dominant this effect may be appearsto be emerging. Some recent works (e.g. Heligren
and Melin, 1992; R asanenand Whipp, 1992) claim that traditional contrasts between
depicted
in
the societaleffect approach,may have been over-emphasised.
countries,as
One implication of recent studies on multinational companies suggests that
organisationaland globalisation effects may complement or even counteractthe societal
in
Kogut,
1993;
Kogut
1992).
It
(e.
Dosi
Zander,
that
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appears
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and
industry contexts, there are global technological and strategic trajectories which
internal
design
follow.
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Strategic
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orientation
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investment
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direct
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(Osterman,
1991).
Foreign
often
of structure and processes
by the transfer of technology, the transfer of managementpractices through expatriates
(Mueller,
firm-specific
implementation
the
style
management
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1994).

Furthermore, within MNCs, benchmarking and the transfer of best practices are
important processes,which exchangeinformation within the firm and between countries.
The principal issue raised by globalisation concernsthe stability of regulatory regimes
and national institutions in the face of heightened competitive pressure (Boyer and
Drache, 1996; Rodrik, 1997). An interesting objective for more empirical study is
therefore to determine the ways in which an MNC interacts with the host institutional
environment (e.g. Hellgren and Melin, 1992; Rasanenand Whipp, 1992), particularly if
it is in a stateof transition (Whitley, 1999).

3.3.3 International institutional context
Giventhatthe focusof recentresearchhasbeenon the interrelationsbetweenactionsand
structureswithin societalsystemsdefinedat the level of the nation state,little attention
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has beenpaid to what hasbeenunfolding either in the spacebeyond national institutional
frameworks, or in sub-nationalspheres(Morgan, 2001). National economieshave been
treatedas isolated and discreteunits, where patternsof economic organisationand action
stabilise over time as a result of the continuedand repeatedinteraction of domesticactors
with their national institutional environment. Such approaches are not helpful in
understandinghow pressuresfor changemay build up over time, turning a successionof
incrementaladaptations into a potentially substantial transformation. Equally, they do
not explain either how an organisation's interaction within the transnational spheremay
in turn reflect upon national institutional systems (Djelic and Quack, 2002), or what
implications this may have for MD practices.
The growing transnational interconnectednessof economic actors acrossthe world, and
the emergence and strengthening of various forms of institutionalised rule at the
transnational level, might increase the variety of strategies and behavioural patterns
within a given society (Sorge, 2000). This can also result in increasedtensions,arising
from the conflicting interests of different societal groups, and leading to contradictions
institutional
further
to
the
change (Almond and
within
societal system and potentially
Rubery, 2000; Casper,2 000). Furthermore, incremental changesmay over time p rove
institutional
lead
to
system
significant alterationsof any given
consequential,and might
(Djelic and Bensedrine,2001).
Most recent views on MNCs (e.g. Morgan, 2001; Djelic and Bensedrine,2001) suggest
that when firms internationalise,they have to adapt their existing systemsof managerial
co-ordination. In particular, they have to adapt the range of activities which they
undertakeand their systemsfor monitoring and them, as well as the roles that expatriate
and local managers play in co-ordinating and controlling the firm's activities. These
adaptationsare partly due to the different national contexts, but a significant proportion
is increasingly concernedwith adaptationto various forms of cross-national regulatory
standards (Morgan, 2001; Djelic and Bensedrine, 2001). To compete internationally,
firms have to abide by certain international standardsas to their governancestructureand
modesof action.
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3.3.4 Mechanisms of transfer
Mechanisms of transfer and the diffusion of management and MD practices within
MNCs have also been studied extensively (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1988; Ferner and
Edwards, 1995; Coller, 1996; Welch and Welch, 1997). Managementtransfers and job
rotation acrossunits are seenas useful instruments,given that they foster identification
with and commitment to the firm, as well as promoting inter-organisation learning
(Kamoche, 1996). Edstrom and Galbraith (1977), however, make the point that the
transfer of managers in MNCs is determined primarily by considerations of
organisational control. They argue that managerial ideologies are determinants of
organisationalstructures,and that the "socialising strategy" of international transfer is an
instrument for promoting the controlled disbursementof theseideologies.
At a more general level, the view of MNCs as structuresof power has been adoptedby
Ferner and Edwards (1995), who distinguished various "channels of influence" which
is
It
by
different
different
the
companies,and among
samecorporation.
are used
parts of
argued that the possessionof exchangeresources,the presenceof formal authority and
the structuring of interests through "corporate culture" help MNCs to exercise their
by
local
Autonomous
are
controlled
standardisedskills,
managers
organisationalpower.
implies
MNCs,
In
this
that the controlling
the
of
context
which produce standardresults.
The
local
headquarters)
(the
courses
of
action.
articulation of
unit
managers'
constrains
this influence over local managers,in many cases,involves the transfer of knowledge
local
in
different
firms
Buying
traditions
results considerable
and working practices.
with
diversity in working practices.By transferringpractices and therefore introducing certain
standards,multinationals seek to achieve consistency. Local plants are encouragedto
deal with their own problems, but it is the centrethat defines the options for dealing with
local contingencies in order to ensure a degree of consistency. As conglomerate
corporationsincreasein size and scope,standardperformance criteria are not necessarily
imposed on subsidiaries,but it is common for subsidiariesto be subject to standardised
reporting mechanisms(Ferner and Edwards, 1995; Coller, 1996).
Researchon multinationals has noted the significant role of the expatriatemanageras the
visible hand (Chandler, 1977) in the co-ordination and control of activities. Also noted
has been the relationship between the presence of expatriates and the effective
implementation of managementsystemsand practices, even though this may leave host
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country managers in a marginalised position. Following White and Trevor (1983),
Rodgersand Wong (1996) arguethat it is possible that expatriatemanagersmay transmit
the internalised norms and values underlying the form of work organisation through
multiple channels, including formal organisational structure, informal reporting
relationships,formal and informal communications,instructions, training and advice, and
their own example.
However, usual mechanismsof transfer, e.g. the use of expatriates,might also contribute
to tension. Host country managersmay have their own distinct views on management
style as well as their own interestsin development.Furthermore, differences might exist
in the understandingof what skills should be valued most and in which ways they should
be used. Kristensen and Zeitlin (2001) in their study point out that organisational
structure is not a cohesive and coherenthierarchical structure, but one in which groups
have different interests which lead them into conflicting and distinctive patterns of
alliance, co-operation,and conflict with others.Therefore, the issue of co-ordination and
it
is
imbued
firms
is
technical
a
question;
with political significance.
control within
not
From this point of view, the multinational should be viewed as a set of social processes
of co-ordination and control, disorganisationand resistance(Morgan, 2001).
The model presentedin Figure 3.1 integratesall the key forces which affect the process
of transfer of MD practices in MNCs. It highlights that MD practices are contextually
influences the nature of MD practices and the
embedded.This contextual embeddedness
in
influences
MNCs
in
develop.
It
the
they
ways
which
seekto transfer
ways which
also
them to their subsidiaries,as well as the processessurrounding such transfers. Potential
tension in implementation and internationalisationof the MD practices transferredmight
arise becauseof resistanceto the fact that thesepractices were developed in a different
national institutional context. Another area of potential tension might be due to the
mechanismsan MNC usesto transfer its practices.The ways in which an MNC seeksto
transfer its practices,as well as what practicesare transferred,is however also influenced
by the internal organisational context. Furthermore, the influence of organisational and
globalisation effects on MD practices in MNCs is important. The question of whether
best practices brought by M NCs to a host country t rigger any changes in its national
institutional environment remains open.
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The following section focuses on two major areas which, as highlighted in the
framework above, might create tension in the process of transferring MD practices
within MNCs. Firstly the influence of the national institutional context on MD practices
is discussedand the mechanismsby which this influence is exerted are highlighted. This
is followed by a discussionof political and other constraintsin an organisationalcontext
which might impede the internationalisationof the practicestransferred.

3.4

Structuring

MD by context

This section explains the structuring of MD practicesin a broader national context. What
follows is built upon the institutional argumentthat assertsthat organisationalprocesses
and practices such as training, industrial relations, and remuneration should be
consideredas phenomenawithin a society (Maurice, 1979; Maurice et al., 1980; Maurice
et al., 1986; Sorge and Maurice, 1990; Streeck, 1997). The line of argument is as
follows. As ownership-basedunits of decision-making and control, firms are central
collective actors in the mobilisation, allocation, and use of assets, especially human
labour power (e. g. Sorge, 1991; 1996; H all and Soskice, 2001). H owever, institutions
influence the way firms organise and control work in terms of task organisation and
control, workplace relations between social groups, and employment practices and
policies. How tasks are structured and how task performance is controlled is usually
quite closely inter-linked with recruitment, training and reward strategies,which are in
turn often connectedto firms' overall product and market strategies (Friedman, 1977;
Lane, 1989; Sorge, 1991; 1996).
Figure 3.2 on the following page attempts to show the interdependenceof MD models
adoptedby "dominant firms" (Whitley, 1999) in a given society. It also shows the main
characteristics of business systems as structured by key institutions, and attempts to
identify mechanismsby which influence is exerted.
Equally, Figure 3.2 presentsfeaturesthat help to differentiate and compare MD models
adoptedby different firms. Dimensions along which MD models can be comparedwere
identified in Chapter 2. These are as follows. Given
employers' considerable discretion
over how work processes are organised and controlled, the development of
organisational capabilities and knowledge is a distinctive feature of MD models
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(Langlois and Robertson, 1995).Not all firms attempt to develop such capabilities, and
this constitutesan important variable characteristicof firms.

Figure 3.2 Structuring of MD by national context
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Rewardsbases;

Reliability of formal
institutions governing
trust relations;
Type of authority
relations;
Importanceof communal
norms

Sources:Whitley, 1999; Hall and Soskice,2001

Firms also differ in the extent to which they develop particular kinds of competencies,
either as integrated administrative structures, or as loosely coupled collections of
individuals or small groups co-ordinated in
contractual ways (e.g. Osbaldeston and
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Barham, 1992).Another distinctive feature is the degreeof involvement of employeesin
the organisation, and their contribution to the development and enhancementof its
capabilities. Finally, as suggestedin the previous chapter, firms differ in terms of
preferencesgiven to formal or informal processesin the developmentof their workforce
(e.g. Mumford, 1987,1988).
Although as discussedin Chapter 2, the actual implementation of MD is influenced by
the inner organisational context, where factors such as managerial philosophy,
technology, structuresand administrativeheritage play a significant role, it is possible to
differentiate MD models adoptedby dominant firms in different societies.These models
of MD are translatedinto specific MD practices, and it is therefore possible to identify
"ideal-type" MD practicesin eachseparatesociety.
Featuresof MD models identified in Figure 3.2 will be used in the empirical chaptersto
compare the MD models adopted by the multinationals involved in this research.An
analysis of similarities and differences of MD practices in those firms with practices
identified as "ideal-type" the UK (Chapter 5) will be made, in order to examine the
influence of the national institutional context on MD practices in MNCs. By comparing
"ideal-type" MD practices in Russia (also identified in Chapter 5) with those in the UK,
hypotheseswill be made concerning potential areas of tension in the transfer process.
Thesehypotheseswill be discussedin Chapter5 and tested in the case study chapters(6
and 7).
The following sections differentiate MD models adopted by firms by how they are
structured by their broader national contexts, and explain their differences by
emphasisingthe role of key institutions in the structuring of MD. What follows aims to
analyse how particular political, financial, labour and cultural institutions influence the
form of economic organisationthat becomesestablishedin a specific market economy.It
also highlights how the establishedeconomic organisation in turn structuresthe model of
MD which is then translated into the MD practices adopted by dominant firms in this
context.
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3.4.1 Formation and development of key institutions
The explanation of differencesbetweenmarket economies,and the nature and behaviour
of dominant firms in theseeconomies,dependson an analysis of all the key institutions
and how they interdependentlystructuredthe specific form of economic organisationthat
developed in a concrete market economy. This, in turn, implies adopting an historical
perspective in the analysis. Hall and Soskice (2001) argue that the institutions of a
nation's political economyare inextricably bound up with its history in two respects.On
the one hand, they are createdby actions, statutory or otherwise, that establish formal
institutions and their operating procedures.On the other, repeatedhistorical experiences
build up a set of common expectationsthat allow the actors to co-ordinate effectively
with eachother.
In any particular market economy, the prevalent form of economic organisation reflects
the influence of all dominant institutions as they have developed in conjunction with
each other during and after early industrialisation (Whitley, 1997). Furthermore, the
detailed pattern of firms and marketsthat comesto dominate any one market economyis
also contingent on a variety of "idiosyncratic factors", such as wars, the distribution of
natural resources, and geopolitical developments(Dore, 1990; 1997). Therefore, it is
important to take an historical perspectivein the analysisof key institutions.

3.4.2 Key institutions
structuring
characteristics of dominant firms

economic

organisation

and

MD models, as well as the organisation of firms and inter-organisational forms of
economic co-ordination, vary from one national institutional system to another. The
structuresand strategiesof firms, the relationshipsbetween different stakeholdergroups,
the roles of managers,the developmentand distribution of skills between various layers
of employees, are all shaped by the distinct social and institutional settings in which
firms operate (Hollingsworth and Boyer, 1997). Equally, patterns of industry
specialisation,co-ordination between different economic actors, and the capabilities and
competenciesresulting from these interactionsare equally influenced by the institutional
setting (e.g. Whitley, 1992; Whitley, 1999; Lane, 1992; Kristensen, 1997).
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Institutional arrangementswhich guide and constrain the nature of ownership relations,
inter-firm connections, and employment relations are those governing accessto critical
developed,
labour
how
Equally,
skills
are
certified, and
and
capital.
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resources,
controlled exerts significant influence on prevalent employment relations, work systems,
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dominant institutions on MD models and MD practices in such firms. By highlighting
the interdependencies between business system characteristics as structured by their
institutional environment, characteristicsof dominant firms, and the MD models adopted
by these firms, this research contributes to the debate concerning the influence of
institutional context on the ways in which MD practices develop.

3.4.2.1.

The state

The institution of the state is seen to be particularly influential in moulding business
indirect
influence
its
it
both
direct
through
and
exerts
a
shaping of other
as
systems,
institutional complexes. The state may own and manage some industrial companies and
financial institutions, and thus be a player in the industrial arena. Also the state provides
in
industrial
for
framework
legal
the national market. The role
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operating
all
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the
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very
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of
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it
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whether
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to
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share
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businessesdependenton its policies and actions. Furthermore, the state might encourage
intermediary
individuals,
between
the
of
economic
associations
establishment
or resist
firms and itself, as well as directly or indirectly regulating market boundaries and setting
constraints on the activities of economic actors.
These features of the state influence the work systems and structures of dominant firms,
by
MD
business
Thus,
them.
the
therefore
adopted
models
state-dominated
systems
and
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are characterisedby high levels of managerial control over work organisation and over
task performance (Whitley, 1992; Guillen, 1994). In such economiesthe state can even
intervene directly in managerialmatters (e.g. Blasi et al., 1997). Therefore, direct owner
control is encouragedrather than market co-ordination, becauseowners typically manage
political risks directly with decision-makers(Whitley, 1999). Furthermore, horizontal
linkages between economic actors,and employer-employeeinterdependence,are limited
in thesebusinesssystemsby strong ties of vertical dependence,both between firms and
the state and within enterprises.Finally, high levels of businessdependenceon the state
limits the influence of employee interests on major strategic decisions: major political
risks focus attention on state interests and priorities so that other groups are subsidiary,
except for a small cadreof seniormanagers.
These characteristicsof businesssystemshave implications for MD models adopted in
firms. Given the limited influence of employeeson major strategic decisions, building
organisationalcapabilities around the contribution of most employeesin such economies
is difficult. Standardisationof jobs and organisationalroles enablesrewards to be based
incumbent,
by
the
tandard
on
output produced
each
a mount of s
as distinct from t heir
specific skills or personalcapacities(Lazonick, 1990).
On the other hand, in those firms where relations between owners, managers and
from
salaried managersand delegate
employeesare m arket-based,owners are r emote
considerable powers to them, but subject them to strong financial performance
constraints. Employee interests are generally not significant influences on decisionmaking in thesekinds of firm. Such firms focus more on increasing investor returns than
on continuous innovations, and often fail to develop long-term-growth strategies.
Commitment and mutual dependenceare usually limited and the contribution of most
staff to organisational capabilities is restricted. Furthermore, reliance on external labour
markets for hiring and firing discouragesemployers from looking to employee skills as
a basis for strategic advantage(Johnson,1982).
Systematic variation is found in the character of corporate structures (or hierarchies)
acrossdifferent types of economies,as influenced by the role of the statein co-ordinating
economic activities (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992). Thus, state-organised business
systemsare dominated by large firms that integrate production chains and activities in
different sectors through a unified administrative
apparatus(Boyer and Durand, 1997).
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Formal regulations of markets inhibit diversification into market- and technologically
unrelated fields since these institutional arrangementsrestrict entering and leaving the
industry. Conversely, corporate structuresthat concentrateauthority in top management
make it easier for firms to releaselabour when facing pressure from financial markets,
and to impose new strategies on the firm to take advantage of shifting market
opportunities that often presentthemselvesin economiescharacterisedby highly mobile
assets.
This also has implications for MD. In co-ordinatedmarket economiesmore institutional
support is provided for the strategic interactions required to realise the value of cospecific assets,be it in the form of industry-specific training or collaborative research
and development. The more fluid markets provide economic actors with greater
opportunities to move their resourcesaround in search of higher returns, encouraging
them to acquire switchable assets,such as general s kills or multipurpose technologies
(Estevez-Abe,Iverson and Soskice,2001).
This section has highlighted the influence of the state on characteristicsof the dominant
firms in society, including their structure, corporate governance characteristics, links
in
This,
intermediary
turn,
with
economic associates,and preferred growth strategies.
influences their work systemsand, therefore, their MD models. Given the existenceof
in
MD
influence
it
is
important
the
link,
the
to
state
on
practices
of
each
such a
examine
and every society.

3.4.2.2.

Thefinancial system

Financial systemsdeal with the processesby which capital is made available and priced.
Zysman (1983) makes the following distinction between two types of financial systems,
namely capital-market-basedsystemsand credit-basedones.
Capital-market-basedfinancial systemsmobilise and distribute capital through large and
liquid markets which trade and price financial claims through the usual commoditymarket processes. Several features of the financial systems encourage firms to be
attentive to current earningsand to the price of their shareson equity markets. Given that
ownership rights are easily traded, capital markets institutionalise a market for corporate
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control driven by short-term financial returns, in which final beneficial owners are
separated from nominee controllers (Lazonick and O'Sullivan,

1996). Therefore, such

financial systems encourage horizontal diversification within ownership units, because
risk management is internalised in these economies. In such economies firms represent
loosely-coupled business units with little co-ordination from headquarters, and mergers
and acquisitions, including hostile takeovers, are not an uncommon prospect for a firm
when its market valuation declines.
In such firms managers are evaluated in terms of short-term performance measures
(Froud eta1., 2000; L azonick and O'Sullivan, 2 000). Although owners' delegation of
decision-making powers to the managers of individual firms is high, the system as a
whole

can impose strong financial

performance

criteria

when control

becomes

for
(Lane,
1992).
Compensation
that
top
concentrated
management
systems
reward
increases in net earnings or share price are common in such economies. Furthermore,
firms treat labour and employees' skills as short-term resources, to be acquired on
flexible external labour markets, and they are therefore unlikely to pay much heed to
development.
drive
left
development.
Individuals
to
their
own
are
alone
employee

Credit-basedfinancial systems,on the other hand, typically have weak and fairly illiquid
or thin capital markets, which play only a minor role in mobilising and pricing
investment funds. Becauseof capital shortagesduring high-growth periods, and/or state
investment
demand
for
funds
interest
development,
to
control of
economic
rates support
often exceedssupply to a considerabledegree.As a result, banks and/or the stateallocate
capital through administrative processesto particular sectorsand activities. Since shares
are not easily traded, owners, bankers, and trust managers have to be involved in
decision-making and the detailed evaluation of investment plans (the latter, however, is
not applied in economic systemswhere credit allocation is wholly regulatedby the state
as was the casein the USSR).
These systems typically lead to considerable interdependencebetween the owners or
controllers of financial assets,and managers of enterprises. Therefore, such systems
encourageinvestment in the development of the internal labour market. Aoki (1994)
arguesthat long-term employment is more feasible when the financial system provides
capital on terms that are not sensitive to current profitability. Furthermore, accessto this
kind of capital makes it possible for firms to
retain a skilled workforce through economic
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downturns and to invest in projects generatingreturns in the long run (Hall and Soskice,
2001). Conversely, fluid labour markets are more effective at sustaining employment in
the presenceof financial markets(Fehn, 1998).
The discussion in this section has stressed the influence of a second institution -the
financial system on the behaviour and structure of dominant firms and their work
systems.This link has also been extendedto include the MD models which are adopted
by firms. Once again therefore, it is important to look at the influence of this institution
on the structuring of MD practicesin every society.

3.4.2.3.

The skill development and control system

Differences between education and training systemsthat impinge greatly on economic
organisations include the extent to which they develop publicly-certified, relatively
standardised,broad practical skills, and the extent to which employers, unions, and the
state are jointly involved in developing and managing such training activities (Whitley,
1999). How labour markets are organisedis also important, as is the role of trade unions
and professional associationsin controlling the availability of skills and capabilities, and
how bargaining is structured. Previous research (e.g. Child et al., 1983; Lane, 1989)
suggeststhat the overall power and significance of trade unions is an important factor
affecting labour-managementstrategiesfor the organisation of work processesand the
division of labour.
Strong sector-based training and bargaining systems encourage investment in the
development of an internal labour market. Where labour markets are regulated and
constrainedby training and bargaining systems,investment in employee developmentis
not so threatenedby price-basedcompetition as it is in economieswhere barriers to entry
are low and ownership and control of businessesis readily traded on capital markets.
Also, many firms in co-ordinated market economies employ production strategiesthat
rely heavily on a highly skilled labour force (Sorgeand Warner, 1986; Dore, 1986). High
levels of certified skills and strong unions encourageconsiderable delegation of task
performance to workers, especially where employers are involved in the definition,
developmentand assessmentof expertise(Lane, 1992). Since firms have to invest in
skill
development in particular sectors, they become
committed to those industries and their
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competitive successis based on the employee skill within them. Managers become
immobile between firms, especially acrosssectors, and so are more dependenton the
growth of specific enterprises.Thesesystemstypically encouragethe linking of certified
skills to organisational status, so that careers within firms are dependent on skill
improvementand upgrading.
Furthermore, strong unions and centralisedbargaining on a sectoral basis, increasethe
level of interdependencebetween firm and sector-based skills (Whitley, 1997). By
providing employeeswith security against arbitrary layoffs or changesto their working
conditions, they encourage employees to invest in company-specific skills (Thelen,
1991). Furthermore, long-term employment contracts and the premium that firm
structure places on a manager's ability to secure consensus for his projects, lead
managers to focus heavily on the maintenance of their reputations and thus on
maintaining their competencebase.
Segmentationand stratification of skilled-basedinterest groups can have a marked effect
on the organisation of work, particularly its specialisation(Child et al, 1983; Maurice et
al, 1980). Though skill-based groupingsencouragehigh levels of skill development,and
so imply

delegation
to
considerable

staff, they reduce employer-employee

interdependencies,becauseoccupationalexpertiseand identities dominate organisational
loyalties (Kristensen, 1996; 1997). For example, Britain has a much more fragmented
organisation of high-level white-collar expertisein engineering, accounting, etc., than in
most Europeancountries (Campagnacand Winch, 1997; Geddes, 1995). Low employeremployee interdependenceencouragesa high level of inter-firm and often inter-sectoral
mobility (Lazonick and West, 1998). This mobility is intensified by a focus on the
developmentof generalmanagementcredentials,such as the MBA degree(Stewart et al.,
1994).
In the industrial relations arena,firms in liberal market economiesgenerally rely heavily
on the market relationship between the individual worker and employer to organise
relations with the labour force. Top managementnormally has unilateral control over the
firm, including substantialfreedom to hire and fire. These markets make it relatively
easy for firms to releaseor hire labour in order to take advantageof new opportunities;
they encourageindividuals to invest in generalskills, transferableacrossfirms and career
trajectoriesthat include a substantialamount of movement among firms (Whitley, 1999).
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Vocational training in such economies is normally provided by institutions offering
formal education that focuses on general skills, because companies are loath to invest in
apprenticeship schemes imparting industry-specific skills where they have no guarantees
that other firms will not poach their apprentices (Keep, 1989). From the perspective of
workers facing short job tenures and fluid labour markets, career success also depends on
acquiring the general skills that can be used in many different

firms; and most

educational programmes from secondary schools through to university level, even in
business and engineering, stress "certification"

in general skills

rather than the

acquisition of specialised competencies.

High levels of general education, however, lower the cost of additional training.
Therefore, the companies in these economies do a substantial amount of in-house
training, although rarely in the form of the intensive apprenticeshipsused to develop
company-specificor industry-specific skills in co-ordinated economies.More often, they
provide further training in the marketableskills that employeeshave incentives to learn.
This section has stressedthat the influence that the skill developmentand control system
exerts on b ehaviour and work systems of dominant firms has serious implications for
their MD models and MD practices.Provided that there are significant differences in the
skill developmentand control systemsacrosscountries, one would expect differences in
manageriallabour market mobility, preferred types of careerprogressionand training, as
well as in the competenciesand skills managersare more inclined to invest in.

3.4.2.4.

Norms and valuesgoverning trust and authority relations

The norms governing trust and authority relations structure exchange relationships
between business partners and between employers and employees. They affect the
development of collective identities and prevalent modes of eliciting compliance and
commitment within authority systems(Sako, 1992;Whitley, 1997; 1999).
How trust is granted and guaranteedin an economy affects the level of inter-firm cooperation and the tendency to delegate control over resources (e. g., Botti, 1995). The
strength of formal social institutions in generating and guaranteeing trust between
relative strangers, and in particular the extent to which economic owners, and the
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economic actorsthey control, feel able to rely on impersonal institutionalised procedures
when making business commitments, is a crucial factor in the establishment of
collaborative relations within and betweenfirms (Zucker, 1986). Where such procedures
are weak or judged unreliable, personal and particularistic connections become
especially important in organising exchange relationships (Hamilton et. al., 1990;
Redding, 1990).
In societieswhere trust in formal institutions governing relationships is low, an authority
is predominantly paternalist in nature,and it is unlikely that owners will delegatecontrol
over their property to salaried employees. Conversely, market-based forms of owner
control are feasible only when trust in formal procedures is high and authority is
predominantly procedural. Furthermore, if authority in as ociety is more personal and
direct than formal and procedural, owners are expected to exercise direct control over
is
largely based on personal relationships and
In
trust
societies
where
employees.
commitments, building organisational capabilities around the contribution of most
employeeson a long-term basis is difficult.
Formal political cultures restrict, through formal rules and procedures,the discretion of
issues
fairly
to
and actions, and acknowledge the
superiors
narrow range of
a
independentand autonomousstatusof subordinatesas individuals able to make rational
decisions.P aternalistic cultures, on the other hand, treat subordinatesas children who
cannotbe expectedto know their own best interestsand act accordingly (Beetham, 1991;
Eckstein and Gurr, 1975). Paternalismand low trust discourage managerial delegation
because workers are viewed as needing instruction and unreliable in following
organisationalinterests.
Finally, the distinction betweencontractualand communal forms of authority focuseson
the extent to which authority rests upon widespread and diffuse appeals to common
interests as opposed to highly specific and narrow agreementsbetween discrete and
separatecontractors (Whitley, 1999). Communal forms of authority imply relatively high
levels of mutual trust and commitment, with shared understandings of priorities and
interests. Communal authority often relies on expertise as a key quality of superiors,
while contractual authority tends to presume more adversarial relationships and a
dominant pursuit of self-interest (Lodge and Vogel, 1987). Communitarian conceptions
of authority restrict unrelated diversification, becausein such cultures managersdepend
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for their own authority on employees' perceptions of their commitment to particular
industries and skills. These relations, at the same time, favour employee discretion by
reproducing common identities and loyalties, so that managers can rely more on
workers' perceptions of joint interests than where authority is purely contractual. The
prevalence of contractual authority relations inhibits the development of common
identities and loyalties within

firms, and focuses on formally-specified

jobs and

subordination relations. Therefore, it is important to examine the influence of norms and
values which govern authority relations in each of the countries considered in this
research, in order to highlight differences in management styles and attitudes in those
countries. As stressed in Chapter 2, these differences make the transfer of practices more
challenging because they are reflected in the behaviour of managers.

The major conclusion from the abovediscussionis that variations in institutions result in
in
in
differences
dominant
firms,
the
the
governancestructuresof
ways which
significant
they deal with each other, and the prevalent patterns of work organisation, control, and
in
different
in
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MD
One
models
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significant
employment.
logic
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different.
key
Following
this
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that
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intention
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it
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in
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order to
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Chapter
5
influence
institutional
the
practices
examine
contextsonMD
of
identifies such patterns and links theseto the MD practices adoptedby dominant firms in
the two countries.
However, some caution has to be exercised, in order to avoid the risk of an
oversimplification of a complex phenomenonand an over-emphasison the relationship
between the institutional structure of society, organisational forms and related humanresourcepractices. As Mueller (1994) and many others have pointed out, organisational
forms and human-resourcepracticesalso correspondto product-market strategiesand the
product-market segmentsin which they operate.Thus, one should not forget or disregard
the `organisational effect", nor the "globalisation effect", as these are crucial
mechanisms in setting the framework for how managers can bridge institutional and
national divides. The final section in this chapteraims to highlight the importance to the
successfultransfer of structuresand systemsof the internal dynamics in an organisation.
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3.5

Processes and structures:
of practices within MNCs

political

aspect of the transfer

The transfer of new practices often changesexisting patterns of behaviour, and this may
have an impact on the political and power relations within a firm. Political behaviour is
defined in the literature as behaviour intended to garner organisational resources
(Mumford and Pettigrew, 1975: 101). Recent studies(e.g. Elger and Smith, 1994; Smith
and Elger, 1997) have convincingly shown that the processestransferred cannot be
guaranteed,and there is substantialnegotiation and conflict over the transfer of specific
is
It
2001).
by
local
(Sharpe,
their
practices and
acceptanceor otherwise
employees
important to emphasisethat these features arise out of the interaction between local
managers, expatriate managers, and systems of control and co-ordination operated
through head office. For example, Sharpe (2001) illustrates how the relationships
between expatriate managers,local managers,and local employees in the context of
different socio-technical systems have led to distinctive forms of adaptation of the
practicestransferred.
Economics treats business behaviour as a rational attempt to maximise profits, with
organisationsaware of whether or not they are achieving this goal and also recognising
the coursesof action necessaryto enablethem to do so. Businessis perceivedas a highly
logical activity and the traditional rational approachviews decision-making as a rational
is
individual
in
or an organisation presentedwith a number of
choice-process which an
(1965)
Simon
to
the realities of
However,
according
alternative courses of action.
decision-makinglead to the acceptanceof "satisfactory" solutions rather than optimising
This
i.
finding
best
to
the
means that people
problem.
particular
a
solutions, e.
solution
interest
different
because
groups associatedwith
of
might accept satisfactory solutions
the change process (March and Simon, 1966). The notion of contextual rationality has
becomeparticularly relevant in this context, since it provides a crucial link to the internal
functioning of the firm. It is perceived as a structured set of relations between a range of
actors with their own powers and interests. Decision processesare characterisedby
political bargaining and negotiation. Morgan (2001) argues that the outcome of a
decision process does not reflect an underlying economic rationality, but the ability of
different sorts of actors (with different powers in the organisational structure) to make
their interests count in the various arenas of negotiation that exist within and across
firms.
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Power politics often seems to be the dominant factor in change processes, and the one
most likely to distort the economist's model of rational planning. Various factors may
influence the behaviour of individuals. These include personal characteristics - the
individual's desire for influence, status or security, and the effect these have on his or her
perceptions of the required behaviour and on their choice of solution. Therefore, it is
important to pay attention to contextual influences on the behaviour of the individual.
This implies taking a historical perspective in analysing the relationships in the
organisation. As Mumford and Pettigrew (1975) argue, in order to achieve any real
understanding of the dynamics of political behaviour it is necessary to take a historical
perspective and to identify and understand those factors in the group's background which
exert an influence on current perceptions, interests and behaviour. Thus in the empirical
chapters much attention will be given to the administrative heritage of the organisations
under study.

One of the key determinants of behaviour, according to Etzioni (1968), is the cultural
background of the individual. He criticises the rational approach as it precludes the
i.
"irrelevant"
examinationof
considerations, e. pressuresto choosealternativeswhich are
for
best
to
the
goal
example, selecting a
particular
not related
way of achieving a
individual's
boss"
it
because
the
"please
the
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solution
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will
influence in the organisation.These are "value" considerationsbased on an individual's
in
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how
his
he
is
desirable
role
and
can
culturally-defined perceptions of what a
if
it
be
it.
individual
Therefore,
behaviour
takes into
can only
understood
achieve
of an
account the values of his society (Etzioni 1968; Braybrooke and Lindblom, 1963). This
has also been stressedby the discussionabout the influence of norm and values on the
behaviour of managersearlier in this chapter.
Furthermore,rationality in behaviour can be displacedand corrupted by internal politics.
These politics may be a product of group or individual interests as well as conflicts of
interest arising from the differential distribution of power and influence within the
organisation.Conflict may arise, for example,becauseone of the groups participating in
the process may actively seek to improve its own power position. Mumford and
Pettigrew (1975: 56) argue that the situation can only be easedby a higher group such as
top management stepping in and preventing such a distortion of goals. However, as
Pettigrew (1973) highlights, the role played by top management appears to vary
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from
firm
firm.
interests
be
Conflicting
to
considerably
may also
reconciled through
some form of bargaining (Friedmann, 1967). In recent studies the internationalisation of
companies has been recognised as creating a "battle-field"

where different constituencies

within the multinational company enter into conflict and negotiation (Kristensen and
Zeitlin, 2001; Sharpe, 2001). Kristensen and Zeitlin (2001) also draw attention to the
significance to the successful transfer of practices, of board-level processes at subsidiary
level. It will thus be important to examine such processes in the case study chapters.

Political behaviour is an important factor contributing to the uncertainty confronting the
individual (Mumford and Pettigrew, 1975). New practices generateuncertainty because
they have the potential to alter existing patternsof resourcesharing. People involved are
likely to view the organisationalchangeseither as opportunities for reinforcing their own
firm
lead
in
in
influence,
to
through
the
threats
position
gains power and
which may
or as
a decreasein influence, status and even job security. For some individuals and groups
change is about maintaining their own security through preserving the existing balance
of power (Bums and Stalker, 1961). Mumford and Pettigrew (1975) argue that the
individuals
is
by
during
behaviour
that
and
attempt
political
erupts
periods of change an
investigation
is
for
interesting
An
to
question
empirical
groups
control uncertainty.
therefore how people cope with uncertainty during the change process, and what
implications this can have for the transferprocess.
The more complex, heterogeneousand differentiated a political structure is in the
organisation,the more likely it is that disparatedemandswill be made. Such disparities
are a product of the uncertainty and complexity of the task at hand, organisational
position, professional training, group norms and values, and the history of relationships
and attitudes between the groups making the demands.In the absenceof any agreedset
of priorities in interest-based demands, conflict is likely to ensue, with subgroups
competing for scareresourcesin order to promote their own interests.
The importance of providing better information in order to reduce uncertainty has been
suggestedby scholars (e.g. Galbraith, 1973). Thus Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) suggest
that the greater the unpredictability and uncertainty of the task, the greaterthe amount of
information that has to be processedduring its execution. However, most businessesrely
on control systems to track the progress of individuals, departments, etc. Simply
monitoring goals and profitability and measuringprogresstowards targets is not enough:
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there are inherent dangerswhen employeesare held accountablefor performance goals
and then left to their own devices to achieve them. Furthermore, in the absenceof
clearly-articulated core values, employeesare often forced to make assumptionsabout
what constitutes acceptablebehaviour in the many different and often unpredictable
circumstancesthey encounter.Establishingthe rules of the game and sharing information
are thus particularly important (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992). The importance of shared
values in organisationshas also been highlighted by recent studies (e.g. Sharpe,2001).
When a manager'sown behaviour does not support the introduced values, employees
become cynical. Therefore, it will also be interesting to examine in the empirical
chapterswhat is done by the organisationsto help their employeesinterpret the practices
transferred.
The section above draws attention to the political nature of the process of transferring
MD practices in MNCs. Management and MD practices are transferred in order to
endow employeesin the subsidiarieswith the "right attitude" and behaviour. However,
the introduction of thesepracticesmight be accompaniedby resistanceand tension and,
as such have unintended consequences.Thus, in order to examine the influence of
context on the transfer process it is important to focus attention on how the practices
transferred are implemented,sustained,and resisteda cross the different contextsof a
multinational's subsidiaries.

3.6

Conclusions

This chapter presented the framework for the study. It highlighted the influences of
context on the process of the transfer of management and MD practices within
multinationals.
The model presented analyses the influence of context on the process of transfer at
different levels, including international, national, and organisational.However, the centre
of analysis is the firm level, specifically the subsidiaries within MNCs. The model
stressesthe importance of the analysis of the cultural and institutional specificity of
managementand MD practices and the influence of the organisational context in the
managementof the process of change which accompaniesthe transfer. It is suggested
that the influence of national context on MD is mediated by organisational
context.
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Therefore, it is stressedthat in order to understandhow multinational organisationsseek
to transfer practices acrosstheir operations,it is necessaryto examine the linkages and
relations between institutional structures such as national and supranational cultural,
political, and economic structures,and the internal relations and processeswithin and
betweenorganisations.
This view is taken into accountin developing the researchmethodology in the following
chapter. An approach is suggestedwhich enables an analysis of the linkages acrossa
number of levels of analysis. This cuts acrossthe organisation / environment boundary
and include micro- and macro-levelsof analysis.
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CHAPTER 4: Methodology

4.1

Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to present and discuss the researchmethodology of this
study. The analysis of the literature has helped to frame specific researchquestions.
The questions raised by the literature that are of interest and have guided the
framework of this study were to examine the influence of context on the nature of
MD practicesand the ways in which MNCs seekto transfer practices and supporting
processesto subsidiaries.Theseresearchquestionsentail the analysis of the transfer
process within MNCs. Little researchof this nature has been conducted in Russia,
therefore this researchanalysesthe processof the transfer ofMD

practices to the

Russian subsidiaries of two British-based multinationals. The literature review has
also identified a number of gapsin recent research,which are mostly due to the lack
of contextual analysis of MD processes.
Specific research questions entail a particular research methodology and design.
Other issues that are taken into account include the specific context of the host
country, the nature of managementresearch(especially studies concerning MD), and
the exploratory and explanatory nature of this work aiming, as it did, to contribute to
the development of theory and to test existing theory. In order to cope with the
complexity of the researchand to answer the researchquestions, an approachusing
comparativecontextual, historical analysisin which specific organisationalcontext is
examined was deemedto be most appropriate. This was especially necessarygiven
the paucity of existing Russian material on the nature of managerial behaviour.
Therefore, this thesis employs historical and longitudinal case studies of the two
British-basedMNCs. The casestudiesare historical in nature, in that they analysethe
recent managerialhistory of thesesubsidiaries,and longitudinal in that the fieldwork
extendedover sevenyears.
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This chapter is organisedas follows. It starts with a discussion of the relevance of
qualitative researchmethodology in respect of a specific area of study. Then, the
methodological use of multilevel analysis and the longitudinal case study approach
are justified. The next section deals with the process of operationalisation of the
study including sample identification. This is followed by a detailed account of the
fieldwork, describing the process of data collection and examining both its
difficulties and achievements.Some issues concerning the conduct of researchin
Russia are also described.Data analysis and interpretation as well as considerations
of the generalisability of the researchfindings are presentedin the last sectionof this
chapter.

4.2

Research methodology

The aim of this section is to define the nature of the researchin terms of the issues
that are to be explored and the level of their interdependencein order to propose a
researchmethodology relevant to this particular study. The suitability of a qualitative
is
justified.
discussed
issues
highlighted
to
the
the
and
above
approach
study of

4.2.1 Contextual analysis of MD processes
As analysed in the literature review, there is a research gap within the academic
literature. There tended to be a lack of contextual analysis of transfer processesdue
to a neglect of how and why different forces influence and determine management
and MD processes in MNCs' subsidiaries. Another methodological problem
highlighted in the literature review (e.g. Stewart et. al., 1994) is that there is no
systematicanalysis of the impact of context on managerial behaviour. Furthermore,
MNCs' subsidiaries are rarely seen as organisations with their own identity and
dynamics, evolving from the interaction of many different forces and elements.
Given that most of these studies have utilised surveys (Mumford, 1987), an
alternative approach is needed.In addition, a number of issues have been raised in
the literature which have to be taken into account in order to select a research
methodology which enablesthe analysis of the influence of context on the nature of
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MD practices and the ways in which MNCs seek to transfer these practices to their
subsidiaries.The social context of MD practicesand contextual rationality stressthe
importance of micro- and macro-analysis which cuts across the organisation /
environmentboundary.
Given that the area of study presentscomplex and interdependentissues, the only
way to understandthem is to observeand analysereal events. Edwards et al. (1993)
argue that research methodology for this kind of study should take the form of
empirical investigation, capable of uncovering informal processesand mechanisms
of control and negotiation within firms. Such an approachis particularly appropriate
if the researcheris to explore the dynamics of organisational micropolitics and the
it
legacies,
influence
historical
the
and
which
operates,evaluate
of
constraintswithin
addressthe subtle interactions between structure, strategy, national and corporate
is
because
This
1994).
(Ferner,
culture
qualitative researchallows the researcherto
follow complex linkages and explore processes(Ferner, 1997). As suggestedby the
is
in
3,
framework
(Figure
3.1)
Chapter
these
especially
of
analysis
research
important in this research.
The importance of the examination of how the various contextual influences are
disseminated through the organisation to produce specific management and MD
by
literature
highlighted
been
has
the
review chapters.
practices and processes
Contextualising MD, in turn, requires a qualitative form of analysis (Storey, 1990;
Porter, 1991; Yin, 1989). According to Calori (1996), interpretive studies, such as
those of subsidiaries of an MNC, can provide rich comparative descriptions of
light
locations,
in
different
beliefs
throw
basic
thus
and
practices,
and
assumptions
in
involved
linkages
the process of management.
the
on
complex processesand
Furthermore, as Bryman (1988: 103) stressed,"the image deriving from qualitative
research gives a sense of reality in processualterms and as socially constructed".
This is particularly important in this study, which is focused on the internal dynamics
in the organisation involved in the change process. An interesting question is to
understandhow people make senseof transferredpractices, given that thesepractices
are structuredby a different context.
Equally, this methodology allows for the adoption of an historical perspective, the
importance of which to understandingmanagementbehaviour and patterns of labour
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relations has been emphasised in the literature review (e. g. Dore, 1990; C handler,
1990; Gospel, 1992; Crouch, 1993). As suggested by the framework (Figure 3.1), an
historical

analysis is crucial

to the construction

of

explanations

about the

organisational identity of companies and their management practices (e.g. Bartlett
and Ghoshal, 1989; Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992).

Furthermore,the framework of this study (Figure 3.1) has highlighted that in order to
analyse the process of transfer of MD practices within MNCs, it is important to
consider interactions among different factors, including national business and
cultural environments, industrial influences and different units of organisation.
Therefore, investigating the process of transfer requires the use of a multilevel
analysis (Hendry and Pettigrew, 1990). Pettigrew (1990: 271) points out that a
detailed comparative casemethod provides the opportunity to examine processesin
context, drawing on the significance of various interconnected levels of analysis.
This contextual analysis of a processdraws on phenomenaat vertical and horizontal
levels and the interdependenciesand relationshipsbetween those levels acrosstime.
Therefore, the multilevel perspective allows for a simultaneous examination of the
institutional and organisational contexts within which the phenomenaoccur. At the
in
it
the
time,
the
among
phenomena
connections
sequential
same
analysisof
permits
historical, present, and future time. As Fox-Wolgramm et al., (1998: 91) argue,
ignoring a multilevel perspective results in a lack of understanding of how
institutional
in
dynamics
and temporal context.
organisational
are embedded an
Therefore, this thesis adoptsthe multilevel approachas a meansof understandingthe
particularities and dynamics of different national institutional and organisational
in
MNCs.
MD
in
the
transfer
and
practices
environments
management
of
processof
The levels of analysis are interlaced and their role in influencing the process of
transfer of MD practiceswas explained in Chapter3 (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).
An understanding of organisational dynamics can be further facilitated by a
longitudinal research design. Thus in relation to the analysis of MNC subsidiaries,
Andersson and Forsgren (1996) point out that the transfer of different management
practicesand techniques at the subsidiarylevel should be studied over time. This
thesis adopts the longitudinal approach as best suited to exploring underlying
relationships and informal processesby including the context in which management
activities occur, and thus providing explanations of how and why the dynamics of
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these nationalities and organisationalfeaturesinform managerial behaviour (Welch,
1994; Parkhe, 1996).

4.2.2 Russia as the context of study
The choice of the country of operation provides further support for the qualitative
methods employed in this study. Given the specifics of the situation in Russia, many
researchers suggest the particular use of the qualitative approach to investigating
complex and interdependent issues of management in the country (Lawrence and
Vlachoutsicos,
primarily

1990; Bruton and Rubanik, 1997; Welsh et al., 1993). This is

due to the dearth of management research (which necessitates more

exploratory and explanatory works), the specific business environment, and the
distinctive historical heritage of management traditions in Russia.

Managementin Russia is deeply rooted within a particular historical context, and is
shaped by the particular environment specific to this country. Therefore, current
basis
be
the
Russian
of
only
on
understood
models of
management can
comprehensive studies. According to Lipsitz (1995), when analysing managerial
behaviour, it would be wrong to limit oneself to the study of aggregatedata. In order
to give a more realistic picture, it is necessaryto probe the internal structure of the
companies.
The attitude of Russian managers towards research was another issue taken into
account in selecting research methodology. Given certain peculiarities of
managementculture in Russiait was deemedproblematic to rely on surveys alone in
order to obtain the information required not least becausea very low responserate
can be expected. In a country where personal relationships influence business
relationships, unless a researchercan establish a good rapport with an interviewed
managerit is hardly possible to expect to get an insight into the situation.
Finally, cross-cultural research focussing on management behavioural issues in
Russiais still scarce.Despite the attention given by those in the West to this issue,an
appropriateunderstandingof the nature of the differences in institutional and cultural
characteristics between Russia and other countries is often not achieved, and
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comparisonsare made without making a proper systematic analysis of the whole
environment in eachcountry (Shama, 1993).Again, there is a need for the wider use
of qualitative approaches,given that they are in important respectssuperior to largescale surveysin terms of identifying and clarifying trends, particularly in a period of
turbulence,in which old norms are dying and new norms have yet to take their place
(Standing, 1996). Given the lack of managementknowledge in Russia, management
researchmay need to be more in the form of exploratory and explanatory studies,as
discussedbelow.

4.2.3 Exploratory and explanatory research
The researchundertakenin this thesis is exploratory and explanatory in nature. This
approachspecifiesparticular stepsto be undertakenin order to carry it out. Given the
it
in
have
to
complexity of research seemsproblematic
strong a priori constructs
terms of research hypotheses and variables based on existing theories with
consequent"structured operationalisation" of these variables, which are the features
hand,
On
1990).
(Child
Loveridge,
the
the
type
other
of survey
and
research
suitability of the qualitative approach for theory development has been widely
discussed in the literature (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1989; Pettigrew, 1990; Porter,
1991). This methodology enablesthe researcherto go deeper into complex matters,
which are not wholly understood,thus helping to explore the field and to assist in
generatinghypotheses(Stewart et al., 1994).On the whole, when the subject of study
is highly complex, qualitative researchmethodsare more useful (Yin, 1989).
Given that t his study deals with the under researchedtopic t hat is the analysis of
contextual influences on MD processesin the process of transfer of MD practices
within MNCs, a qualitative mode of inquiry is helpful as it provides insights into the
complex interrelationships between factors identified by the various contributory
theoretical perspectives (Child and Smith, 1987). By employing this methodology,
the researcher can use a more suitable tool to collect the data necessary for
exploration and explanation (Duncan, 1979). At this stage, the richness and
completenessof data collected is a primary concern to promote the effectivenessof
theory development. Flexibility in terms of possible adjustmentsand changesto data
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collection instruments during the data collection process and the possibility of
incorporating and building upon findings from preliminary investigation offered by
the case study approach are particularly helpful in this process (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Starting with an initial guiding set of ideas to collect and verify data, the
methodology also allows for adjustment in the light of contingencies that might
affect the original hypothesesand iterations between steps (Yin, 1989; Eisenhardt,
1989). Furthermore, the construction of a framework that encompassesthe existing
theory, stressing relationships among the key variables of the phenomena under
study, can be a useful mediator mechanism linking research questions, empirical
testing, and theory construction.
However, it should be acknowledged that the case study approach is a time
consuming and labour-intensive process. The intrinsic needs of the methodology
require specific analytical skills as it makes fairly heavy demandson the goodwill of
the managers and the interpersonal sensitivity of the researchers (Stewart et al.
1994). Case-studyresearchis based on s emi-structuredinterviews, the analysisof
documents,and observation; thus the coverage of respondentsis narrower and the
analysis of results is slower and more complex. Calori (1996) notes that rich
interpretive researchis limited by the number of casesthat a researchercan study in a
given period of time. Finally, this type of research requires substantial accessto
organisations,which might also presentdifficulties.
Given the difficulties mentioned above, there is always an alternative route - to
have
disadvantages,
however
do
These
some
employ quantitative researchmethods.
(Yin, 1989; Bryman and Burgess, 1994; Downey and Ireland, 1979). The objective
of this chapter, nevertheless,is not to presenta discussion of the advantagesand
drawbacks of qualitative and quantitative research methods by comparing their
suitability for investigating social and organisational issues. The argument is that
when studying the influence of context on the nature of MD practices and the ways
in which MNCs seekto transfer thesepractices,as well as the processessurrounding
their transfer, qualitative methodology can provide a much better insight than
quantitative methods.
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4.3

The research design of this thesis

This section presents the research design of this thesis in order to structure the study
and empirically operationalise the investigation. The general aim of research design
is to connect the empirical data to the questions thus leading to the conclusions (Yin,
1989). The research design, including its major steps and activities, are presented in
table 4.1 below.

The importance of this research in terms of the questions it addresseshas been
confirmed by thorough analysis of the academic literature. It takes into account
findings from the existing literature in defining key areas of investigation and
providing a framework for an analysis of the contextual factors in the processof the
transfer of MD practices within MNCs (Chapter 3). Context in this thesis is
described from different perspectives,and its influence on managementprocesses
and managerialbehaviour is analysedat different levels. A simultaneousexamination
of institutional and organisational contexts within which the phenomenon occurs
allows a better understandingof the peculiarities and dynamics of different national
institutional, societal and organisational environments and the extent to which
(Räsänen
Whipp,
in
1992).
their
contexts
and
managementprocessesare embedded
In this thesis the relevanceof British managementdevelopmentviews to the Russian
reality is examined. This is an investigation of interactions between the national
identify
business
degree
it
individual
to
the
the
actors
macro-level and
of
micro-level
shapesmanagerialbehaviour in subsidiariesof two British-based MNCs.
The major researchfindings come from the exploratory analysis based on in-depth
studies of two large British-basedmultinational companies.Data collected in British
subsidiaries of these multinationals allow descriptions of the systems and practices
adopted which are then used as illustrations of the British MD practices in these
MNCs. Data collection in Russian subsidiariesof these M NCs is more extensive.
Initially, a pilot study in one of the companieswas conductedwith the aim of testing
data collection methods and techniques.Insights from this study allowed refinement
of research techniques by providing information on how research issues as
formulated from the literature review could be better translated into specific
questions. Given the overall paucity of information about MD practices and
processesin Russian subsidiaries of the two MNCs involved in the study, which
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initial
fieldwork
first
development,
their
time
the
the
the
at
stage
of
of
were at
decision was made to concentrate on gaining information about the focus and
priorities inMD

and the scopeofMDin

the subsidiaries asw ell as the practices
transferredand the ways in which they were transferred.Also, the initial casestudies
of the two British-based MNCs aimed at identifying issues that would be the basis
for the following in-depth studiesof the companies.
Table 4.1 The researchdesign of this thesis
Step

Activities

Defining the researchscope
and objectives

Identification of researchproblem; literature review;
definition of researchquestions;developing a priori
theoreticalconstructs;selecting methodology

Selectingcases

Selectcases;definedatacollectionmechanism

Pilot study

Testing data collection techniquesand methods; refinement
of techniques

Conducting first fieldwork

Data collection; combinationsof different sourcesof
evidence

Developmentand further
refinement of a framework

Developing a theoreticalbasewithin which to analyseand
explain the phenomena;iterative tabulation and construct of
evidence;identifying issuesrequiring further investigation

Secondfieldwork

Exploring issuesidentified during the first fieldwork stageas
requiring further investigation

Analysing data

Within-case and cross-caseanalysisunder the framework;
continual feedbackwith fieldwork

Relevantliterature

Comparisonwith conflicting and similar literature

Reachingresults

Theoretical conclusions;further developmentof theory and
summarisingpolicy implications

The study of MD processesin Russian subsidiariesand comparative analysis of the
approaches they used to introduce their systems describe mechanisms used to
transfer and disseminateMD experiencewithin MNCs, and the extent to which this
experiencecan be deemedappropriateto the Russiancontext. This analysis helps to
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define the degree of compliance of actual managerial behaviour in Russian
subsidiaries with formal structures existing to channel and control it in terms of
implementation and results.Thesedata highlight the role of organisationalcontext in
shaping MD and sensitisethe researcherto further explore these issues, given the
needto illustrate developmentof the situation in the subsidiaries.
However, only one casestudy could be developedinto a longitudinal study, owing to
difficulties with accessto anothercompanyduring the secondphaseof the fieldwork.
Nevertheless,the companywhere accesswas securedwas more interesting, given its
longer presencein Russiaand other issuesrelated to the developmentof a brownfield
subsidiary. The longitudinal study of this company addresses the issue of the
applicability of MD approachestransferredby the parent companiesto their Russian
subsidiariesin terms of structuring and channelling managerial behaviour by the use
of formal systems.Furthermore,it stressesthe importance of interaction, negotiation
in
interpretation
the
transferred
transfer processes.
of
and
practices
National institutional and societal environments, both in the UK and Russia, are
in
described
framework
Chapter 5.
business
the
as
analysedusing
systems
national
This thesis is not directly concernedwith sectoralissues.Since the companiesin this
study operate within the Fast Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) sector, the case
study chapters analysethe influence of the industrial sector for each organisation.
Also, in order to understandorganisational dynamics in relation to its institutional
and temporal context, the investigation takes an historical perspective that allows a
concentrationon the changesin institutional, industrial and organisationallevels over
time. Within organisations, in order to gain a better understanding of country-oforigin factors, the investigation focuseson different levels within the corporation: the
global corporate level where strategic decision-making takes place and international
corporate systems are designed, and the level of operations where these corporatewide systemsare implementedwithin a specific national context.
The following s ection presents ad etailed account of the conduct of the fieldwork
carried out in this study. It describesthe researchtools used,provides justification for
the countries, industrial sector and companies chosen, and acknowledges some
difficulties encounteredin conducting the fieldwork.
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4.4

Operationalisation of the study

The analysis of the academic literature motivated the choice of countries and
industrial sector. The decision to concentrate fieldwork on the organisational
dynamics in Russian subsidiaries and on middle management has also been
influenced by this analysis. The close relationship between the businessworld and
the local academicinstitution in Russiawhere the researcherwas employed provided
the necessaryaccess to the companies,which was secured by written permission
obtainedby the researcherfrom the top managementof those companies.

4.4.1 Selecting countries
There were a number of influences in the choice of Britain as the country-of-origin
of the MNCs involved in this research.Edwards et al. (1996), discuss reasonswhy
British firms are useful. Although existing researchfocusesmostly on American and
Japanesefirms (Stewart et al., 1994; Calori, 1996; Ferner, 1997), British capital is
(Edwards
than
that
et
major
advanced
economy
of any other
more globally oriented
in
bases
Europe.
British
important
MNCs
is
1996).
Britain
the
of
al.,
most
also one of
firms are likely to exhibit the tensions of the process of internationalisation
focus
for
firms
Thus,
British
their
short-term
and
particularly clearly.
are well-known
a lack of attention to training and managementdevelopment,as opposedto retention
for long-term development (Lane, 1992; Stewart et al., 1994). The question of
whether the behaviour of British firms changewhen they are faced with the need for
an international cadre of managers remains open (Ferner, 1997; Marginson and
Sisson, 1996).
A specific reason for selecting British-based multinationals is related to the context
of this research.According to Ferner (1997) the choice of countries of origin for such
research should be based on the differences in national business systems. This is
necessary to allow the country-of-origin effect to come through. Anglo-Saxon
managementviews are very new to Russia.Historically, the managementsystemsin
Russia were much closer to those of Germany and France (Gershenkron, 1997;
Crankshow, 1976).
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Russiahas beenchosenfor many reasons,not the least of which is that the researcher
is of Russian nationality and, therefore, speaks the language and understandsthe
culture. The most important reasonfor selectingRussia,however, is a dearth of work
in the field of managementresearch.Russiahas a particular institutional framework,
organisational and managerial culture and corporate system. The complex national
pattern of labour relations results from a lack of national regulations concerning
HRM / IR i ssues,and labour 1aws from Soviet times s till in force. T hough some
empirical investigations on managerialroles and behaviour have been carried out in
other countries,very little is known about the behaviour of Russianmanagerswho, in
spite of their role in Russian society, have rarely been the subject of empirical
studies. The situation in Russia has also influenced the selection of the sector of
industry.

4.4.2 Selecting the industrial sector
First of all, the decision to adopt a single industry approach in the study was made.
This was done with the aim of allowing soundcomparisonbetween the organisations'
Lorsch,
1967;
Fox(Lawrence
to
the
and
responses
same environmental changes
Wolgramm et al., 1998; Meyer et al., 1993).
The FMCG sector was selectedprimarily due to its current high rate of development
in Russia. Analysts claim that the consumermarket, especially the food industry, is
considered fast growing in Russia (Gurkov and Kossov, 1994; Economist,
18.03.1995).At the same time, during the past few years, those foreign companies
which increasedtheir presencein the Russian market were generally large FMCG
companies (Economist, 18.03.1995).Also, the FMCG sector is one in which some
local companies, though traditionally underdeveloped, could catch up with the
leading MNCs operating in the Russian market in a relatively short period of time.
This increased competition has influenced the speedof the transfer of management
and MD practices to the Russiansubsidiariesof the multinationals under study.
In the USSR, more advanced models of managementwere deployed in the high
technology and military complex enterprises(Warner et. al., 1993). However, after
the demiseof the Soviet Union it was hardly possible to find an enterprisefrom these
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issues.
As
in
development-related
interview
to
any
sectors which
managersabout
part of a pilot study, the researchervisited three enterprisesin St. Petersburg,which
previously were part of a military complex, to discuss issues related to the
developmentof their managers.In Soviet times all theseenterpriseshad complex and
structured approachesto the developmentof their personnel, but given their current
situation in the market their presentdevelopmentactivities are reduced to on-the-job
training of their workers. Even though the data obtained during those visits were not
sufficient for in-depth case studies, they served as a basis for describing the Soviet
model of MD presentedin Chapter5.
Another issue consideredwhen selecting the industry sector was that, in contrast to
Russia where this sector was notoriously underdeveloped, Britain had a record of
long-term success, particularly in the FMCG sector (Child and Smith, 1987;
Williams, 1931). At the sametime the FMCG sector is also interesting becauseof its
implications in relation to HRM; it is a labour intensive manufacturing sector
affected by local labour legislation and practices.Thus, the FMCG sector represents
identify
ideal
the role of national and
for
to
an
a cross-nationalstudy aiming
case
organisational contexts on the management of MNC subsidiaries, given that
identity.
important
to
national
companyregulations continue maintain an

4.4.3 Selecting case study companies
While selecting companies for case studies, several issues were taken into
(1989),
determining
Yin
(1989)
Eisenhardt
the
According
to
and
consideration.
it
because
defines
is
its
features
for
the set of
population and
case selection critical
entities from which the research sample is to be drawn. Again, the nature of this
researchand its focus on investigating the influence of context on the transfer of MD
practiceswithin MNCs were determinantsin the selectionprocess.Given the specific
environment of the host country, only those companieshaving over 200 employees
were considered of interest for this research.This is becauseonly when a company
has a large number of employees does it become involved in management
development activities (data from the pilot study). At the same time, because indepth case study is a time consuming process, it was decided to focus on
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organisationswhere the need for MD was more pronounced. It was very important
when negotiating the required accessto both British companies and their Russian
subsidiaries.
The choice of MNCs was constrained by the availability of secondary data for
Russiancompanies.Due to the absenceof reliable local sourcesof official statistical
information about companiesoperating in the FMCG sector in Russia in 1996, the
period when the decision was made, the researcherused a list of British companies
operating in the country obtainedfrom the British Embassyto identify the companies
present. Both multinationals selected- Unilever and Cadbury Schweppes- were
well documented in the academic literature (see, for example, Williams, 1931;
Coller, 1996; Smith et al., 1990) and, given their importance, information was also
available in newspapersand on the Internet. Furthermore, the selectedmultinationals
also pursueddifferent businessstrategiesfor setting up in host countries, specifically
brownfield and greenfield businessstrategies.These strategiesare appreciatedin this
study as a key issue with relevant MD implications. Caseswith very different and
distinctive features, according to Pettigrew (1997), help to construct a much better
theoretical argumentand discover the underlying process.
Prior to investigation, substantial access was confirmed in both multinationals.
However, negotiating accessto the companieswas not easy. In both companies it
in
key
by
the
was constrained
people the organisation.
availability of contactswith
Another important issue was that at the time of research, companies experienced
enormous time pressuremostly related to their marketing and production activities.
Thus, though there was a common appreciation of the importance of MD to
successfulcompany activities and a general interest in the research,pressureon the
subsidiariesof the multinationals to be more competitive made negotiation of access
even harder.

4.5

Fieldwork: data collection

Initial fieldwork in this study was conductedover the period 1996-1997,both in the
UK and Russia. Second fieldwork was conductedin Russia in 2002. As highlighted
above, the major reasonbehind the extensionof the fieldwork was the needto obtain
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information about the companies' evolution during the last few years for the
longitudinal study.
From the initial stagesit was decided to concentratethe fieldwork on the Russian
part of the study given the area of focus and the limited availability of secondary
data. At the same time, in order to cope with the complexity and diversity of
organisations,the approach was to look at two operating subsidiaries within each
company,and at the headquartersto gain an overview of the organisation as a whole.
Interviews in the headquarterswere also needed to get a broader view of MD
activities and comprehendthe underlying dynamics at the level of the subsidiariesas
well as to avoid the possiblebias of a limited perspective.
The main fieldwork method was semi-structured interviews with managers. The
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Initial fieldwork in this study was mostly focused on the identification of the scope
began
In
in
MNCs.
MD
the
two
the
case
study
with
each
of
processesand practices
interviewing senior HR managersat both subsidiary and HQ levels. The aim of these
interviews was to acquire information about the company's businessenvironment, its
labour
During
in
features
the
MD
the
market.
managerial
objectives
and
of
interviews, emphasis was placed on understandingthe role of personnel and MD
policies, systemsand procedures.Interviews in company headquartersconcentrated
on personnel policies in international operations. These interviews helped the
investigation of the broader context and function of MD in the organisations,and the
description of the systemsand practicesadopted.
This was followed by a number of interviews with middle managersat the subsidiary
level. Interviews with line managersin UK subsidiariesof the multinationals helped
to clarify the extent and content of MD practicesapplied in their organisations.The
focus of these interviews was on the content of MD practices, that is, on the ways
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these managers were recruited, trained, appraised and developed in their
identify
interviews
in
A
Russia
the
to
the
purpose
was
organisations.
of
conducted
practices transferred to the subsidiaries and their actual implementations. Given
managers'limited experiencewith MD during the initial fieldwork in 1996-1997(the
initial phaseof developmentof the subsidiaries),the focus of the interviews was on
the extent and context of MD practices applied in their organisations. However, it
was also possible to discussmanagers'attitudesto and concernsabout the transferred
practices when they were invited to tell their own stories about their experiencesof
MD. T his emphasison how managers experiencedMDin their organisationswas
particularly strong during the secondphaseof the fieldwork (in 2002) in a Unilever
subsidiary in Russia, and the interview schedulewas designed to reflect this focus
(Appendix A). The averageinterview took more than one and a half hours.
An umber of issues in conducting c ross-cultural research were taken into account
data
interpreting
data,
the
developing
interview
and
while
schedules, collecting
issue
become
barrier
language
The
when conducting
a
particular
obtained.
might
interview-basedresearchin a country other than your own (e.g. Brislin, 1976; Tayeb,
2001). Furthermore, the researchers'own cultural values and attitudes could get in
the way of understandingtheir subjectsof study (Tayeb, 2001). Finally, the issue of
dealing with culture-specific items, which are meaningful and appropriate in only
one culture, needs to be taken into account. In this study a number of techniques
literature
The
in
help
to
to
the
research.
were used order
researcher carry out sound
(Cavusgil and Das, 1997) suggeststhat a substantive knowledge about the issues
being studied by the researcheris a fundamentalprerequisite of sound comparative
in
both
MD
Therefore,
literature
the
countries
practices
research.
review about
(Chapter5) helped the researcherto clarify the meaning of MD practices prior to
conducting research interviews. Furthermore, with regard to translation and
interpretation problems, a technique called "decentering" was used. The aim of
"decentering" (Brislin, 1976) is to provide and understand meaning, rather than to
translate the issues directly. It was possible for the researcher to discuss crosscultural issues of language with her colleaguesin the UK and in Russia during her
research,in order to discussand clarify the most sensitivecultural issues.
To give the sample a representativequality, it was consideredimportant to s elect
managerialjobs in different functions to highlight consistentdifferences between the
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two countries, and to identify the scope of MD in the organisations. Middle
because
it
is
in
focus
MD
Russia nowadays.
the
of
chosen
principal
managementwas
The number of managersinterviewed in each company was dependentupon the total
in
the company, and the extent to which accessto the company
of
managers
number
in
interviews
focus
The
the
study
entailed
of
more
was successfully negotiated.
Russia than in the UK. A total of 101 interviews were carried out. The distribution of
the interviews among the different companiesis presentedin the table below.
Table 4.2 Distribution and number of interviews
Company

HQ

UK

Russia
pilot

Russia
1996-1997

Russia
2002

Total

Unilever

2

7

12

18

13

52

Cadbury Schweppes

3

6

Local companies

8

12

21

20

28

The pilot study in Unilever and in some local companies in Russia in 1995 brought
itself.
important
issues
In short, the researcherin
the
technique
some
concerning
out
Russia should be very careful during an interview if he or she is to obtain the data
needed. Russian managers are suspicious of any activities with uncertain outcomes
such as, for example, researchundertakenby an outsider. It is crucial for a researcher
to become "known" to the organisation and an individual manager, for example by
obtaining referencesfrom the top managementand adopting a personal approach.
A similar phenomenon has been described in the literature. Thus, according to
Ebster-Grosz and P ugh (1996), the pressureto show positive a spectsis greater in
is
the
external to the group, and also the same pressure is
where
observer
situations
in
blame
collective
responsibility
cultures
where
and
personal
are strong.
greater
Easterby-Smith and Malina (1999), while facing similar problems in their own
research, stressedthat the quality of the relationships between researchersand their
interviewees was crucial to the successfulcompletion of the project. In Russia, while
interviews provided useful insights, one should be aware that the answers, in some
by
filtered
the respondent's experience and expectations. This was
were
cases,
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in
interviews
young managers
managers,
with middle-aged
particularly obvious
were usually more open.
Therefore,the interviews with Russianmanagersundertaken in this research were
in
more the form of a discussionthan a formal interview. This required the researcher
to demonstrateinitiative in persuadingand stimulating respondents,in order to allow
greater flexibility in questioning and responding to interviewees, and in order to
provide more opportunity to clarify complex and abstractquestions.The trick was to
keep a central focus for the interview, but to adjust the pattern of questioning to each
situation. Furthermore, the focus of the interviews was on relationships with the
company, so statementsabout attitudes and personal perceptions on topics of work
interest were given indirectly, and usually in support of other statements.This
lessenedthe pressureto give "organisationally appropriate" statements.To conduct
theseinterviews it was crucial that the researchercould speak the samelanguageas
the interviewees.
In the UK all interviews were recorded, as were those with British managersin the
Russian subsidiaries.However, some Russianmanagerseven objected to the taking
of notes.The problem of information loss was counteractedby conducting follow-up
interviews with the sameperson. This allowed for expansionand clarification of the
data obtained. After every interview, the information was analysed and used to
determine the next set of questions,to probe for more accurate information at the
next stageand facilitate the understandingof many subtle processes.
As mentioned above, a key advantageof the case study approach is that it allows
data gathering from multiple sourcesrather than a single source, and the use of a
variety of data collection methods (Van Maanen, 1982; Yin, 1989). Table 4.3 below
summarisesthe sourcesof information and the data collection methods used in the
study.
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Table 4.3 Sourcesof dataand data collection methodsused in the study
Country

UK

Russia

Data collection methods
Semi-structuredinterviews with HR managersin HQs
Semi-structuredinterviews with HR managersin
subsidiaries
Semi-structuredinterviews with line managersin
subsidiaries
Companysecondarydata
Other secondarydata, e.g. publications in academic
literature
Internet corporatepages
Pilot study in Unilever subsidiary - semi-structured
interviews with line managers
Semi-structuredinterviews with HR managersin
subsidiaries
Semi-structuredinterviews with line managersin
subsidiaries
Secondarycompanydata
Secondarydata on Russianlabour market
Semi-structuredinterviews with managersin local Russian
companies
Internet companydata
Direct observationin Unilever subsidiary
Other secondarydata, e.g. publications in academic
literature

With the aim of ensuring the reliability and accuracy of the interview information,
data gained from the interviews was triangulated with multiple data sources,
including various types of archival records and internal company documentation.A
from
book
data
was consulted, ranging
wide range of published secondary
publications and journal articles to newspapercuttings and Internet corporate pages.
Other researchtechniques,such as direct observationand visits to different premises,
from
information
the
in
the
to
triangulate
and
validate
were used
order
enhance,
interviews. Thus, the researcherhad the opportunity to directly observethe work of
her
in
in
Unilever
department
HR
that
the
enhanced
ultimately
managers
It
dynamics
the
the
organisation. raised some
understandingof
of
c omplexity and
issueswhich initially were not consideredin the interviews, and provided invaluable
in
Despite
difficulties
described
the
the
actual examples.
accessobtained the
above,
multinationals was considerable. A systematic monitoring of the companies in the
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press,and published researchworks available on the Internet, further enhanceddata
collection.

4.6

Data analysis and writing up cases

Data analysis and interpretation is the most critical and difficult element within
qualitative research(Yin, 1993; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Ebster-Groszand Pugh,
1996). Furthermore, interpretation should be performed very carefully, especially in
the area of cross-cultural research,otherwise the results can be misleading. Recent
cross-culturalstudieswhich employed a qualitative approachto the study of transfer
processes(e.g. Domsch and Lichtenberger, 1990; Broad, 1994; Belanger et. al.,
1999) expressedsome caution concerningdata interpretation. For example, it should
not be interpreted with the assumption of common meanings given the many
differences between cultures. Therefore, different institutional and cultural
environmentshave to be acknowledged,understood,adjustedto and looked for in the
explanation of differences in managementprocessesin different countries, even
when similar formal structuresare established.
The framework of this thesis, developedin Chapter 3, provides a system for use in
the investigation of phenomena,and specifically how to understand the process of
transfer of managementand MD practices within MNCs. It was deployed in this
study for the analysis of different influences on this process, with an attempt to
analyse all manner of interdependencies.By highlighting the linkages which cut
acrossthe organisation / environment boundary in shaping the perception and use of
MD in MNCs, the framework (Figure 3.1) emphasisedthe influence of context on
MD processesand practices in the organisation.Therefore, specific questionsin the
interviews (Appendix A) focused on the extent and content of MD practices and,
specifically in the Russian fieldwork, on how managers in the subsidiaries
experiencedMD as well as their attitudesto MD.
In analysing the data the stresswas on trying to interpret the behaviour of managers
in two different countries by
appreciation of those factors that contributed to and
shapedtheir approachesto work. The existing body of literature helped to develop
hypothetical "ideal-type" British MD
practices and "ideal-type" Russian MD
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in
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analysing
of companies
styles and work attitudes, shapedby the national cultures and the perceptions of
managementwithin society, there was an attempt to highlight the extent to which
managersdraw on national stereotypesin their behaviour. Analysis of the tension
that accompanied the transfer of practices also highlighted the importance of
processesto successfultransfer, and other issuespertinent to the inner organisational
context.
Due to the richness of data collected, it was decided to organise and structure the
information by writing extensive descriptive case studies of each firm. Further
analysis allowed rewrites of these case studies to organise them around certain
issues.The final forms of the case studies (chapters 6 and 7) relied heavily on the
theoretical framework describedin Chapter 3. The conclusions in both case studies
are cross-referencedwith the literature, and differences and similarities betweenboth
casestudiesare discussedand summarisedin Chapter 8.
Given that casestudy researchconstitutedthe core of this study and formed the basis
for developing conclusions, there was a concern about the broader validity and
generality of these findings. The generalvalidity of a case study does not rely solely
but
is
being
the
rather on the
on whether
studied representative,
particular case
plausibility of the logical analysis (Mitchell, 1983). The aim of this researchwas to
establishdetailed empirical evidenceon the processof the transfer of MD practices
within multinationals which would make it possible to addresscomplex theoretical
issuesof managing human resourcesin international settings. Consideration of two
firms enableda comparative analysis of their logic and dynamics. The analysis also
aimed to establish an understandingof the interaction between the different factors
that influence the process of transfer. The findings cannot be generalisedto every
British-based MNC operating in Russia. Rather, the two MNCs involved in the
researchcan be regarded as examplesshowing how multinationals from a particular
businessenvironment deal with a new setting and introduce a system of MD, as well
as the extent to which that system shapeslocal managers' behaviour, as a tool for
transmitting their practices and processes. However, this thesis highlights the
possibility of generalising about factors that are always likely to play a key role in
the processof the transfer of MD practicesby shapingmanagerial behaviour in MNC
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subsidiaries; namely the interplay of wider national and inner organisational
contexts. Finally, given the exploratory nature of the study, the phenomena scoped
and processes uncovered serve to enhance knowledge of managerial behaviour in
Russia and provide fundamental information for future researchers.

4.7

Conclusions

This chapterpresentedand discussedthe researchmethodology of this study. Given
the specific researchinterestsof this study the argumentation is provided to support
the view that qualitative researchmethodology is suitable and relevant. The study
investigates the influence of context on MD processeswithin the context of the
transfer of MD practiceswithin MNCs. Furthermore, the specific context of the host
country and the exploratory and explanatory nature of this work have been
acknowledged by selecting an approach which uses comparative contextual,
historical analysis in which specific organisational context is examined. The choice
of methodology has also been supportedby the analysis of gaps in the academic
literature due to neglect of contextual analysis of MD. This thesis employs historical
and longitudinal casestudiesof the two British-basedMNCs.
This chapter describes in detail the research design and data collection methods
employed in the study, paying attention to the levels of analysis, the forms of case
studies used, the selection process of countries, industry sector and companies
constituting the sample, and some difficulties encounteredduring the conduct of the
fieldwork. Special attention is given to the way in which researchissueshave been
operationalised into specific questions and this study. Considerations about the
generalisability of the researchfindings are also presented.
It has been argued that employing a case study approach, securing data validity by
using multiple sourcesof evidenceand data triangulation, using the framework in the
investigation of phenomena,and following a systematic approach to analysing and
interpreting thesedata and writing up casestudies,all allowed the achievementof the
final aim of this work: to generatetheoretical insights on MD processes
within a
cross-nationalsetting of MNCs.
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The following chapter identifies "ideal-type" MD practices in the two countries - the
UK and Russia - as structured by their national contexts. It also generates hypotheses
in this study.
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CHAPTER 5: MD practices within
their societal-institutional

context:

the UK and Russia compared

5.1

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the relationshipsbetween institutional and cultural contexts
and distinctive managementand MD practices. The chapter develops a comparative
analysis of the UK and Russian societal-institutional contexts. This will then form
the basis for consideration of how management and MD practices within each
country may be socially embedded and institutionally structured and provide a
framework within which the researchquestionsare addressed.This researchaims to
examine the influence of institutional context on the nature of MD practices and the
ways in which MD practices develop. It also seeks to examine the influence of
institutional context on the ways in which MD practices are transferred and received
in MNCs, as well as to examine other factors shapingMD practices and their transfer
processin MNCs.
Comparative analysis of the UK and Russian societal-institutional contexts and the
influence of the institutional contexts on MD practices in these countries help to
identify "ideal-type" MD practices in the two countries. Acknowledging the danger
of oversimplification, these identified practices are useful heuristic devices for the
formulation of hypotheses. They highlight areas of potential tension which
accompanythe transfer of practicesdevelopedin the UK into Russia.The rationale is
to explain why this tension occurs, drawing mostly on the broader context,
concerningmanagementand MD practicesin the two countries.
As highlighted in Chapter 3, managerial
systemsare developed within a particular
context. Therefore, it is possible to identify the influence of the dominant institutions,
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in
framework
(Figure
3.1
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3.2),
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specified under
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differences
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The
systems
of
country.
explanation
dependson an analysis of all the key institutions and how they interdependently
structuredthe specific form of economic organisation that developed. The focus on
managementwithin its institutional context draws attention to the historical and
cultural evolution of managementin the countries under study. An historical review
provides a useful backgroundneededto understandfeatures of key institutions in a
given country, which in turn is particularly important for understanding business
systemsand dominant firms' characteristicsdeveloped in this environment. In order
to run these firms successfully, managers are educated and developed in certain
ways. Therefore, it possible to identify "ideal-type" MD practices in a given
economy. When transferred to another context, these practices might be resisted
and/or misunderstood, thus the transfer might be accompanied by tension.
Furthermore, as highlighted in chapters 2 and 3, there might be other contextual
factors, including the ways in which MNCs seek to transfer their practices, and
processes surrounding their transfer to subsidiaries that contribute to increased
misunderstandingand tension.
This chapter is structured in the following way. It starts with a brief historical
accountdescribing the processof industrialisation in the two countries and, emergent
from this process, their institutional frameworks. It then proceeds to look at the
influence of each institutional factor on the business systems, features and
discussion
by
is
followed
This
the
dominant
in
firms
characteristicsof
each country.
of the impact of institutional and societal complexities on MD practices adopted in
the two countries with the aim of identifying "ideal-type" MD practices in the UK
and Russiacorrespondingly.The analysisof differences in "ideal-type" MD practices
in the UK and Russia is presented,and hypothesesformulated. Other factors that
contribute to increased misunderstanding during the process of transfer are also
identified. As highlighted in this chapter,they are the perpetuatinginfluence of value
systems and cultural values on managerial behaviour, as well as the ongoing
macroeconomic changes in Russia. These factors make transfer even more
challenging.
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5.2

Institutional features: the UK and Russia compared

This section compares key features of the dominant institutions in the UK and Russia
as shaped by their industrialisation processes, and highlights the implications of these
for each country's business systems and prevalent industrial structures. Table 5.1
presents a summary of the comparative analysis of the key institutional features of
the UK and Russia. Drawing on Whitley (1999) the comparative analysis is carried
out on the state, financial system, skill development and control system, and trust and
authority relations. This table highlights significant differences in key institutions in
the two countries which are discussed and compared in this section under different
headings.

Table 5.1 Key institutions compared:the UK and Russia
Institutional Features(UK)
The State
Arm's length institutional context; Regulatory
state
No well-developedcollective intermediaries
Weak market regulation; corporatemarkets

Institutional Features(Russia)
The State
Dominanceof the statein regulating
economicprocesses
Tight control of intermediary associationsby
state
Formal market regulation

Financial System
Capital markets; allocation of capital by price
and at arm's length

Financial System
State-regulatedcredit allocation
Statecontrol of banks

Skill Developmentand Control System
Weak public training system
Training is governedby ad hoc arrangements
with little or no central co-ordination
Unions may be influential at times; organised
aroundcraft skills
Bargaining is decentralised

Skill Development and Control System
Generally weak public training system
Stateregulation of labour markets
Extensive generaleducation and training
Generally weak unions controlled by the state

Trust and Authority Relations
High reliance on formal procedures
Authorities predominantly procedural

Trust and Authority Relations
Low trust in formal institutions governing
relationships
Authority is paternalistic in nature

Sources:Whitley, 1999

In the discussion,emphasisis given to the influence of historical context on the
ways
in which dominant institutions in each country developed. This is important,
given
that business systemsreceive their distinctive character at a very early stage of the
industrialisation process (Whitley et al., 1992). Therefore,
reflection on history can
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(e.
light
the
contemporary
shed
existing socio-institutional setting of
economies g.
on
Dore, 1990;Chandler, 1980,1990; Guillen, 1994).

5.2.1.1

The state

The existing pattern of market organisation and the manner in which market
relationshipsare organisedin the two countrieshave been significantly shapedby the
industrialisationprocess.
The UK
Britain's early start on the road to industrialisation, its relative political stability, and
its experience of incremental social change since that time have made for an
exceptional degree of continuity in deeply implanted social-institutional patterns
(Dore, 1990; Lazonick eta1., 1997). Furthermore, a striking observation from the
way industrialisation proceededin Britain is related to the role of the state:Britain is
certainly a stand-alone case in this respect, given that the state did not play any
significant role in the process. The nation's rise to industrial power dependedon
industry structures that were regionally concentrated, vertically specialised and
horizontally fragmented into small-scaleproprietary firms (Chandler, 1980; Elbauni
and Lazonick, 1986; Lazonick, 1986). These enterprises relied on skilled workers
rather than managerialpersonnelto plan and co-ordinate work on the shop floor. The
lack of managerial organisation in turn reinforced the tendency for industrial
structuresto be fragmentedand specialised.Specialisedcraft unions were built with
the resultant fragmentation of employer-employee relations placing severe
constraints on managerial co-ordination of the specialised division of labour within
the plant (Lazonick, 1990). The implications of the way industrialisation proceeded
in the UK are the development of
by
the
state,
a regulatory
weak market regulation
state and reliance on corporate markets, as well as the lack of well-developed
collective intermediaries (Table 5.1).
In the UK, the structure of the state and the philosophy of state-industry
relations
have provided a distinctive institutional / ideological framework. The dominance
of
the Bank of England over financial policy, the absenceof constitutionally
regulated
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interests,
legal systemsbasedon custom and the
representationof regional economic
notion of precedentrather than being basedon a written constitution or legal code, all
together have resulted in perpetually changing institutional structures and
procedures, such as, for example, in the case of the training system (Hall, 1984;
Storey, 1991; Lane, 1992; Stewart et al., 1994). Furthermore, as Whitley (1999)
argues,the statein the UK has neither the wish to, nor the capability for, actively coordinating economicprocesses.A1 ow degree of s tate involvement inr isk-sharing
and regulation in the area of industrial policy has resulted in ineffective industrial
policy (Porter, 1990; Lane, 1992). Comprehensiveregulatory frameworks on aspects
of industrial organisation were never developed and the principle of voluntarism
makes for considerable diversity and complexity in the institutional structures
(Ebster-Groszand Pugh, 1996).
The UK has traditionally accordedthe market more emphasisin the co-ordination of
economic activities. The collective organisation of firms on an industrial and
geographical basis is common in Britain. However, chambers of industry and
commercedo not have a statutory statusand are thus marginal to industry. Also, the
different trade associations are not subject to uniform regulation (Stewart et al.,
1994; Lane, 1989). In addition, the traditional high autonomy of British firms has
resulted in the peculiar quality of the British market organisation when their
regulation through trade associations is fragmented and underdeveloped (Lane,
1989). The reliance on market co-ordination is further intensified by the way the
financial systemoperates.
Russia
Conversely,in the U SSR the s tate always acted as ap owerful regulator of socioeconomic processes. The role of the state clearly distinguishes Russian
industrialisation from what occurred in Britain. Historically, economic progress in
the country was promoted by the state as part of the pursuit of its military interests
and territorial expansion (Fuhrmann, 1972; Gershenkron, 1997). Furthermore,
dispersionof the population throughout huge territories, poor roads, illiteracy, and
an
undeveloped political life provided the base for centralisation of power (Piskotin,
1988; Solovev 1988). This brought the
role of the stateto centre stage,and it became
crucial during the processof industrialisation in Russia.
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Industrialisation in Russiabeganin the middle of the 1880s,when railroad building
by the stateassumedunprecedentedproportions and becamethe main lever of a rapid
industrialisation policy (Kahan and Weiss, 1989). At the starting point of formal
industrialisation the level of economic development in Russia was very low. The
main reason for the economic backwardnessof Russia was the preservation of
serfdom until the emancipation of 1861, which inhibited the formation of an
industrial labour force in Russia. Therefore, the state took a number of specific
decisions with regard to the volume and characterof capital investment in Russian
factories. Due to difficulties in creating a reliable and steady labour force, modem
in
industry
introduced
branches
to
machinery was
some
of
which was simpler
operation, and for which the necessarylearning time was shorter and therefore more
1997).
duration
(Gerschenkron,
to
the
reasonablyrelated
of employment
prospective
The role of the state was strengthenedeven more during the period of Soviet
industrialisation. In the courseof the revolution in 1917 a dictatorial governmentwas
createdand centralisedmanagementof the economy established(Sutton, 1968). The
institutional
institutions,
thus
state controlled all other
creating a unique
different
to
introduced
It
regulate
environment.
centralised command methods
forms
fulfilment,
for
life:
their
of
the
tasks,
and
aspects of work
resources
remuneration for labour became the object of direct regulation (Lawrence and
Vlachoutsicos, 1990). For example, regulations and procedures for hiring and firing
in
legislation
labour
into
the extensive
and
and conflict resolution were written
regulations of central statebodies, such as the state committee for labour and social
affairs. There were standards for the number of employees and administrative
personnel at an enterprise and for their salaries (Russianclassification of workers
and employeesoccupationsand wagegrades, 1995).
In contrast to the UK (Table 5.1), the state in the USSR controlled intermediary
associationsand governmentagencies,such as chambersof commerce and industrial
associations,the legal system, and an extensive public education system. Formal
market regulation involved allocation of production output quotas to every
enterprise.The distribution of resourcesand output was done by central authorities.
Pricesw ere also centrally set. All import-export operationsw ere co-ordinated and
controlled by the state, as well as innovation and product development. The work of
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scientific institutes and researchcentres was organised centrally, and they were
totally dependenton governmentfunding.
The state regulation of economic processes resulted in a particular productive
structure of industries. There was a strong tendency towards a larger scale of plant
and enterprise,which resultedin very 1argeplants as well as the concentrationof
industrialisation processeson branches of industry which involved relatively high
ratios of capital to output (Popov, 1985). This had a negative effect on light industry
and agriculture, which were allocated no money to develop new products and
therefore essentially subsidisedheavy industry (Nelson, 1983; Popov, 1985). The
uneven development of Russian industry between the various sectors resulted in
differencesin terms of the importanceattachedto MD in different industry sectors.

5.2.1.2

Thefinancial system

The UK
The nature of the financial systemin the UK was also determined by the processof
industrialisation. The industrialisation of England had proceeded without any
substantialutilisation of banking for long-term investment purposes (Gerschenkron,
1997). The more gradual character of the industrialisation process and the more
considerableaccumulation of capital, first from earnings in trade and modernised
agriculture and later from industry itself, obviated the pressure for developing any
special institutional devices for the provision of long-term capital to industry. This,
in turn, had a negative impact on creating close industry-bank links.
The key characteristicsof the British financial system (as summarisedin Table 5.1)
are a strong finance function and a preferencefor internalising risk in the absenceof
close bank-firm connections (Zysman; 1983; Whitley et al., 1992). The essenceof
the British relation between the financial and the industrial sector lies in a shortageof
investment capital. The British banking system is highly centralised and bank
lending tends to be short-term and has not entailed the establishment of close
industry-bank relationships. Therefore, large British firms have traditionally
raised
their capital mainly by issuing shares on the stock market (Stewart et al., 1994).
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Usually new investment come from internally generated funds, whereas among
outside sources of finance, institutional investors predominate, and the banks are
only one group of players amongmany (Edwards and Fischer, 1994). The impact of
such a functioning of the financial system has been in the increased reliance on
market mechanismsfor the co-ordination of economic activities in the country. This
has impactedthe featuresof dominant firms in the UK, which in turn leadsto "idealtype" MD practices.
Russia

In Russia it was difficult to attribute a critical role to any pre-industrial
accumulations of capital. Banks in Russia were not involved in industrial
developmentto the same degreeas in Britain: the scarcity of capital in the country
was such that no banking system could succeed in attracting sufficient funds to
finance a large-scale industrialisation. Using different devices, such as preferential
ordersto domestic producersof railroad materials,high prices, subsidies,credits, and
profit guaranties to new industrial enterprises, it the government succeeded in
maintaining a high and increasingrate of growth during the industrialisation (Falkus,
1972). The Russian statewas able to substitutepublic saving for private saving, and
through its financial policies succeededin directing incomes from consumption to
investment (Sylla and Toniolo, 1991). This delayed development of the financial
systemin the country and weakenedits influence over economic co-ordination.
Commercial banks were founded only during the first decade of the twentieth
century. However, since it was the government that had fulfilled the function of
industrial investmentb anks for a1 ong time, the Russian banks w ere organised as
"deposit banks" (Ashton, 1996). Banks that operated upon principles that were
characteristicof investment banks appearedbefore the revolution in 1917 and were
nationalisedwith the consequentestablishment of a single state bank immediately
after the revolution.
As highlighted in Table 5.1, the work of the financial and credit system,both outside
and within enterprises,was controlled by the ministry of finance of the USSR and
other agenciesof the country's banking system.Credits were allocated centrally, and
there were centralised plans for capital investment and finances. An attempt to
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establish new interrelations between enterprise and the financial and credit system
was made in 1987, when a new law on the Soviet State enterprise was adopted which
encouraged Soviet enterprises to introduce control of their capital, and allowed them
to use bank credit. However, the introduction of this new regulation in 1987 was
more concerned with wishful thinking than reality, since there was no financial
system to carry it out. Only very recently have a number of commercial, investment,
and savings banks appeared. Again the state regulation of the financial system in the
USSR conditioned the industrial structure as it dictated that capital-goods industries
rather than consumer-goods should develop most rapidly. Therefore, the importance
attached to MD varied in different industries, with capital-goods industries enjoying
more attention from the state in terms of the development of their managerial cadre.

5.2.1.3

Skill developmentand control system

Education and training have a major influence not only on the levels and nature of
technical competencebut also on managerialidentity and value orientations (Whitley
et al., 1992). The systemof industrial relations influences businessorganisationboth
through its structural featuresand through the tenor of its underlying class relations
(Lane, 1989; Ebster-Groszand Pugh, 1996). It does not just influence what middle
managersdo; it also colours what they view as possible.
The UK
During the industrialisation, as Lazonick (1997) argues, the aristocracy who
controlled elite educational institutions at that time saw no need for an educational
systemthat developedtechnologists,and this has resulted in an anti-industrial bias of
these institutions. As a result, the most influential British industrialists put little
pressure on the elite schools and universities to educate the future "captains of
industry" in matters concerning business organisation and industrial technology
(Lazonick, 1986). The wealth of the upper classwas basedon financial activities, for
which social connectionsand acquired reputations were the key to success,rather
than the application of science to industry with the resultant profits from
technological innovation (Dore, 1990). This led to an almost complete neglect of
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research and development (Lazonick et al., 1997). Even in the cases of trained
scientists and engineers, leading British enterprises relied more on market coordination than managementco-ordination in their employment of labour (Dore,
1990).
Furthermore, this situation has had a negative impact on the already weak
organisational integration within the managerial hierarchies of British industrial
enterprises. As described by Lazonick et at (1997), within the enterprise, top
managerswho were graduatesof elite educationalinstitutions set themselvesapart as
an elite social class, thus creating an organisational barrier between themselvesas
strategic decision makers and the technical specialists who were expected to
implement enterprise strategies.Also, the social-classstructure in combination with
the educational system abetted the continued integration of ownership and control
(Hannah, 1983; Elbaum and Lazonick, 1986;Dore, 1990).
The outcomes of industrialisation in terms of the development of the skill
developmentand control system in the UK are summarisedin Table 5.1. In Britain
been
has
to
the
training
vocational
always
academicroute,
and education,as opposed
of secondaryimportance and has never attained considerablesocial prestige or wide
social diffusion (Keep, 1989; Lane, 1989). Furthermore, apprenticeship has little
bearing on the education and training of managersas it is associatedrather with the
preparation of skilled workers in engineering and other sectors of manufacturing
(Lane, 1992). However, in the 1990s some increase in the amount of training has
been demonstratedand programmes,such as "investors in people" and the national
education and training targets, have been launched to encourage firms to invest in
training and help them do so more effectively by developing training qualifications
and workforce skills. Keep and Rainbird (1995) argue that the involvement of the
statein training remained on a voluntarist basis and outside the remit of government
funding and control.
Key characteristicsof the British industrial relations system include the central role
of the workplace, limited state intervention, decentralised enterprise bargaining
between management and unions, and the voluntary regulation of employment
(Brown, et al., 1995; Edwards, 1995). Until the 1980s
unions were relatively strong,
particularly in large firms, and thus resisted the introduction of parallel bodies of
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high
level
introduced
job
demarcation
Widely
a
adopted practices of
representation.
(Heijltjes
by
into
unions
work
organisation
supported
of rigidity
which was strongly
et al., 1996). However, during the 1980s the Conservative government introduced a
wide set of legal measures, with a view to eliminating burdens on business, removing
the statutory support for collective bargaining, and limiting

the activities of trade

unions and restricting industrial action. This has resulted in a considerable decrease
of union membership. Another outcome is that the influence of shop stewards on the
workplace has been eroded. The influence of unions at a national level is now also
weak (Edwards et al., 1996). British trade unions are also fragmented along trade and
hierarchical lines. The fact that industrial democracy is not institutionalised in Britain
has led to conflict becoming inherent in the British perception of management
(Hyman, 1995). The implications of this for MD practices in the country will be
discussed later in this chapter.

Russia
High levels of illiteracy and the low standardsof education in Russia at the time of
the industrialisation resulted in a deficiency of skilled labour, especially engineers
(Kahan and Weiss, 1989). The same was true for technical knowledge and
techniques.The availability of modem techniquesand advancedtechnical knowledge
from abroad might explain the tendencyto concentrate,at a relatively early point of
the process of industrialisation in Russia, on the promotion of those branches of
industrial activities in which recent technological progress had been particularly
rapid (Falkus, 1972). It also promoted the development of technical skills.
Furthermore, the relative scarcity of managementskills encouragedlarge units of
production where managerialtalent could be usedto maximum efficiency.
The role of the s tate in controlling the work of the skill development and c ontrol
system in Russia (Table 5.1) was in extensive regulation of general education and
training, regulation of the labour market, and in control over unions. The traditional
model of university education in the USSR involved five or six years of study at a
specialised educational institution. Key features of this type of education included
early specialisationand continual further upgrading of acquired knowledge and skills
through training at the workplace (Expert, 03.02.97).
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Vocational training and management education in the USSR was organised centrally
under the auspices of the sectoral ministries. Every enterprise had manuals and
instructions where detailed information about training programmes, their content,
audience, and so forth, was presented. Technical degrees and training

were

overwhelmingly the preserve of sectoral institutes, which were attached to specific
industrial ministries, or sector-based training centres based on the premises of
specific large state enterprises. They were also responsible for cross-fertilisation of
best practices in management among enterprises within sectors. Unions in the USSR
were weak and state-controlled. The functioning of this system, with its focus on the
development of technical skills and centralised co-ordination of labour markets, had
implications on MD practices which will be discussed later in this chapter.

5.2.1.4

Trust and authority relations

The UK
As highlighted in Table 5.1, key featuresof the systemgoverning trust and authority
relations in the UK include high reliance on formal procedures,and authorities being
predominantly procedural. British managersderive power from their place in the
capitalist industrial structure.This meansthat all managers,whatever their actualjob
specification, are involved in running the businesson behalf of the owners of capital
for the profits of the latter. Managersare defined as agentsof the shareholders(Dore,
1997). This view of management portrays managers as those with power and
authority over others (Storey, 1980,1985; Scarbrough, 1998). Furthermore, as
Hannah (1983) argues, a pattern of market organisation in the UK encourages
contractualand restricted in scopeinter-firm relations.
Russia
Key features of the system governing trust and authority relations in Russia (Table
5.1), that is, low trust in formal institutions governing relationships, and the
paternalistnature of authority, also have historical roots. Trust and authority relations
in Russia have been conditioned
primarily by the traditions of the peasantryand by
the autocracyof the state government.The traditions of the peasantryare reflected in
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the inclination to work together in groups (Sutton, 1968). However, these cohesive
groups have always been very hard to integrate horizontally in a traditionally
hierarchical company(Klyuchevsky, 1987;Engelgardt, 1987; Puffer, 1994).
The dual nature of Russianstategovernmentwas, to some degree,predeterminedby
history (Crisp, 1976; Kahan and Weiss, 1989; Sylla and Toniolo, 1991). The state
government bonded Asian "relational bureaucracy", which was brought into the
Russian feudal aristocracy by the Mongol-Tatars, with a western "functional
bureaucracy", which was Peter the Great's contribution to state management
(Lawrence and Vlachoutsicos, 1990). Centuries of Mongol-Tatar rule had brought a
belief in the power of the top authorities and their fairness in making independent
decisions.The results were passiveobedience,and an abdication of responsibility for
their actions, especially if theseactions lead to a negative result (Crankshow, 1976;
Blackwell, 1968). In such a model, employeeswere formally accountable for only
his or her own work, and each job was accomplished separately without the
realisation that there was a processwhich connectseach task to the other. Given that
levels
high
levels,
internal
hierarchical
had
this
of
state management
created
many
bureaucracy.
In the USSR managerswere running businesseson behalf of the state.Formally, this
gave them power to execute control and give orders. However, their power was
limited by their actual role in management processes. Therefore, in informal
relationships greater importance was attributed to technical competence,rather than
to statusor a position in a hierarchy.
Another outcome of the autocratic systemis that the legacy of the dictatorship of the
state has resulted in the development of two sets of ethical standards: one for
impersonal or official relationships, and one for personal relationships (Crankshow,
1976). Therefore, though Russian culture places great importance on the status and
position of the individual, the organisational culture of Russian companies is very
much built on personal relationships and contacts (Schreiner, 1997). This has also
resulted in low trust in formal institutions governing relationships. Gershenkron
(1997) argues that the low standardsof commercial honesty are due in part to the
absence of any tradition of craft guilds and badly delayed emancipation of the
Russianpeasantry,reinforced by legal uncertainty with regard to
property rights.
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This section,where the distinctive featuresof key institutions in the two countries are
compared, provides the context for the understanding of production systems and
social structuresin the two countries, which are discussedin the following section.
This is an important step in the analysis of the influence of the institutional context
on MD practices and in generatinghypotheses.The analysis is based on the logic
describedin Chapter3 (Figure 3.2).

5.3

Features of business systems and dominant firms in the
UK and Russia

This section aims to discuss possible relations between institutional features
presentedabove and features of business systems and dominant firms in the two
countriesunder study. T his is anotherimportant step in the analysis, given that it
highlights the link between business system features and features of the work
systemsand governancecharacteristicsin dominant firms in a given society. Table
5.2 on the following page summariseskey features of compartmentalisedbusiness
systemsand dominant firms in such a system. The following features of b usiness
systems are discussed, including the type of owner control and ownership
integration, employer-employee relations and work management. Furthermore, it
summarises governance characteristics and features of work organisation in
dominant firms in such a business system. This business system is argued as
representativeof the British businesssystem(Whitley, 1999).

5.3.1.1

The UK: compartmentalised businesssystem

The business system in the UK develops in the arm's length institutional context
where there are few institutions at either the national or the local level for
encouraging co-operation between firms. Large and highly liquid markets in
financial assets and labour power encourage considerable
mobility with little
regulation of market entry and exit. Widely relied upon formal procedures and
authority relations enable transactions to be carried out at arm's length and
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impersonally.The role of the stateis regulatory rather than developmental.Similarly,
capital is allocated by price and at arm's length from its users through impersonal
market competition (Lane, 1992; 1994).This businesssystem is also associatedwith
weakly developed skill training and control systems.Practical manual worker skills
are not highly valued and training in them is governedby ad hoc arrangementswith
little or no central co-ordination (Stewartet al., 1994).
Table 5.2 Key featuresof the businesssystemand dominant firms in the UK
BusinessSystemFeatures
Type of owner control and ownership integration

Dominant Firms Features
Governance characteristics

Market-basedforms of owner control and low
involvement in management;
Someconcentrationof control over sharesby
portfolio managers;
Low owner's knowledge of businessand low
owner's interest in particular firm;
Horizontal diversification within ownership

Risk is internalised by firms; large-scale
investmentswith long-term returns are
unlikely
Limited managerialauthority;
Holding type of companies;

Employer-employee relations and work

term organisational competencies as

management
Low employer-employeeinterdependence;
relianceon external labour marketsin managing
the labour force;
Strong skill-based groupings and high levels of
skills developmentin someareas;
Relianceon procedural and formal authority

contribution of most staff is seenrestricted;
Higher levels of managerialintegration as
comparedwith organisationalone;
Short-termperformancemeasures;strong
financial performancecriteria;
Limited employeecommitment and
involvement in organisations;
Strong skill-based groupings are horizontal
rather than vertical and often conflict with
eachother;
Focuson formally specifiedjobs and

Work systems
Firms are not focusedon developmentlong-

relations
subordinate
Sources:Whitley, 1999

This institutional

infrastructure restricts organisational integration between

ownership units and leads to a strong reliance on ownership-basedauthority relations
for co-ordinating economic activities (Hollingsworth, 1997). This system is
characterised by low employer-employee interdependence given its approach to
labour and employee's skills as short-term resources,to be acquired or removed in
flexible external labour markets. Also, "the organisational hierarchy is perceived
more as a hierarchy of ability / licence to commandobedienceand co-operation than
as a hierarchy of technical competence"(Dore, 1997: 37).
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5.3.1.2

The UK: dominantfirms' characteristics

The structure of firms in the UK reflects its key proximate institutions. State
reluctanceto intervenehasresultedin a particular pattern of growth being adoptedby
industrial companies that is primarily through mergers or take-overs, rather than
through expanding activities by direct investment in capital equipment (Chandler,
1990; Lane, 1994). This pattern of development has resulted in a particular
organisation structure of the British firm. The current organisational pattern
preserves some distinctively British features: vertical integration, internal
rationalisation and centralisationare still lesspronounced,and diversification is more
often of the conglomeratetype (Storey et al., 1997). In many casesBritish companies
are organisedby holding structure with a small headquartersstaff delegating most
decisionsto managementat division or unit level. These are treated as separateprofit
centresand this producesthe situation where employeemanagementbecomesmainly
a matter for the operating units (Lane, 1989; Whitley et al., 1992; Storey and Sisson,
1993). This is particularly important in relation to managementwithin MNCs. Thus,
accordingto Edwards et al. (1996), British MNCs managetheir overseassubsidiaries
through financially output-basedcontrol systemsmore than by personalcontrol.
British production units tend to be highly compartmentalised both vertically and
horizontally. Thus, differentiation is strong between production and maintenance
workers, and between managementand technical staff (Lane, 1994). This tends to
create operational rigidity and higher levels of managerial integration as compared
with organisationalrigidity. Due to the lower level of technical expertiseat all levels,
roles are defined in a more rigid manner, which leads to low task integration and a
low degree of flexibility (Lane, 1992). Also, as noted above, the British
preoccupation with financial matters gives much greater emphasis to relevant
managerialpositions as opposedto production and associatedfunctions.
The constraints imposed by the financial system on industrial managementtogether
with the easeof take-over have emphasisedthe achievementof short-term returns on
capital and high dividend pay-outs (Hutton, 1996). In addition, the British financial
system has encouraged the search for economic gain from purely financial
transactionsto the detriment of manufacturing concerns.Therefore, the vulnerability
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to hostile take-over forces British managersto concentrateon profit now rather than
investmentfor the future (Porter, 1990).
Market or arm's length portfolio control also determines the balance of power
between shareholdersand salariedmanagers.Though delegation of decision-making
powers by owners to the managersof individual firms is high, the system as a whole
imposesstrong financial performancecriteria on firms where control over shareuse
becomes concentrated.This limits managerial autonomy as manager's control is
constrained by strong capital markets. The system of corporate governance,
describedas an "outsider" model (Marginson and Sisson, 1994) due, among other
things, to its dispersednetworks of shareholders,the importance of institutional share
ownership, and the emphasison short-term financial returns, also has consequences
for work organisation and labour relations. It encouragesfirms to regard employees
as disposable liabilities, producing a cost minimisation approach to labour
management. Furthermore, these features have not traditionally supported the
implementation of an employee development type of labour management(Bartlett
and Ghoshal, 1989). Combined with the presumed short-term orientation in British
businessthis results in an emphasisby companieson control (over costs) rather than
development(Crouch, 1993).
The discussion in this section is important for the analysis of the influence of
institutional context on MD practices. It has summarised the key features of the
British national business system and dominant firms which operate in this system.
Later in this chapter the analysis will be extendedto link these features (summarised
in Table 5.2) to "ideal-type" MD practicesin the UK.

5.3.1.3

Russia: state-regulated businesssystem

Table 5.3 summarises key features of the state-regulated business system and
dominant firms operating in such a system.
This was the system developed in the USSR where the state dominated
economic
decision-making and tightly controlled intermediary
associations. Given that
coordination of economic processeswas centralised by the state, firms were highly
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dependent on state agenciesand officials (Blasi et al., 1997). As a result, they
delegated little to employees and found it difficult to develop long-term
commitments with businesspartners or competitors. Labour markets were strongly
regulatedand this tendedto limit managers'and skilled workers' mobility.
Table 5.3 Key featuresof businesssystemand dominant firms in Russia
BusinessSystemFeatures

Dominant Firms Features

Typeof owner control and ownership Integration
Direct statecontrol and high level of involvement
in management;
Centralisationof ownership;
Ownershipintegration of sectorsand production
chains; no diversification into technologicallyand
market-unrelatedfields;

Governancecharacteristics
Large firms with integratedproduction chains
and activities through a unified administrative
apparatus;centralisedfunctioning organisations;
Limited horizontal linkages; strong vertical
dependence;production output goals dominate;
Limited managerialautonomy;

Employer-employeerelations and work
management
Generallylow delegation to and trust of
employees;
Considerableemployer-erployee
interdependencebasedon high levels of skills
developmentin somesectors;
Relianceon short-term informal and personal
reciprocity

Work systems
Generally limited influence of employee
interestson major decisions;
Low supervisor discretion and control;
High levels of skill developmentand
considerabledelegation of tasks performanceto
workers in somesectors;
Strong skill-based groupings, loyalties and
identities where existing are vertical than
horizontal;

Sources:Whitley, 1999; Warner et al., 1993; Lawrenceand Vlachoutsicos, 1990

The high degree of state involvement in the country's societal and economic life
gave pre-eminence to managementby directive and to the use of administrative
command methods. Centralised leadership implied managing from one centre,
subordination of minority to majority, and tough discipline. The achievement of
goals depended on the power of formal authority. Managers in Soviet enterprises
were responsible for overall organisational activity and the results of their
enterprises:within the enterprise,the authority was held by the manager; above that,
it was held by the government and the party. This situation required every manager
to pay more attention to the broader political aspectsof managementrather than the
narrower economic ones. It also limited managerial autonomy and resulted in low
delegationto and trust of employees.
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5.3.1.4

Russia: dominantfirms' characteristics

The centralised organisationof production and the absenceof market relationships
had a major impact on the structureof Soviet enterprises.The major economic actors
in the Soviet economy were large enterprises.Even now, small business(companies
with fewer than 200 employees) account for just over a tenth of Russia's total
production (KPMG, 1994).There were somedifferent types of enterprises:some like
the scientific production organisationLOMO located in St Petersburghad there own
researchfacilities to develop new products, otherswere just production sites.
These huge enterprises (e.g. LOMO previously employed 23,000 staff, and had
severalproduction sites) were vertically integrated"total institutions", in many cases
creatingw hat w ere essentially"company t owns" (Standing, 1996). In those "total
institutions" employees carried out functions that in other economies would have
been conductedby other sectors.Industrial enterprisesin the Soviet system were far
more than just industrial. They played an important role in Soviet society and had
many social obligations, including sponsoring different educational institutions,
kindergartensand company health care facilities, and building apartment housesfor
employees (Ostrovsky, 1998). For some enterprises the list could include the
enterprise'sown hospitals, clinics and supermarkets.Moreover, managersof1 arge
enterpriseswere likely to have high profiles in local government activities e.g. to be
a member of a city council. Equally, many companieswere located in small towns,
where they were not only the single place to work, but also they supported and
financed the social infrastructure (housing, road maintenance,central heating, etc.)
(Lipsitz, 1995).
Within the guidelines establishedby higher authorities, the structure and process of
managementfor each enterprisewere determinedby its production system.The core
of the traditional managerial structure of Soviet enterprise was task units: a group
chargedwith p erforming a specified task in the enterprise.There were production
units as well as administrative units. However, production was the major function.
Production units in the Soviet enterprisehad relative independence,and were granted
wide latitude in the areaof incentives for workers.
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A very high degreeof vertical integration,limited horizontal linkages and dominance
of production output goals coupled with insecurity of supply and the legacy of
control by diverse ministries under the Soviet system have bequeathedgiant firms
which make their own equipment and many of the goods required by their staff as
well as producing their core-productrange. Also, the lack of market forms of trade,
combined with the inflexibility of credit mechanismsand chronic shortages,spurred
enterprises to hoard resources for "a rainy day". This accumulation of surplus
supplies permitted the enterprisesto avert a break in the rhythm of production for
want of raw materials and supplies (Harding, 1998). These features have further
increasedvertical loyalties and identities in organisations.
Similarly to the previous section, which focused on the UK, this section discussed
the key features of the Russiannational businesssystem and dominant firms which
operatein this system. Table 5.3 summarisesthese features as shapedby dominant
institutions in Russia and which will be usedto explain "ideal-type" MD practicesin
the country. Structuring MD practices by institutional and cultural context is the
topic of the following section.

5.4

Structuring

MD practices by institutional

and cultural

context
This section aims to identify "ideal-type" MD practices adopted in the two countries
under study and compare these in order to generatehypothesesin the research.As
highlighted in Chapter 2, four MD practices are the focus of this research,namely
recruitment, training and development, career management and the rewards and
appraisal system.This section, therefore, identifies "ideal-type" recruitment in the
UK and "ideal-type" recruitment in Russia, and so on. Later in this chapter these
identified practices will be comparedin order to generatehypotheses.
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5.4.1 "Ideal-type" MD practices in the UK
Diagram 1 on the following page shows the interdependenceof business system
features, features of dominant firms, and MD practices in the UK. This analysis
draws on the literature (e.g. Whitley, 1999), and it highlights that the distinctive
features of British management practices mirror the institutional and societal
complexities of British society. Equally, MD practices in the country tend to educate
and developmanagersable to run their organisationsin this environment.
The lack of integration and systematic co-ordination of activities both within and
acrossinstitutional arenasis a general feature of the society. According to Whitley
(1999: 61) "it is quite pluralistic in the sensethat each sphereof society operatesas a
largely separatesocial space with its own norms and routines, processesof elite
recruitment and selection, and standardsfor evaluating performance". Furthermore,
market co-ordination of labour has resulted in the development of the internal labour
market in Britain being combined with the use of many different employment and
personnel practices, with a clear market orientation (Lane, 1992). Although the
discretion
left
by
the
to
be
developed
question of whom should
and what method are
of the individual firm, it is still possible to hypothesise about "ideal-type" MD
practicesin the UK.
The autonomy that British companiespossessand the emphasison independenceare
associated with distinctive managementpractices: superiors are not expected to
supervisetheir employees closely, but should instead present the employee with an
enabling work environment within which they can perform their tasks (Evans, 1990).
Due to the lack of functional integration in the organisational structure of British
companies,managersrely first of all on persuasionand networking (Laurent, 1989).
Tayeb (1993) arguesthat in Britain managersand workers have traditionally had an
impersonaland task-orientationrelationship with one another.
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Low a mployer-employee interdependence results in1 imited employee involvement
and commitment to the firm; the contribution of most staff to the development and
enhancement of capabilities of the firm is restricted. This may result in little or no
co-ordination of training and development activities and focus on development of
more general (transferable across sectors and organisations) skills rather than sector
specific (technical / functional) skills (Whitley, 1999). Career management is more
the responsibility of the individual and one can make career progression by inter-firm
moves. Furthermore, firms will rely more on external labour markets for recruitment,
rather than internal ones (Stewart et al., 1994).

The tradition of the manageras a "gifted amateur", the influence of class differences
in the firm, and internal negotiation are all features of British management.Work
organisationhas never been a priority for the British firm, being developed through
custom and practice at workplace level, due to the focus on strategy and finance
issuesrather than on operations(Dore, 1990; Calori, 1996). The reducedemphasison
production tasks and the disassociationof technical and supervisory authority in
British manufacturing firms result in a particular managerial identity and authority,
shapedby both social origin and education.Fitting the class-consciousnessof British
society, managers mainly attribute their authority to position rather than expert
knowledge (Lawrence, 1980). Therefore, British managersare much more likely to
seethemselvesas generaliststhan as technical specialists.
The provision of managementeducation in Britain is rather diffuse, and its chief
feature is its heterogeneity. The British system of education and training offers a
wide number of routes into managementposts, while having no dominant philosophy
of how managementcan best be 1earnt, taught or developed (Warner, 1990). Itis
possible to study business at college or university, and there are a wide variety of
certificates and degreesranging from the Higher National Diploma through to oneand two-year postgraduateMBAs (Handy et al., 1988; Evans, 1990). However, the
cultural heterogeneityand class-consciousness
of British society might be the reason
why polytechnics and technological universities, the major providers of vocational
education,have not attained the samestatusas their more traditional counterparts.
Weak integration of training and development
with manpower planning and
deployment systems has been pointed
out as a common drawback (Keep, 1989).
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Storey (1991) arguesthat training is more often seenin British companiesas a freefloating activity only loosely related to human resourceplanning. The pay system,
the promotion system and the dynamic, action-oriented culture are not particularly
development
developmental
In
Britain
the
to
the
of
conducive or supportiveof
ethos.
subordinatesis rarely seenas a priority when comparedwith other measures(Lane,
1994). On-the-job training and development is not securely rooted, and in general
training and development is routinely regarded as something done by, or at least
organisedby, a specialist department.Hence managementtraining and development
in Britain is often about sendingpeople on courses,and this activity is directed in the
main at newly appointedmanagersor managementtrainees(Storey, 1991).
Nonethelessthe professionalapproachin Britain is highly regarded. It mixes tutored
work-experience with formal study. Although the chambers of industry and
commerceplay little role in providing formal training and developmentprogrammes,
there is a significant number of professional bodies which offer a graded series of
function,
be
These
to
qualifications.
attached a particular sector or management
may
such as, for example, the Institute of Marketing and the Institute of Personnel
Development. Due to their high job mobility, managers prefer formal external
qualifications (Stewart, et al., 1994;Whitley et al., 1992)
British managers see the core of their job as managerial rather than to do with
functional or professional expertise (Evans et al., 1989). The basic assumption
behind the generalist model is that managerial leadership is developed through the
It
have
than
oneself.
experienceof getting results through people who
more expertise
holds that general management skills can best be learnt by experience and by
mentoring or coaching. Therefore, British managersgive preference to management
from
distinct
improving
their
their
programmesaimed at
managerial competenceas
technical competence.Equally, as Storey (1991) argues,British companiesconsider
exposureto responsibility at an early age as a critical explanatory factor in success.
Development of high-potential managers who are well-equipped with general
managementskills through early exposure to a variety of functions is particularly
favoured (Evans, 1990). Also, promotion has more to do with demonstrating one's
managerial potential in terms of handling people and getting the best out oft hem
(Stewart et al., 1994).
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Given the limited attention of companies concerned with the development of an
internal labour market, it is very common that managementpromotion is gained
through movement between firms. The generalist education and/or predominantly
financial orientation among top managersand the more diversified nature of British
firms make movement between firms and even industries relatively easy. This
generateslow commitment to firms, as career progression is more likely through a
changeof employer (Ebster-Groszand Pugh, 1996). A career plan for each level of
employeesis also widely applied in Britain (Tayeb, 1993).
Due to relatively high mobility, recruitment is likely to take place at all levels. This
has resulted in an MD system oriented towards sophisticated recruiting at all levels
(Keep, 1989; Heijltjes et al., 1996). Assessment centres which involve two- to threeday simulations of managerial situations where the performance and qualities of
aspirants can be observed and evaluated by psychologists and trained managers have
developed widely in Britain (Hunt, 1984).

Market or arm's length portfolio control imposes the need to meet the targets and
in
dividend
This
share
growth
pay-out and
expectationsof the capital market.
makes
influences
the system of
and
prices significant measuresof corporate performance,
evaluating managers. Compensation is based on performance, and managers are
evaluatedin terms of short-termperformancemeasures.Furthermore, the prevalence
identities
development
inhibits
the
of common
of contractarian authority relations
jobs
formally
loyalties
firms
and
specified
and
within
and promotes the adoption of
subordinatesrelations, and links rewardsto job category.
Strong, often conflicting, horizontal skill-based groupings and high levels of skill
development in particular areas imply considerable delegation to staff, and at the
same time inhibit the development of employer-employee interdependencies,
becauseoccupational expertise and identities dominate organisational loyalties. This
influences the organisation of training and development activities (formal/informal;
ad hoc a ctivities), and influences work organisation, p articularly its s pecialisation,
and favours some areas of expertise (e.g. accounting) at the expense of others
(Whitley, 1999).
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Key featureso f" ideal-type" MD practicesin the UK have been presentedint his
section. These include (Diagram 1) reliance on the external labour market and high
inter-firm mobility of managersin the area of recruitment; little co-ordination of
training activities, focus on development of general management skills, and
stratification of skill-based groupsare the featuresof training and developmentin the
UK;

career progression through inter-firm

mobility

individual's
the
and

responsibility for careerprogressionare typical for careermanagementsystems,and,
finally, short-term performancemeasures and status-wage differentiation based on
job classification define "ideal-type" rewardsand appraisal systemsin the UK. These
features will be used in this thesis to compare and contrast with the features of
"ideal-type" MD practices in Russia in order to generate hypotheses, as well as
throughout the case study chapters to compare with those employed in the two
MNCs so that the influence of organisationalcontext becomesclear.

5.4.2 "Ideal-type" MD practices in Russia
This section highlights the process of the structuring of "ideal-type" MD practices
2
(Diagram
the
in
by
USSR
business
on
the
their
applied
environment
systems
following page). It is basedon the literature plus the interviews with 28 managersin
local companies (three companieswere from the former military complex and two
were from the FMCG sector).Theseinterviews were part of the pilot study.
The administrative methods applied in the USSR were intended to regulate all
aspects of work life: the tasks, resources for their fulfilment, and forms of
remuneration for labour became the object of direct c entralised regulations. These
key features of managementhave been reflected in the approach to MD applied in
the USSR.
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As a rule, the rights of management were delegated to lower levels when things were
held
if
However,
strictly
everyone
was
smoothly.
something went wrong,
going
accountable for his/her actions. In this system heads of enterprises bore all the
responsibility, and were more likely to be involved in day-to-day detail. No one took
action without authorisation from their superior as a way of avoiding blame if
something went wrong (Puffer, 1992). At the same time, strict accountability was
often neutralised by diffusion of individual responsibility in collective decisions and
in documents required to be signed by many people. Collective responsibility created
some ambiguity, as it was difficult

to reveal who actually made a decision. Also,

according to Welsh and colleagues (1993), the need to be personally involved in
operations required managers to pay more attention to specialist knowledge. In such
a system the role of employee participation was weak (Puffer, 1994; Tung and
Havlovic,

1996), and management practice

was paternalistic

and directive,

demanding the punctual execution of each directive.

An informal, implicit deal was made between subordinatesand managers:members
had to o bey the manager'sinstructions, and the manager had to protect t hem and
stand up for them in every way to everyone outside the unit (Kossov and Gurkov,
1996). Consequently, this also influenced inter-group work and horizontal
integration. Given that essentially only the managermade decisions, other members
of groups tended to be reluctant to commit themselves by volunteering opinions
unlessthey had previously consultedwith their manager(Welsh et al., 1993). On the
other hand, subordinates from all levels had the right of direct access to their
managers. According to Lawrence et al. (1990: 79), "direct contact between all
echelons of the enterprise hierarchy was one of the most fundamental and distinct
characteristicsof the Soviet managementsystemthat helped to enhanceconsiderably
the vertical integration of the enterprise."
The power of managers was diluted by a number of external interventions and
controls. Standing (1996) argues that management and union leaders within
enterpriseswere little more than statefunctionaries acting as "transmission belts" for
communist party commands that typically emanated through industrial ministries
basedin Moscow. In the enterprise,the labour union and party
organisations served
as monitors of the manager's exercise of power (Tappan, 1995). The party and union
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figures
in
key
the selection and evaluation of executive
representativeswere
incentives.
training,
their
the
their
and
administration
work
personnel,
of
The evaluation system was based on an assessment of the performance of every line
manager against specific requirements and covered several criteria, such as, for
example, planning,

giving

technical

instructions,

and operational

control

of

its
but
Upper
the
subordinates.
management was also
subject of such evaluation,
assessmentswere based on economic indicators of the enterprise's operations as well
as on executive discipline and personal initiative (Shekshnia, 1998). Competition
based on creating and reviewing personal improvement plans was a special way to
evaluate and stimulate the creative activity of managers and specialists in many
enterprises. The results of these personal plans were assessed every quarter and also
on the basis of the whole year's results (interview data). However, given that success
was measured almost exclusively by the fulfilment

of physical output quotas, the

evaluation was tied to output. Though rates of pay were centrally regulated,
management was offered bonus incentives for fulfilling

or exceeding quotas

(Longenecker and Popovski, 1994).

The highly regulated production environment in the USSR has resulted in the
purpose of management being primarily to execute orders received through the
in
issues,
in
be
Managers
had
technical
to
particularly
central plan.
and
experts
be
decision
for
in
information
to
made at
to
the
production order provide
a
needed
the ministry level. Therefore, the importance of functional or technical knowledge
development
"softer"
traditionally
the
was
skills
emphasisedat
expenseof so called
such as communication and interpersonalskills (Holden and Cooper, 1994; Halborg
and Adcock, 1993). The psychological and sociological aspects of management
development were generally under-developedas these encroachedon Party-related
subjects(Warner et al., 1993).
Education for managers was primarily technical with administrative qualifications
being attained at a later stageby a minority of technically trained managers(Holden
1992). The USSR also had its own GrandesEcoles, e.g. the Academy of National
Economy in Moscow, which were established and expanded from the 1970s
onwards,reflecting the increasedconcernwith managementeducation (Warner et al.,
1993). Under the system outlined above, the growing expertise in managementdid
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not reach further than senior managers, elite specialists and industrial economists.
The training of middle managers was carried on at the shop floor level and in the
plant as a whole, and their training was overwhelmingly

technical (Halborg and

Adcock, 1993, Holden 1992). Top-level managers personally trained people for the
jobs of shop steward and section manager. Shop stewards in turn trained personnel as
foremen and shift heads. Most supervisors and foremen were also trained by the
enterprise in special programmes. In big enterprises there were programmes for
middle managers who could also take courses at sectoral and regional training
centres.

Nevertheless, despite its overall focus on technical education, the management
development system in Soviet times was ultimately contingent on the sector of the
economy as well as the statusand position of managersin enterprise. According to
Tappan (1995), the Soviet Union possessed, to some degree, well-educated
managers, particularly among sections of the military and in high-technology
enterprises.Russia is certainly the only emerging market with a major spacelaunch
capacity and a 99 per cent adult literacy rate (Thornhill, 1996).
Most enterprisespromoted from within. The averagetime between promotions was
five to sevenyears, but for young people with a higher education, it could be two to
three years (Welsh et al., 1993). Peopletendedto stay a long time in one enterprise.
Until about 20 years ago legislation granted people regular pay increases if they
stayedin the samefirm. In addition, people could be promoted faster if they stayedin
the same enterprise, but middle- and top-management jobs required a higher
education. Leading enterprises had training centres and institutes to provide
education for those who aspired to managementpositions, and this training was
compulsory (interview data).
The importance of functional knowledge has been emphasised by regular
certifications (assessmentof the functional knowledge and skills) of executive
personnel.In accordancewith directives from the Council of Ministers of the USSR,
all engineeringand technical workers had to undergo certification every three to five
years. Likewise, foremen and heads of shops and enterprises had certification not
less than once every two years. A
special committee in close co-operation with the
plant's social organisation in each enterprise did the certification and made
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but
the
also on
not
only
concerning
candidate's
certification,
recommendations
raising or lowering their salary. However, the most important process, according to
the managers interviewed in former military enterprises, was that of career
managementor, as it was called, creating a "reserve". An example of a career
management system which was focused on development potential and was
implementedin "LOMO" is given in Appendix B.
MD in the USSR varied accordingto the sectorof industry. In military and high-tech
sectors much attention was paid, while in light industries and, particularly, in
agriculture it was almost ignored. Also, there are significant differences in the
knowledge and skills amongmanagersfrom different industrial sectorsand levels of
management(Warner et al., 1993).
Key features of "ideal-type" MD practices in Russia have been presented in this
section. These include (Diagram 2) reliance on internal labour markets and
expectationsof life-long job security as characteristicsof the recruitment process;
state co-ordination of training activities, focus on development of functional
competence and technical skills, stratification of skill-based groups, and formal
training are distinctive features of training and development practice in Russia;
careerprogressionwas within firms and linked to functional skills; and, finally, the
rewards and appraisal systemwas basedon the amount of standardoutputs and was
linked to long-term employment.The following section comparesthese featureswith
those identified as the featuresof "ideal-type" MD practices in the UK.

5.5

Contextual influences in MD: tension in the transfer
process

This section draws attention to areasof possible tension which could accompanythe
transfer of MD practices from the UK to Russia, and presents hypotheses in the
study. It is argued that tension might be due to differences in MD practices.
Furthermore, the influence of national culture values and undergoing changes in
Russiapresentadditional challengesto transfers.
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5.5.1 Differences in the preferred MD practices
Table 5.4 Differencesin "ideal-type" MD practices in the UK and Russia
UK

Russia

Recruitment
Relianceon external labour markets
High inter-firm mobility of managers

Recruitment
Reliance on internal labour markets
Expectationsof life-long job security

Training and Development
Little or no central co-ordination of training
activities
Focuson developmentgeneralmanagementskills
Stratification of skill-basedgroups

Training and Development
Strong state co-ordination of training activities
Focus on developmentspecialists(functional)
skills
Stratification of skill-based groups
Formal training

Career management
Careerprogressionis mostly via interorganisational/ inter-sectormoves
The individual's responsibility for career
progression

Career management
Sector-basedcareerprogression; careerswithin
firms
Careerprogressionis linked to functional skills
improvement and upgrading
Careersare managedby firms (the State)

Rewards and appraisal
Rewardsare tied to short-termperformance
(predominantlyfinancial) measures
Status-wagedifferentiation basedon job
classification

Rewards and appraisal
Incentive payment systemlined to long-term
employment
Rewardsare basedon the amount of standard
distinct
incumbents
by
as
each
outputs produced
from their specific skills or personal capacities

Sources:Whitley, 1999; Warner et al., 1993; Lawrenceand Vlachoutsicos, 1990

Table 5.4 comparesthe "ideal-type" MD practices of Russia and the UK. The table
highlights significant differences in practices in each of the four MD areas of
recruitment, training and development, career management, and rewards and
factors.
is
due
in
Table
to
5.4
of
that
a number
appraisal.
suggests
variation practices
Theseare the degreeof central co-ordination of MD activities, the focus of activities,
in
Russia
development
labour
internal
long-term
the
as well as
market
emphasison
in
versus a short-term orientation on the purchaseof available skills externally the

UK.
As describedin the chapter, the Anglo-Saxon model of managementassumespurely
contractual employment relations (Dore, 1997). In such a system, qualifications are
no guaranteeof career success(Ebster-Groszand Pugh, 1996), and careerprogressis
more likely through changeof employer, rather than continuity of employment.
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In contrast,in the USSR there was a lifetime employment system in which not only
be
but
to
workers who retired could even expect
was employment guaranteed,
development
by
Furthermore,
the
their
of
of
peculiarity
replaced
own children.
enterprisesin the USSR resulted in the dominanceof internal labour markets as the
alternative to external markets. This has resulted in the inter-firm mobility of
managers and engineers being low. The other factors supporting this were the
educationsystem,with its talent-sorting function of the entranceexamination system
for higher education and specialised institutions, as well as the sector-based
in
MD.
Given
to
trained
that
a
organisation of
work
managerswere specifically
particular sector, it was quite difficult to move across sectors. This has implications
for the present in that the manageriallabour market in contemporary Russia is not
only limited but also is characterisedby the low mobility of the managementcadre.
Whether this might be an issue for a British-based MNC in terms of organising its
recruitment and careermanagementsystemis open to investigation.
If in the UK preferenceis given to the developmentof generalist skills, in Russiathe
tendency is to favour technical expertise; the way MD was organised in the USSR
importance
in
5.4,
Table
Russian
the
As
of
made
shown
managers specialists.
functional competenceand technical skills improvement was particularly stressedby
the fact that it was linked to career progression in Russia. Furthermore, Russian
managers,who are used to being appraisedand rewarded on the basis of the amount
long-term
inked
1
to
incentive
have
of standardoutputs and
their
payment systems
employment, might find it difficult to use a system which implies short-term
performancemeasurementand assessmentof their managerial potential - something
different from the familiar practicesof certification describedearlier in this chapter.
Given that every aspect of MD in the USSR was co-ordinated by the state and
therefore representeda structuredway to development,Russian managersmight also
find it difficult to take responsibility for their own development.Finally, as shown in
Table 5.4, training in the USSR was predominantly formal. Therefore, it is
interesting to investigate whether changein the form of training and the introduction
of on-the-job training and particularly coaching and mentoring will be resistedby
local managersin the subsidiariesof the MNCs in this study.
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The following section discussesthe influence of the value system and national
culture on the behaviourof Russianmanagers- anotherfactor which might influence
the implementationof the practicestransferred.

5.5.2 The influence of the value system and national culture on the
behaviour of Russian managers
A wide range of variables related to institutional and social contexts influence
managementpractices. It is value systemsthat may actually determine these other
factors and govern their impact on management practices (Domsch and
Lichtenberger, 1990). Managementpracticesare meaning and value based,as well as
knowledge based. Therefore, Botti (1995: 78) suggests that the transfer of
managementpractices to different cultural contexts can result in "asymmetrical
expectations"or misunderstandingswhich shapethe ways in which they are adopted.
A direct comparison between management tasks as well as managerial roles
performed by Soviet managers and their western counterparts proves to be very
difficult. Soviet managers' responsibilities were in some respects wider, in other
respectsnarrower, than those of an equivalent western manager. In some casesthey
expanded to cover not only the working life but also the health, housing and
recreation of a one-companytown (Standing, 1996). At the same time, many of the
decisions that would rest with the chief executive and his or her board in a western
company were evidently being taken not in the enterprise but in the relevant
ministry. Again, decisions that in the West would be left to middle managerstended
to be referred up to the generaldirector (Ostrovsky, 1998).
The nature of the relationships typical in Russian national and business culture
crucially affects behaviour, the attitudes to work and the interpersonal relationships
associatedwith work activities in Russia.Similarly, the social environment of Britain
with its greater individualism and contractualnature of relationships strongly affects
managerialbehaviour in the UK.
The ability to exercisecontrol and build
good personal relationships with co-workers
becameprime factors in determining
managerial success and, thus, influenced the
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behaviour of Russian managers.Power-basedand personal relationships between
employees are the most important peculiarities of local business culture.
Furthermore,Russianmanagersseeand acceptthe truly political nature of decisionmaking processesmore easily than western managers. Whereas westerners relate
much more easily to "rational" analysis (Cool and Lengnick-Hall, 1985: 10), the
Russiansdescribe decision-makingas open ended and political in nature, and use a
political languagein their daily interactionsin organisations.
In addition, the Russiansusually strongly mix their personal and professional lives.
For Russian people it is common to share their personal problems with their
superiorsor peers, asking for help or advice, thus imposing a paternal role on their
bosses.Seekingand giving help is culturally acceptablein Russia. Given that people
in the country historically had little autonomy and control over their lives, they
expectedto be taken care of by the people in power (Crankshow, 1976; Schreiner,
1997). Workplace relationshipsbetween Russian managerstend to be more overtly
dependent on a strong positive emotional bond. Thus, there is much more
information exchangeand co-operationbetweenfriends than with other people in the
organisation. Though formal power in organisations has tended to be based upon
hierarchical structures and lines of command, by contrast, informal power and
influence, which is often more important, tends to rest on mutual respect and liking
within the workgroup (Lawrenceand Vlachoutsicos, 1990).
As the degreeof power inequality within Russianorganisationshas traditionally been
very high, subordinatesare used to being strictly controlled. It is hardly possible that
they would provide any feedback to their bosses.At the same time, people expect
their bossesto know all the answersand hold them responsible for everything that
happens.This behaviour is supportedby a lack of conviction about one's own rights:
managerstend to ask permission instead of informing their bosses and taking the
initiative (Kimpelainen and Tolstaya, 1999: 4). Using the terms of Trompenaarsand
Woolliams (1999), Russian managers display "status ascribed" behaviours when
actions are determinedby a position.
Finally, whereas in western culture having open, direct discussion
and creating
institutionalised channelsfor the
expressionand resolution of conflict are considered
to be useful for maintaining social stability (Botti, 1995), for Russian
managersit is
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difficult to acknowledgetheir mistakesbecausethis would lead to losing face. Such
problems as a reluctance to participate in open discussions during meetings, the
tendencyto avoid disagreementwith bosses,and a lack of initiative tend to be more
acute in Russia (Kimpelainen and Tolstaya, 1999: 9). Russian managers would
withhold information because it is used as a means of control and power
accumulation in their working groups, and also to protect themselves in situations
when delivering the information might lead to negative consequencesfor the
individual.
This section highlighted the influence of value systems and national culture on the
behaviour of Russian managersand offered hypothesesas to where there might be
areasof potential tension and misunderstandingwhen another type of behaviour is
required. It will be interesting to examine in the case study chapters whether the
transfer of MD practices is resistedbecausethey are based on different assumptions
and, therefore, require different behaviour. The p enultimate section of the chapter
arguesthat the transfer of managementand MD practices might be accompaniedby
tension due to a changing institutional environment and the profound reorganisation
of the economic actors in Russia.

5.5.3 Macroeconomic changes and changes in management practices
S.S.3.1

Restructuring of the economy

As discussedin Chapter 3, MD practices have often been seen in the literature as
being brought by MNCs to their subsidiariesto stimulate the required behaviour and
support the introduction of managementpractices (e.g. Prahalad and Doz, 1987;
Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1990; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1991). However, there are a
number of factors related to the broader economic environment which affect the
introduction of practices in Russia, and which condition what it is possible to do in
Russia in terms of management practices. These factors include the lack of
experience of and skills for working in free market environments; infrastructurerelated difficulties (distribution and supply chains; difficulties related to the
availability of particular services and skills in the market, etc.); and characteristicsof
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financial
legal
institutional
and
the specific
environment such as underdeveloped
systemsand a high degreeof bureaucracy.
The wider p altern of shifting managerial roles, identities and status has important
implications

for the processes of management and MD in Russia. Consequent

profound changes in the macro-management environment have had a tremendous
impact on management (Shama, 1993; Halborg and Adcock, 1993). Managers in
Russia are now coping with uncertainties for which there is no close equivalent in the
West. These include uncertainties over the legal status of contractual rights and
obligations, supplies, the taxation regime, payment arrears and law enforcement
(Harding, 1998). It is a time of major transformation within the production system
(Standing, 1996). This involves such processes as converting

enterprises from

military to civilian production, the restructuring of large organisations and the setting
up of totally

new businesses. It is also reflected

in growth

in the most

underdeveloped sectors, such as the SME sector, agriculture and the service sector
(Gurkov and Kuz'minov,

1995). The break-up of the Soviet Union has left scientific

institutes and research centres without government funding, and enterprises with
fractured supply chains and product lines, producing

outdated and unwanted

demise
left
by
information
the
in
Enterprises
of
the
vacuum
products.
are operating
central planning, and have to deal with a service sector which was notoriously
underdeveloped in the Soviet Union.

In short, operating in Russia meansfacing the realities of ineffective systems and
procedures,and struggling with contradictory legislation and underdevelopedor nonexistent business infrastructure. Therefore, problems might arise when practices
transferred fail to match the job descriptions of managers. Furthermore, some
western management practices require particular institutional

and cultural

prerequisitesto operateeffectively, which are missing in Russia.
Russian industry is experiencing far-reaching effects of changes in the domestic
economy. The exposure of Russian companiesto market regulations, fragmentation
of the national economy, and privatisation have all had important effects on the
internal structuring of Russian companies as well as making them subject to
tremendous competitive pressures. The resulting shift in industrial organisation
embodied a move away from vertical integration and centralised bureaucratic control
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toward disaggregationof parts of large corporationsinto smaller companies.Another
aspect of change was the out-sourcing of "non-core" activities which was also
introduced in parts of some companies.The net effect of these technological and
organisationalchanges,which have accompaniedthe processof the fragmentation of
large organisations,is to create new skill requirements for managers.However, as
Ostrovsky (1998) points out, local enterpriseshave been constrained by the lack of
managerialcapabilities, e.g. in marketing, and by weak financial markets that could
not provide enoughcapital for investment.
In the courseof the reforms, which startedin 1991, different forms of companies
came into existence.Nonetheless,the joint stock company (AO) became the most
commonly used Russian legal entity for business (KPMG, 1994). Irrespective of
whether it is formed jointly or whether it has 100 per cent foreign ownership, a joint
stock companyis a Russianlegal entity and is subject to Russiancivil law and all the
other legislation generally applicable to Russianentities. A joint stock company may
be either "open", meaningpublicly held, (leading to the Russian abbreviation OAO)
or "closed", meaning privately held (ZAO).
In the course of privatisation work systemschanged dramatically. In essence, the
political and economic changes since the outset of the perestroika campaign had
made the managers of significant enterprises into owners (Thornhill, 1996). The
workers took the passive role of shareholderswith little understanding of their
theoretical rights and almost no representationon company boards. Real corporate
power had passedinto the handsof industrial managersplacing enormousdemandon
their managerial skills (Ostrovsky, 1998). The process of privatisation accounts for
the fact that for the first time managersbecameresponsible for strategic activities of
their enterprises.
The important issue highlighted in this section is that profound changesin the work
organisation and governance structures of dominant firms - brought about by the
changes in economic context in the country - might in fact be facilitative to the
introduction of new management
practices, given that these changes place new
requirements on management and management skills. On the other hand, the
applicabilityo f thesepractices to the current Russian context is a question that is
open for empirical studies.
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5.5.3.2

Changesin the institutional framework

Recentchangesin the macro-managementenvironmentwere reflected institutionally.
The requirementto developthe systemof commercial and investment banks was due
to the ever-increasing need of the country's industries and infrastructure for
investmentcapital. It should be noted that foreign investors have brought only about
four billion dollars into Russia since 1991 comparedto substantially larger amounts
for the much smaller countries of EasternEurope (Blasi et al., 1997). However, the
way the financial systemoperatesin present-dayRussia is very different to what was
banks
industrial
(1996),
by
Chambers
According
to
most
expected
management.
have not yet developedthe trust in Russianmanagersto loan large sums of money to
before
is
long
instead
to
there
a
them
taking
go
way
enterprises
a
over, and
of
in
financial
is
developed.
The
for
crisis
country's
secondarymarket
companyshares
August 1998 has demonstratedthe lack of suitable financial instruments in Russia
(Financial Times,26.08.1998).
Furthermore, the changesin the country were reflected in the response of higher
educationvia the spreadof businessmanagementprogrammesand the establishment
in
Russia
in
business
business
The
1990s
education
of
schools.
saw a major upsurge
(Kozlova and Puffer, 1994; Puffer, 1992).Currently a wide range of programmesare
for
MBA,
full-time,
and programmes
offered, such as
part-time and executive
in
increased
dramatically
has
the
The
these
undergraduates.
programmes
number of
spaceof a decade(Expert, 03.02.97). Many new business schools were established
introducing
found
institutions
themselves
the
new or
while
existing educational
changing old curricula. A broad sector of commercial organisations has emerged
providing short-courseson a temporarybasis.
The underlying system of general university education is also changing. The
traditional model of university education described earlier is still predominant,
however the alternative model of higher education has recently been introduced.
Thus, new to Russia, a two-level model of education leading to two certificates
correspondingly - bachelor and master - has been accepted by a number of
universities (Expert, 03.02.97). The logic behind this model is to allow a student to
acquire fundamental knowledge at the first level, with narrower specialisation at the
second.
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However, the simultaneousexistenceof different models has created problems with
standardisation.This, in turn, has had a negative impact on the credibility of
certificates and diplomas (Puffer, 1992). This is an important consideration in a
country where uniform standardsand structureswere much favoured, given that they
provided necessaryinformation about what one could expect to get by buying a
certain product. The existing turmoil with standardisationof educationalprogrammes
and coursesmakes many Russianemployers suspicious about new developmentsin
the education system and uncertain of their value. In a situation where there is no
systemof official rating of educationalinstitutions, work experienceand institutional
reputation is the only test for the quality of education (data from interviews in local
companies).
Given the diversity of companies currently operating in Russia, the status and
ownership of enterprisesremains a major source of I egal and practical confusion.
Immaturity of Russian business and legal institutions, lack of an established
framework of commercial law, such as reliable legal protection of property rights,
create a "volatile investment climate" and makes investors cautious (Chambers,
1996). Business ethical values are emerging. Corporate governance charters are
recent imports, and not many Russian companiesabide by them (Financial Times,
26.08.1998).In addition, the protection of shareholderrights is moving slowly.
Another major problem is the role of corruption in the Russian economy. The new
Russia's powerful banking and corporate elite, who are known as "oligarchs" have
appeared.The new financial-industrial groups manage diverse businessesand the
new investment banks have acquired controlling interests in newly privatised
companies (Harding, 1998; Ostrovsky, 1998). In the politicised business
environment of Russia the most powerful, and thus considered the most stable, are
the politically well-connected banks. This makes Russia's problems centre primarily
on the power of interest groups. Insecurity of ownership in Russia makes many
managersvery cautious. In the situation characterisedby continuous changesin the
institutional context, and especially the instability
of legislation concerning
ownership rights, managers / owners are simply afraid of losing their control and
privileged hierarchical status.
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The ongoing change in the institutional environment in Russia might represent an
additional challenge to the introduction of new management practices and systems
and, therefore, MD practices. Given the alien nature of western management
practices to Russian management, it is important to support the transfer by providing
interpretation so that Russian managers can make sense of the transferred practices in
order to start using them.

5.6

Conclusions

This chapterhighlights the relationship betweenthe societal-institutional context and
MD practices in the two counties involved in this study - the UK and Russia. The
influence of eachinstitutional factor on MD practices is examined, and the impact of
the national culture and the process of industrialisation is analysed. Overall
in
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UK and in Russia are provided. This analysis is particularly helpful in order to
in
key
features
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"ideal-type"
outline
practices eachof the countries.
of
The specificity of "ideal-type" MD practicesin the UK, such as the sophistication of
recruitment systems, the considerablemobility of employment, the market-driven
compensation systems, greater professional consciousness,and the emphasis on
developmentof general managementskills are clearly reflections of the institutional
and cultural characteristicsanalysedin this chapter. Also, the focus on development
specialists, favouring formal training, reliance on internal labour markets, and
expectationsfor life-long job security are all featuresof "ideal-type" MD practices in
Russiaas structured by the institutional environment of the country. Given profound
differences between "ideal-type" MD practices in the UK and those in Russia, this
might affect the transfer of MD practices developed in the UK to Russia, and
therefore, the process might be accompanied by tension. This is because the
introduction of new practices will challengethe views concerning MD practices that
Russianmanagershold dear.
Furthermore, the transfer might be problematic due to differences in value systems
and national cultures and their influence on the behaviour of managers.Tension in
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the process might occur when traditional ways of working and relating in Russia are
challenged by the new requirements to behaviour brought by the introduction of new
MD practices.

Finally, the ongoing technological and organisational change in Russia places new
it
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transformation of institutions and underdeveloped economic infrastructure might
represent additional challenges to the transfers, and therefore question the
applicability of the practicestransferredto the current Russiancontext.
This chapter suggests that there might be tension in the process of transfer of
managementand MD practicesfrom the UK to Russia and underlines the reasonsfor
this. The empirical chapters(6 and 7) presentthe processof transfer of MD practices
within Cadbury Schweppes PLC and Unilever PLC, and highlight the fact that
tension indeed accompaniedthis process.
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CHAPTER 6: Transfer of MD
MNCs:
Cadbury
practices within
Schweppes PLC

6.1

Introduction

This chapter, which is a case study of the British-based multinational company
Cadbury SchweppesPLC, presentsand analysesthe transfer of managementand MD
practicesto the company subsidiary in Russia.
The chapteris organisedas follows. First, it focuseson the pattern of developmentof
Cadbury Schweppesin the UK with the aim of highlighting the influence of the key
factors that shapethe companyMD model. It goes on to discussthe influences of the
industrial sector, internationalisation and key trends in the development of the
business, and the accepted management style related to the philosophy of the
foundersof the company. It is arguedthat the pattern of developmentof the company
within a particular business environment and the influence of the British national
businesssystem have resulted in distinctive o rganisational structures, systems and
managementphilosophy. Furthermore, this has been specifically conditioned by the
internal organisation.The outcome is a distinctive approachto MD.
The MD model in use by Cadbury Schweppesis then presented.The analysis focuses
on approaches to development and the distribution of responsibility; c o-ordination
mechanisms and the role of the head office as well as activities undertaken at
business unit level, and on formal MD structures and processes.It is argued that
businessunits have considerablefreedom in terms of running their own MD systems
within a decentralised structure. The model adopted by Cadbury Ltd, a British
subsidiary of Cadbury Schweppes- is presentedin order to stress similarities and
differences between practices adopted in the subsidiary,
and the "ideal-type" British
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MD practices developedin Chapter 5. It is argued that the influence of the national
economicenvironment is mediatedby the organisational context.
The final part of the chapter describes the process of transfer of the model to
Cadbury Confectionery ZAO -a Russiansubsidiary ofC adbury S chweppes PLC.
The focus and priorities in MD activities in Russia as they are defined by the parent
company are discussed.Mechanisms of transfer, and the practices to which they
apply, are highlighted. Finally, general comments about the acceptanceof the model
by local managementand its applicability to local circumstances are made. It is
arguedthat the processof transfer is accompaniedby tension and misunderstanding.
Analysis of factors both contributing to and reducing this tension is provided in the
final part of the chapter.
The first sections of this chapter are written on the basis of secondary data plus
interviews with two managersat the companyheadquarters,namely the MD manager
and the resourcing and development manager. Details concerning the managers
interviewed in the subsidiariesare presentedin the relevant sections.

6.2

Cadbury Schweppes PLC

Cadbury SchweppesPLC is a British-based multinational company operating in the
food market. It comprisesan international group of companies that manufactures,
markets and distributes branded beveragesand confectionery products in over 190
countries. The company holds third position in the world market for soft drinks and
is the fourth largest world manufacturer of confectionery. Cadbury SchweppesPLC
is a large employer: it employs over 40 thousandpeople world-wide, with subsidiary
companies operating in virtually every country in the world (Cadbury Schweppes
PLC, 1997).Turnover in 1997 exceeded£4.2 billion.
Cadbury Schweppeswas created through the merger in 1969 of two British-based
companies: Cadbury, which was primarily a chocolate and confectionery
manufacturer,and Schweppes,which by that time had developed into the largest soft
drinks producer in the UK.
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The history of Cadbury dates back to 1824, when John Cadbury opened his grocery
business in the centre of Birmingham. His business was taken over by his sons
Richard and George who expanded it from the tea and coffee trade into cocoa and
chocolate production

in the 1860s (Williams,

1931). Until

the merger with

Schweppes, the company had been largely owned and continuously managed by
members of the Cadbury family.

Schweppesbearsthe nameof JacobSchweppe,a German-bornjeweller and amateur
chemist who together with three other people formed a company devoted to
producing artificial mineral water in 1790. In 1792 Schweppemoved to London to
establishthe company's English operations, and when the partnership dissolved the
next year, he retained the businessfor himself. In 1834 Schweppeswas bought by
William Evil and John Kemp-Welch, whose descendantswould remain associated
with the company until 1950.

6.3

Cadburv Schweppes
business context

within

the

British

national

This section places Cadbury Schweppeswithin its national businesscontext in order
to highlight the importance of the businessenvironment to its development.In turn,
the pattern of development is argued to have a tremendous impact on company
in
(1990),
the
Thus,
Smith
to
practices
management.
al.
management
et
according
company are based on principles which are the outcomes of strategic development
in
innovations
by
These
the
work
undergone
company.
principles reflect major
organisation and changesin company policy as outcomesof economic developments
in the country. These factors have been moderated by cultural and social factors
peculiar to the history and life of Cadbury Schweppes.
Table 6.1 on the following page shows the implications, for managementpractices
and the MD model adopted, of the developmentof Cadbury Schweppesits national
businessenvironment. It presentsan analysis of secondarydata (from the academic
literature and company secondary data), plus interviews conducted at the company
headquarters.This analysis is done by using the framework developed in Chapter 3
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(Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2). The following sectionsanalyse the influence of a ach
factor on the companyMD model and describethe model itself.
Table 6.1 Development of Cadbury Schweppes PLC within British national business
context and the implications of this process to the company MD model
Factorsdetermining
organisationalcontext

Managementpracticesasdefined by
the featuresof organisationalcontext

Administrative heritage
Early internationalisation;
Developmentby mergersand
acquisitions;
Quakerorigin of founders;
Strong traditions of family
business

Organisational culture
Life-long learning approachto
development;
Team-workingphilosophy;
Managerialautonomyof independent
businessunits

Businessenvironment
Concentratedmassproducer
of brandedgoods;
Internationalratherthan local
producer;
Influence of American
production and management
practices;
Tough domesticand
internationalcompetition;
Core competenceproducts

Managementsystems
Local recruitment;
Use of expatriatemanagersto transfer
knowledgeand skills to overseas
locations;
Emphasison coachingand fast
localisationof businesses;
Adaptation of formal tools and their
usein new locations
Technology
Innovation-driventechnology
necessitatesadvancedmanagement

e.g. totalproductive
practices,
maintenance

MD model

Focus on developmentof
organisational capabilities
Employee developmentapproach;
Focuson potential
Basesof responsibility
Developmentshould be driven by the
individual; companyhelps to guide
developmentby providing tools
Co-ordination mechanismsand degree
of centralised co-ordination
Businessunits run their own systemsof
MD that might vary considerably;
The role of the headoffice is to provide
support to and disseminatebest
practicesamongbusinessunits;
Focusedand fast transfer of
managementpracticesand systemsto
new businesses
Formal structures and informal
processes
Emphasison on-the-job training;
Competency-basedapproachto

recruitment,traininganddevelopment;
Availability of different developmental
tools

6.3.1 The business environment and the influence of the industrial
sector
Two key factors that have shaped practices include the influence of the business
environment, and the development of the industrial sector in which the company
operates.
Cadbury Schweppeshas developedand matured within its industrial sector. Child et
al. (1987) note that it has followed the samepattern of strategic development as all
large producerswho occupy leading positions in the British food industry.
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The early industrialisation, the growth of massmarkets, nationally brandedproducts,
and the rapid concentrationand structuring of manufacturersinto giant firms are all
important featuresof the history of the UK chocolate industry. The British chocolate
sector is capital-intensive, concentrated,and international rather than local. There is
strong product loyalty to a small group of best-selling products, and branding is of
key importance. The products are well established,allowing little room for other
companiesto establish a presencein the marketplace. These features of the sector
have determined the pattern of development of British chocolate confectionery
producers,and thus their managementpractices.
A model of in ass production, in which luxury products became cheaper and were
dedicated
integrated
in
factories
for
using
produced
mass markets
concentrated,
equipment and de-skilled labour, was developedin the secondhalf of the nineteenth
century. Mass markets developed in Britain from the 1880s onwards. Smith et al
(1990) arguethat producersof cigarettes,flour, sugar, cocoa and alcoholic beverages
were the first industries able to move from luxury to mass production, and thus
benefited from being able to fashion national tastesvia branding.
The early creation of national mass markets attracted international competition. In
chocolate confectionery this stimulated product innovation and manufacturing
rationalisation, and the adoption of advanced technological and organisation
innovations (Smith et al., 1990). Child and Smith (1987) argue that Cadbury's work
practices were influenced by developments in American corporations. American
firms, which mostly entered Britain in the inter-war period, brought with them
distinctive manufacturing-marketing practices, connected with the mass production
of a few standardisedproducts. American firms operated out of single factories,
forging tighter integration between manufacture and marketing. These models of
organisation, marketing and technology were not directly imitated by large British
chocolate companies, who continued to use their own, proven production and
organisational structures. However, after World War I, innovations in industrial
technology made the manufacture of chocolate cheap, and Cadbury had to retool its
factory for massproduction in the late 1920s.
Early industrialisation also created the conditions in which British confectionery
manufacturers could expand their market and quickly create international mass
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markets for their brandedproducts. Large manufacturerswere in a more favourable
position to pursue this expansion. This is due to other distinctive features of
chocolateconfectioneryas a whole, and British chocolate confectionery in particular.
The sector became more capital-intensive, and therefore faster and more
concentratedthan other food industries (Chandler, 1980b). Other reasons for the
concentratednature of the British chocolate industry include access to cheap raw
material imports, the presence of a largely urban population, and good
communications and distribution. Finally, when compared to other manufacturing
sectors, in terms of employment firm size has always remained high in the food
industry (Smith et al., 1990).
In 1995 the UK chocolateconfectionery industry was dominated by three producers,
two foreign-based and one British-based, with well-established brands: Cadbury
Schweppes, Swiss-owned Nestle Holdings (UK) PLC and US-owned Mars GB.
These companies accounted for 75 per cent of the entire market for chocolate
confectionery (NestleRowntreeSweetFacts, 1995).
Large British chocolate manufacturersearly on became international producers.The
British state's soft line on monopolies and mergers has made development by
acquisitions and mergers a common pattern by which companies have become
international players, assistedby the presence of first the Imperial, and later the
Commonwealth markets. Both Cadbury and Schweppesswiftly becameinternational
by expanding their businessesinto the Commonwealth markets. Thus, for example,
the first overseasfactory openedby Cadbury was in Australia in 1922. According to
the international directory of company histories, though Cadbury was active in a
number of overseasterritories, most of its foreign manufacturing at the beginning of
the twentieth century was located in countries of the British Empire.
The 1960sand 1970switnessed waves of mergers which lead many British firms to
expandby acquisition and diversification. New businesseswere acquired both in the
UK and overseas.Thus, the 1960swere for Cadbury marked by a diversification into
the general convenience food sector, including sugar confectionery and meatprocessing. As for Schweppes,its foreign operations accounted for one-fifth of the
company's net sales in 1962. The company was also actively diversifying its
businessby acquiring jam and jelly
makers and a tea producer. The merger of the
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two companies Cadbury and Schweppes in 1969 strengthened their position, and
allowed them to compete against multinationals which had larger-scale operations. It
also allowed them to spread their innovation costs across a wider product and
geographical base.

Growth by further diversification and expansion into overseas markets continued
after the merger. However, after the mid-1970s Cadbury Schweppesannouncedthat
it would restorethe focus to its core businesses.This meant that all important actions
undertakenby the c ompanyin the 1980s r elated to confectionery and s oft drinks.
There were two main driving forces that causedthe changesin company strategy in
the middle of the 1970s:the growth of international competition and the fundamental
changein the pattern of physical distribution in the UK market (Smith et al., 1990).
This period in the development of the confectionery industry was marked by
increasedcompetition associatedwith market saturation and growing discrimination
in consumer tastes. Confectionery manufacturers had to face vertical competition
with retailers, cross-specialism competition, e.g. between snack foods and
confectionery, and intra-specialism competition with other chocolate producers.
Concentration among multiple retailers, who with more buying power and
sophisticated product managementwere eliminating slow-selling lines, led to a
reduction in product ranges in the 1970s. Furthermore, consumers became more
concernedwith health issuesand their tastesbeganto changeaccordingly. Moreover,
the increasingharmonisation of the internal Europeanmarket had a direct impact on
confectionery, raising concernsover issuessuch as food labelling, health claims and
mutual product recognition. The result was the increased dependenceof chocolate
manufacturers on long-establishedcore brands. Cadbury Schweppeswas forced to
revise brand recipes constantly, in order to update existing brands and concentrate
attention on improving productivity through an advancedlevel of engineering(Oram,
1996a).
The development of the company within its industrial sector has had an important
impact on i ism anagementp ractices.Tyson
and Witcher (1994) argue that British
food multinationals have embraced the distinctive
attributes of the British foodmanufacturing environment. A typical British chocolate confectionery manufacturer
tends to operate from several sites,
with a mixture of mass market and luxury
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products that reflect the more differentiated British market. The management
structureand organisationof thesecompanies,though it employs complex industrial
engineering systems and makes widespread use of assembly lines, is also
characterisedby a general absenceof integrated production systems, favouring a
variety of systems(especiallylong batch work) and larger work-forces (Smith et al.,
1990). Another characteristichas been the widespreaduse of female workers. That
this has encouragedsome enlightened employment practices is consistent with the
hypothesisthat these are most often found in large firms employing female workers
(Smith et al., 1990).
Furthermore, acquisition and diversification

have produced a distinctive

multidivisional structure within the company (Rowlinson, 1995). The structure of
Cadbury SchweppesPLC at the time of the fieldwork was as follows. It was a
British-owned MNC with its headquartersin the UK. It was comprised of two
divisions, confectionery and beverages.The head office was based in London, and
provided support acrossthe divisions, including finance, treasury, public relations
and human resources.Within each division there were operational units. Each of
these was run as a separatebusiness with its own board of directors and profit
targets,and eachreportedthrough the division structure to the company as the whole.
Within this system, the company took a distinctive approach to managing its
operations,giving as much independenceaspossible to the local level.

6.3.2 Administrative heritage
As shown in Table 6.1, practiceswere also influenced by the administrative heritage
of the company. A typical characteristicof British food producers has been family
ownership. Thus, as highlighted above, Cadbury has remained a family business.At
the time of the merger with Schweppes,its chairman had always been a direct
descendentof John Cadbury and the vast majority of its stock belonged to family
members or trusts. Cadbury Schweppesis still run by members of the Cadbury
family.
Finally, as Child (1969) argues, paternalism, personal control, consultation and cooperative arrangementshave often been associatedwith processindustries, especially
large food, drink and tobacco
companies.According to the author of this study, the
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paternalistic impulse has become increasingly

significant

with

greater

industrialisation. The paternalism of early capitalists, a core philosophy of some
companies,had its roots in religion. Thus, the Cadbury family were Quakers who
held that religion flourished best among self-respecting,working men and women.
Smith et al. (1990) arguethat while the Cadbury family was initially identified with a
particular field of production, they becameassociatedover time with the fulfilment
of wider social objectives, particularly housing and other community projects. The
origins of the company as a firm founded and run by Quakers, and the influence of
Quaker values, explain much of the company philosophy. Quaker views concerning
individual worth and the ability of everyoneto contribute to decisions is still a major
characteristicof the company'sphilosophy and organisation.
The principle conclusion in this section is that the approach to MD adopted by the
company has been shapedby many factors related both to the company's pattern of
development and its internal organisation. The structure of the company, its
how
influence
have
had
on
philosophy and managementorganisation
an enormous
the company's views on the role of managershas developed. The following section
describesthe model of MD in Cadbury Schweppes.The model is described using
featuresof MD models identified in Chapter3 (Figure 3.2), and the main featuresof
the Cadbury SchweppesMD model are summarisedin Table 6.1.

6.4

MD in Cadbury Schweppes PLC

This section is a description of the MD organisation, policies and practices adopted
by the company. The emphasis is given to the organisation of MD in Cadbury
Schweppes,MD activities at the corporatelevel, and at the level of the businessunit.
It also explores structuresand processesthat support MD activities in the company.

6.4.1 Focus of the development of organisational
bases of responsibility

capabilities and

The company stressesthe importance the
international
to
strategy
of
ability pursue an
across all countries, the importance of people for the business, and of a team
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approach. The HR director for the group as a whole is one of the principle board
directors, which indicates the importance the company attaches to the HR function.

Many documentshighlight the fundamentalimportance of people for the company.
The booklet "Who We Are, What We Do, Where We Are Going", written by the
chairman and the chief executive, outlines the company's mission and values. It
highlights the critical role people and their developmentplay in the organisation. In
the company annual report (1997) there is a statement concerning the company's
dedication to the continuous development of its employees and lifelong learning.
How this developmentis encouragedis also specified. Thus, the company provides
an environment which values continuous learning and provides learning and
development opportunities both within the local business and across the company.
Employeesare for their part required to show drive and initiative and take advantage
of the opportunities available. Each business unit in turn is required to provide
systems and programmes to meet the learning and development needs of its
employeesand of the business,given that these needs may vary significantly from
unit to unit.

As shown in Table 6.1, the developmentof potential has a high priority. The whole
process of potential identification is co-ordinated at head office, at two levels. The
first level includes identification of top senior positions in the world-wide company,
and of the people who currently hold them. The second level identifies people who
have the potential to replace those currently working the top jobs. Such evaluations
are made by businessunits in consultation with the centre. The role of head office is
describedin the following section.

6.4.2 Co-ordination mechanisms and the degree of centralised coordination
Given the highly decentralisedstructure of the company, MD is consideredtobe
mainly a responsibility of each businessunit, and different business units use their
own MD systems. Within the company, each operating unit has its own HR
department,and there is an HR department head
at
office to support them. The HR
department at head office is
responsible for remuneration and benefits for senior
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personnel across the company, and for defining company policy on overseas and
share option programmes. The overseas operation is also co-ordinated centrally.
Business units run their own HR systems. The HR relationship between head office
and the business units is usually limited to areas described below, although head
office reserves the right to instruct business units to carry out particular HR
activities.

In 1996, the year the bulk of the fieldwork was being undertaken, in the
confectionery stream there was also a two-man resourcing and development team.
The team reported to the confectionery stream HR director, and was responsiblefor
providing HR support to the whole of the division. This included three main areas.
The first areawas the provision of c entral support and help to new businessesor
businessesthat had been recently acquired or merged with. The team would be
involved in every HR activity of such businessesuntil they were brought in line with
companypolicies, when local people would take over. The secondareathe provision
of help to any businessesacrossthe company where there was not felt to be enough
HR experience.This included a broad range of services from designing a particular
training programme to recruitment. Finally, the third area was the co-ordination of
HR initiatives acrossthe streams,such as some of the MD programmes,sharingbest
practice and implementing particular HR policies. The team provided support for
businessesto make sure that those policies were implemented equally. It was also
responsiblefor co-ordination of centrally-run MD activities.

6.4.3 Formal structures and informal processes
The emphasisof MD at head office was on-the-job development rather than formal
training, which was left to individual businessunits. The focus of MD efforts at the
corporatelevel was on some 120 high-potential managersacrossthe whole company.
Thesepeople were managedand coachedfrom head office. A
successionof planning
exerciseswas run for them centrally, togetherwith a number of MD programmes.
There were three different programmes. The first
was the so-called Accelerated
Development Programme (ADP). It
was introduced in 1991, with the aim of
developing management talent by
moving people across functional, business and
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country boundaries. This programme was run across both streams, and was targeted
towards developing young managers with an average age between 26 and 30. The
key requirement for candidates was managerial potential. The programme operated
annually and sought to provide some 16 opportunities throughout the company each
year, and was targeted towards individual

development needs. The programme

provided a secondment in another part of the company. The assignment was usually
for 12 months. On completion of the assignment ADP members returned to their
home business. Once they were back their further development was monitored.

The second programme was called the International MD programme (IMD), and
startedin 1994.In terms of structureand organisationIMD was very similar to APD,
the only difference being that it was targetedat the next level of management,more
senior than those in the ADP. The programme was also used as a vehicle for
encouragingbusinessesto move more people in and out. People on this programme
took up an existing vacancy,usually for three years.
The third programme, was the only formal programme which was run centrally. It
was targeted the top 120 people. The programme was called the Executive
Development Programme (EDP), and was a week-long management course at
INSEAD. This company-specific programme was designed to instil best practice
throughout the group and allow managersto network. The programme had a followup called EVIA, which focused specifically on leadership and change issues.It was
based on case studies, with the idea of giving participants the opportunity to try to
relate the issuesdiscussedin EDP back to their home businesses.
International experience in the company was also gained by moving people to fill
different overseas positions. The overseas operation was allocated centrally.
However, the overseas placement, according to the resourcing and development
manager,was not intended necessarilyto further personnel development,but more to
fill a particular job. Thus, in Cadbury Schweppesthere were people in international
vacanciesbecauseof their developmentalneeds,as recognised form participating in
one of the programmesmentioned above. Also there were those who took up an
overseasposition becausethere was a needto fill a job with the right person, i. e. one
with the correct experienceand expertise.
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Individual business units normally run formal training, and each unit usually has
people within their HR and training departmentsto run training and/or to arrangethe
use of external providers. Attitude to formal training differs between units. Some
businessunits favour it, consideringit a key tool for the development of a successful
manager.In these units, managershave intensive formal training during their first
few years,covering a number of different skills. In others, managersare encouraged
to get additional qualifications such as an MBA. Also, different business units
employ different proceduresfor their recruitment and selection.
Most of the big units also have a succession-planningaudit and an MD audit,
in
Since
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concerned with planning and auditing career management.
business environment have forced organisations to become much flatter and less
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The emphasisin employee developmentin Cadbury Schweppesis moving towards a
combination of an individual managing their own development in conjunction with
the company providing tools and support. Many business units use personal
development planning systems and give people support and development
in
initiative
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to
take
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are required
development. An example of such a system is presented in the following section
where the approach to MD adopted in Cadbury Ltd is described. The evidence for
this case study is drawn primarily from interviews with the following managers:the
training and MD manager,the training manager(sales),the commercial manager,the
businessdevelopmentmanager,and the regional field manager.
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6.5

MD in Cadburv Ltd.

This section presents the model of MD adopted by a British subsidiary of Cadbury
Schweppes PLC. It is argued that the influence of the business environment is
in
the MD model the company has adopted. However, differences in MD
reflected
practices and processes between those applied in the subsidiary and those described
as "ideal-type" British practices in Chapter 5 suggest that organisational context has
played an important mediating role in the process.

6.5.1 History of the site and its organisational structure
Cadbury Ltd is a UK subsidiary of Cadbury Schweppes PLC. It represents the
chocolate confectionery businessof the company, and operatesin all sectorsof the
chocolate confectionery market. Cadbury Ltd is the largest employer within the
European operations of Cadbury Schweppes PLC, with a total of some 5,300
employees spread over four sites, the largest site being in Bournville (Cadbury
Schweppes: an ECF/IUF Study, 1994). The Bournville site is also the oldest.
Construction works started in January 1879, when Cadburys decided to move their
businessto a new site three miles to the south-westof Birmingham, next to the river
Bourn. By the end of September1879the transfer from the old works in Birmingham
was complete (Williams, 1931). Together with the construction of the purpose-built
factory, a village for employees was built. Both the factory and the village were
given the name Bournville.
Apart from Bournville, the company has three other production sites. These are
Somerdalein Bristol, Chirk in N orth Wales and M arlbrook inH erefordshire. The
Bournville site in Birmingham is the headquartersof Cadbury Ltd, where the central
administration (the head office team, co-ordinating marketing, sales, technical
development, information systems,finance and personnel) is located. There are two
factories on the site: the assortmentfactory
and the moulded factory. The assortment
factory, which is twice as large its
as companion in terms of employment, producesa
range of chocolate assortments,the best known of which being Cadbury's Roses.
The second factory on the site, the
moulded factory, produces Cadbury chocolate
bars, creme eggs, and the
chocolate used as a raw material elsewhere in the
company's operations. Combined, the two factories in 1996 employed around 2,900
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employees,and the managementpopulation numbered around 600, all with the jobtitle manager,including first-line managersin the factories.
In 1996, the HR function was headed by the training and MD manager whose
responsibilities included setting HR policies for all managers in the company and the
organisation of general MD training. Each factory had its own personnel manager
and a training manager responsible for training, primarily for operators up to firstline managers. They were also responsible for managerial training

in areas

concerning development. However, the broader MD for manufacturing was handled
centrally by the company personnel department.

6.5.2 Transformation

of Cadbury Ltd and MD principles

The employee development system in Cadbury Ltd was very much based on
principles which evolved during the period of change of the late 1970s (Child and
Smith, 1987; Smith et al, 1990). It transformed company managementphilosophy
and shaped the current MD processes and practices. Key changes included a
restructuring of the company aimed at challenging the existing "in-house" logic, by
which design and manufacturewas largely handled directly by Cadbury employees
on a concentrated and integrated production site (Smith et al., 1990). The
introduction of a matrix o rganisational structure triggered changes in management
policies. The company announced its commitment to task-centredproduction, and
introduced a management-by-objectivesapproach, which implied a decentralised,
team-basedapproachto managerialtasks and a participative managementstyle. The
focus of developmentwas changedto stressthe importance of managerialrather than
functional skills (Smith et al., 1990).The authors (p. 171) note that "an agreementon
flexibility was reached with the companies' trade unions, which involved breaking
down demarcation within skills, and a recognition that, with training, any craftsman
could do any job. It was proclaimed that mobility between functions and exposureto
different managementfunctions would increasemanagementeffectivenessand make
specialistsbetter candidatesfor top managerialjobs." The idea of acquiring a skill at
the onset of one's career and carrying this through to retirement was replacedby that
of continuing education and training. The company accepted "competence" as the
guiding principle in flexibility, and changed the focus of management training to
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becomemore task-oriented(Smith et al., 1990: 148). The following section shows
the systemof MD adoptedin the subsidiary.

6.5.3 Competency-based

approach

Company policy concerning employee development was set out in the vision
statement(Cadbury Ltd, 1995). This highlighted the importance of being market
responsiveand performancedriven in order to be successful in future, both in the
pursuit of competitive advantagesand in coping with continuous change. Thus the
company would focus on ongoing performance improvement, and also developing
the empowermentand accountability conceptthrough employee development.
Within this policy the approachto MD was basedon competencies.According to the
training and MD manager, there were two sets of these. They were core
competenciesand competenciesrelated to a particular job. In 1994, the company
initiated researchto define its core competencies.Six were identified. They included:
the ability to focus on the key tasks of the business;result orientation (i. e. the ability
to set challenging targets, and the commitment to achieve them); flexibility
(adjusting to new circumstances,switching tasks quickly, working in teams and
using individual initiative). The remaining three core competencies, continuous
improvement, empowerment and innovation, encouraged imagination, through
individual empowermentand devolved decision making.
Every manager in Cadbury Ltd was required to exhibit and develop these core
competencies,above and beyond the skills related to his or her job. Together with the
introduction of competencies,other changes occurred. The MD process was now
mostly focused on providing the environment to support all employees in their
development.A new performancemanagementsystembased on these underpinning
principles had been developed and introduced in the company in 1995. The system
comprised two elements. They were performance planning and appraisal, and
personal development planning. The system aimed to co-ordinate all MD processes
on the site.
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6.5.4 Performance management system
Under the new performance management system (Diagram 3), business and
functional strategy, together with the budget for the coming year, were set in
November. They specified objectives for individuals through performance plans.
Performanceappraisal meetingswere held in January to assessperformance for the
previous year and, on that basis, to determine s alary increase. In addition to this,
every individual completed a personal developmentplan (PDP), usually in June or
July.
Diagram 3 Performancemanagementsystemin Cadbury Ltd.
PERFORMANCEMANAGEMENTSYSTEM
Senior Managers and Personnel Managers

Line Manager and Individual
Business and Functional
Strategies, LRP and
Budget
NwMDec

ý
Salary decision
Mar

4

t

Individual Accountabilities
Key Result Areas

Performance Plan and Appraisal
DedJan

Company and Functional
Development and Training Plans
JuJy/Aug

Upward/Peer Feedback
FthJune

Board Human Resource Review
Aug'Sep

Personal Development Plan
June/July

The business and functional strategiesand budget were also discussedat planning
meetings in May. These took place at the functional level, and centred on personnelrelated issuescrucial to the achievementof functional strategies,which were usually
set 4-5 years in advance.They aimed to determine whether there was any surplus or
deficit of personnel and skills, and what was required to implement the strategy.
Means of tackling these issues, such as recruitment, training, or changesto the pay
system, were also discussed. Finally, the development of staff with potential was
discussed. This fed back into
personal development and individual career plans
during PDP meetings in June/July.
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Company and functional developmentand training plans were from decisions made
at planning meetings in July/August. In November, planning review meetings
discussedthe initial plans, how they were being achieved, and issues arising from
individual PDP meetings. The human resourceboard review meeting took place in
August/September.
The introduction of the system required considerable effort from both individual
managers and the company, since the intention was to transfer responsibility for
personaldevelopmentto individual managersby giving them more skills and support
to managethe process.Many tools such as, for example,the brochure Every Cadbury
Manager's Guide to Performance, were developed to support the new approach.In
the beginning, all 350 middle managerswere given a short briefing and supplied with
a set of guidelines for a competency-basedframework. Junior managers were to
become involved in 1996The system linked together MD processes.The following
sections,which are basedon interviews with line managers,discuss in detail MD
practicesin the company.

6.5.5 MD practices in Cadbury Ltd.
This section aims to compare and contrast MD practices in the subsidiary with the
"ideal-type" British MD practices describedin Chapter 5. Table 6.2 on the following
page shows that there are many similarities between practices adopted by the
in
"ideal-type"
described
the literature, inviting an
those
company and
as
investigation into the influence of national economic environments. The differences,
however, arise from the unique organisationalcontext of the company.

6.5.5.1

Managerial recruitment

As shown in Table 6.2, a key difference is the approach to recruitment, where
Cadbury relies primarily on the internal labour market. Therefore, the focus of the
processof managerial recruitment in Cadbury Ltd. has been on graduaterecruitment,
and it is oriented towards the identification of managementpotential.
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The managersinterviewed stressedthat the majority of current managersfollowed
the company's graduatedevelopmentprogramme. Furthermore, in order to identify
potential the company uses assessmentcentres in its selection process. The
intervieweessaid that by running thesein conjunction with the personneldepartment,
they were actively involved in the selection procedure. Apart from interviews, the
company also usesdifferent kinds of tests,such as psychometric and numerical tests,
in order to identify areaswhich might require developmentor monitoring.
Table 6.2 Cadbury SchweppesMD practicescomparedwith "ideal-type" British
managementdevelopmentpractices
ManagementDevelopmentpracticesin UK

Cadbury SchweppesMD practicesas example
of Cadbury Ltd.

Recruitment

Recruitment

Relianceon external labour markets for
managerialrecruitment
High inter-firm mobility of managers

Relianceon internal labour market for
managerialrecruitment
Graduaterecruitment
Focuson early identification of potential

Training and development
Little or no central co-ordination of training
activities
Focuson developmentof generalmanagement
skills
Stratification of skill-based groups

Training and development
Little central co-ordination of training; coordination of activities in businessunits
Focuson developmentof general management
skills
Elimination of stratification of skill-based
groups

Career management
Careerprogressionis mostly via interorganisational/inter-sectoral moves
Individual responsibility for careerprogression

Career management
Internal careerprogression
Transfer of responsibility for developmentto
the individual

Rewardsand appraisal
Rewardsare tied to short-termperformance

Rewardsand appraisal

(predominantly
financial)measures

Rewardsaretied to short-termperformance

Status-wagedifferentiation basedon job
classification

6 5.5.2
.

measures
Status-wagedifferentiation basedon job
classification

Training

Though is little co-ordination of training from head office, training is co-ordinated
on-site (Table 6.2). Thus, general managementtraining is delivered centrally, and
professional/technical training is organised by the functions themselves. The
personnel function is in chargeof the co-ordination of severalprogrammesincluding
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the graduate development programme, as well as the development of those with
develop
The
to
company
potential.
runs some core career point programmes
potential,

and in some cases an MBA

is recommended. Also

important

is

in
participation
cross-business programmes, such as ADP.

The focus of training in the company is on developing a general managerrather than
a functional specialist, which is similar to "ideal-type" training practices in the UK
(Table 6.2). According to the managersinterviewed, the company runs many training
programmeson team building and team working, courseson leadership skills, time
management,and coursesthat focus on career development, etc. The reasonbehind
having so many general management programmes is, according to people
implementing MD, to encouragecross-functional development. This focus is also
reflected in the processof careerdevelopment.

6.5.5.3

Career development: personal development planning

Personal development planning has been designed to drive internal career
her
for
his
individual
to
take
or
own
the
responsibility
progression and encourage
development (Table 6.2). The framework used for PDP is based on competencies.
The actual personal development plan is a document in three sections. The first
is
job
identified
the
training
second
needs,
while
related
section contains notes about
is
development
final
The
the
action
section
about career aspirations and potential.
development
job
designed
to
needs.
plan
and career
meet
Every manager is required to know his or her job-related competenciesand core
definition
description
framework
The
and
of
a
provides
competencies.
competency
each competency, and job-related competenciesare identified through a discussion
between the individual and his or her line manager,sometimeswith the participation
of other members of the team. Identified competencieshelp with suggestingtraining
and development needs. A comparison of present against required levels of
competency reveals areas a manager might need to improve or develop. PDP
meetings are separate from appraisal meetings. However, performance related
training needs are also identified at appraisal meetings and target setting meetings.
The brochure Every Cadbury Manager's Guide to Performance contains information
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about all possible activities that an individual can undertake within a particular area
including relevant training coursesand books.
Within the framework of PDP the basis of responsibility for career development has
been transferred to the individual manager. The underlying assumption is that it is no
longer the company which drives career progression, but an employee, with the help
of the company. The business development manager summarised:

"Development is the individual's responsibility themselves,and if
someonewants to learn new skills and work in a different area
then the opportunities are there. (But) there is no-one in the
personnel departmentto come and say we would like you to do
such and such..., once you are a fully-fledged manager,it is very
much up to you to manageyour own development".
The company encouragesinternal promotion. A manager stays in the company on
averagenumber for nine years, and one managerhad been there 17 years. According
to the regional field manager,there were a lot of people who stayed for 30-40 years.
Though the company encouragescross-functionaltransfers, upwards promotion tend
to be more rapid within the samefunction rather then cross-functionally, becauseof
the importance of relevant functional experience.

6.5.5.4

Performance planning and appraisal

As shown in Table 6.2, rewards in the company are tied to short-term performance
inp
is
first
interviewees,
According
the
to
erformance
element
planning
measures.
setting managementobjectives. Objectives are usually set at the beginning of each
year, and agreedin discussionwith an immediate superior. Objectives cover a broad
range of job accountabilities, and are then translated into tasks for each individual
manager, specifying a timescale for their achievement. Agreed objectives and
"measures of success" are signed off by an individual manager. Every manager
usually has a half-yearly review meeting with his or her immediate boss to discuss
progresson objectives as well as any possible action required to help to achievethem
if there are any difficulties. At the end of the year or the start of the next year there is
an appraisalmeeting. During this a formal review of overall performance takesplace,
and the meeting concludes with a performance rating. The rating affects the
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manager'sreward both in terms of salary increaseand any annual bonus. Potential is
identified
also
on the basis of performanceappraisal.
The system of MD at Cadbury Ltd has developed from the c ompany's pattern of
development and business needs. Cadbury Schweppes wanted to introduce this into
its Russian subsidiary. The next section focuses on the transfer of MD practices to its
Russian subsidiary.

6.6

Cadburv Confectionery ZAO

Cadbury Confectionery ZAO is a Russian subsidiary of Cadbury Schweppes.This
section deals with the transfer of managementand MD practices from its parent
company. How the subsidiary was developed is presented,starting from the initial
investment, business environment and development of the Cadbury business in
Russia,examining which practices were transferredas well as the mechanisms of
transfer themselves.As we shall see, the processwas accompaniedby tension and
misunderstanding. The case study is drawn primarily from interviews with 12
managers both in Moscow and at the company's Chudovo site. Two of these
managerswere from the HR function, while the others were from different functions,
including marketing and sales,IT, engineeringand production.

6.6.1 Initial Investment and development of the subsidiary
Initially, in order to explore the Russian market without committing much capital,
like many other western companies, Cadbury Schweppesopened a representative
office. It brought together certain other companiesinto a consortium called Venture
Impex, which operated until 1995.Through this vehicle, Cadbury Schweppeswas
mainly involved in selling a limited range of its confectionery and beveragebrands.
As the market matured, Russiabecamea significant consumerof UK chocolate,with
Wispa, Fruit & Nut and Picnic soon becoming leading brands. This market was
supplied from Cadbury's manufacturing plants in the UK, Germany, South Africa,
Ireland, Spain, Egypt, Australia and India. In March 1995, Cadbury
announcedthat it
had tripled its exports of chocolatebars to Russiain 1994,
with total exports reaching
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26,000 tonnes. This export volume was equal to more than half the output of its UK
20
had
local
brands
Summerdale,
Bristol
(Oram,
1995).
In
1995
per
only
at
plant
cent of the Moscow market, and Moscow's chocolate market was dominated by two
foreign firms: a Russian subsidiary of America's Mars empire, Masterfood, with a 35
per cent share; and Britain's Cadbury Schweppes with 17 per cent (Economist,
18.03.95).

According to the Financial Times (31.07.1996) the turbulent businessenvironment,
characterisedby a high degreeof uncertainty about developmentsin the country and
the potential for profitable business, triggered multinationals to put down deeper
roots in Russia by opening their own production sites. Thus, a major competitor of
Cadbury Schweppeson the Russianmarket, the Mars corporation, startedproducing
chocolate from a $150 million greenfield plant in Stupino, outside Moscow. In 1995,
Cadbury Schweppes declared its intention to build a factory in Russia. The
investment underlined how important a market Cadbury thought Russia might
become in the future. According to the Russian press (Kommersant, 27.11.1996)
Cadbury Schweppesconsideredthe Russian confectionery market as potentially the
third largest in Europe.
Cadbury Schweppeslaunched its confectionery mill in Chudovo, on November 26,
1996. According to Candy Industry (December 1996) this was the first subsidiary of
Cadbury Schweppes in Russia and its largest outside Britain. The $120 million
built
in
12
45,000
tons
factory,
was
a
year,
months. The
greenfield
with a capacity of
factory
land,
hectares
the
lease
10
has
49-year
with
main
occupying
of
company
on
a
a total of 38,000 square metres. The chief products manufactured at the factory
include Picnic, Wispa, Fruit and Nut and Dairy Milk chocolate bars. The factory was
built to fill the needs of the Russian market and it was expected that some of the
output would be exported to Asia, where existing Cadbury Schweppesplants were
not producing enoughto saturatethe Asian market.
Apart from the development of a factory, Cadbury Schweppes also contributed
significantly to the local infrastructure around Chudovo, a small town some 100
miles south of St Petersburgwith a population of 18,000. Peter Knauer, who was the
deputy general manager of the company at the time of the fieldwork, estimated
Cadbury's investment in the local infrastructure in 1997 at $7 million, including $1.5
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fire
$200,000
in
local
towards
the
the
station
of
a
construction
power station,
million
local
for
$120,000
filtering
for
the
the
the
water
system
and about
reconstruction of
supply. The company established a good relationship

local
the
with most of

enterprises, encouraging them to help each other (Kommersant, 27.11.1996).

The company transferredmodem technologyto the newly built factory. According to
the resourcing and development manager the factory is one of the most
technologically advancedfactories in the world. This made transfer of management
practices and skills urgent. Work on improving operational performance in the
factory, investment in the commercial programmesand developmentof the Cadbury
route to market were named by the company as key activities in the further
developmentof their businessin Russia.
The key challenget hat many western c onsumergoods companies faced in Russia
(1996a)
distribution
Oram
the
that
system.
primitive
country's
was
of coping with
distribution
have
build
to
that
networks
national
western c ompanieswould
argues
that could keep up with production. To a branded goods maker, lack of distribution
destroy
brand
threat,
the
could
easily
counterfeit
goods
since
control was
gravest
bigger
deal
to
the
Since
some
there
with,
of
chains
credibility.
were no retail
large
distribution
to
decided
to
networks
enough
wholly-owned
producers
set up
Cadbury
18.03.95).
Schweppes
(Economist,
hundreds
different
shops
service
of
declared on April 14,1998 that it was starting a new regional programme aimed at
had
large-scale
50
The
dealers
already
company
attracting new
and wholesalers.
distributors and 5,000 trade partners. Visits to 13 Russian cities were planned to
increase the number of distributors and partnersspecialised in delivery directly to
retail outlets (Kommersant, 15.04.1998).By 1996, the company already had s ales
representativesin 19 different cities in Russia.
With further development of the market and the reappearance of some local
local
According
brands
importance
tastes.
the
and
producers
came a recognition of
of
to market studies, Russiansconsumemore plain chocolate than milk chocolate and
buy more chocolate bars than filled chocolate. In order to cater to the specific
demands of Russian consumers Cadbury arranged for the production of plain
chocolate, to be sold under local trademarks (Izvestiia, 07.04.1998). In 1997
chocolate volumes in Russiaincreasedby 65 per cent, mainly from Cadbury's Wispa
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and Picnic, but also from the introduction of a range of products tailored to more
traditional local tastes, such as Cadbury's Tempo, a wafer product, and a dark
chocolaterange (Cadbury SchweppesPLC, 1997).
Company dependence on imported raw materials brought crisis in August 1998. In
September 1998 it was forced to stop its production project in Russia, which had
been producing 20,000 tons of confectionery a year since opening in 1996. Cadbury
reported that the imported raw materials made the confectionery too expensive and
they could
difficulties

not meet demand (Kommersant,

26.09.1998).

These unexpected

forced Cadbury to accelerate the introduction of management systems

and practices, and also necessitated some adaptations to them.

6.7

Transfer of management and MD practices to Cadbury
Confectionery ZAO

This section focuses on the introduction of management and MD systems and
practices in Cadbury Confectionery ZAO. By the time of the fieldwork, the company
had existed for only two years.Therefore,this sectionpresentsboth what had already
been transferredupto the time of the interviews, and also w hat was intended for
transfer in the future. It aims to presentthe key elementsof the systemwhich is to be
used in the company, and covers the following issues:focus and priorities in the
transfer process; mechanismsused to transfer practices; the practices transferred. It
also examinesthe tension and misunderstandingsthat accompaniedthe processof
transfer. The section starts with an overview of the organisational structure and the
HR function establishedin the subsidiary.

6.7.1 Organisational structure
The organisational structure of Cadbury Confectionery ZAO was as follows. The
head office was in Moscow, and the factory site was in Chudovo, in the region of
Novgorod. The company also had representativeoffices in a number of cities across
Russia. The company was headed by the general director, whose office was in
Moscow. Central administration, including the
personnel, marketing, sales, finance
and logistics departments,was also located in Moscow. Production and production
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support departmentswere in Chudovo where there was also a central warehousefor
both imported and locally producedfinished goods.
The head of the factory was the factory director. The factory managementteam
included the factory director and those who report to him. They were the technical
director, the HR manager,the production manager,the logistics manager,the factory
finance manager, and the head of IT department. The finance manager, the HR
managerand the logistics managerwere also in the managementteam headedby the
factory director, and also reported to the headsof relevant functions in the Moscow
headoffice.
In 1997 Cadbury Confectionery ZAO employed a total of 540 people, with 120 in
Moscow, 190 at the factory and 230 in salesoffices in different cities acrossRussia.
At the time of the fieldwork in January 1997, the company had two production lines,
though it was planning to increasethe number of employees to 350 in order to run
four lines and operate2-3 shifts. After the official opening of the factory at the end of
1996, only three expatriatesstill worked on the site. They were the factory director,
the technical director and the production manager.
The HR function was organised as follows. The head of the function was the HR
director, a member of the operating board. There was also the HR manager.Both of
them were in the head office in Moscow, and both were expatriates.In Moscow there
was also an HR officer and two administrators,as well as a number of trainers within
the salesfunction to undertakethe training of the salesforce, including management
skills training. At the factory there were the HR manager,the training manager and
an employee in a support role. The HR managerin the factory was also in charge of
kitchen administration, maintaining health and safety regulations, etc. The whole
function was designed recruited by a resourcing and development team at the
London head office.
The following sections analyse the process of transfer of MD practices to Cadbury
Confectionery ZAO. Issues such as what practices were transferred are covered, as
well as the transfer mechanismsusedand the successof the process.Table 6.3 on the
following page summarises key issues related to the
process of introduction and
implementation of managementand MD
practices in the subsidiary. It highlights the
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focus and priorities of the transfer as defined by the parent company; it also
summariesthe practicestransferredas well as the mechanismsused by the company
to transfer its practices. Table 6.3 shows areas of tension and misunderstanding,
which were identified by managersin interviews. Finally, this table highlights factors
which either intensified or reduced these concerns. Problems and tensions were
identified during interviews and then analysed against hypotheses presented in
Chapter5 (Table 5.4, Diagrams 1 and 2).

6.7.2 Focus and priorities in the transfer of management and MD
practices as defined by the parent company
Several factors determined the objectives in MD and the way the company initiated
MD activities in Russia.The HR director summarised:
"The single most important thing that influences MD (in the
subsidiary) is the need to import skills to the Russian
management field quickly. [Russian management personnel] are
intelligent,
highly
but we are trying to give
very
educated, very
them the tools... which in the West they would have grown up
in
high school and college
they
with, and
would assimilate
it
fast".
do
And
to
try
education....
we

However, the parent company's managementphilosophy determined the approachto
and focus of MD in the subsidiary. The importance of employee development was
reflected in the mission statement(Cadbury Confectionery, 1995). Therefore, the aim
in
in
developmental activities.
involve
the
to
company
was
every employee
Furthermore, in accordance with the philosophy of Cadbury Schweppes, the
companymade concertedefforts to recruit local staff into its management.
In the initial stagesof developmentof the new subsidiary, people from the UK head
office were actively involved in setting up the whole business.However, by the end
of 1996, with the official opening of the factory in Chudovo, it was expected that
local people would take over. The focus of training and development activities was
on enhancing employees' understanding of the current business situation and the
priorities of business development. With the company's dedication to teamwork,
employeeswere taught to work together and to exhibit leadership and initiative. In
training and development activities priority was given to developing those with
potential. As shown in Table 6.3, the following managementand MD practices were
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introduced
in
First,
training
the
transfer
the
priority
company
given
process.
from
issues
different
to
programmeswhich were offered all employeesand covered
introduction
to the company history and values, to interviewing skills and time
an
management. Furthermore, a performance management system which aimed at
identifying training and developmentneedswas usedthroughout the company.
The systemwas also utilised to identify managementpotential. The processincluded
target setting, based on measurement against objectives, and was key to all other
processes based on the achievement of these objectives: salary increases,
development,training, and careerprogression.For some of the more senior and highpotential managers the company offered more detailed personal development
involved
building
individual
This
development plans based on
planning.
competencies.Core competenciesin the subsidiary were identified in the following
director
list
Cadbury
Schweppes
The
to
to
of
competencies
given
every
was
way.
by
director.
HR
The
the
then
top
the
responseswere summarised
choosea
eight, and
did
director,
for
HR
time
the
this
pressure
which
not
approach,according
was
reason
allow further "research".
Finally there was a special project at the factory which involved specific training in
key
The
for
objective of this training
staff.
supervisory skills
all new management
was to introduce teamsand team working practice.
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6.7.3 Ways to transfer practices used by the parent company
Table 6.3 shows that Cadbury was introducing new systems by active use of
expatriates. At the initial stage of its development, there were many of these at
Cadbury Confectionery ZAO. Together with their expertise and knowledge of
company-specific issues, such as products, technologies, approachesto marketing
and management systems, expatriateswere also actively involved in the coaching
and development of local people. Apart from expatriates with long-term contracts,
there were also many people on short-term secondments(up to 6-9 months), having
definite assignments which also included development of the locals. Thus, one
in
expatriate was charge of setting up the sales operations function and one of his
main responsibilities was to train a local successorto take over the whole function
intention
UK.
he
However,
to
the
the
when returned
was to minimise the number of
in
factory
November
1996,
As
the
the
above,
with
opening
of
expatriates. mentioned
having
director
level,
left,
those
contracts
at
and
who stayed were
many expatriates
for an additional 2-4 years. It was assumedthat in four years' time the company
would have developedlocal people through the successionplanning process.
The introduction and implementation of the transferred practices was supportedby
interviewees,
basic
According
for
to
the
training
processes,
extensive
all managers.
in
in
1996.
the
place
system,
were
already
such as
performance management
Training for the performancemanagementsystemtook five hours, with a number of
follow up meetings. Since the company wanted to start using the system from 1997,
by the end of 1996, the whole salesforce was on training, as were the managersin
manufacturing. Training for senior managers in the factory also focused on the
introduction of the performance review system, and sessions included setting
objectives and conducting appraisal meetings. The plan was, according to the HR
managers interviewed, to have everyone in the company trained to use this new
system.
This section has described the focus and priorities, as well as the mechanismsthe
company used to transfer its practices. The following sections present the MD
processesand practices in Cadbury Confectionery in more detail.
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6.7.4 Contextual Influences in MD processes
MD

practices

were

transferred

in

order

to

support

the

introduction

and

implementation of management practices. However, as indicated in Table 6.3 the
process oft ransfer was accompanied by m isunderstandings. Problems and tension
occurred primarily due to contextual influences. Both the people implementing MD
and those who were being trained highlighted two key factors due to which this
influence was particularly marked. These were the influence of the local labour
market and the fact that the transferred practices challenged traditional MD practices
in Russia, as described in the previous chapter (Table 5.4). Particularly evident was
this influence on the implementation of such practices as managerial recruitment and
training. There were also a number of factors which

intensified

or reduced

misunderstandings, and these were also discussed by the interviewees (Table 6.3).

6.7.4.1

Managerial recruitment

The focus of the managerial recruitment and selection systemwas to identify and
depending
differed
for
Requirements
on
candidates
recruit people with potential.
for
for.
However,
senior-level positions the company used a
positions applied
job-related
In
to
competencies,the company also
criteria-basedapproach. addition
looked for basic competenciesincluding initiative, teamwork and problem solving.
Selection procedures in the company involved a number of interviews. Also,
dependingupon the 1evel of a position, there were assessmentexercisesincluding
initial
In
different
the
tests.
stages of the
testing
tasks,
case studies, skill
and
subsidiary, development managersfrom the London head office took an active role
in the recruitment and selectionof future managers.
The influence of the local labour market was evident, as the outcome of the
in
both
in
diverse
the
recruitment process was a
subsidiary,
managerial population
terms of educational background and experience and average age. More older
managerswere in manufacturing, while in the Moscow office they tendedto be much
younger, generally recent graduateswith a few years' experience. All the managers
interviewed had higher-education degrees. Managers working in production
overwhelmingly had a technical background, with experience in manufacturing.
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Given that the job market in Moscow was more competitive, all managers
interviewed in Moscow (four locals in total) started their business career part-time
while still at educational institutions, and by the time of their graduation had
impressive lists of different experiences,in some caseseven abroad. The same was
true for the younger generationof managersin Chudovo. Given the specificity of the
local labour market (limited managerial mobility discussed in Chapter 5), it was
easier to find people in Moscow than in Chudovo, where only a limited number of
managerscame to the factory from the office in St. Petersburg,which was previously
a part of the Venture Impex firm but in 1995 became a sales office of Cadbury
ConfectioneryZAO.
Also, as shown in Table 6.3, another specific issue mentioned by people
implementing MD was that of retention. According to the resourcing and
developmentmanager,the market place was very tight, particularly in Moscow and
St. Petersburg,and especiallyin somefunctions, such as sales.This put a personwho
was trained and developedin a western company in a very marketable position, and
sometimes led to a decision to leave. Furthermore, according to the expatriate
managers interviewed, a selection process such as that used by Cadbury
Confectionery increasedpeople's expectations.These managerssaid that within the
Russian environment p eople expectedto move up very quickly and to enjoy very
rapid career development. Therefore, employeeswanted a very clear understanding
of what their next move would be, and preferred a structured career path. From the
point of view of the HR managersinterviewed, this created a conflict between the
expectationsof employees,and t hoseof the companywhich w anted them to take
responsibility for managing their own career development. The company therefore
had to find a compromise, which was often sought through the organisation of
training programmes.

6.7.4.2

Training

Training and development in Cadbury Confectionery was monitored by a system
basedon performancereview. Initially, training
needsanalysis was carried out by the
HR director in consultation with other
managers. With the introduction of the
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identified
during performance
training
management
system,
needswere
performance
review meetings by heads of department. Alternatively, in some departments
managerswere independentlycarrying out performance development initiatives for
their subordinates,and these were also monitored by the HR director. She also coordinatedall training activities in the company.
Starting from 1997 the companyplannedto introduce a more systematicapproachto
the organisationof training. The expectationwas that during a performancereview in
April 1997 people would be allocated to different levels of skills. All together there
would be five levels including the foundation level, with level four correspondingto
director level. Training would be provided for all these levels. Basic skills were set
and evaluated against English NVQ standards, and a training budget was also
introduced. Training and learning would be very much gearedtowards those having
the potential to becomesenior managers.Thus, training at the foundation and junior
levels would be concentrateon basic skills.
The introduction of new technology and management systems required intensive
training. Also, the introduction of teamwork in the factory drove the necessitated
training supervisors in team building. One particular training event in the factory
involved all operatorsand engineeringand technical managerial staff, and focusedon
the process of equipment assembly. This event was held in conjunction with
learn
to
This,
to
the
machinery suppliers.
shift manager, allowed people
according
in
by
jobs
how
themselves,
changed
resulted
to
their
and also
very quickly
carry out
attitudes. Furthermore, in Moscow three cross-functional schemeteams were set up
to work on different projects.
As shown in Table 6.3, the focus of training in the company was determinedby the
philosophy of Cadbury Schweppes. It was designed to provide training for all
employeesbut retained the focus on the development of an individual's potential.
The HR director argued:
"We will always be a narrow training team. The training provided
to variable levels will always be focused on key individuals who
can help us with the business".
As mentioned above, the company consideredfunctional skills a basic requirement
for a1 evel one employee. Thus, the emphasiswas on the development of general
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manager skills to nurture senior managersand directors from among the Russian
nationals. In its recruitment and selection procedure the company tried to choose
people who already had some basic functional knowledge and skills, so it could
focus more on generalmanagementissues.
Functional/professional

training in the company was organised by the functions.

More general training was organised on the initiative

of the HR department, and,

according to people being trained, every manager in the company could choose to
attend any course listed on the programme. Usually managers knew about available
training up toa

year ina dvance. The procedure for gaining ap lace ona

training

course, as described by the interviewees, was as follows. The individual took the
initiative. When a manager wanted to go on a particular course he or she had to raise
the issue and discuss it with his or her immediate boss. If the boss supported the idea,
then the HR department had to be notified and the individual was enrolled on the
course. In some cases individual managers sought advice about p articular courses
from the HR department. The interviewees commented that the company supported
the initiative of managers concerning training, providing it was relevant from the
company's point of view. For example, it would not support a brand manager to go
on an MBA programme, but it did support distance-learning study for the health and
safety manager.

As highlighted in Table 6.3, there were a number of issues which influenced the
introduction and implementation of training in the subsidiary. The view of the HR
managersinterviewed could be summarisedas follows. At the time of the fieldwork,
the company was focused on addressingthe most urgent needs in terms of training,
and therefore, it did not consider taking part in any of the wider corporate
programmes such as, for example, the APD programme. The other issue was time
pressure.Given the speedof developmentsin Russia,people could not be releasedby
the company for these programmesbecause,as the T&D manager argued, it would
be a long-term commitment which they could not afford at that time. In the future,
though, the company aimed to use all the opportunities provided by the group for
specific training of their high potential staff.
The people in training also differed in terms

of attitudes to that training. The majority

of them were very interested in both professional and managerial courses.However,
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time pressuresometimesinterfered with their development plans. The maintenance
managersaid:
"All training should be done when people have time, during
breaks. We have our work, and having training on top of that is
too much. If you take 8 people out of 30 into training it is too
difficult, and when the line stopsnobody is interestedwhether my
people are on training or not, it just has to be repaired".
Also, the interviewees stressedthat they would prefer to have training in a form of
formal training programmesas opposedto gaining experience on the job, or being
coachedby somebody.Both people implementing MD and those in training argued
that the locals preferred developmentof technical expertise to general management
skills. The resourcingand developmentmanagersaid:
"They never mention the ability to manage people or to
learn
be
how
They
to
they
an engineer or
must
say
communicate.
in
lot
A
this country still think that
teacher
of
people
and so on.
a
the softer side seemsto be less important".
Local managersin production expressedmuch scepticism about training as technical
backgrounds
had
in
Cadbury
narrow
that
technical
specialists
specialists, arguing
being
Also,
training
very effective
as
their
seen
was
not
comparedwith
general
own.
for those who were not in the position to becomea general manager.Thus, for more
junior managers it was much harder to utilise or implement the results of this
training, and they could only do so if their own managerswere actively employing
the lessonsthemselves.There were also differencesbetweenthe functions in terms of
how successfulthey were in training their managers.
As shown in Table 6.3, apart from formal training programmesthe company actively
to
provide
encouraged
were
training,
supported on-the-job
and all managers
had
The
HR
highlighted
director
that
a training role.
also
expatriates
coaching.
Starting in 1997, they were expected to spendup to 30 per c ent of their time on
training. However, for some local managersit was difficult to accept that coaching
be
the
training
wholly
their
they
would
all
was part of
expected
work, and
responsibility of the personnelfunction. The maintenancemanagercommented:
"We still believe that training is something organised for you by
is
training
those training departments
about
not
my
role
...
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(coaching), it is about providing good maintenanceto production
lines in order to eliminate breakdowns."
HR also took the view that the initiative to requesttraining always had to come from
the individual, and a managerhad to understandfrom the outset that in order to be
successful he or she should develop a network of people around who could be
helpful. However, being accustomedto work in a very hierarchical and structured
environment where management was oriented around command-and-control
relationships, some interviewees still believed the position of a boss did not
necessarilyimply being a good communicator.The position itself conferred the right
to tell subordinates what they were required to do. Conversely, the expatriate
managers interviewed believed that the new unstructured environment made it
important to understandthat in thesecircumstancesthere was not necessarilya very
clear chain of command, and persuading and influencing others was much more
important in decision making.
Both the HR manager and the managersin training who were interviewed, agreed
that the company found a compromise solution to the problems presentedabove by
tailoring a programme of training with individuals, and having some core training
formal
brought
This
for
Russia
some
throughout
all employees.
programmes run
to
tried
to
time
the
At
get
people
to
the
the
training.
company
structure
same
by
by
their
learn
own
that
managing
they
and
coaching
recognise
could also
development.This was done by the focused transfer of practices and active use of
6.3).
(Table
defined
MD
in
expatriateswhose role promoting
was clearly
The contextual influences that affected implementation of the transferred MD
for
importance
transfer,
highlighted
in
the
of
successful
this
practices
show
section,
Furthermore,
the
for
communication.
processessuch as,
and
example,negotiation,
importance of sharedvalues and work culture for the successfulimplementation of
practices has been stressed.The following sections provide examples of practices
where the lack of understandingof what had been transferred and why, as well as
differencesin how MD practicesw ere implemented, resulted in increased tension
and misunderstanding.
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6.7.5 Formal structures
MD
6.7.5.1

and informal processes

in implementation

of

Performance management and appraisal

The key process in the performance managementsystem which was introduced in
Cadbury Confectionery was that of setting objectives (Table 6.3). The procedure for
setting objectives was introduced to different functions at different times - much
earlier in Moscow than in the factory where it beganin February 1997. As in the case
of Cadbury Ltd, businessand functional strategiesspecified businessand functional
targets.According to the interviewees,individual managersset their own objectives,
dependingon their level and experiencein the company.Thus, for example,the sales
operations manager wrote her objectives herself. However, for the majority of
managersinterviewed objectiveswere setby their immediate superiors.In every case
objectives were discussed with immediate bosses.The outcome of this discussion
was a document called an "objective statement" which was signed by both parties.
This consisted of a table with four columns specifying key performance areas,
objectives, measures of success and completion dates. Apart from functional
responsibilities the objective statementspecified responsibilities concerning personal
training. As shown in Table 6.3, reward for performance dependedon achievement
of objectives. Potential was also to be identified on the basis of performance.
Interviewees in general welcomed the introduction of the system primarily because
they could get "better-defined responsibilities" (sales operations manager). In
practice, however, the content and focus of appraisal meetings varied from function
to function. Two functions - salesand marketing - were more advancedtheir use of
the system.During the appraisalmeeting the brand managerdiscussedher objectives
as well asjob-related marketing competencies.There was a two-way discussion,and
the brand manager gave her comments and presentedher opinion. The outcome of
the meeting was a decision over her salary increase.The appraisal meeting for the
salesoperationsmanagerinvolved measuringthe achievementof her objectives, and
open discussion of her personal qualities. The main contribution was from the boss,
who made these evaluations. At the end of the meeting the document was signed by
the two parties. In other departments,managers were not really involved in the
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process.According to the IT department'sjunior manager,he would not have had a
meetingwith his bosshad he not initiated it himself.
The managers interviewed in Chudovo argued that apart from a few exceptions,
appraisal meetings were very formal, and mostly focused on determining salary
increases.The health and safety managerclaimed that for him it was a very formal
process,since he could not influence the decision made by his bossesbeforehand.As
part of his preparationfor the appraisalmeeting, the purchasingofficer had to fill in a
self-assessmentform which contained a list of questions. On the basis of this selfassessmenthe was given a certain grading which influenced his salary increase.He
was not happy about the whole procedure since it was very formal, with the only
outcomea changeto his salary, and even the questionsfor self-assessment"were not
well thought through".
Other comments related to the company performance management system
highlighted that there was lack of understandingof the transferred practice (Table
6.3). Given that the company system appraised managers on the achievement of
functional objectives as opposed to management competencies, managers in the
company insisted on prioritising technical issues.The managersinterviewed argued
that if the individual knew that the criteria of their assessmentwere based on, for
example, coaching skills rather than a list of technical tasks, this would encourage
him or her to take a different attitude towards acceptanceof general management
behaviours.
However, the managers interviewed were mostly critical of career management
practices where a lack of understanding of transferred support tools led to their
misinterpretation and misuse.

6.7.5.2

Career management

As mentioned above, the company drew up individual personal development plans
for some p ersonnel as early as 1996, and the developmentof potential
was under
tight control from the HR director. Starting from 1997, the HR director expectedto
have personal developmentplans for all key

people in the organisation to be in place.
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In 1997 every employee was provided with a guide for self-development allowing
them, together with their managers,to draw up their personal development plans.
The guide introduced the personal developmentplanning process, and describedall
the steps,starting from descriptionsof competenciesand examplesof behaviour, and
also providing information about available training and other relevant resources.It
representeda much-reduced version of the information available in Cadbury Ltd.,
adaptedto Russia.By introducing this, the company attemptedto shift responsibility
for developmentto the individual. The HR managersaid:
"We expect employees to manage their own career
development.... To some degree they are expected to be their
own managers when t hey choose to develop or not... But they
will have all the resourcesto do this... ".
As shown in Table 6.3, the attitude to this initiative of managersin training varied.
More-senior managerswelcomed it and acceptedthe responsibilities. For example,
the shift manager believed it was very useful, especially in identifying personal
strengthsand weaknesses:
"Nobody knows what he or she needs in terms of development,
and this folder helps you to focus by asking yourself questions".
However, as many of the intervieweesargued,such an approachdid not offer clear a
understanding of what a person had to do to get noticed and promoted. The
interviewees did not feel very securein their jobs, as they did not know what they
had to do exactly to be spotted and get the opportunity to progress. The company
declared that it managedcareersonly for those who were most successfuland who
could make the greatest contribution. Thus for the locals it was very important to
know what the company thought about their future and their potential. As highlighted
in Table 6.3, according to the interviewees,lack of understandingof how to use the
transferred practices resulted in managers being reluctant to accept personal
responsibility for careerdevelopment.The purchasingofficer said:
"Its like being ina fortress, and any mistake is coveredby the
volume of production. There is no link between how hard you
work and end results. Lots of things are very superficial, and
initiative is not encouraged.In small companies there is much
more opportunity to show initiative and take responsibility".
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The sections above give examples of problems and misunderstandings that
accompaniedthe processof transfer of managementand MD practices to the Russian
subsidiary of Cadbury Schweppes PLC. Some of the issues highlighted might
endure.

6.8

Conclusions

In this chapter the MD model adoptedby Cadbury Schweppeshas been presented.It
has been argued that the pattern of developmentof the company within the British
national business system, mediated by its organisational context, produced a
distinctive approachto the developmentof the company's managerialcadre.
MD in Cadbury Schweppesis basedon the following key principles. The company is
dedicated to the development of all its employees and life-long learning.
Development of potential is given priority. Though some are activities organisedat
the corporate level, businessunits also employ their own systems to develop their
is
focus
development
The
based
these
of
on competencies.
managers,and
are mostly
basis
Finally,
the
technical
than
of
specialists.
on creating general managersrather
responsibility for development has recently shifted to the individual, who manages
his or her own development within a framework of support provided by the
MD
in
There
to
and
co-ordinate
monitor
company.
are a number of systems place
processesin business units. Thus, the model of MD in Cadbury Ltd. representsan
integrated and structured system,which drives all processesand practices related to
developmentin the company.
This system is being transferred to the Russian subsidiary of Cadbury Schweppes.
Cadbury focuses its MD activities on the development of key individuals for
successionto positions held by expatriatepersonnel.It seesits primary objectives as
the diffusion of the competency language used by Cadbury Schweppes in the
development of new managers,in order to move from an engineering mindset to
more general managementapproach.This is accompaniedby the introduction of a
more task, target and management-by-objectivesapproach.The company had tried to
structure the behaviour of managersby bringing in formal procedures.However, it is
argued that institutional and cultural specificity of the transferred proceduresmight
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hinder their acceptance in Russia. This is because the introduction of management
and MD practices challenges existing managerial values and brings dramatic change
to working patterns.

As suggestedin Chapter 5, Russian managershave a distinctive managementstyle
basedon a peculiar managementlogic, derived from their experienceof working in a
different economic and business environment. Russian managers are mostly
specialists rather than managersin the western sense.This is relates to perceived
managerial values, where technical competencefor Russians is seen as the basis of
status and informal leadership.Therefore, Russian managersin the case study were
against converting their broad engineering knowledge into company-specific
information. This position was also influenced by the perceived lack of security over
their career in the company. For Russian managers, clear understanding of their
objectives and responsibilities was a major element in structuring their behaviour. It
was hard for them to take responsibility for their own development, though as soon
as they understood the implications they were willing to do so. This highlights the
importance of informal processesin the transfer of managementand MD practices.
The presenceof formal structuressayslittle about their implementation.
The following chapter presentsUnilever's efforts to transfer its model of MD to
SevernoyeSiyaniye ZAO, its Russiansubsidiary.
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CHAPTER 7: Transfer of MD
practices within MNCs: Unilever PLC

7.1

Introduction

This chapter, the second case study of British-based multinational companies
conductedin the research,aims to presentand analyseUnilever's transfer of its MD
model to its Russian subsidiary. Its structure is similar to the previous chapter. The
first sectionsare basedon secondarydata as well as interviews with two managersat
the company headquarters.These managerswere the UK national HR managerand
the regional MD manager. Details of the interviewees in Unilever subsidiaries are
presentedin the relevant sections.The chapter ends with an analysis of findings and
issueshighlighted in both casestudies.

7.2

Unilever PLC (Unilever N.V.)

Unilever is one of the largest and most successfulconsumer goods businessesin the
world. In 1997 it employed nearly 270,000 employees in 88 countries, and its
turnover exceeded£29 billion (Unilever PLC, 1997). Brand-namefoods, drinks, and
personalproducts such as soapand detergentsconstitute the majority of its business.
The food and consumer products giant has two parent companies: Unilever PLC,
basedin the UK, and Unilever N.V., basedin the Netherlands.
William Lever, the founder of Lever Brothers, establishedhis first soap factory as a
branch of the family grocery businessin 1885.Within a short time Lever
was selling
his soap throughout the UK as well as in Europe, North America, Australia
and
South Africa. In 1914 the British governmentaskedWilliam Lever to
start producing
margarine when the German Navy began to threaten food imports to Britain. Since
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that producing margarinerequired similar raw materials to soapproduction - oils and
fats - the new activity was easily accommodated(Wilson, 1970).
In 1920, two Dutch companies, Van den Berghs and Jurgens, joined with another
margarine manufacturer, Schicht in Bohemia. Through the middle and late 1920s, the
oil and fat trades continued to grow, and by 1927 these three companies had
developed into Margarine Union Limited, a group of Dutch firms with interests in
England, and Margarine U nie N. V., located in Holland. Although the activities of
Margarine Unie and Margarine Union Limited were focused on edible fats, the
companies had also had interests in soap for a number of years. Similarly, although
Lever Brothers had produced margarine since World War I, its focus was soap. The
companies merged on September 2,1929.

The end result of the merger was a company- Unilever - that bought and processed
in
fats
traded
the
third
more products
and
world's commercial oils and
more than a
of
in
(International
Directory
the
of
than
world
more places
any other company
Company Histories). Its manufacturing activities included detergents and toilet
In
1937
fats,
food
the
oil
milling.
and
products
preparations,margarine and edible
in
be
hat
they
qual
e
nearly
would
assetsof the two groups were redistributed sot
volume and profits, as had always beenthe objective of the two parent companies.

7.3

Unilever

PLC within

British

national

business

system

This section describes the pattern of development of one of Unilever's parent
it
by
holding
Lever
British-based
Brothers,
considering
companies,
company,
a
within its national businesssystem.It arguesthat the MD model adoptedby Unilever
has been shaped by its organisational history, business environment, and the
influence of the national business systemat home. However, while MD practices
were structured by national businesssystemsto some degree,the perception and use
of MD in Unilever were also shapedby the organisational context. The focus on the
British side of the company is deemedimportant, given its influence on the overall
developmentof Unilever (Wilson, 1970;Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989).
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Table 7.1 below shows the implications of development of the company within its
national businessenvironment on managementpractices and the MD model adopted
by Unilever. The analysis of secondary data (academic literature and company
secondary data) plus interviews in the company headquartersare presented.This
analysis is done using the framework developedin Chapter 3 (Figure 3.1 and Figure
3.2). The following sections analyse the influence of each factor and the company
MD model and describethe model itself.
Table 7.1 Developmentof Unilever PLC within British national businesssystemand
the implications of this processon the company MD model
Factorsdetermining
organisationalcontext
Administrative
heritage
Early
internationalisation
resultedin localisation
of productsand

Managementpracticesas
defined by featuresof the
organisationalcontext
Organisational culture
Teambuilding and teamworking philosophy
Local units' managerial
autonomy- independent
operatingunits

Focus on developmentof
organisational capabilities and
strategies
Dominant processesinclude
recruitment, developmentand
acculturationof decision-makers
Focus on potential

marketing approaches

Developmentby

MD model

Managementsystems

mergers and

Local recruitment

Bases of responsibility

acquisitions
Quaker origin of
founders
Family business

Use of expatriatemanagersfor
control and managementof
overseaslocations(initially
membersof the family or
trusted managers)
Emphasison personal
relationshipsratherthan formal
structuresand systems;financial
controls rather than close coordination of operations
Co-ordination of management
developmentactivities from the
HQ

Development- sharedresponsibility of
the individual and the company

Businessenvironment
Concentratedmass
producers
Internationalrather
than local producers
Businessstrategyas
defined by later
developmentsin
business (convergence

of differentiated
markets;concentration
of food retailing;
innovation and fast
developmentof
technology)
Diversification

Co-ordination mechanismsand degree
ofcentralised co-ordination
Centralisedco-ordination of human
resourceplanning process
Developmentof potential is strictly
monitored by the HQ
Extensiveuse of expatriatemanagersto
promote practices
Formal structures and informal
processes

Technology
Later developmentsin the
industrial sectorcalled for
consolidation of operationsand
more centralisationof
management

MD is basedon "job classes"system
Use of competenciesfor identification
and developmentof potential
Developmentof high potential through
extensiveinternational training and
expatriation
Complicated systemof training,
including local, regional and
international training
Importance attachedto informal
networks for developmentpurposes
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Table 7.1 shows that the MD model and MD practices in Unilever have been
structured by the company's organisational and national contexts. The following
section discussesthe influence of the key factors that shaped the organisational
context, and therefore had the strongestinfluence on managementand MD in the
company.

7.3.1 The business environment and the influence of the industrial
sector
7.3.1.1

Key features of British food produces

As mentioned above, Unilever has interests in different segments of the FMCG
sector, although the food industry constitutes its largest core business.Key features
of the British food sector and British food firms were described in the previous
chapter, where the developmentof the chocolate industry in Britain is discussedin
relation to Cadbury SchweppesPLC. According to Smith et al. (1990), all large
British food firms sharesimilar features,such as being international rather than local.
Thus, for example, in the UK, the frozen food sector is dominated by three
companies - Unilever, Hanson Trust and Nestle, controlling over 50 per cent
between them. In Europe Unilever is also one of the three dominant food producers
(Maljers, 1992). Equally, according to Hannah (1983), soap manufacturers were
among the first mass producers in Britain. The influence of these features on
managementpractices adoptedby such manufacturerswas discussedin the previous
chapter.
Like Cadburys, Unilever started pursuing overseasmarkets at the beginning of the
twentieth century, and the company's first overseasmoves were to the ready-made
markets of the British Empire. However, when it began its international thrust, the
companywas not yet mature enoughto have a strong suite of internationally-oriented
policies and practices, as comparedwith a later starter like the US company Proctor
& Gamble, which would replicate its home systems and practices within all its
subsidiaries (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989). The company chose the strategy of
adapting its products and marketing approaches on a country-by-country basis.
Furthermore, the growing sophistication of local
competitors and the rising trade
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barriers of the 1ate 1920s and 1930sforced Unilever to replace much of its huge
export businesswith locally manufacturedproducts.
This strategyresulted in increasedoperating independence,which in turn reinforced
local units' managerial autonomy and influenced the organisational structure and
management practices adopted. The company represented a decentralised
built
organisation of self-sufficient subsidiaries, and managementphilosophy was
around independent operating units whose managers were given maximum
responsibility and freedom. Starting from the beginning of the 1930s,Unilever began
to fill managementand technical positions with citizens from the host country, rather
than expatriates.The role of the board was to approve plans and budgets, control
local
level,
At
train
capital expenditure, and appoint and
executives. an operational
latitude
develop
implement
had
to
and
strategies that reflected the
great
managers
1992).
(Maljers,
their
environments
particular
opportunities and constraints of
However, later changes in the marketplace encouragedUnilever to impose more
strategiccontrol over its national companies.

7.3.1.2

Business development

In the demanding international environmentof the 1980s U nilever was obliged to
in
Changes
functions.
its
in
make some changes order to strengthen central corporate
the industry causedhighly differentiated markets to converge during the late 1970s
industry
food
6,
the
in
Chapter
1980s.
the
As
since
mid-1970s,
and early
mentioned
had become increasingly consumer-driven,making expertise in marketing and brand
managementa company's prime sourceof competitive advantage.Another challenge
was the ongoing concentrationof power in food retailing. Therefore, according to the
Financial Times (14.03.96), in order to keep profits growing, companiesneededto
respond rapidly to opportunities in emerging markets and new business areas. In
mature markets and products, they needed to win back consumers who might be
turning to supermarkets' own-label products. Furthermore, in the long run,
profitability dependedon the successfuldevelopmentof new products.
Rapid innovation in turn required entrepreneurial executives, investment, the
adoption and application of new technology and consumer research, as well as a
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flexible management system to co-ordinate these resources across markets.
Development of the Common Market in Europe and the subsequentelimination of
many tariff restrictions gave Unilever an opportunity to consolidate its operations
in
in
labour
Furthermore,
lower
the
concentrate
and
production countries with
costs.
1980s Unilever undertook a massive restructuring of the business. Breaking the
tradition of vertically integrated companies established by William Lever, the
company sold most of its service and ancillary businesses, such as transport,
packaging, advertising, and other servicesthat were readily available on the market,
and went on a buying spreeinvolving some 80 companiesbetween 1984 and 1988.
As at Cadbury Schweppes,the processof restructuring was designedto concentrate
Unilever on its core businesses,namely detergents,foods, toiletries, and speciality
chemicals (Economist, 06.01.1996). Thus, for example, the acquisition of
Chesebrough-Pond'sin the US in 1986 allowed Unilever to fill out its international
in
became
business.
1989
Unilever
In
the world's
a
major
player
personal products
in
Shering-Plough's
industry
three
through
perfume and cosmetic
more acquisitions:
Europe, Calvin Klein Inc. and FabergeInc. in the USA. At the same time Unilever
former
the
the
markets
of
opened
newly
actively pursued emergentmarkets, such as
Soviet Union. This line of development has not stopped yet: the process of
acquisitionsand disposalsis on-going.
This pattern of development had implications for the company's organisational
decentralised
largely
Unilever
had
to
tried
structure.
a
structure.
operatewith
always
Though, as described earlier, the company representeda loosely-linked network of
highly autonomous national subsidiaries,rather than an integratedbusiness, at the
same time Unilever's control and reporting systemshad always been characterised
by high degree of complexity. From the very first days of the merger in 1929,
company operations were co-ordinated by two co-chairmen and a complex
committee system. Unilever is consideredto be one of the main MNCs to retaining
centralisedstrategic decision making (Poliert, 1993; Marginson and Sisson, 1994).
At the time of the fieldwork, the company was in the processof introducing its new
organisational structure.The top managementsystemin the company has becomethe
following. The chairs of Unilever N. V. (Netherlands)and Unilever PLC (UK) are the
principal executive officers of Unilever. They lead the seven-member Executive
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Committee - the top decision-making body, responsible for corporate strategic
leadership, targeting markets and businesses for development and allocating
resourcesto them. Other members of the Executive Committee are the category
directors for foods and for home and personal care, the strategy and technology
director, the financial director and the personneldirector.
The core building-blocks

in the Unilever

organisation

individual
the
remain

companies operating in their particular markets. These are organised into 12 business
groups, each with a president as chief executive who is accountable, with full profit
responsibility,

for the operational companies within his group. The grouping is

essentially based on geographical markets. In the majority of regions, all Unilever
companies form one business group. However,

for
some regional operations,

example those in Europe and North America, are organised into two or three groups,
Lever
hand,
Diversey
focusing
On
the
the
other
each
on specific product areas.
business group, which covers Unilever's

operations in industrial

cleaning and

hygiene, is organised globally. The Executive Committee convenes with the 12
business group presidents within the executive council, which is led by the chairs.
This new structure was designed to separate strategic leadership from business
execution, and to promote a teamwork philosophy

derived from that of the

company's founders.

7.3.2 Administrative heritage
As shown in Table 7.1, the managementphilosophy of Unilever was also shapedby
the pattern of its historical development.As was the case with Cadbury Schweppes,
Unilever derived its culture from the strong and enduring values of its founders,who
were also Quakers. Until World War II the company's managementprocesseswere
dominated by "family capitalism". According to Chandler (1962,1980b), "family
management" emphasisedpersonal relationships more than formal structures and
systems, and relied more on broad-gauged financial controls than on close coordination of technical or operationaldetails.
These cultural influences have also contributed to the developmentof ap articular
organisational structure and influenced managementphilosophy and style. According
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to Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989), such cultural influences were very evident in Lever
Brothers and later Unilever, where the important overseasoperationswere managed
by an inner circle of trusted managerswho reported directly to William Lever. The
company treated its overseas businesses more as a portfolio of independent
investments than an integrated worldwide business. A strong corporate norm
resulted: the task of the centre in managingits overseascompanieswas to make sure
that an adequatemanagerialcadrewas being developed,rather than to scrutiniseand
control operationsmanagementin subsidiariesclosely (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989).
This has resultedin the adoption of a particular model of MD.
The main conclusion from this section is that the approach to MD adopted by
Unilever has been shapedby many factors related to the pattern of developmentof
the company and its internal organisational context. The company's structure,
its
influence
have
had
on
philosophy and managementorganisation
an enormous
views on how managersshould be developed. The following section describesthe
in
identified
features
MD
description
in
Unilever.
The
MD
models
of
model of
uses
Chapter3 (Figure 3.2)

7.4

MD model in Unilever PLC

The MD model in Unilever is a combination of structural formality and managerial
flexibility. The way Unilever operatesis basedon informal co-operation among selfThe
located
company's
the
world-wide.
sufficient units, namely
operatingcompanies
belief in the importance of understandinglocal consumers' needs and developing
relevant products for them, requires national operations. On the other hand, the
company has a strong corporate culture. Therefore, as shown in Table 7.1, the focus
of MD activities is on an early identification of high potential, with the aim of further
developmentthrough international experience.
Developments in the direction of increasingly global organisations also had a
tremendous impact on MD in the company. With the introduction of the new
structure, Unilever started assigning responsibility to national companies within
more clearly defined global policies and strategies.For example, the company began
using competencies for the identification of potential, and these competencies,
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discussedin more detail below, were employed world-wide, thus providing some
degreeof homogenisationin the selectionof high-potential managers.

7.4.1 Co-ordination mechanisms
ordination of MD activities

and the degree of centralised

co-

Table 7.1 shows that the dominant co-ordination process relies on the careful
recruitment, development, and acculturation of decision-makers, and the major
means of co-ordination include top management's control over investments, the
annual operatingplan and the company's human resourceplanning process.
In 1996, when the first round of fieldwork was being undertaken,Unilever's Central
and EasternEurope operationswere co-ordinatedby the regional managementgroup.
The Central and Eastern Europe group included businessesin the Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland, Romania and Russia. Overall, in 1996 it comprised 16 different
factory sites employing 7000 staff with 470 managers, of whom 100 were
in
business
development
first
Usually,
the
a country was the
of
expatriates.
stageof
in
it
had
(as
had
business
Once
all
the
matured
establishmentof an export office.
departments
local
in
being
and senior
the
personnel
countries
studied),
group
Poland,
With
introduced.
the
all personnel
of
exception
personnelmanagementwere
directors in the countriesbelonging to the region were expatriatesin 1996.
Central product c o-ordination in the region receivedvery strong support from the
from
Rotterdam,
The
food
in
business
and the
the
centre.
region was co-ordinated
detergentsbusiness was c o-ordinated from London. In the head office in London,
there was a manager assigned to provide full HR services to all countries in the
included
helping
This
best
The
to
practice.
group.
main role of the centre was share
the businessesthrough the provision of expatriate resources, and supervising the
developmentof local managerswith high potential. Further, the centre also played a
control and monitoring role. All the countries were given guidelines to channel their
activities. Thus, there was a clear policy about identification and development of
potential and all countries were set targets in order to achieve this, and, as a part of
the annual process called Strategic PersonnelPlanning, each country had to present
their strategy to the centre, including HR plans for the following year. Also, head
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office set targets for each country concerningthe proportion of their staff who were
to receive international development. These policies allowed for the indirect
influence and control of processesin any Unilever subsidiary. Thus, for example,
recruitment was seenas purely a national issue; the way it was managed,however,
was in accordancewith overall Unilever recruitment policies.
Unilever management, as highlighted in Table 7.1, also relies heavily on company
expatriates to transfer knowledge and to develop operations abroad. The company
views expatriate transfers as the glue that helps to bind its diverse operations
together, by cascading Unilever values. The key criteria for selecting expatriate
managers include overseas experience and good knowledge of Unilever policies and
practices, cultural sensitivity and ability to disseminate and provide coaching to the
locals. An expatriate appointment, however, does not automatically imply career
progression. The company considers expatriate management more as a vehicle for
disseminating knowledge and skills rather than as a part of the MD process: the
majority of expatriate managers going to countries in Central and Eastern Europe are
in the final stage of their careers.

7.4.2 Formal structures and informal processes in MD
The importance of linking decentralisedunits through a common corporate culture
has resulted in the approach to MD being focused on two related practices: the
recruitment and training of high-quality managers.MD in Unilever is basedon a "job
classes"system,and on an early identification and developmentof potential.
Table 7.1 shows that managementrecruitment in Unilever is aimed at bringing in
potential. Thus, in the UK it is done centrally, and focuses on recruiting fast-track
trainees.In the UK Unilever does not recruit straight into managerial positions, and
the company uses advanced methods to recruit the best university graduates,
including visits to universities and prizes for
work done by young scientists.Unilever
also sponsorsan extensive programme of businesscoursesfor university studentsin
many countries. Every candidatewho survives this initial screeningis then reviewed
by a panel of senior managers,
which often includes board members from the parent
company. For international careersin Unilever they look for people who can work in
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teamsand understandthe value of co-operationand consensus.However, depending
on the stageof developmentof its businessin a given country, Unilever might recruit
straight into managerialpositions, as is the casein Russia.
Unilever's system of "job c lasses"indicates the level of the individual within the
organisational hierarchy, as well as the basis for determining his or her training.
Thus, for example, general managementtraining at regional and international levels
starts when the individual has reached the first managementjob class and salary
level. From top to bottom in the organisationthere are more than 30 classes,and the
managementjob classesstart from job class20.
As shown in Table 7.1, one generic MD processis the identification of managerial
potential. At the time of the first round of fieldwork, Unilever maintained four
developmentlists that reflected both the level of the managerand his or her potential.
Thus, List A comprisedmanagersin job class 30 and above; List B, senior managers
have
job
C,
had
27-29;
List
to
who
classes
managerswho were considered
reached
the potential to fill positions at job class 27 and above within five years; and finally
List D, managerswho were in job classes20-23, and who were consideredto have
the potential to fill positions in job classes24-26 within five years. Managersin these
lists were called "linters".
Traditionally the mechanism for identification of "listers" has been based on
"managementjudgement supportedby evidence". However, recently Unilever has
startedusing competenciesfor the identification of managerialpotential. More senior
in
London
head
have
be
the
to
or
offices either
nominations usually
confirmed with
Rotterdam. The nomination of D-listers and C-listers is the responsibility of
subsidiaries.
Development of "listers" was closely monitored (through full appraisal reports). The
progressof managerson the most selectA list was tracked by the company's special
committee (the two company chairs and the vice-chairman) with the help of the
corporate personnel division. Regional groups were responsible for following the B,
C, and D lists of managers.Operating units reported on qualifications, performance
and potential of all their managerial staff, and issues such as relevant training and
experience and possible next jobs were reviewed annually at personnel planning
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meetingsbetweennational companychairs, the national personneldirector and the
regional MMD
manager.
Table 7.1 shows that different programmes were developed in Unilever to address
training requirements at all levels, most importantly "on-the-job", where training was
linked to the operations of the business. Other important training needs were
addressed at company or national level. Unilever organised centrally a series of
formal training courses, provided either on a regional or international basis. Formal
training was usually Unilever-based, mostly using internal tailor-made programmes.
Thus, for example, the use of external MBA qualifications was v cry r are. Central
courses addressed the training needs of "linters" and also senior managers. Some of
these courses provided general management training, while others were designed to
raise the level of competence in different functions. Functional training was also
provided by a range of so-called awareness programmes, which aimed to acquaint
managers in a given function with the key concepts and issues facing other functions.
Different workshops to provide intensive skills training were also run centrally.
International seminars and courses were run at Four Acres, Unilever's international
management training college near London, which was opened in 1955. Every year
300-400 managers from all over the world attend this international training ground.
General courses, such as, for example, the international management seminar and the
senior management course are taught by visiting professors from well-known
business schools, with Unilever instructors participating occasionally.
Regional training programmes in Central and Eastern Europe were developed for
different audiences. Thus, for graduates in this region, as a response to their
particular training and development needs, a special programme, called Central
European University, the design of which was also co-ordinated centrally, was set
up. 300 graduates were on the programme in 1996. Another foundation programme,
which was also aimed at graduates with one -year's business experience, was called
the Business Principle Course (BPC). It comprised three modules and a number of
projects. Though this programme did not give any formal qualification, progress
through it was registered in internal Unilever records, because it indicated
managerial potential. There were also a series of different functional courses aiming
to equip managers with relevant professional skills. The programmes were run with
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the active participation of managers from the centre, which assumednot only
in
involvement
but
these
programme co-ordination,
managers
also actual
of
discussionsat seminars.It was expectedthat the countries,over time, would develop
a capacityto managetheseprogrammesthemselves.
As shown in Table 7.1, apart from providing a formal learning experience, training in
Unilver aimed to create informal networks on the basis of shared experience, which
was considered of particular importance, given an extremely diverse group of
international managers. For these purposes, Unilever also used short-term and longterm job assignments for international managers in corporate offices or subsidiaries,
as well as conferences. These conferences were used to make major announcements
to a large group of senior managers.
Finally, the development of its international managerial cadre was closely monitored
by the head offices. Unilever had a clear policy of rotating managers through various
jobs, particularly in the early years of their careers. This aimed to provide a
structured approach to the development of general management skills, and would
An
development.
key
international
of
career
stages
also provide
experience at
individual who showed potential and continuing high performance could expect to
rotate through various functions, product groups, and geographic areas every two to
three years. Development of an international managerial cadre in Unilever assumed
the nurturing of local talent in subsidiaries, and required that managers gain
experience in more than one country or product line.
The key features of Unilever's approach to MD have now been outlined. The
following section gives an example of the way MD is performed in a British
subsidiary of Unilever.

7.5

Birds Eve Wall's
model of MD

Ltd as an example

of the Unilever

This section presentsthe approachto MD adoptedby Birds Eye Wall's Ltd. The
evidencefor this casestudy is drawn primarily from interviews with managersat the
company's Gloucestersite. Theseinterviews were with the personnelmanager,the
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training manager,the chief engineer,the technical manager,the employee relations
manager,and the operationsmanagerfor the Phoenix Factory. The section startswith
discusses
brief
background
information
then
the
some
company, and
about
managementand MD practices adopted by the British subsidiary of Unilever. The
is
influence
MD
the
particular
of o rganisationalcontext on
perception and use of
highlighted by comparing MD practices on the site with "ideal-type" British MD
practices.

7.5.1 History of the company
Birds Eye Wall's Ltd is involved in the manufactureand sale of frozen foods and ice
founder
been
is
have
Birdseye
Clarence
the
to
of the
acknowledged
cream products.
frozen foods industry. He was an American biologist who pioneered the quickfreezing process and developed its commercial potential in the early part of the
twentieth century. The name Birds Eye (with a new spelling) becamethe 1eading
frozen food brand in the UK when the market developedthere in the 1960s.
Wall's traces its beginnings to 1786 when Richard Wall was apprenticed to a meat
late
1800s
in
By
London.
the
the
business
in
James's
St.
central
market
and pie
Wall's name was well establishedin London. Businessbecamediversified when the
longIn
1921
War
I.
World
into
the
ice
manufactureof
operationafter
creamwas put
establishedWall's businessbecamelinked with Lever Brothers, which subsequently
becameUnilever in 1929.
Birds Eye foods and Wall's Ice Cream were two separatecompaniesunder Unilever,
both reporting to a divisional director. In 1981 however, they were merged to
become Birds Eye Wall's Ltd. Following the merger the company underwent a
rationalisation processwhich resultedin an altered managementstructure.

7.5.2 Structure of Birds Eye Wall's Ltd
At the time of the fieldwork, the head office of Birds Eye Wall's Ltd was at Waltonon-Thames.At the head of the company hierarchy was the board of directors. The
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for
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chairman
in
Rotterdam
director
Unilever
to
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and operations of
company and reported
a
responsiblefor frozen foods and ice cream.
Birds Eye Wall's Ltd had three sites, which operated as business units. The sole UK
ice cream site was in Gloucester. There was a frozen foods factory in East Anglia
which produced meats - chicken meat, red meat, etc. - and there were two frozen
foods factories in Humberside which produced fish products, meat products and
vegetable products. In 1996, the business employed 5,500 people. Though there was
a variation in structure between these sites at the organisation and manufacturing
levels, the general structure of the company was the same in each factory.

At the head of the Gloucesterfactory site was the steering committee, led by the site
general manager. This committee was responsible for the profitability of the site,
directors.
board
The steering committee comprised the site
to
the
of
answering
for
Factory,
Phoenix
the operations
the
the
manager
general manager,
operations
managerfor the Cotswold Factory, the site chief engineer,the technical manager,the
(who
improvements
the
services
manager
manufacturing
manufacturing
manager,
operatedas a factory managerfor the third factory), the site commercial manager,the
logistics manager,the site personnelmanagerand the site quality manager.In terms
it
had
head
different
to
Gloucester
since
the
sites
other
of structure
site was slightly
distribution
function
functions,
and a
office
such as corporate accounts, a sales
function. In 1996 the business employed 1500 people, the majority of whom were
factory operators.There were about 100 managersworking on the site, 24 of which
line
80
Unilever),
Unilever
holding
(i.
and about
were
a contract with
managers e.
managers,who had a contract with Birds Eye Wall's Ltd and were permanentlybased
in Gloucester.
In 1996 the site had a central personnel function, which offered a service to all the
other functions, and all of the factories. However, the company was considering the
allocating personnel staff to other factories. There were 21 people in the personnel
department at the Gloucester site, five of which were managers, including the
personnel manager, who was entirely responsible for the HR on the site, including
manpower planning, training and development, MD, selection and recruitment,
employeerelations, health and safety and communications.
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7.5.2.1

Gloucestersite

The Gloucester factory site is involved in the manufacture of ice cream and frozen
desserts.The company produces well-known brands including Blue Ribbon, Gino
Ginelli, Magnum and Romantica. According to the company booklet Birds Eye
Wall's (1996), the Gloucestersite is also recognisedby Unilever as one of only four
principle factories for the manufactureof ice cream in Europe. A factory was opened
in Gloucester after World War II. The Wall's Gloucester site was originally chosen
becauseof its flexible and skilled local workforce, its proximity to rail links and the
expanding motorway network. Currently there are three factories on the site:
Phoenix, Cotswold, and the Wafer and Cone factory.
One of the factors in the successof the ice cream and frozen dessertsportfolio is the
food
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The
the
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site
demands
in
in
1980s
the
to
the
of
order meet
underwent a processof modernisation
an increasingly sophisticatedmarketplace. Together with upgrading manufacturing
facilities on the site, a new managementpractice - total productive maintenance
(TPM) - was introduced.

7.5.3 The Introduction of TPM
TPM on the site started with the introduction of team working practices. Owing to
the necessity of maintaining an investment programme to develop new products,
processesand technologies, the involvement of all employees in quality assurance
and the company's improvement programmebecame crucial. The approach adopted
by the factory to develop its employeeswas basedon the culture of teamwork at
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every level. This culture was introduced along with the company restructuring which
followed the merger of Birds Eye foods and Wall's in 1981.
The initiatives laid down by Birds Eye Wall's Ltd for restructuring the business
startedin 1983. Actual implementationwas developedat site level. Different sites in
the company were relatively independent, and within a framework of general
strategic direction, tactical plans for implementation varied. Thus, changes at
Gloucesterinvolved the introduction of teamwork and the establishmentof a new
organisationalstructure at the manufacturing level. The responsibility for managing
operations was separatedfrom the responsibility for managing people, with the
introduction of unit manufacturing managers. Now on three shifts, operations
managerswere responsiblefor shift operations,while unit manufacturing managers
(who had a number of teams reporting to them) became totally responsible for
in
involved
floor
line(s).
Personnel
the
the
were
on
shop
personnel and
production
intensive multiple-skills training, and engineeringpersonnelwere integrated into the
establishedteams.
A special training and developmentprogramme, with the use of team facilitators,
was developed to support these changesand to encourage the adoption of a new
implemented
At
t
and a teamwork
time,
the
were
work style.
eam structures
same
in
introduction
introduced.
The
the
systemalso assumedchanges
of
audit systemwas
the role of managers, who now became responsible for team and individual
developmentas well as managingcontinuousimprovement activities.

7.6

Birds Eve Wall's Ltd as an example of the Unilever MD
MD
British
"ideal-type"
the
practices, compared with
practices

Table 7.2 on the following page compares MD practices adopted in the British
subsidiary of Unilever with "ideal-type" British MD practices identified in Chapter
5. This comparisonhighlights the influence of the cultural context of the organisation
on the perception and use of MD practicesin the company.
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The most striking observationwas that MD processeson the site were co-ordinated
find
in
differs
from
This
MD
to
structured.
and
processesone might usually expect
British companies(Chapter5).
Table 7.2 Unilever MD practicesas exampleof Birds Eye Wall's Ltd comparedwith
"ideal-type" British MD practices
ManagementDevelopmentpracticesin UK
Recruitment
Relianceon external labour marketsfor
recruitment
High inter-firm mobility of managers
Training and development

Unilever MD practicesas exampleof Birds Eye
Wall's Ltd.
Recruitment
Relianceon internal labour market for
managerialrecruitment
Graduaterecruitment
Focuson early identification of potential

Little or no central co-ordination of training

Training and development

activities
Focuson developmentof generalmanagement
skills
Stratification of skill-basedgroups

Co-ordination of training for potential
Formalisedsystemof training basedon job
classes
Focuson developmentof generalmanagement
skills

Career management
Careerprogressionis mostly via interorganisational/inter-sectoralmoves
Individual responsibility for careerprogression

Career management
Internal careerprogression
Sharedresponsibility for development

Rewardsand appraisal
Rewardsare tied to short-termperformance
(predominantly financial) measures
Status-wagedifferentiation basedon job
classification

Rewardsand appraisal
Rewardsare tied to short-term performance
(predominantly financial) measures
Status-wagedifferentiation basedon job
classification

7.6.1 MD process and co-ordination of MD activities on the site
Co-ordination of the MD of Unilever managers on the site, together with their
training, was handled centrally by Unilever itself. At Gloucester, the centre also
controlled the salary progression and MD of these managers.The MD for assistant
managers(who had contactswith Birds Eye Wall's Ltd) was the responsibility of the
site HR function.
The process of MD on the site was structured. Once every quarter, there was an
organisation development review at steering group level, where different issues
relating to the development of the organisation were discussed,such as manpower
and successionplanning, and the implementation of the manufacturing team work
strategy. In some cases,a special team was set up to deal with particular issues.A
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more broad-rangingview of MD was carried out at company level, at twice-yearly
MD reviews. At thesemeetingsthe site generalmanager,the site personnelmanager,
the operationsdirector and the personneldirector reviewed the whole processof MD
in Birds Eye Wall's Ltd and discussedevery individual manageror trainee (job class
20 and above), in terms of his or her performance,potential and career perspective
and development.The foundation of the processconsistedof individual performance
appraisalreviews and personaldevelopmentplans.

7.6.2 MD practices on the site as compared with "ideal-type"
MD practices

British

The following sectionspresentkey featuresof the MD practices which were adopted
on the site and discusssimilarities and differencesbetween theseand the "ideal-type"
British MD practices(Table 7.2) describedin Chapter5.

7.ä2. l

Recruitment

Managerial recruitment on the site was limited. Unilever managerswere recruited
centrally as described in the previous sections.For the recruitment and selection of
assistantmanagers,techniquessuch as selection boards and assessmentcentreswere
used. Although the use of these tools is "typically" British (as shown in Table 7.2),
there was a difference in the reliance on the internal labour market for managerial
recruitment needs. The managersinterviewed had spent most of their professional
life in one company, Unilever.

7.6.Z2

Training

Table 7.2 highlights that the approachto training in the company differed from the
"ideal-type" British approach describedin Chapter 5. First, training was given high
priority in the company - the factory's commitment to development was recognised
by two national training awards and the "Investor in People"
standard; secondly,
training activities at Gloucesterwere highly co-ordinated. The training department
at
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Gloucesterwas responsiblefor the organisation of in-house training, while training
for Unilever managerswas mostly organisedcentrally by the head office at Waltonon-Thames.The training managerwas responsiblefor the circulation of information
about available training as well as for liasing betweenthe individual managerand the
headoffice when there was a specific requestfor training.
All training was organisedin accordancewith the training plan, which specified the
amount of money allocated for different departments,as well as the expected days
required per person. The training plan itself was developed on the basis of
discussionsbetween the training manager and members of the steering committee.
These discussions aimed at identifying training needs and establishing training
priorities. It was the responsibility of executives to identify training needs in their
departmentson the basis of discussionswith subordinatesprior to these meetings.
Finally, there was a meeting of all the executives,during which the training plan for
the whole year was discussedand agreed.At Gloucester there was a special group
(consisting of managersand staff from the shop floor) who had a remit to monitor the
implementation of the training plan. Furthermore, in order to monitor training
activities in the company, follow-ups were encouraged. Thus, managers were
required to provide an immediate feedback on the course. Further, line managers
were instructed to meet with their subordinatesfollowing the training event in order
to discusswhat had been learnt and ways of implementing knew knowledge in their
work.
However, one similarity with the "ideal-type" British training practice, as shown in
Table 7.2, was in the focus of training being m ore on general management,even
though functional aspectswere included. The managersinterviewed also valued onthe-job training and, particularly, coaching.

7.6.Z3

Career management

Two key elements in career managementat Gloucester included its focus on early
identification and development of potential and a structured approach to career
progression.The career paths in the company were based on the Unilever system of
job classes.
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Furthermore, as Table 7.2 shows, career development was mostly driven by the
into
individual
taken
though
account,managers
company:
requestsof
managerswere
could initiate the processonly to a certain extent. Once every quarter, there was an
organisational developmentreview meeting to discuss each individual managerin
terms of his or her potential and possible career moves. Vacancies were considered
either in a manager'sown departmentor cross-functionally. At company MD review
meetings similar issuesto those mentioned above were discussed.However, at that
level a more overall view was taken. Expatriate positions were also consideredat
thesemeetings.

7.6.2.4

Appraisal and personal development planning

As shown in Table 7.2, the Gloucestersite adopted a reward systembasedon shortterm performance measures.Once a year every manager at Gloucester was given a
his
development
the
or
of
achievement
review at which
performance appraisal and
her work objectives and bonus targets were reviewed. On the basis of this review
influenced
that
salary progression.
rating
every manager was given a performance
Achievement of bonus targetsbrought an additional financial reward.
The second part of the appraisal review meeting was a discussion on personal
development issues, career perspectives (managerial potential was also identified
during these review meetings), training and initial objectives for the coming y ear.
This discussionformed the basis for a personaldevelopmentplan - an action plan for
further training and development.
The process of appraisal was co-ordinated by the site personnel manager. The
information that came from performance appraisal reviews was used to monitor
overall performance on the site as well as organisational development.This was the
basis of all company MD. Manpower and successionplanning, salary progression
and promotions were also based on this information. According to the managers
interviewed, the focus of the appraisal had changed in recent years, moving away
from performance grading towards training and development. Also, though the
company guidelines recommended appraisal reviews, the interviewees maintained
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that usually appraisal discussionswere more informal and structured only to the
extent that managershad to fill an appraisalform.
As highlighted by the discussionin this section, the MD system adoptedby a British
subsidiaryof Unilever has somesimilarities with " ideal-type" British MD sy stem
described in Chapter 5. The differences highlighted are due to the influence of the
history of the company as well as its business environment. These differences
include a more integrated approach to MD practices, focus on longer-term
development, and finally central co-ordination of key processes in MD. The
following section focuseson the transfer of MD to a Russiansubsidiary of Unilever.

7.7

Transfer of the Unilever model of MD to Severnoye
Siyaniye ZAO

SevernoyeSiyaniye ZAO is a Russiansubsidiary of Unilever. This section describes
the way the subsidiary was developed, starting from the initial investment in 1992
through to January 1997,when the initial fieldwork took place, with the ultimate aim
firm
in
In
1997
MD
the
the
the
was
company.
of presentingand explaining
systemof
in
its
Russia, which
acquisitions
still undergoing considerablechanges,given
recent
were triggering changes in the subsidiary's organisational structure. At the same
time, there were new approachesto MD adoptedby the parent company, such as, for
example, the introduction of Unilever competenciesmentioned above. Thus, this
in
it
January
in
Siyaniye
ZAO
Severnoye
MD
the
as
stood
sectionpresents systemof
1997. The evidence for this casestudy was drawn from 18 interviews with managers
from all functions, both at headoffice and on the production site.

7.7.1 Initial Investment and development of the subsidiary
The first Russian subsidiary of Unilever, UniRus, was establishedin 1992 with the
opening of sales offices in two Russian cities - Moscow and St Petersburg.This
allowed Unilever to market-testand launch a number of products new to the Russian
market, including Lux toilet soap, Impulse deodorants,Pond's skin creams, Denim
aftershaveand Lipton Yellow Label tea.
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Following

the successful development of its business operations in Russia, in

February 1994, Unilever's UK branch purchased approximately 90 per cent of the
shares in the St. Petersburg-based company Severnoye Siyaniye, a leading producer
lotions,
of
aftershaves and colour cosmetics. Unilever estimated its initial investment
for refurbishing production facilities and further developing the business at US$ 10
million (Unilever magazine, 1995).

SevernoyeSiyaniye was one of the oldest and biggest producers of perfumery and
colour cosmeticsin Russia.At the time of the purchase,the businessemployed 1,000
staff. The company had two production sites, the oldest dating from 1861. Its new
factory site was built in 1980, and had four production lines. The range producedby
both factories in 1994comprised 150 different personalcare products and perfumery.
Given the old Soviet tradition of production organisation based on the "in-house"
logic describedin Chapter5, the companyrepresenteda highly integratedproduction
site. Apart from production facilities, it maintained its own transport department,and
producedits own packagingmaterial.
Following acquisition, Unilever introduced the practice of outsourcing, and this was
implemented in respect of a number of services. Furthermore, the older site was
closed down, and all production was concentratedin the newer factory. The product
rangewas also altered. Thus, colour cosmeticswere no longer produced, but the first
production line under Unilever design, opened in 1995, started by manufacturing
shampoo. Shortly after that, production of Denim aftershaves was launched. The
company continued with some local products on account of their popularity. In 1996
the factory manufactured37 different products, and expectedto increasethe product
rangeto 80 lines.
Being a subsidiary of Unilever, Severnoye Siyaniye marketed many different
Unilever products, not just those produced in Russia. Similarly to Cadbury
Schweppes,Unilever saw the key challenge for future growth in Russia as lying in
developing its own distribution chain.
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7.7.2 Organisational structure and the HR function
Following the purchaseof the factory in St. Petersburg,the head office of UniRus
moved from Moscow to St. Petersburgin the samey ear, 1994. In July 1995, the
subsidiary's name was changedfrom UniRus to SevernoyeSiyaniye to show that the
factory was fully integrated into the organisationalstructure of the company, as well
its
local
following
to
Unilever's
long-established
tradition of giving
names
as
subsidiaries.
The organisationalstructure of the company in January 1997 was as follows. At the
top of the company was the managementcommittee board, headedby the chairman.
Both head office and the factory were located in St. Petersburg.In addition to the
sales office in Moscow, by December 1996 the company had 42 sales offices
throughout Russia. In January 1997, there were 70-80 managers working for
SevernoyeSiyaniye.
In 1996, another company from Unilever group - Van den Berghs - opened its
in
St.
in
Moscow
head
in
Russia
and a sales office
office
subsidiary
with a
Petersburg. This company was involved in negotiations with a local margarine
function
HR
The
future
in
Moscow,
acquisition.
producer
with the aim of securinga
Siyaniye.
Severnoye
department
HR
by
the
of
this
of
new company was performed
The HR function was headed by the national personnel director. Three managers
by
function
him,
was supported a number of clerical
reported to
and the work of the
staff. The national personneldirector was an expatriateposition, while all other posts
in the department were held by local managers. Key responsibilities in the HR
function included all major processes,such as managerial recruitment, management
training and development, appraisal and remuneration and employee relations, as
well as training and employeerecords.
The following sections analysethe processof transfer of MD practices to Severnoye
Siyaniye ZAO. In contrast to Cadbury Confectionery ZAO, by 1997 the company
already had an impressive record of MD initiatives, and a system of MD that had
been in place for three years. This systeminvolved processesand practices which are
describedin the following sections.Table 7.3 on the following page summariseskey
issues related to the introduction and implementation of management and MD
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practices in the subsidiary. It highlights the priorities of the transfer defined by the
parent company; it also summariesthe practices transferred, as well as the transfer
mechanismsused. Table 7.3 shows areas of tension and misunderstanding,which
were identified by local managersin interviews. Finally, the table outlines factors
which either intensified or reduced these problems. The problems themselveswere
identified during interviews, then analysed against the hypotheses presented in
Chapter5 (Table 5.4, Diagrams 1 and 2).

7.7.3 Focus and priorities in the transfer of management
practices as defined by the parent company

and MD

As shown in Table 7.3, when Unilever enteredRussia,it brought with it a structured
approachto careerdevelopmentand an MD model focusedon the early identification
of potential.
As stressedby the managers interviewed in Unilever's London head office, as a
region Central and Eastern Europe, with its history of socialism, presented some
unique problems in terms of MD, and these were much deeper in Russia than
elsewhere.In order to addressthese issuesUnilever launched extensive training for
everyone in the subsidiary, both in function-specific and general managementskills.
Furthermore, Unilever stressedthat its prime concern in MD in Russia was the
development of soft values, such as trust, coaching and empowerment. The aim of
the processwas to develop a common set of sharedvalues. This would facilitate the
introduction of Unilever managementpractices.

7.7.4 Transfer practices used by the parent company
Table 7.3 shows that the MD system established in Severnoye Siyaniye was the
Unilever system of job classesdescribedabove. A manager's responsibilities, his
or
her position within the organisational structure,
as well as relevant compensation,
were all defined on the basis of this system. Specified requirements for each
jobholder aided managerialrecruitment
and training. The systemwas focusedon the
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identification
early
and developmentof potential, and all establishedMD processes
and practiceswere oriented to supportthis focus.
Training was probably the biggest area of MD activity in the company in terms of
time and budgets allocated. According to the training and development manager,
every level of management was involved in intensive training,

and until the

beginning of 1997, Sevemoye Siyaniye enjoyed a virtually unlimited training budget.
The average number of days spent on formal training was about 10-15 per year, and
for some managers the figure was even higher.

As highlighted in Table 7.3, active use of expatriate managers was the vehicle
Unilever chose to transfer its systemsand practices to its Russian subsidiary. At the
time of the fieldwork, all departments in the company, except the production
department(which had been handedover to locals at the end of 1996), were headed
by expatriates.
Furthermore, Unilever co-ordinated key processes and MD activities in the
described
been
have
Some
these
above, and
already
subsidiary.
of
mechanisms
examplesof the others are presentedin the relevant sectionsbelow.

7.7.5 Practices transferred
New ownership and production restructuring in the factory triggered changesin work
organisation and work content (Table 7.3). New positions appeared, such as, for
example, industrial engineer and quality assurancemanager, while others were
changed in accordance with Unilever standards. Thus, the R&D department,
previously called the Laboratory, was no longer responsible for new product
development, but was actively involved in the adaptation of Unilever products to
Russia, finding possible substitutes for raw materials and improvements for
technological processes.The companyalso made extensiveuse of subcontractingand
outsourcing, eliminating departments such as those responsible for transport and
packaging materials. The net effect of all these changes was a reduction in the
number of employees, mostly production workers, and the introduction of new
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managerialpositions. Another important changewas the introduction of employment
contracts.
Major changesin work organisationwere brought about with the introduction of the
Unilever teamwork approach. According to the managersinterviewed, everyone in
the companywas part of a team, whether it was a managementteam or a shop-floor
team. The introduction of teams was seen by Unilever as key in fostering its
organisational culture and management philosophy in the subsidiary, and this
approachwas introducedright from the start.
In order to nurture these new ideas in the subsidiary, Unilever transferred its MD
practices. However, as indicated in Table 7.3 the process of transfer was
accompaniedby tension and misunderstanding.Similarly to the Cadbury Schweppes
case study, problems arose from contextual influences. The following section
discussesareas of misunderstanding.According to the personnel responsible for
implementing the new MD and those who were being trained, the problems which
accompaniedthe transfer were primarily due to the following reasons.The practices
transferred challenged traditional approachesto MD as well as many other wellbehind
lack
the
the
Further,
the
rationale
established practices.
of explanation of
in
in
implementation,
inconsistency
being
transferred,
resulted
practices
as well as
misunderstandings. Furthermore, implementation of the new practices was
influenced by the in-company labour market (Table 7.3).

7.7.6 Challenges to traditional MD practices
Particularly evident was the influence of context on such practices as managerial
recruitment, training, and careermanagement.

7.7.6.1

Managerial recruitment

When Unilever entered Russia in 1992, it had to adapt its approach to recruitment.
First of all, the company neededrecruitment at different managerial levels. Secondly,
Unilever had to look to different sources for recruitment. Recruitment
was based
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primarily on the use of personal contacts. Initial recruitment in the subsidiary was
performed by outside recruitment agencies, based in the West. Unilever managers
were actively involved in the process. These managers would either come over from
the UK for this purpose, or they would be expatriate managers already working in the
subsidiary. Also, the company tried different sources to find potential candidates,
including universities and local business schools.

Furthermore, Unilever had to alter its recruitment tools. According to the HR
managersinterviewed, in Russiathe major recruitment tool usedby Unilever became
interviews. Assessmentcentreswere introduced only when the focus of recruitment
moved to graduates.
The result of the recruitment process was a diverse managerial population. The
average age of managers in the company varied significantly from function to
function. Older managers worked in production, where the average age was 38.
These managers had mostly stayed with the company after the acquisition of
SevemoyeS iyaniye by Unilever. The younger managers- new r ecruits -w ere in
had
finance.
Older-generation
technical
mostly
marketing, sales and
managers
backgrounds.Younger managers' backgroundswere mostly in economics, business
studiesor finance.

7.7.6
.2

Training

As shown in Table 7.3, key featuresof the introduced approach to training were its
emphasison formal training activities, based on the Unilever system of job classes.
With the introduction of new technology and new managementpractices, Unilever
pursued two key objectives with its intensive training activities. The first, according
to the HR managers interviewed, was to equip managers with the skills and
knowledge needed to perform effectively in their existing roles. This prioritised the
developmentof a generalbaseof managerialand professional skills for all managers.
The second objective was more long-term, and related to the development of the
company's managerial labour market. It concernedthe development of managerial
potential, addressingcareer developmentissues.
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In order to achieve these two objectives, Severnoye Siyaniye used a broad range of
training events, provided by the parent company to all its subsidiaries internationally
and regionally, and also organised local training. With only a few exceptions, such as
short-term assignments and secondments in other European Unilever companies,
most of the Unilever training available to its Russian subsidiary was in the form of
formal training programmes and courses. As discussed earlier in this chapter, this
training was mostly directed by the centre, and designed to address the specific
training needs of subsidiaries in Central and Eastern Europe. The training was
Unilever-specific, and included programmes covering both professional and general
management issues. With an almost unlimited training budget allocated initially to
the subsidiary, almost every manager in the company was either on regional or
international programmes, or both, after one year of working for the company. Some
managers from Severnoye Siyaniye took part in several international programmes
run at Four Acres. However, as the people undergoing training claimed, production
staff were less involved

in this kind of training.

Apart from a few general

management skills courses, local training was mostly job-related and aiming to equip
managers with the professional skills required to perform more effectively in their
existing roles. This functional training was specific to Russia, including for example
seminars about Russian tax regulation or accounting principles, health and safety or
product certification requirements.

Furthermore, the introduction of some Unilever-specific jobs which were new to
Russia, e.g. industrial engineer, required intensive on-the-job training. Also,
according to the HR manager, it was difficult to find local external providers who
could run tailor-made general managementtraining, given the specific company
requirements and the lack of professional managementtrainers in Russia. A new
form of training was introduced by Unilever coaching.
Central training was co-ordinatedby Unilever. The whole processwas structuredand
clearly defined. In SevernoyeSiyaniye, it was the responsibility of the training and
recruitment manager to inform the ManagementCommittee Board and the heads of
all departmentsabout training opportunities, and to give her recommendationsabout
possible candidates. Then the heads of departmentsnominated candidates for each
programme or course. Information about nominees was collected by the HR
department,and on the basis this, training
of
plans were drawn up. Theseplans were
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produced annually, and were subject to inspection by head office in London. Local
training plans were under less control from head office, and the organisation of local
training entirely depended on the attitude of the heads of departments to such
activities. According to the managersinterviewed, both formal training and on-thejob training showedvariation, somemanagersproviding very good coaching to their
subordinates,while others took more of a "sink or swim" approach. Starting from
1997, the intention was that training should focus on the potential of individual
managers.
Although Unilever introduced different forms of training, from on-the-job training to
coaching, the managers interviewed - themselves in training - stressed the
importance of formal training. As indicated in Table 7.3, they also expresseda
preference for functional training. The value of training was closely related to the
perceived applicability of the skills and knowledge gained, and functional training
was seen as more applicable to their current work. Also, technical competenceand
work experiencewere named by the interviewees as key contributors to successful
managerial careers.As highlighted in Chapter 5, in Russia the status of managerial
is
in
technical/professional
associated with
authority resides
competence, which
technical expertise and skills. Thus, managersthought that deeper knowledge of a
better
them
career
and
authority
particular area would give
more managerial
prospects.Somemanagersinterviewed arguedthat, becauseof the peculiarities of the
had
in
Russia,
training
only
organisation of work
often
general management
marginal applicability to their work.
Furthermore, how training was organised in the subsidiary exacerbated existing
tensions between managers who had been recruited recently and those who had
stayed on after the acquisition. According to the interviewees, production personnel
felt neglected as the majority of them were excluded from training provided by
Unilever. Managerswho joined the company following the acquisition of the factory
usually had a very poor level of English, which was a major obstacle to accessing
courses organised outside Russia. Furthermore, supervisors could not benefit from
training becausetheir job classwas too low to take part in regional programmes.
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7.7.6.3

Career development

Careermanagementin SevernoyeSiyaniye was aimed at the early identification and
development of potential. Thus, career development in the company was only
provided to those managersdeemedto have the potential to progress.It encompassed
two key processes:the identification and development of managerswith potential,
and successionplanning.
The system for the identification of potential was introduced in 1995. As shown in
Table 7.3, the potential of the individual was identified on the basis of his or her
performanceagainstcertain criteria outlined by the Unilever competencies.This was
usually done during appraisalmeetings.According to the HR managersinterviewed,
all managersthus identified were consideredduring the annual review meeting with
members of the Management Committee Board in Severnoye Siyaniye, and
discussedwith the regional MD manager in the Unilever head office in London.
Careerdevelopmentincluded formal training and promotion both inside the company
and function, as well as outside Severnoye Siyaniye, through various expatriate
positions in other Unilever subsidiaries.
Successionplanning was at in the very initial stages of being introduced. If there
interviewees
departments,
in
the
to
were not aware
train
were plans
successors some
HR
to
the
them,
the
manager, needed more coof
and
whole process, according
in
As
in
terms
timing
mentioned above, some
ordination
and planning activities.
of
departments a "sink or swim" approach to development of managerial expertise
prevailed, while in others coachingwas provided.
Local managers misunderstood the new system of career management. The
interviewees stressed that one of Unilever's recruitment promises was that there
would be opportunities for development. The company did not promise either very
high salaries or job security. The latter was a particular difficulty because of the
unstable economic environment in Russia. At the same time the concept of a career
ladder was more attractive for locals, who in the main were sceptical about
Unilever's vaguely-articulated notions of careerprogression. Uncertainty about their
careerprospectsand a lack of planning activities encouragedsome managersto take
more responsibility for their own development, while others remained passive,
waiting for the company to manage their careers. Young managers were more
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it
improve
by
being
keen
to
their
and
ambitious,
more anxious about
employability,
any means. Some of them were already studying, while others were looking for
different programmes that could provide an internationally-accredited certificate
either in their functional area or in general businesseducation, such as an MBA.
Older managers,especially those who had stayed with the company through the
acquisition, were more passive,waiting for the company to managetheir careers.The
production managersaid:
"We do not know about the future
I want to develop myself,
...
but it's the company that should set the goals for my
development."
The interviewees expresseda need for an explicit system of career planning that
would co-ordinatethe developmentof managers.They were certain that there was no
system providing continuous career development for all managers,and promotions
fieldwork
before
in
the
the
made
were based on "subjective" assessmentof
period
individual performance.The interview data suggestedthat managersdid not have a
good understandingof the practicesand systemstransferredand the rationale behind
them.

7.7.7 Not enough explanation of transferred practices given
As highlighted in Table 7.3, there were a number of issueslocal personnelwanted to
understandbetter. The key concernwas the performance managementsystem and
appraisal.

7.7.7.1

Performance managementand appraisal

The new systemof appraisalwas introduced to Russiain 1995.Within this systemall
managersand supervisors underwent a formal annual appraisal in order to discuss
their performance in relation to job requirementswith their immediate bosses.When
introducing this practice, the company ran several training sessions,and distributed
guidance notes describing the conduct of appraisal meetings and the process of
making assessments.
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The appraisalproceduretook severalsteps.First, the headsof departmentshad to fill
in appraisalforms on all their subordinates.The first interview followed shortly after
that, in order to acquaint the individual with the content of the form, and arrangea
secondmeeting. The appraiseeused the time before the next interview to consider
his or her own development needsand career aspirations. In the second interview,
these were discussed.The individual was given a certain performance category,
based on his or her performance during the year under assessment,which would
influence his or her salary increase. The appraisal form also comprised a list of
Unilever competenciesto assessan individual's abilities. The list of competencies
included: clarity of purpose; practical creativity; objective analytical power, market
orientation; entrepreneurialdrive; leadership;helping others to develop; influencing
others; self-confidence;integrity; team commitment; learning from experience.
Appraisal meetings were also used to discuss the appraisee'scareer prospects.The
appraiserwas asked to indicate a developmentrating for the appraisee,as well as to
suggestpromotional prospectsin the current department,or any possible alternatives.
This was followed by discussionof potential training and development with the aim
indicated
had
be
identifying
All
to
training
training
also
of
previous
events.
suitable
on the form. Then the form was signed by both the appraisee and his or her
immediate boss, and was sentto the HR department.
Unilever also introduced a target setting procedure in 1997. However, according to
the training and recruitment manager, though there were special forms to record
annual work plan targets,this was not done in every department.Problemsalso arose
from the company's failure to stipulate clearly its requirements concerning target
setting, - this processwas left to the discretion of managersor heads of department.
According to the HR managers interviewed, for Russian managers vaguenessis
critical: it carries the messagethat the subject treated vaguely is not that important.
Only in a few departments,again following the initiative of their heads,were targets
set for the forthcoming year.
Furthermore, personnel in training also highlighted that there was a significant
variation between departments in the level of professionalism with which the
appraisal interviews were conducted. In general, expatriate managers conducted
appraisal meetings more professionally than locals, whose approach was more
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formal. Usually, according to the interviewees, in the absence of any proper
guidance,local managerswere left with a list of qualities whose meaning they could
for
For
Unilever
the assessmentof an
the
guess
at.
used
only
example,
competencies
individual's personal abilities had been neither changednor adaptedto take account
by
Russian
This
traditions.
of
circumstancesor cultural
view was also shared those
responsiblefor implementing MD in the subsidiary.Besidesmany difficulties arising
from translation, according to the training and recruitment manager, these
competencieswere frequently misunderstoodor misinterpreted. Thus, for example,
the quality of "influencing others" was difficult to explain to local managersbecause
in Russiait generally carried negative connotationsof manipulation.
As highlighted in Table 7.3, the implementation of other practices was resistedby the
locals due to a lack of understanding.Thus, by introducing teams, Unilever made
concerted attempts to impose its culture, encouraging communication and
left
local
learning.
development
However,
were
managers
and
networking, as well as
to guesswhy they should work in teams,and often saw no value in it. Though there
(for
in
the
formal
the
management
teams
example
company
were
established
did
interviewed
the
board),
concept of
the
understand
not
committee
managers
teamwork very well. They often saw it as a means of establishing informal and
in
fieldwork
The
undertaken 2002 confirmed that the problem
personalrelationships.
persisted.
Finally, the managersinterviewed did not understandtheir role in the MD process.
On the one hand, they were encouraged to take the initiative in their own
development. On the other hand, the decision about the appropriatenessof MD was
left to their superiors,leaving them to doubt whether initiative from subordinateswas
really being encouraged.The project managersaid:
"Sometimes you can place a request about training and not get it
becauseof the boss's opinion, or becauseplaces are limited. You
can only guessthe reason."
Some managersfound it difficult to understandwhy they were expected to take the
initiative in their own development,as this had never been clearly explained. Finally,
as shown in Table 7.3, misunderstanding also arose from inconsistencies in the
implementation of the transferredpractices.
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7.7.8 Inconsistencies
practices

In the implementation

of the transferred

Personnel in training argued in their interviews that Unilever's regional training
in
individual
basis
the
the
managers
programmeswere not provided on
needs of
of
the subsidiary. They believed that this was due to the lack of a systematicapproach
to the identification of training needs,and also to the existing system of nomination
for training, as well as the Unilever systemof job classes,which prescribedparticular
coursesfor a particular class. For example, some managersdid not even know why
they had been sent on a particular regional courseor programme.
As prescribed by the system,the first step in the nomination process would be a
discussion with a manager's immediate superior. However, almost all interviewees
discussion".
doing
have
"the
that
to
that
a
much of
was not
stressed
usual way of
Sometimesthe decision to send a manageron training was made by his or her boss
be
"pleasantly
to
discussion
going
surprised"
were
without any
at all, and managers
(the marketing accountant). According to the interviewees, the whole processwas
In
kind
in
departments
treated
training
of
reward.
as
a
was
very subjective, and some
to
departments
their
in
heads
networks
own
used
actually
of
contrast, other areas,
arrangefunctional training for their subordinates.
It was apparent that, apart from a few cases,there was no follow up on training, or
thorough evaluation of its effectiveness.The salesaccountantsaid:
"Nobody asked me about the training I was on, nobody was
interestedto hear my feedbackon the course."
At the same time, for the interviewees it was very important to have clear training
objectives.The quality assurancemanagerarguedthat:
"Having training is very important, while having clear training
objectives is even more important."
Furthermore, the interviewees claimed that they could not clearly see the link
between their efforts and the outcome in terms of career progression, since their
appraisals were done formally. Initially the attitude of the majority of managers
towards appraisal was positive. Some of them saw it as a very powerful tool of
control, others as a formal setting where they could get feedback on their
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performance and discuss issues related to their own development. However, how
appraisal was actually undertaken tended to change this positive attitude to an
indifferent or even decidedly negative one. The majority of managershad come to
regardappraisalas "just anothercompany-drivenprocedurethat took lots of time and
was of no use to anyone" (the production manager).
Many factors were responsible. Of major significance was the attitude of the
appraiserto the procedureitself. The developmentmanagerput it as follows:
"Appraisal works well when the appraiser is really interested in
developing the business and his or her subordinates, otherwise it
is a very subjective procedure. "

Furthermore, appraisal was done in accordance with the existing organisational
structure. As a result, in some casesperformance of managers was appraised in a
very mechanisticway and in somecasestheir appraiserswere not familiar with their
work. The quality assurancemanagerexplained:
"My work is really about not making problems for my boss, so he
does not know what I do; my internal client is a different
department they really know about my work. "
...
Managers interviewed argued that, though appraisal meetings were supposed to
for
identification
formal
for
training
the
needs, nominations
provide a
of
setting
places on training courses and the training plan had been devised long before
appraisal started in the company. On the other hand, managers who did not
in
in
take
to
part the processparticipate appraisal- new starterswere not supposed
did not get a chanceto discusstheir training needsat all.
The analysis of the data from interviews both with personnel responsible for
implementing MD in the subsidiary, and those receiving training, helps to identify
factors which intensified the misunderstandingshighlighted in the sections above.
Thesefactors are also summarisedin Table 7.3.
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7.7.9 Factors which intensified misunderstandings
According

to

the

managers

interviewed

in

the

Unilever

head

office,

misunderstandings were a particular issue in Russia, where people's perceptions of
managers and expectations of managerial approaches and styles were an important
obstacle to the adoption of new ideas. Trust between expatriates and local managers
was a major concern for both British and Russian managers. Thus, according to a
number of the managers interviewed, expatriates saw their Russian colleagues as
very intelligent but lacking initiative. On the other hand, the Russians were of the
opinion that while the expatriates asked them to show more initiative, at the same
time they imposed too much control, wanting to "check everything".

Other issues chiefly arose from expectationsc onceming the role of expatriatesin
developing the new business in Russia. Russian managers thought their expatriate
colleaguescould have been more willing to understandRussianrealities and cultural
differences. The role of expatriates was even more important, given the existing
tensionsbetween the managementculture of those who came from inside the factory
and those who were recruited from outside.
Nevertheless,in contrastto Cadbury Confectionery ZAO, there were no assignments
where an expatriate manager was primarily responsible for the preparation of his
successor.Overall, there was no formal expectationthat expatriateswould leave the
country at the end of the period specified in their contacts, having prepared1ocal
managersto take over. The managersinterviewed stressedthat the training of local
managersmostly took place through the good will of certain expatriates,rather than
by formal assignments.
The previous sections described MD in Severnoye Siyaniye ZAO at the time the
fieldwork was conducted. The MD system in the subsidiary was due to undergo
major changesin 1997, following key changesin the Unilever system related to the
introduction of work levels instead of job classesand Unilever competencies.The
nature of thesechangesis describedin the following section.
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7.7.10 New HR Initiatives
The new national personnel director for Russia arrived from Switzerland in
November 1996. His arrival triggered many changes in the structure, policy and
proceduresof the HR department.The major initiatives included the introduction of
manpower planning, and changesto MD in the subsidiary, concerned particularly
with training and developmentactivities. The focus was on identification of training
needs and using a company-wide analysis for the organisation of local training.
Another initiative was to bring training activities "in-house", while still utilising
Unilever courses as appropriate. Furthermore, the form of training was changing,
focusing more on secondmentsand attachmentsrather than formal courses.
The focus of appraisal was also changing. Starting from 1997 it would give more
emphasisto the developmentof an employee,rather than being purely a performance
introduced.
For
be
the
development
(PDP)
Personal
would
also
review.
plans
based
Unilever
in
1997
competenciesand
of
assessment
on
appraisal
a new system
in
introduced
levels
be
in
the subsidiary.
to
to
was
professional skills
relation work
New work levels were introduced to replace the previous system of job classes,and
target setting was given a high priority. The introduction of the new systemwas to be
supportedby intensive training.
The last sections discuss major problems the company encounteredwith its MD in
Russia.

7.8

Summarising remarks

The sections above present the MD model adopted by Unilever as of 1997. It has
been argued that the pattern of development of the company within the British
national business system has had a significant impact on Unilever's approachto the
developmentof its managers.Furthermore,the organisational context has shapedthe
perception and use of MD in the company. The company's organisational structure
and managementprocesses,which influence its approachto MD, have been built on
and reinforced by its administrative heritage. Also, the businessenvironment has had
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in
impact
development
the
on
of co-ordination and control mechanisms
a significant
the company.

Key features of MD in Unilever are as follows. The processes of managerial
is
training
the
recruitment and
whole system
are given particular attention, and
oriented towards early identification and development of potential. The focus of
development is on creating general managers rather than technical specialists.
Furthermore,MD in Unilever is seenas a vehicle for disseminating corporatevalues.
Thus, much attention isp aid to networking and to the use of expatriates. Though
businessunits differ in terms of the MD systems they employ, there are far more
similarities betweenthem comparedwith businessunits in Cadbury Schweppes.This
is because of the role played by head office in transmitting best practice, which
is
influence
in
indirect
MD
and control: every
espouses
process subsidiaries managed
in accordancewith overall Unilever policies. Equally, MD in Unilever is closely
formal
by
head
There
training programmes
a
of
are number
monitored
office.
based
is
MD
level.
The
on
and
the
structured
of
whole process
organisedat
corporate
job classes,although these are being replacedby work levels. Equally, the company
is planning to make more active use of competencies.Though the responsibility for
developmentcurrently rests with the company, there are indications that it will shift
to the individual manager.
This research has examined how this system was being transferred to a Russian
high
being
training
Unilever.
Managerial
a
given
were
subsidiary of
recruitment and
in
Russia
MD
Unilever's
the
At
was
the
time,
the
of
priority.
prime objective
same
introduction of a "Unilever way of doing things" which involved a teamwork
Unilever-specific
focus
new
and
approach, a
on more general managementskills,
jobs. The fieldwork in 1997 showed that Unilever sought to graft its existing
in
This
its
Russian
was
order to try to
structures and practices onto
subsidiary.
structurethe behaviour of managers.However, the transfer of thesepractices was
accompanied by tension and misunderstanding: practices were in place but their
implementation and use resulted in frustration on the part of the local employees.
The following sectionswill examinewhether this tension has persisted.
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7.9

Unilever five
problems

years

later:

resolved

and

unresolved

As highlighted in Chapter 4, the intention of the fieldwork in 2002 was to identify
unintentional consequencesof the transfer: tension, frustration, and other problems.
The second series of interviews t ook p lace in the period from December 2001 to
February 2002. The evidence for this case study was drawn from 13 interviews. All
but one of the managersinterviewed were local, the only expatriate managerbeing
the HR director.

7.9.1 Business pressures and changes in Unilever
Since the fieldwork in 1997, many changeshad occurred in Unilever's structure and
business strategy. Pressures described earlier in this chapter triggered further
business
been
for
Unilever
had
areas,namely
core
always
changes,stressingwhat
Foods and Personal Care. Though the company retained its matrix organisational
Lever
Diversey
in
1997,
business
industrial
and
was sold
structure, the
chemicals
followed in 2001. In order to strengthenits position in core businesses,Unilever
Foods
Best
American
including
the
foods
company,
companies,
purchased several
which had its own subsidiary in Russia.
Changesin global businessstrategy triggered modifications to MD in the company.
According to the HR manager(supply chain and remuneration), different behaviours
"more
aggressiveand more
the
a
adopted
company
and attitudes were encouraged:
being
"too
the
closed and
to
of
pitfalls
externally oriented approach", trying
avoid
too internally oriented" as in the past. The underlying processes still included the
The
identification
development
new approachwas
potential.
of managerial
early
and
reflected in the introduction of new MD practices, and some existing practices
its
list
Unilever
For
focus
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modified
their
changed
example,
and content.
(LGP),
Profile
Growth
Leadership
introduced
the
which
competenciesand
a new set,
focusedon developing leadershipskills.
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7.9.2 Severnoye Siyanlye becomes 000 Unilever SNG
Since the fieldwork in 1997, the organisational structure of the Russian subsidiary
has changed significantly.

According to the HR director, the Russian subsidiary

became a "classic" overseas Unilever business unit. In 2002 Unilever had four
factories, including the former subsidiary of the Best Foods company, and an
established sales force throughout Russia. Severnoye Siyaniye became one of four
other Unilever production sites in Russia, and was thenceforward referred to as the St
Petersburg site or HPC site among managers. A new greenfield tea factory was due
to open in St Petersburg in 2002.

Unilever suffered significant financial lossesas a result of the Russian financial crisis
in 1998. For more than three years the subsidiary did not turn a profit, though its
volume of sales increased. Only in 2001 did the HPC site, formerly Severnoye
Siyaniye, pass the break-even point; other sites however continued to be
unprofitable. The company introduced a cost saving initiative. Furthermore,Unilever
done
its
SNG.
This
000
Unilever
to
Russian
to
the
was
changed name of
subsidiary
consolidatethe different sites, in order to use one bank and pay taxes on a combined
income statement.
Consequently there were changes in the product range. Though 85 per cent of
in
20
locally,
in
in
2002
Russia
with
per
comparison
products sold
were produced
brands
in
1995,
that
the
only
successful
cent
new core competency strategy meant
in
In
2002
there were no perfumery products produced Russia. The
would survive.
different
liquids.
The
deodorants,
site produced
number of
shampoos,and washing
brands produced was the same as in 1997, although the products themselveswere
different. Some of lines which had been discontinued in 1998 were re-launched.
Overall, 89 brands were produced locally in 2002. Packagingmaterials were mostly
local but about 80 per cent of the raw materials were still imported.
Unilever also introduced new managementpractices and systems, which will be
describedin the following section.
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7.9.3 The new management and MD practices introduced
Since 2001, the site becamepart of the HPC group in Europe. This led Unilever to
introduce new requirementsfor controlling its inventory. Other changesincluded the
introduction of o utsourcing of non-core activities, and temporary 1abour c ontracts.
This was done in order to reduceheadcount.By the end of 2002 the objective was to
further reducethe number of staff by 80 people, so there would be 300 employeeson
the site. At the sametime, t here w ere changesin the organisational structure: the
position of shift supervisor was made redundant so that only two managerial tiers
were betweenthe site director and the operators.
The Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) approach was introduced in the St
Petersburgsite in 1999 following the introduction of this managementpractice in
Unilever subsidiaries in Europe. The introduction of this management practice
emphasisedteamwork and led to redefinition of managerialrole and style.
The first step in the introduction of TPM was the compressionof the grade system:
11 gradesin the old systembecame6 gradesin the new system. The introduction of
the new grade system was supported by intensive technical training. A learning
intranet
learning
library
to
the
and
centre was opened on
site, providing access
introduced
for
A
which assessed
operatorswas
materials. new qualification system
both technical skills and a broader knowledge of TPM concept and quality issues.
Every new qualification, in turn, implied an increase in salary of 9 per cent.
According to the HR managers interviewed, the introduction of this new system
50
2002,
learning.
By
January
into
per cent
training
almost
motivated operators
and
of all operatorsin the HPC site received new qualifications.
Other initiatives involved the introduction of motivational programmes such as
"Near Miss" to improve safety, and a recognition programme. Each offered rewards,
including lunches with directors and bonuses. The HR manager of the HPC site
mentioned that they were also planning to introduce PDP for operators. At the time
of the fieldwork, operatorshad their salary adjusted for inflation, and managershad
bonusesand salary adjustmentson the basis of their performance (referred to as the
PDP increase).
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In order to supportthe introduction of new managementpractices, new MD practices
were also introduced, and those existing before were changed. MD practices were
deemedsupportive to the introduction of managementpractices, as they stimulated
the required behavioursof employees.Thus, according to the HR director, new "MD
tools", such as identification of training needsat the individual level and the use of
psychological tests for recruitment purposeswere brought to bear in the subsidiary.
The new compensation system was introduced with the aim of reducing the
difference in paymentsreceived by local and expatriatemanagers.In the view of the
HR managersinterviewed, new elementsin compensationsuch as stock options and
variable pay promoted long-term orientation and showed commitment of the
companyto its core managerialcadre.
Unilever head office determinedwhich MD practices were to be introduced and the
timing of their introduction. The local HR function was responsible for the
introduction of the practices and for providing feedback concerning their
implementation to the head office in Rotterdam.The HR manager (supply chain and
remuneration)commented:
"The Unilever way of doing things is about co-ordination:
initiative (concerning the introduction of a new practice) comes
from the head office becausethey want to have similar practices
Still
have
these
to
as
well.
they
practices
everywhere and
want us
the specificity of the country is taken into account and they listen
for
Unilever
important
is
to us
transfer
very
of
practices
...
becausethe core team of people should be the same everywhere;
it should be global, unified, and mobile."
Unilever transferred many of its practices to the Russian subsidiary but, as the
following sections explain, this transfer entailed many misunderstandings.Cultural
clashes caused tension in the introduction of new management systems and MD
practices. Moreover, the mechanism by which Unilever sought to introduce the
practices intensified this tension. The aim of the first section is to highlight the
influence of context on the process of transfer, after which the importance to its
successof the mechanismsused is discussedin greaterdetail.
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7.10 Tension persisted
As highlighted in Chapter3, a multinational company facing the challengeto transfer
its managementpractices to another location has to be aware of the barriers arising
from the influence of context on the transferprocess.Table 7.4 shows that in the case
of Unilever, the influence of context was at different levels, including the social
environment inside the company, the position the subsidiary has in the local labour
market, specific features of the local labour market, and, finally, the broader
environment, i. e. the national institutional framework of the host country where the
MNC has its operations.
Table 7.4 Contextual influences in the transfer of managementpractices to a
Unilever subsidiary from its parent company
Context and work
organisation

Social
environment

Position of
company in local
labour market

000 Unilever SNG
(brownfield company)

Practicesfacilitated / resisted

Heterogeneousworkforce in
educationalbackgrounds,previous
work experiences,social backgrounds,
and attitudesto work;
Heterogeneousskill levels;

Environment not conductive to attemptsto
develop a shared,unified work culture;
Resistanceto introduction of new methodsof
work and managementpractices;

One of the major multinational
employers in St Petersburg;one among
many other multinational employersin
Moscow;
Poor performanceandprospectsof
closing down the subsidiary;
Company policy of providing low
salaries(comparedwith other
multinational companies)but many

Reputation of a multinational company
facilitates recruitment;
Poorjob opportunities in St Petersburgweakens
bargaining power of employees- facilitated use
of temporary contractsand acceptanceby
employeesof changesin work organisation,
e.g. compressionof the gradesystem;
Employees aremotivated in formal training - it
becomesimportant for future job opportunities;

development
opportunities;
Availabilityof technicalskills is
Local labour
market

Institutional /
cultural context

relatively high;
Availability of people with work
experiencein other multinational
companies;
Availability of employees(graduates)
with businesseducationalbackground;
Undergoing transformation in
institutional environment;
Predominantly short term orientation
among local workforce;
Persistedtraditional trust and authority
relations;

Facilitated introduction of practices:openness
and better acceptanceof new practices;

Resistanceto introduction of any practicethat
would challengetraditional way of working and
relating;
Some practicesare difficult to sustaingiven
profound differences in institutional and
cultural environments in home and host
countries, e.g. the introduction of long-term
elementsin compensation system;
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As highlighted in Table 7.4, these contextual influences either facilitated or inhibited
the introduction of management practices. In the Russian subsidiary of Unilever,
context mainly hindered the transfer.

Labour market issues
The internal labour market in the subsidiary has changed considerably: of the 1500
employed in 2002,600 were new employees.In 1995 there were approximately 60
expatriatemanagersworking in the subsidiary,but by 2002 there were only 15.
As shown in Table 7.4, the local labour force was comparatively heterogeneousin
the subsidiary in terms of its skill levels, experience, and cultural background.
Because of different experiences and thus expectations of factory work and
management style, the site continued to maintain significantly different types of
managers who had different orientations to work. This influenced the way that
management sought to introduce MD practices in the subsidiary as well as the
consequencesof the managementsystems introduced. As shown in the examples
below, this situation was particularly unconducive to the development of a shared,
unified work culture, owing to significant resistancein some parts of the subsidiary
to the introduction of new work methodsand managementpractices.
Starting from 1997 there was a clear strategy of recruiting young, inexperienced
people who had little or no prior experience of working in the company. These
people could be developed from scratch,thereby reducing the legacy of history and
the inertia of the managementstyle typical of "old Soviet-type managers". "Old"
managers,concentrated mostly in production and the older parts of the company,
joined the subsidiary following the acquisition of Severnoye Siyaniye. They had
experience from within the company of a traditional Soviet light industry
environment. As described in Chapter 5, enterprisesfrom the agriculture and light
industry sector traditionally employed unskilled workers. Employees in such
enterpriseshad a narrow and specialisededucation, with no experience of advanced
management practices (as employees from the former military complex), and no
business-orientededucation. Some them had
of
not received any higher education at
all. These managers had a very different approach to work from the younger
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managers and those who came from other enterprises (mostly from the former
military complex) as a result of the collapse of the Soviet economy in the 1990s.
Those who came from outside had some business experience; all had a higher
education,but their backgroundwas predominantly technical.
At the same time, as highlighted in Table 7.4, recruitment in St Petersburgand in
Moscow (two locations where the interviews took place) was facilitated by the local
labour market. Traditionally, St Petersburgwas an area with a high concentrationof
military enterprises.Even today there are 175 military enterprises in St Petersburg,
employing 135,000 people (Russian Statistics Annually, 2001). Furthermore,
Moscow and St Petersburgw ere major centres for research and higher education:
even today, one third of all students in Russia study at their various educational
institutions (RussianStatisticsAnnually, 1998). As mentioned in Chapter 5, different
initiatives concerning business education were also mostly concentrated in these
regions. Finally, Moscow and St Petersburgwere areaswhich enjoyed the majority
of direct foreign investment. Thus the labour market could offer people with
experience of working in multinational or foreign companies. The availability of
young graduates, some with business education, made it possible for Unilever to
focus its recruitment on graduatesand to establish a programme for management
trainees.At least two of the interviewed managers were on t his programme. Both
becamemanagerstwo years after joining the company.
Since 1997 many multinational businesses have moved their head offices to
Moscow, leaving few production sites in St Petersburg.Becausethe reputation of a
multinational companypromoted recruitment into its subsidiary, this move left rather
poor prospects of finding employment in multinationals for people in St Petersburg.
Therefore, as indicated in Table 7.4, employeesin St Petersburgwere more sensitive
to the practices introduced.

7.10.1 The influence of institutional and cultural context
Findings from the fieldwork in 2002 supportthe conclusion that one major reasonfor
persisting tension was the fact that the practices transferred were alien to the context
to where they were transferred. Thus, for example, underdevelopmentand on-going
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transformation of key institutional systemsintensified the feeling of insecurity and
short-term orientation held by the majority of Russians which, in turn, made them
fall back on familiar practices and work methodsrather than welcome the new ones
they did not understand. Secondly, new practices and processes challenged the
existing/traditional way of working and behaving. As shown in Table 7.4, these
contextual factors influenced the consequences of the management systems
introduced.
Ongoing changesin the national context made the transfer of practices difficult. The
HR director arguedthat:
"Focus on the short-term is extreme in Russia, and it has b een
conditioned by the environment. In Russia there has always been
is
in
focus
For
high
the
survival.
example,
a
on
mortality rate very
this country: why think of my pension if I am not sure I'll live
that long. If a Russian has the chance to benefit from taking an
he
i
longhey
don't
T
today,
take
t.
t
would
rust
our
opportunity
term intentions, they don't believe in stability."
Further, the importance of formal training as part of a structured, company-driven
approachto development (as familiar from the USSR) for the local employeeswas
80
interviewed
(approximately
by
the
the
per cent of
stressed
managers
majority of
interviews) and was highlighted by the following comment made by the HR manager
(supply chain and remuneration):
"This is the mentality of people in Russia,they do not understand
that there is development if there is no formal training. They
but
development,
look
their
the
to
we
expect
after
company
(Unilever) want to change this approach so that the individual
takes responsibility for (his) own development."
Another comment came from the commercial manager:
"Employees here are very conscious a bout training. Unilever is
well known as a companywhich doesnot pay much but develops.
Thus, everyonewants to have training; it is about social status."
Given that the good intentions of a companywere not always understoodby the local
workforce, local managers tended to take on familiar practices, which made the
introduction of new practices more difficult for Unilever. On the other hand, as will
become clear from the sections below, Unilever did not pay much attention to the
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way it tried to introduce its practices,probably relying too much on the introduction
of formal structures.

7.10.1.1

Challengesto the traditional way of working and relating: teamwork

The introduction of TPM brought team-working practice to centre stage. However,
the introduction of this practice was resisted by managers accustomedto different
ways of working and relating. The following quotes represent views held by the
majority of the managersinterviewed. Thus, the HR director said:
"Teamwork does not work in Russia becauseit assumesthat all
Russians,
if
they are given a task, would spend90
are
equal.
roles
per cent of their time identifying who has the power or authority
to make a decision and only 10 per cent of their time on the task
itself. It is very important for the person to be special,
from
desire
be
This
the
to
exceptional
comes
exceptional.
importance attachedto status."
This view was supportedby the local managersinterviewed. They all claimed that
the implementation of the practice was difficult, given the locals' ingrained
individualistic
their
approach
to
rather
submissiveness power and authority as well as
to decision making. The TPM-SHE managersaid:
"It is very important for people to understandwho is the most
behaviour.
It
in
(in
their
to
powerful person
a group) order adjust
is all about who makes decisions, and the inequality of power in
different roles. In Russia people either make decisions
individually and this is final and has to be taken as the order by
the others - or they are afraid to make any. "I am the boss you are
is
fool,
fool"
(the
Russian
this
boss
I
the
saying)
a
you are
am a
ingrained."
The introduction of teamwork was mostly resisted in production where there were
still many "old" managersworking. The TPM-SHE managerstated:
"I was in charge of the project (TPM), and faced lots of
difficulties related to the fact that our production was run by "old"
people. People resistedmy work; they were against anything that
they perceived as interference into their kingdom, anything that
would be damaging to their authority and power. Their rule of
managementwas "divide and rule". This is becauseit is easier for
them to manipulate people; they would never forget mistakes and
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use these to their advantageafterwards. Our production manager
was a real problem. She sabotagedeverything we did."
The managers interviewed (approximately 90 per cent expressedthe same view)
confirmed t hat in Russia people have to be coercedinto working in teams, in the
sensethat the work organisationshould supportteam working by encouragingpeople
to interact and make decisionsin teams.This, according to the interviewees, had not
been implementedin the subsidiary. Given the sensitivity of the local managementto
the recognition of personal contribution, the importance of this fact should not be
underestimated for successful teamwork in Russia. The commercial manager
complained:
"A big organisation does not promote taking personal
for
decisions made. Unilever certainly does not
responsibility
if
behaviour
drive
the
through
this
you are
you
project
stimulate
the one to be blamed if something goes wrong. If everything is
fine, it is not your work but the team's."
Recognition was a very important theme, which was much talked about during the
interviews. The intervieweesbelieved that the "recognition of knowledge and results
just
locals
for
important
than
far
the
monetary
and motivating
achieved" was
more
(more
interviewees
by
than
the
This
expressed
compensation.
repeatedly
view was
90 per cent of interviews). Thus, the QA manager argued that it would be "very
difficult to make the Russian work only for money". This view was further
developedby the supply chain distribution planning manager:
"Status for Russian people is more important than money. When
we were introducing the new grade system for operators, we
compressedthe number of grades but increased salaries within
grades. Then nobody could understand why people were not
happy. We did not take into account that these grades meant a
certain status to operators. Status is about recognition of your
knowledge, your results, etc. The problem was that people
"
being
being
worried about not
appreciated.
recognised,not
Another issue, which made team working in Russia difficult, was the reluctance to
share information among team members. Lack of horizontal communication about
task-relatedissuesin Russia has been long discussedin the literature (e.g. Fey et al.,
2000). As discussedearlier in this thesis, people in Russia are very keen on sharing
personal information and establishing personalrelations. However, they would be
very cautious to share information which they believe constitutes their "expert"
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statusand thus makesthem indispensable.This view was expressedby the majority
of the managers interviewed in this study as well (more than 80 per cent). The
operationsmanagerHPC explained:
"For me to share information I have to be sure that this
information will not be used against me. Also by sharing and
explaining what I know I will increaseother people's knowledge
and value (and thereforereducemy statusas an expert)."
The MRP managercontinued:
"It is difficult to work (in teams) because this means
communication and there is a lack of it. For teams the absenceof
information which is supposedto be sharedbetweenmembersis a
key obstacleto successfulwork in Russia."
Furthermore, the QA manager referred to the lack of informal communication
between people when a decision had to be made. According to him, people usually
preferred to exchangea-mails in order to have some formal proof that the issue was
discussedand a particular agreementwas reachedupon the basis of which the future
decision was made. He mentioned that this practice was criticised by their expatriate
managers at every possible opportunity but to no avail. Probably, one possible
explanation was in the words of the MRP manager:
"I am not afraid of taking responsibility for a decision but I would
always look for ways to protect myself for the future (in the
company). Once, there was a situation when I had to make a
"global" decision. We had some problems in production and I
took the initiative to make some changes in working hours.
Before that, I wrote to the supply chain director asking about
whether it would be possible to do this. I received a very vague
answer neither forbidding nor encouraging. I knew that in some
part of Unilever people worked for twelve hours a day, and I
changedthe working hours schedule.In two weeks we were back
to eight working hours but I was not punished for my initiative. I
was honestly afraid of doing what I did becausesuch things are
not encouragedin Unilever."
The following section examines difficulties related to changes in managementrole
and style as required by the introduction of TPM in the subsidiary.
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7.10.1.2 Challengesto the traditional way of working and relating: changesin
managementrole and style
As highlighted by the interviewees, new management practices also brought
significant changesin the roles and behavioursof both managersand workers, thus
challenging the country's traditional ways of behaving and relating to management.
Thus, the HR manager in St Petersburg referred to difficulties for operators to
TPM:
introduction
in
following
the
of
understandchanges managementroles
"Our operators are not yet ready for changes in management
is
because
This
the
and
removal
of
shift
supervisors.
structure
they would need to take more responsibility for their work. For
introduced
because
TPM
the position of team
of
we
example,
support officer, and made the position of shift supervisor
redundant. Operators understood that the new position was a
for
just
had
before,
for
they
the
a shift
name
a
new
one
substitute
supervisor. "

by
levels
other
to
The general tendency to transfer responsibility upper
was noticed
by
the
he
The
p
resented
management
of
role
understandingoft
managersas well.
in
Chapter
described
traditions
based
interviewed
on the paternalistic
was
managers
5. Thus, the importance of expert knowledge and the ability to establish trust were
These
interviews.
in
the
qualities were viewed as prerequisites
particularly stressed
interviews
from
Quotes
interviewees.
the
of a good manager by 90 per cent of the
that illustrate local managers'thinking about the role of a manager are provided
below. For example,the operationsmanagerHPC argued:
"We have a different understandingin Russia (comparedwith the
West) of what would motivate people and lead them. I know that
I have good technical skills and I am able to understandcomplex
technical problems or just do repair work. My people respect me
for this. My secret of successfulwork as a manager is my expert
knowledge."
The senior territory salesmanagercontinued:
"Trust is the most important, and honesty is the key to make
defend
I
be
my
trust
people
you and open with you. would always
This
in
front
them
superiors.
of
my
subordinates and shield
behaviour helps to develop trust; my people trust me. I am
boss
if
for
I
to punish or
team
my
responsible
allow
my
and
"
fulfil
I
pressurisemy people will not
my responsibilities.
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According to the managers interviewed, sometimes "democratic" team discussions
did not work and then the manager had to make tough decisions and "tell people
what they have tod o" (the QA manager). The supply chain distribution planning
manager recalled a joke they had in her department: when somebody tried to argue
they used to say "stand and be afraid". Though expressing her paternalistic views
very openly, she also said that she had a "whip" to make people do what they were
required to do. The seemingly contradictory ideas concerning the necessity of both
control and freedom to achieve successful management were reconciled by the
operations manager HPC:

"We (Russians) have to be pushed all the time if we are to
achieve something.It is really about "until the thunder strikes the
peasantwill not make the sign of the cross" (a Russian saying).
There should be control for task execution, and at the same time
initiative should be encouraged.I have lots of examples when
local employeestook responsibility for decisions. I never punish
the individual for mistakes if they are not repetitive. I give a task
and set resources and they manage the execution themselves.
What I am interested inis the results. The tendency to transfer
is
because
higher
level
for
decisions
to
the
of
responsibility
insecurity. I have to explain (draw borders) when they can make
decisionsthemselvesand when not."
This highlights the importance of explanationsand "drawing borders" if the practices
transferred are to be successfully implemented. Explanation of the rationale and
in
Russia
keys
transfer
behaviour
to
the
the
successful
encouragementof
are
needed
(supply
interviews.
The
HR
in
the
chain and
manager
view repeatedly expressed
remuneration)explained:
"For Russians it is important to understandwhy they have to do
something rather than just been given an order and told that they
have to carry it out. In the West people are more law-abiding. Our
people will always invent a reason to do things differently.
Understanding is what is needed. For example, coaching is
understood by very few, and also there was no explanation as to
why we have to do this. It is important to make people interested
in coaching, and show them its advantages.
"
The senior territory salesmanagersupportedthis view:
"In Japan or China, for example, whatever the boss says is
acceptedby his or her subordinates.In Russia everyone is a rebel,
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do
have
to
this and
this
to
you
ask
person
and you
explain why
that. "

The discussion above highlights the importance of explanation for the successful
implementation of the practices transferred. In transferring formal structures and
practices, tools were introduced but not their rationale. As shown in Table 7.4, the
local people obviously lacked understandingas they searchedfor somebodyto give
them the needed explanation. It was just a case of formal systems and procedures
being imposed.Thus, there were many commentsin the interviews (more than 90 per
cent of interviews) summarisedby the senior territory salesmanageras follows:
"HR should not approach with unified practices, the same for
have
because
different
backgrounds.
People
we
all
everyone,
internalise
to
to
new practices and
need explanations get used
However, all we have is codes and procedures: this is
them.
...
"
in
difficult.
for
Russia
multinationals
what makesworking
This section has discussedwhy the practices transferred by Unilever were resisted.
As indicated in Table 7.4, the implementation of practices that challenged the
traditional way of working and relating, and those which were difficult to sustain in
the current Russian institutional environment, was surrounded by tension and
importance
highlighted
has
the
of
Furthermore,
the
section
misunderstanding.
in
lack
The
resulted
transfer.
of such explanation
explanation to the successof the
increasedmisunderstandingand misuseof the practicestransferred.

7.11 Transfer and implementation of management practices
in 000 Unilever SNG
Unilever relied heavily on the introduction of formal structures or tools when
bringing its management practices to the new location. As Table 7.5 shows, the
features,
its
formal
MD
transferred
company
structuresand systemsas well as other
including the use of expatriate managers, incremental introduction of practices
through fast rotation of expatriate management, and the establishment of an
organisational hierarchy. These formal structures were deemed necessary to
stimulate neededbehaviour among the local workforce to facilitate the introduction
of managementpractices.
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However, as Table 7.5 indicates, the introduction of formal structures should be
supported by explanations of their meaning and the values upon which they are
based. The neglect of such processesmakes efforts to introduce new practices
counterproductive as it increasestension and misunderstanding, thus exacerbating
the negative influence of context.

7.11.1 Formal MD structures
processes in MD

and

systems

transferred:

tools

vs.

Table 7.5 shows that while the required formal MD systems and practices were
introduced, the process by which these practices were implemented, in terms of
development,monitoring, training and appraisal,varied across different parts of the
company. This section describes misunderstanding and tension arising from the
implementation of the MD practicestransferredto the subsidiary.
One of the key processesin Unilever is PersonalDevelopment Planning (PDP). It is
based on the extensive use of competenciesfor the assessmentof potential and
development needs. The majority of the interviewees stressed that competencies
in
interpretation.
The
HR
difficult
differences
because
to
manager
were
of
use
(supply chain and remuneration)pointed out:
"Competencies are easily mixed up; they are hard to understand,
and have lots of similarities in names."
The managersinterviewed stated that there was training in competencies,but their
descriptions were not clear and were sometimescontradictory. As mentioned above,
Unilever was introducing a new set of competencies(LGP), and these, according to
90 per cent of the managersinterviewed, seemedeven more difficult to use because
of the "very slight differences" betweenthem. As the HR manager(supply chain and
remuneration) stressed,"people at present do not clearly understand the need to
changec ompetencies." As shown inT able 7.5, difficulties in the interpretation of
competenciesresulted in a very formal way ofu sing them. Thus, the commercial
managerargued:
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"The major problem in the use of competencies is that everyone
interprets them in his or her own way. Often people just copy
examples from the Unilever PDP manual to support their own
assessmentof competencies."

Furthermore, the expatriate managersand the locals, probably due to their cultural
backgrounds,differed in the interpretationof competencies.The MRP managersaid:
"When my boss was an expatriatemanager,we argued about the
assessmentof certain competencies. For example, we argued
about perseverance.I was told by my boss that I was not
persistent enough; I disagreed, because this is a stereotype: if
somebody is very energetic then he or she is persistent and
demonstratesperseverance.There are workers and there are those
who just make noise and nothing else."
A similar examplewas given by the commercial manager:
"My boss's (the expatriate manager) assessment of what was
considered to be good in competencies was different from that of
Unilever. He, for example, could not understand what customer
orientation you might have if you did not see any (end)
customers. "

As highlighted in Table 7.5, the procedure of appraisal was understood by the
managersinterviewed but, accordingto them, the purpose of all activities was merely
to comply with the requirements oft he c ompany- the view expressedby almost
every interviewee. The major reason appraisal was done in a very formal way was
again the way this practice was introduced in the subsidiary. The commercial
managerargued:
"PDP is perceived as a formal tool becauseit is introduced top
down. It is associatedwith the form. It is a tool, which is not used
to its full potential. This is becausethe company itself takes it as a
formal thing. To fill in a PDP form is a formal process:you don't
want to be lower than a certain level; you don't want to have
problems becauseof a piece of paper ... The problem is that there
are many promises given to people that this or that would be
discussed during the PDP meeting. This turns the PDP meeting
into some kind of a "Yuriev day" (the Russian saying meaning a
most anticipated day) from which everyoneexpectsa lot. "
The QA managergave another examplebased his
on
own experiencein PDP:
"In my PDP I was told that I neededto work on the development
of certain competencies.Exactly the same competencieswere to
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be developed by other managers subordinates of my boss. This
was because he (the boss) had had his PDP meeting prior to ours
and whatever competencies he was told he needed to develop he
then brought to us. We all have to develop exactly the same
competencies."

Furthermore, as shown in Table 7.5, the lack of clarity concerning the link between
the development of competencies and future career progression also caused
frustration. The commercial managersaid:
"The link between whether the individual has managementskills
at the proper level (assessedby competencies) and his or her
promotion is not clear. Thus, it questionsthe value of developing
certain competencies,and the overall purpose of doing this is
missed out."
Furthermore, those managerswho, according to Unilever's standards,did not have
potential, perhaps becauseof their age, felt neglectedand became rather sceptical
about Unilever's development initiatives. Thus, for example, the purposefulnessof
MD activities was questionedby the MRP manager:
"Since 1997 there was introduced an unspoken rule that as soon
by
this
40
a
you
not
manager
were
as you w ere
years old and
time, you would not be promoted. Also, I recently read a
in
the
most senior person the HPC-foods
summary of a speechof
in Unilever. He said that the target was to have an averageage of
managers in Unilever as 29 years old, and that top managers
would have to be from outside, not internally promoted. ... I am
no longer in searchof training for myself. I wanted to go on some
before but this never happened. I am usually rejected either
becauseof my age or becausemy managerial level was not the
one for which this training was intended."
This misunderstanding sometimesresulted in very curious comments made by the
managersinterviewed. Such commentsalso indicated that the developmentalpurpose
of PDP was omitted or confused. A comment made by the operations manager
(logistics) was:
"I don't understandwhy we have PDP. I cannot see any value in
doing it. PDP cannot be used to fire the individual. Before (in the
USSR) appraisal could be used to fire employees. I doubt that
PDP is necessary.It is too complex a process to have it once a
year. It is not the core of what we do and we have our own work.
Development of people is more declared than encouraged: if it
were encouragedthen efforts spent on this would be appreciated
(financially). "
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Further, as the HR manager (supply chain and remuneration) stressed, the company
was still developing performance ratings. Thus, managers did not have a good
understanding of them and consequently they did not know which rating to use in
assessment.The impression from interviews was that employees were guessing, and
in some cases, just trying hard to fulfil any recommendations made by their bosses.
This intention to "please their bosses" resulted in very superficial development
because there were no real changes in behaviour (the QA manager). As discussed
later, managers differed in their attitude to PDP.

The formal nature of Unilever's training system was also under criticism from the
local managers. The commercial manager described the Unilever approach to
training as follows:
"Training in Unilever can be compared with a vaccination
schedule: no more than one vaccine during a year; the person
had
in
later.
I
be
time
this
earlier
or
point
not
should vaccinatedat
all the basic Unilever vaccinesone after another."
According to the managers interviewed (80 per cent of the interviewees said the
"the
in
that
the
key
training
was
subsidiary
sameor similar thing), the
problem with
lacked
ideal;
the reality
far
from
in
training
Unilever
training
courses
majority of
was
test and they usually came later than needed" (the operations manager (logistics)).
Still, the importance of the identification of training needs, and training in
interviewees.
They
by
the
identified,
accordance with the needs
were stressed
believed that training which was not done in this way would be damaging as it would
"spoil the individual" (the company TPM-SHE manager). The operations manager
HPC described the way the training system operated in the subsidiary in his
experience:
"I went on the BPC course during my secondyear in Unilever. I
was nominated by my boss. After the secondmodule I came up to
my boss and said that there was nothing new for me; the training
was too late for me. Training was valuable only becauseof social
aspects:it was a place to have fun and meet different people, but
from the point of view ofg etting new knowledge it was of no
value. I was a D-lister and thus I was sent on the International
Management Seminar, which was too early for me becauseit was
about strategy."
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As Table 7.5 indicates, frustration arising from a misunderstanding of the training
different
in
for
in
from
differences
the
training
subsidiary, and
opportunities
system
people, was further intensified by the lack of follow up on training and development
activities. More than 80 per cent of the interviewees expressed the similar view as the
operations manager HPC:

"PDP works if both the boss and the individual monitor
completion of the plan e.g. review it let's say every quarter. You
need to trust your assessmentand you have to follow your plan.
For the first two years I had an expatriatemanageras a boss who
was very serious about PDP and he also pushed our HR to fulfil
what we planned. At that time, PDP worked. He initiated a
meeting once a quarter to review the plan. This was his own
initiative; it was not company-driven.Nowadays I have to take
the initiative to organisea mid-year review meeting with my boss.
My appraisalis very easythesedays: I have to fill in the form for
self-assessmentand then my boss readsit through and agreeswith
almost everything."
Though the examplesaboverepresentfrustration on the part of the local labour force
in
implemented
introduced
the
and
as a consequenceof the way practices were
feeling
interviewed
also expressed some positive
subsidiary, the managers
concerning these practices. According to the commercial manager, the use of
being
importance
in-company
The
helped
develop
of
to
slang.
competencies
by
the
feedback,
in
terms
stressed
the
was
particularly
assessed,
of
resulting
managersinterviewed. The MRP managersaid:
"I care for people and during our PDP meetings I try to discuss
discussed.
I
the
things
everything and get a good understandingof
believe it is important to be assessedbecauseit is about feedback;
it also gives you the possibility of self assessment"
The commercial manager, on the other hand, stressedthe importance of having the
opportunity to exchangeviews:
"I consider the PDP meeting as a two-way conduit of information.
Whether criticism goesupwards dependson the personality of the
subordinate. This also helps one to get to know what a person
thinks of himself. In Russia this is very difficult becausepeople
try not to talk about themselves."
It is interesting to note that the question in the interview about practises that would
never work in Russia puzzled the interviewees.In their responsesthey tendedto look
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for ways to improve the situation, rather than agree that such practices would never
work in Russia.This was in contrastto the first fieldwork interviews.

7.11.2 Management hierarchy and the composition of the management
team
As Table 7.5 shows, the composition of the managementteam was an important
influence in the implementation of the practices transferred by the parent company.
Managementteams,as highlighted above, were from different backgrounds,and had
different expectationsand ideasof what was required.
Local and expatriate managershad different opinions of what would be required to
make the implementation successful, and of the capacity for change in the local
industrial
local
different
the
to
their
culture,
workforce, owing
experiences of
relations, and employees' orientation to work. Local managers often sought to
in
they
that
the
some
to
their
suggesting
were
explain
changes
expatriate colleagues
From
intended,
local
the
down
the
workforce.
with
areaswould not go
well, or as
point of view of the expatriate managers,the locals would just be telling them that
in
Russia, without suggesting any
such and such a practice would not work well
in
left
their
felt
they
Expatriate
unsupported
were
alternative solutions.
managers
changeinitiative. The HR director said:
"The long-term view should be developed with managers.
Russian colleagues pressurise us for short-term solutions. And
long-term is important for the company because it is about a
is
development
focus
knowledge
about
on
portfolio of
and skills;
the long-term."
As shown in Table 7.5, the consequencesof this situation were reflected in the lack
of integration and consistency,and inconsistenciesin the practices introduced to the
company. Fragmentation of management led to inconsistencies in the
implementation of practices. On the one hand, expatriate managers, having no
spoken resistancefrom the local management,believed that the introduced practices
had been implemented as intended. On the other hand the local managers,lacking an
explanation of the practices, ignored the informal processessurrounded the change
and treated them in a very formal way. As highlighted above, the managers
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interviewed were very sensitive to the lack of a follow up on training. At the same
time, they pointed out that in different departmentsthe issue was given a different
degreeof attention: managersin the subsidiarydiffered in their attitudes towards this.
The commercial managersaid:
"It is possible to make subordinatesbelieve in PDP and get them
oriented towards developmentif year after year you come back to
where you started. My first boss (the expatriate manager) came
back to what we discussedand identified year after year. Then I
had a boss who did not believe in competencies and their
importance for career development, and we did not have any
PDP."
This was supported by the HR manager (supply chain and remuneration) who
maintainedthat:
"Feedback meetings are very important in development. Still
people differ in terms of their attitude to this: whether the boss
follows up on training dependsa lot on his or her personality."
Furthermore, as shown in Table 7.5, constant changesat the board level (during the
fieldwork the composition of the board was changedthree times) as well as on-going
changesin the company (for example,the purchaseof the Best Foods company) led
to some difficulties in establishing communication and shared understanding
between the local nationals and the expatriates.Besides, the "quality" of expatriate
managerssent to direct the organisationand their attention to managementpractices
led to compromise from the point of view of the locals (the view expressedby nearly
60 per cent of the interviewees).The companyTPM-SHE managerargued:
"The EasternEurope group in Unilever was always separated(not
really integrated) from the rest of the company. Unilever
managers in Eastern Europe were not the best ones. Still,
corporate culture is very important, and expatriatesare neededto
bring and develop this new culture. They have to be chosen
carefully. "
As describedabove, central to the changeprocesshad been the intention to introduce
a TPM culture within a context of team working and taking responsibility for
decision making. Such a change initiative requires consistency
of approach and
thinking at all levels if it is to be sustainedeffectively. However, as shown in Table
7.5, short-term contracts and constant turnover

of expatriate managers,plus the lack
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in
of consistency actions as the subsidiary evolved resulted in much fragmentation.
The MRP managersaid:
"I can give many examples when approaches or procedures were
changed with the arrival of a new boss; new processes were
created, and the old ones had to be forgotten. The structure (of the
organisation) changes every year. There is no interest in the way
the job was done before: new managers - new approaches. They
arrive in a middle of the year and then reports which are still not
finished are of no interest anymore, and this new person
introduces new ways of analysis. I don't know how it is going to
be this year, maybe I will need to forget about what I did before
and start on a new thing, and then what about continuity? Any
changes should be introduced carefully. "

All the managersinterviewed believed that it was very important for an individual to
become accustomedto a particular approach over a period of at least two to three
years,and even "if the bosswas changedthis person should continue with what he or
shehad learnt and becomeusedto."
The lack of consistencyin the implementation of the practices transferredwas caused
due
but
to
by
the
the
also
was
not only
expatriate managers
short-term contracts of
differences in their attitude to practices (Table 7.5). The commercial manager
recalled:
"I joined the company as a managementtrainee. At that time, the
introduced:
just
been
had
trainee
we
management
programme
like
Many
in
this
our
people
were guinea pigs
programme.
finance director (the expatriate manager) did not believe in the
programmebecause, having seen so many changes during their
life in the company, they had became cautious about new
initiatives. "
Relationships between levels in the management hierarchy were important in
developing a coherent approachto the content and process of change. As Table 7.5
shows,where the managementteam was inconsistentin the values they espousedand
the managementstyle they displayed, inconsistenciesarosein the way practices were
implemented, and this challenged employees' expectations. As evidenced from
interviews, expatriate managersacrossall departmentsand sections of the subsidiary
displayed a significantly different style of leadershipto the local managers.The local
managerswere mostly directive and authoritarian in their style and were wholly taskorientated. They tended to lack the social facilitatory skills required of team leaders
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for
internalised
did
have
to
the
of,
example,
and
not appear
wider philosophy
teamwork - the view expressed by both the local and expatriate managers
interviewed. At the same time, the expatriate managersw ere seen as aloof by the
locals. The commercial managerexplained:
"(The expatriate managers)value intelligence, the ability to keep
up with a conversation.This makes it difficult for less educated
people to work in such an environment."
According to 80 per cent of the interviewees, an important feature of the "old"
managers' behaviour, which significantly disturbed attempts to develop new values
in the workforce (such as team working) was their reliance on tried and testedways
of getting results. Thus, these managersappearedless committed to supporting a
changein organisationalculture than to short-term output targets for which they were
responsible. This often led to the frustration of employees, who could see the
inconsistenciesbetween the espousedvalues of the company and the behaviour of
their superiors (Table 7.5). The importance of a strong link of shared values down
the organisationalhierarchy and trust in the implementation of planned changewere
also stressedby the interviewees.Thus, the companyTPM-SHE managerargued:
"We createda team of supportersof the new initiative in order to
from
difficult
the
to
TPM.
It
support
gain
promote
was very
(factory) director because he was afraid of this initiative. He
thought it was against his former colleagues(e.g. the production
for
had
them
knew
He
these people and
worked with
manager).
did
He
his
team.
him
For
not trust us at
new
many years.
we were
first but at the same time he understood t hat this initiative was
driven by the company. Slowly we gained his trust as we proved
our loyalty to him."
Furthermore, t here was discontinuity in the chain of c ommand due to the 1ack of
communication between different levels in the organisation,particularly between the
top managementteam and the other managementtiers in the company. The following
comments were not unusual during the interviews. The operations manager HPC
said:
"Currently our directors make decisions given the needs of the
future and they do not explain these decisions to us.
Communication is a real problem.
Cascading and sharing
...
information is very important, particularly at initial stages.People
just don't know what is happening at lower levels. There
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shouldn't be many initiatives but what is important is the
involvement of thosewho are going to implement them."
Both the expatriate managers and the locals agreed that communication was very
is
in
"communication
Despite
director's
the
HR
the
that
problematic
company.
claim
high on the agenda. We are no longer talking to people but with people", the HR
manager in St Petersburg complained:

"Communication within the company is very poor. Before there
were team briefs and managementconferenceswhich we don't
have nowadays. It is very seldom that information is
communicated. We don't have a bigger picture. In private
conversationswe get to know that people don't know much about
the company. At the same time, explanation is the key to
success."
The reasonsfor this were often given as the lack of time and the high pressureof
urgent changes.
This section has discussedthe ways in which Unilever sought to transfer its practices
to the subsidiary. It has been argued that difficulties with the implementation of the
its
Unilever
because
transferred
transferred
organisational structural
practices
arose
features; that is, it transferred formal MD structures and systems and established
managementhierarchy and managementteams. However, the transfer of structures
was not supportedby the transfer of processes.The unintended consequencesof this
have been increasedmisunderstandingand misuseof the practices transferred.

7.12 Unintended consequences
As shown in Table 7.5, the lack of understandingof and trust in the good intentions
of the company led to the unintended consequencethat managersbecamecynical of
managementinitiatives. A major worry about practices introduced was their possible
misuse. The interviewees were all the time expecting "negative consequences"and
were afraid of the new initiatives. Thus, the company TPM-SHE manager
commentedabout the newly introducedpractice of ranking:
"Unilever has introduced a new practice ranking. This is to
identify the best 15 per cent of the managersin the company and
the worst 15 per cent (in order to get rid of the latter). Of course,
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the company wants to know its best people, but if they (top
management) want to fire somebody they would fire them
anyway; there is no need for them to wait until the results of the
it
because
But
(in
Russia)
will
ranking.
ranking will never work
be misused in order to settle a score with the disliked. "

The QA managerexpresseda similar view:
"They (Unilever) want to measureus all the time. I don't know
what to expect from these new practices ... What matters is the
way they are going to be introduced and applied (i. e. for what
purposes)."
This view was also expressedby the supply chain distribution planning manager:
"People are cynical now: there is no longer true loyalty to the
company like there was before (in the USSR) when everyone was
it
don't
for
(Russians)
take
to
we
ready
give everything
...
anything at face value and always look for a hidden agenda,
is
because
This
something negative.
people had so many changes
initiatives.
We
have
initiatives
these
still
memories
of
and we
and
rememberthem."
The HR director believed that consistencyand trust would be achieved simply by the
introduction of the "right tools", but the data from the interviews with the locals
did
in
just
formal
having
that
not necessarily mean they
confirmed
structures place
in
like.
As
implemented
in
the
shown
were
parent company would
and used a way
Table 7.5, the neglect by Unilever of informal processesduring the transfer of its
managementand MD practicesincreasedthe locals' feelings of insecurity about their
future in the company, which in turn made them revert to familiar ways of behaving
and relating. The commercial managercommented:
"They (Unilever) are talking about coaching, but everyone has
subordinateswith whom you like to be in touch and those who
just drive you crazy. To make it formal (coaching) is in many
cases not possible becauseitis difficult toc oach a person you
don't like in managementskills."
This section has shown that people were very sensitive to the ways in which the
transferred practices were implemented and used in the subsidiary, thus further
stressingthe importance of processes.
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7.13 Conclusions
The following conclusions can be made on the basis of the discussion presented
above. It provides an interesting context in which the evolution of an overseas
subsidiary is examined with the focus on how parent company systems were
transferred, adapted,and sustainedover time. The findings from the interview data
indicate that the transfer of managementand MD practices by Unilever to its Russian
subsidiarywas accompaniedby tension and misunderstanding.
The casestudy emphasisesthe importance of local context in introducing new forms
of managementsystemsand work organisation within a multinational company. It
illustrates that the change processesthat took place across the subsidiary and the
implementation of new managementsystemsand MD practices were significantly
influenced by the local context. Practiceswere implementedwith difficulty primarily
becausethey came from a very different institutional environment. Secondly, the
introduced practices challenged the traditional way of working and relating in
Russia. These contextual factors influenced the consequencesof the management
systemsintroduced.
Tension was intensified by the way the parent company tried to introduce its
identifies
the criteria which affect success
The
to
the
study
practices
case
subsidiary.
in introducing new practices, referred to as the mechanisms of transfer. The
importance of processesin which parent company expectations and control over
The
case
stressed.
activities were translated and explained were particularly
highlights that the differences in approachto managementbetween the locals and the
expatriateswere not resolved. Furthermore, the lack of sharedvalues and continuity
in the process of transfer lead to inconsistenciesin practices implemented in the
company. The findings also illustrate that an unintended consequenceof the way
Unilever introduced its practices was employee disillusionment with new
managementsystems.
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CHAPTER 8: Discussion

8.1

Introduction

The chapterdiscussesthe key findings of the researchand their implications. It considers
the findings in relation to debates in the literature on MD and specifically debates
concerning the transfer of MD practices across institutional contexts. It considers
whether the transfer and structuring of MD around a system, which aims at the
development of a homogeneousmanagementcadre is possible. The researchquestions
Pugh,
(e.
debates
Hickson
developed
literature
in
the
this
and
g.
addressed
out of
research
1995; Hendry, 1996) reviewed in the thesis which argued for a more contextualised
As
MNCs.
MD
transfer
the
within
practices
analysis of
of managementand
processof
discussedin the literate review there is a gap in the literature on MD, given its "tendency
to apply universalistic nostrums" (Storey, 1990) by advancing the search for universal
due
to
that,
In
thesis
for
development
this
argues
contrast,
practices
of global managers.
the difference in institutional and cultural environments, management processesare
likely to be different in different countries, even if similar formal structures are
in
Debates
1994).
the
1994;
Broad,
Sisson,
(Storey,
1990;
M arginson and
established
literature stressedanother under-researchedissue that is how political processesmay
impact on the transferability of MD models and practices (Edwards et al., 1993).The aim
influence
in
the
the
to
of context on the
this
thesis
of
researchpresented
was examine
in
MNCs
to
MD
the
It
to
seek
which
nature of
ways
examine
practices. also sought
transfer practices as well as supporting processes to subsidiaries. Specifically the
researchaims were:
1. to examine the influence of institutional context on the nature of MD practices
and the ways in which MD practicesdevelop;
2. to examine the influence of institutional context on the ways in which MD
practices are transferredand received in MNCs;
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3. to examine other factors shaping MD practices and their transfer process in
MNCs
The first part of the researchfocusedon the literature review. Here there was an analysis
of factors that were likely to intervene in the processof transfer of managementand MD
practices within MNCs. The literature review has highlighted the social and cultural
embeddednessof managerialroles and practices (Child and Kieser, 1979; Hendry et al.,
1988; Scarbrough, 1998). It has also identified a number of factors that structureand
influence managementand MD practices, and therefore, might impact on the processof
transfer of practices within MNCs (Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992; Whitley, 1989; Storey,
1990). The literature suggests that distinctions in MD reflect matters of relative
importance and national emphasis (Sparrow and Hiltrop, 1994; Whitley, 1999).
Therefore, models for MD developedin one country may not easily translate to another
becauseof the different traditions and values of the managementand workforce. The role
of the national institutional environment in the transfer processeshas been debatedin the
literature (Brewster and Larsen, 1992). When practices are transferred, they may not fit
with the institutional environment of the recipient country, which in turn may be an
impediment to transfer (Kostova, 1999). Furthermore, the existing relationship between
different components of MD and features of national business systems may either
stimulate or dampenthe adoption of MD practices (Evans et al., 1989; Larsen, 1996;
Lazonick et at., 1997).
The issuesraised from the literature reviewed were taken into account in developing a
researchframework. The framework developed in the thesis (Chapter 3- Figure 3 . 1)
emphasisesthe nature of MD practices,the contextual, institutional and historical factors
influencing the development of distinctive MD practices and the mechanisms and
processessurrounding the transfer of these practices to the subsidiaries.The framework
highlights how the views of MD held by an organisation are influenced by the
organisationssocial embeddednesswithin a particular context. The framework of study
also acknowledgeshow these views on MD may also be influenced by industry-specific
features, organisational history, organisational culture, and management systems. The
framework highlights that organisations cannot be understood separately from the
national contexts in which they are embedded.Therefore, the views of UK organisations
and Russian organisations on what MD is about may vary and be explainable by
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in
developed.
The way to
to
the
their
context
which
reference
own management systems
influence
the
analyse
of national institutional contexts on the strategies and structures of
firms and their MD models has been suggested (Figure 3.2). Drawing on the work of
Whitley (1999) and Hall and Soskice (2001) it is argued that the structuring of MD by
national context can be analysed by examining the nature of the state, financial system,
trust and authority relations, and skill development and control systems that may lead to
distinctive MD systems. The notion of contextual rationality (Morgan, 2001: 9) has been
stressed arguing that there is no essence of rationality that is context-independent and
that there is a need to study the internal dynamics of the process of transfer.

The literature reviewed has also raised the issueof methodological gaps in studiesof MD
processes(Cool and Lengnick-Hall, 1985; Storey, 1990; Stewart et al., 1994). The
importance of contextual analysis of the transfer of MD practices has influenced the
choice of research methodology in this study. Historical and longitudinal casestudies
were considered to be the most appropriate methodology to provide an in-depth
understandingof the subsidiaries' internal dynamics in the transfers of managementand
MD practices. The study has not only identified what practices were transferred and by
which mechanisms,but also has focusedon processeswhich accompaniedthe transfer.
Specifically, this research looked into how the practices transferred were received,
resisted,misunderstood,and sustainedin subsidiaries.
The analysis of institutional contexts in the UK and Russia was used in this study
(Diagram 1 and Diagram 2 in Chapter 5) in order to identify "ideal-type" MD practices
in these two countries. These diagrams linked the process of development of dominant
firms within their historical and institutional environment and their MD practices. In
in
MD
two
the
"ideal-type"
hypotheses
to
practices
the
order
generate
analysis of
in
UK
MD
done
"ideal-type"
the
(Table
Comparison
5.4).
the
countries was
practices
of
and Russia highlighted significant differences in practices in each of the four MD areas
of recruitment, training and development, career management, and rewards and
appraisal. Specifically, the analysis identified significant differences in the degree of
central co-ordination of MD activities (as identified in Table 5.4, MD activities in Russia
were co-ordinated centrally by the state); the focus on development of general
management skills in the UK in comparison with preoccupation of technical skills
development in Russia; and, finally, the emphasis on long-term internal labour market
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developmentin Russiaversusa short-termorientation on the purchaseof available skills
in
in
differences
UK.
The
the
these
that
were reflected the
analysis revealed
externally
four MD areasand specified distinctive featuresof the "ideal-type" MD practices in the
two countries. Thus, the "ideal-type" recruitment in Russia assumed reliance on the
internal labour market and therefore, promoted life-long job security. In contrast in the
UK, the "ideal-type" recruitment practices,as identified in Table 5.4, implied reliance on
external labour markets and therefore, promoted high inter-firm mobility of managers.
Whereas,the "ideal-type" training and developmentin Russia assumedstrong central coordination and focus on developmentof specialists through formal training schemes,in
the UK it was exactly the opposite, and the "ideal-type" training and development
implied little or no central co-ordination and the focus on development of general
in
Russia the "ideal-type" career management
Further,
management skills.
whereas
functional
linked
to
career progression
promoted sector-basedcareer progression and
skills improvement and upgrading where the whole process was co-ordinated and
the
"ideal-type"
in
UK
by
the
stressed
the
the
management
career
managed
state,
individual's responsibility for career progression and implied career progression via
inter-organisational / inter-sectoral moves. Finally, the "ideal-type" rewards and
based
long-term
in
on
linked
Russia
were
rewards
to
where
employment
appraisal
was
the amount of standardoutputs producedby each incumbent. In contrast, in the UK the
"ideal-type" rewards and appraisalpractice assumedstatus-wagedifferentiation basedon
job classification and it was tied to short-termperformancemeasures.
The analysis of the differences presentedabovehelped to generatethe first hypothesisin
this study. Thus, the hypothesis was that the transfer of MD practices by two Britishbased MNCs into their Russian subsidiaries might be accompanied by tension and
resistancegiven that the practices transferred representedchallenges to traditional ways
of working and relating in Russia because they were associated with an alternative
managementsystem developedin a different environment.
Secondly, the analysis of current macro-economic changes in Russia was done in
Chapter 5. This analysis revealed changes in the economic context in Russia with
resultant changes in the managerial role and tasks. Thus, the second hypothesis in the
thesis was that changesin institutional environment and economic actors in Russia and
the presenceof foreign direct investments might provide a favourable environment for
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possible change and therefore, the acceptanceof the practices transferred. Finally, the
perpetuatinginfluence of value system and national culture on managerial behaviour in
Russiawas examinedand the third hypothesisin this study was that this influence might
representan additional challenge to the transfer. All these hypotheseswere tested in the
empirical chaptersw here MD practices adoptedby Cadbury Schweppesand Unilever
were discussed,and the processesof transfer of managementand MD practices within
theseMNCs were presented.The major findings are discussedin section 8.4.
The aim of this chapter is to review the principle findings contained in this thesis and
consider their implications. This chapter aims to assess how this investigation has
contributed to the development of a better understandingof HRM issues within MNC
subsidiaries.The chapter summarisesthe main findings of the thesis, considering the
impact that the introduction of MD practices had on the two case study companies.The
key findings of the two casestudies are compared, investigating their differences and
similarities. By means of this analysis, an attempt is made to establish how societal
conditions affect the transferability of MD practices. Importantly, it should be noted that
national environment is mediatedthrough organisational context, i. e. national influences
are not monolithic but vary acrossorganisationsinvolved in the research.
This is then extendedto considerthe theoretical implications of the findings of the thesis.
The chapter concludeswith the statementthat the problems encounteredby the MNCs in
this study challenge the notion that there is or can be a uniform system of MD that will
work everywhere. Instead, the traditions of Russian MD and managementpractices are
found to exert considerable influence on the process of transfer. Furthermore, the
influence of context has been intensified by the ways in which the multinational
companiestransferredand sustainedtheir practicesin their subsidiaries.
By analysing the nature of MD practices in organisationswith international operations,
this thesis has stressed the contextual embeddednessof MD practices. It has also
identified a number of factors which influence their transferability. First, the thesis has
identified that MD practices are structured by their
in
national context
which they
develop. However, as stressedin the thesis,this influence is not deterministic. The thesis
has identified a number of other factors,
apart from institutional context that shapeMD
practices in MNCs. These factors include the businessenvironment and the development
of industrial sector in which MNCs operate, and the organisational history,
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organisationalculture and managementphilosophy and organisation. Secondly,the thesis
has found that organisationalcontext shapesthe ways in which MNCs seek to transfer
their MD practicesas well as supportingprocessesto subsidiaries.It has also highlighted
that national and social context in the subsidiaries influence the ways in which the
transferredpracticesare received. An important contribution is that the thesis has shown
the significant importance of internal processesrelated to providing interpretation and
creating meaning for the practices transferred.These processeswere seento provide an
important role in the successfultransfer and sustainingof practices. Therefore, the thesis
has stressedthat work practices are more than just a series of separatetechniquesbut
they also involve processesrelated to establishing relations, creating meaning and
exercisingpower.

8.2

The influence of context on MD in two British-based MNCs

The influence of context on MD processeshas been studied in this thesis by researching
the influence of the institutional context on the nature of MD practices and the ways in
The
Unilever.
Schweppes
Cadbury
in
MNCs
developed
these
two
which
and
practices
case study chapters analysed the patterns of development of these MNCs within the
British national business system. The analysis showed the implications of this
developmentfor the MD models adoptedby thesecompanies.Table 6.1 and Table 7.1 in
the case study chapters explained that the MD models and MD practices in these
companies were shaped by factors including the business environment and the
development of the industrial sector in which the companies operated, and by their
administrative heritage that is the administrative history of the company, its
organisationalculture and managementphilosophy.
Table 8.1 comparesand contrastsdifferences and similarities in the MD models adopted
by Cadbury Schweppesand Unilever respectively. The MD models are analysed along
the dimensions developed in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.2). The comparative analysis is carried
out of the approaches to development of organisational capabilities, bases of
responsibility for development, co-ordination mechanisms,and structures and processes
in MD in theseMNCs.
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Table 8.1 The MD models in Cadbury Schweppesand Unilever compared

Cadbury
Schweppes

Developmentof
organisational
capabilities

Basesof
responsibility for
development

Co-ordination
mechanisms

Structuresand
processes

Life-long learning
approachto
development;

Development
shouldbe driven by
the individual;

Focuson early
identification and
developmentof
potential

Businessunits run their
own systemsof MD that
vary sometimes
considerably;

Competency-based
approachto
recruitment, training
and development;

Companyhelps to
guide development
by providing tools
and services

The role of HQ is to
provide services(not to
control) to businessunits;

Emphasison onthejob training;

Intensive support in
establishingHR systems
in new businesses

Unilever

Differentiated
approachto
developmentof
different categories
of managers;
Focus on early
identification and
developmentof
potential

Developmentis
monitored by the
company;

Centralisedco-ordination
of human resources
planning process;

More passiverole of
the individual in
development
processdevelopment
dependson
performance

Developmentof potential
is strictly monitored by
HQ

Structured approach
to development
(development
guides; performance
management
system)
MD is basedon
"job classes"system
Intensive formal
training;
Importanceof
informal networks

Reliance on incremental
introduction of MD
practices to new
businesses

Comparison of the MD models adoptedby the two MNCs (Table 8.1) identifies similar
features such as, for example, the focus on early identification and development of
MD
"ideal-type"
identified
This
feature
is
the
potential.
as
consistent with what was
practice in the UK (Diagram 1 in Chapter 5), and may be attributed to the influence of
the national context on the ways in which MD developedin theseMNCs. The analysis of
interdependencesbetween specific characteristicsof the British national businesssystem
and those of dominant firms developedin this system (Diagram 1) showed that marketbased owner control and limited employer-employee interdependence in dominant
British firms implied high levels of managerial integration, and the approach to
development where selected high potential managers are developed through general
managementtraining schemes.As suggestedin the literature (e.g. Whitley, 1999, Hendry
et al., 1988), it is not uncommon for a British firm to develop its organisational
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capabilities by focusing on the development of selected managerial cadre, and by
developmentof generalmanagementskills.
The "ideal-type" MD model in the UK, as described in Chapter 5, also implied the
individual's responsibility for development,limited co-ordination of MD activities and
the lack of structured approach to MD (e.g. Storey 1991). Table 8.1 shows that
differencesexist betweenthe MD models in the two M NCs studied. Differences also
exist between the MD models of the two MNCs and the "ideal-type" MD model in the
UK.
First, as the MD models in Cadbury Schweppesand Unilever differ considerably in the
degree of central co-ordination of MD activities. The case study chapters showed that
whereas in Cadbury Schweppesbusinessunits ran their own MD systemsthat varied
sometimesc onsiderably, in Unilever the centralisedc o-ordination of human resources
planning was applied. Furthermore, the role of head office in Cadbury Schweppeswas
more about providing services to business units rather than, as it was the case in
Unilever, to strictly monitor developmentof high potential managers.In this sensethe
MD model in Cadbury Schweppesresembledmore that of the "ideal-type" British MD
model. On the other hand, the companiesdiffered in terms of their approaches to the
introduction of MD activities in their overseaslocations. Thus, whereas Unilever relied
more on the incremental introduction of its practices to new businesses, Cadbury
Schweppes provided an intensive support in establishing HR systems in their new
businesses.As discussedin the casestudy chapters,theseapproacheswere shapedby the
history and managementphilosophy of eachcompany.
Secondly, as shown in Table 8.1, there were differences in the key MD processesand
structuresin the two MNCs. Thus, differences existed in approachesto training. Whilst
Cadbury Schweppesemphasisedon-the-job training, Unilever favoured more intensive
formal training. Furthermore, both companies applied a structured approach to
development. This was different to the "ideal-type" MD practice in the UK. Thirdly,
whereas MD in Cadbury S chweppes assumeda more active role for the individual in
driving his or her own development which is consistent with the "ideal-type' MD
practicesin the UK, in Unilever developmentwas seenas a sharedresponsibility, and the
companyplayed an important role in structuring development.
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The differences in the MD models adoptedby Cadbury Schweppesand Unilever which
have been discussed above can be attributed to the influence of the companies'
organisationcontext. As highlighted in the casestudy chapters,the MD models in these
MNCs were shapedby the businessenvironment and the development of the industrial
sector in which these MNCs operate,as well as by their administrative heritage (Table
6.1 and Table 7.1). The way MNCs developed within their industrial sector and its
influence on technology and employment practices, the philosophy of founders which
shapedmanagementphilosophy in the company, as well as early internationalisation and
the pattern of development through mergers and acquisitions which influenced the
organisational structure and shaped relationships between head office and different
business units - all had serious implications in influencing MD in these MNCs. The
differencesin the MD models identified in this section support the argument available in
the literature (Hendry et al., 1988; Storey, 1989; Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992) of
in
different
influencing
MD
the
companies.
perceptionand use of
organisationalcontext
The influence of institutional context on the nature of MD practices in MNCs was also
in
MD
in
in
practices and systems
examined this thesis the case study chapterswhere
British subsidiaries of the two MNCs were analysed. The analysis of MD practices
Unilever
the
Schweppes
Cadbury
by
British
and
the
and
adopted
subsidiaries of
comparison of these practices with the "ideal-type" British MD practices revealedmany
8.2
Table
the
7.2).
6.2
Table
(Table
in
differences
on
and
similarities as well as
practices
following page highlights similarities and differences in MD practices employed in
Cadbury Ltd and Birds Eye Wall's Ltd - the British subsidiaries of Cadbury Schweppes
and Unilever respectively.
Similarities between MD practices in the two subsidiaries and with the "ideal-type"
British MD practices included employing by both subsidiaries rewards and appraisal
based
differentiation
based
systems
on short-term performancemeasuresand status-wage
on job classification, as well as the focus on developmentof general managementskills.
Furthermore, another similarity with the "ideal-type" British training and development
practices was limited central co-ordination of training activities in Cadbury Ltd. These
similarities between the practices employed in the two subsidiaries and the "ideal-type"
British MD practices further highlight the influence of the national context on the ways
in which MD practices developed in these MNCs. The analysis of influence of
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institutional context on MD practices in the UK (Diagram 1) showed that market-based
co-ordination of economic activities and the internationalisation of risks by firms in the
UK implied short-term performance measures used for appraising and rewarding
managersin British firms. It also limited co-ordination of training activities in the British
firm (e.g. Storey, 1991;Whitley, 1999).
Table 8.2 MD practicesin Cadbury Ltd and Birds Eye Wall's Ltd compared
Recruitment

Cadbury Ltd

Training and
Development

Relianceon internal
labour market for
managerial
recruitment;

Little central coordination; coordination of activities
in businessunits;

Graduate
recruitment;

Focuson development
of generalmanagement
skills

Careermanagement

Internal career
progression;
Changesto transfer of
responsibility for
developmentto the
individual

Focuson early
identification of
potential

Birds Eye
Wall's Ltd

Relianceon internal
labour market for
managerial
recruitment;
Graduate
recruitment;
Focus on early
identification of
potential

"Ideal-type"
MD
practicesin
the UK

Co-ordination of
training for potential;

Internal career
progression;

Formalisedsystemof
training basedon job
classes;

Sharedresponsibility
for development

Little or no central coordination of training
activities

High inter-firm
mobility of
managers

Focuson development
generalmanagement
skills

Rewardsare tied to
short-term
performance
measures;
Status-wage
differentiation
basedon job
classification

Rewardsare tied to
short-term
performance
measures;
Status-wage
differentiation
basedon job
classification

Focuson development
of generalmanagement
skills

Reliance on external
labour markets for
recruitment;

Rewardsand
Appraisal

Careerprogressionis
mostly via interorganisational/ intersectoral moves;

Rewardsare tied to
short-term
performance
measures;

The individual's
responsibility for
careerprogression

Status-wage
differentiation
basedon job
classification

On the other hand, the analysis of MD practices
adopted by the British subsidiaries of
these MNCs and the comparison of these practices with the "ideal-type" British MD
practicesundertaken in the casestudy chaptersrevealed a number of departuresfrom the
"ideal-type" MD practices in the UK (Table 6.2
and Table 7.2). As shown in Table 8.2,
thesewere the reliance on internal labour market for
managerial recruitment and internal
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careerprogressionin both companies.Furthermore, in the subsidiary of Unilever, there
was centralised co-ordination of MD for high potential managers. Also the company
played an important key role in driving development of its managerial population. As
shown in case study chapters,MD practices in Cadbury Ltd and Birds Eye Wall's Ltd
were influenced by the ways in which these subsidiaries developed within their
organisations and the relationships with their head offices, as well as by their
managementphilosophy and organisation. Whereas in Cadbury Schweppesthe role of
head office was more of providing services in the area of MD to all different business
units which all had different MD practices and systems, in Unilever, given its early
international developmentthrough mergers and acquisitions, the role of the head office
was more of controlling and co-ordinating key MD activities that were recruitment,
training and developmentof potential.
Comparative analysis of the MD models and practices in two British-based MNCs
important
findings.
This
identified
in
has
research
this
presented
a number of
section
examined the influence of institutional context on the nature of MD practices and the
ways in which MD practices develop in two British-based MNCs - Cadbury Schweppes
and Unilever. The researchidentified how MD practices in these MNCs were structured
by their national context. The researchhas also identified a number of other factors, apart
from institutional context that shapedMD practices in these MNCs. As discussedabove
theseare the businessenvironment and the developmentof the industrial sector in which
these MNCs operate, as well as their administrative heritage that is the history of the
company,its organisationalculture and managementphilosophy and organisation.
The findings discussed in this section support the argument available in the literature
becoming
interdependence
the
MD
as
about
and work processesand control practices
of
established in different capitalist societies through their institutionalisation processes
(e.g. Whitley, 1999; Hall and Soskice, 2001). The argument is, however, that the
influence of the national context is mediated by the organisation context which shapes
the perception and use of structuresavailable. Given the interplay of different factors is
stressed, it is possible to question the deterministic influence of national business
systemson work practices and MD practices in organisations (Mueller, 1994; Hall and
Soskice,2001; Morgan, 2001).
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8.3

The influence of context on the ways
transfer their MD practices

in which

MNCs

This researchalso aimed to examine the influence of context on the ways in which MD
practicesare transferredand received in MNCs. Table 8.3 comparesthe approachesused
by Cadbury Schweppesand Unilever to transfer their MD practices into their Russian
subsidiariesin this study. It also highlights the influence of the local context and the
organisationalcontext on the ways in which MD practiceswere transferredand received.
The substantial variations in the ways the two multinational companies introduced MD
in
in
be
Russian
to
their
the
subsidiariescan
organisational context
practices
attributed
the companies.As table 8.3 on the following page shows,heterogeneitycharacterisedthe
functioning of both organisationsin Russia: Unilever and Cadbury Schweppeschose a
different entry strategy, i. e. the development of brownfield and greenfield sites
its
for
focused
transfer
Cadbury
Schweppes
of
opted
respectively. Furthermore,whereas
incremental
Unilever
modifications
technology
to
the
proceededwith
modem
subsidiary,
of production lines. These companies also employed varying approaches and
Cadbury
In
MD
for
dissemination
their
policies and practices.
of
mechanisms
Schweppesa "pro-active" approachwas used to transfer its MD practices through active
deliberate
local
develop
and
to
managers
use of expatriate managerswith assignments
transfer of formal structures from the onset of subsidiary development. In contrast, as
highlighted in Table 8.3, the strategy of "incremental change" adopted by Unilever to
transfer its MD practices resulted in frequent changesin the managementteam and the
incremental introduction of formal structuresand practices.
Finally, the differences in the systems and mechanisms of control and co-ordination
in
both
issues
for
MD
implications
by
headquarters
direct
had
subsidiaries.
the
exerted
Unilever relied very much on centralisedco-ordination of MD practices in some specific
in
highlighted
the
This,
development
c ase
training
as
areas, such as
of potential.
and
study, limited the subsidiary's ability to address its local needsin MD. For example,
there were very few training activities focused on development of general management
skills which took place locally. In contrast, in Cadbury Confectionery they not only
adaptedthe company list of competenciesand on the basis of this developed their own
list, but also introduced a number of training sessionsto address their 1ocal needs in
development of general management skills. The key difference, however, was that
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whereas Cadbury Schweppesused expatriate managers to establish control and coordination of MD activities in the subsidiary and by this to build a sharedwork culture,
Unilever lacked integration and consistency in implementation of the practices
transferredbecauseof frequent changesin the managementteam.
Table 8.3 Transfer of managementand MD practiceswithin multinationals: approaches
of Cadbury Schweppesand Unilever compared
Mode of market
entry

Cadbury
Schweppes

Greenfieldsite
Newly-built factory in
the Novgorod region
(away from the

subsidiaryheadoffice);
Transfer of modem
technology;

Transfer of
practices
Pro-active transfer
Deliberatetransfer of
formal structuresand
practices;
Active use of
expatriatemanagers
with assignmentsto
develop local labour
force;

Priorities in
transfer
Defined by local
context

Control and coordination
exerted by HQ

Time pressureand

Special team
assignedto build
the local HR
function and to

business

introducea setof

environment made
the company speed
up the introduction
of practices

rules and
regulations
specifying company
policy;
Control and coordination exerted
through expatriates

Consciousand
focusedattemptsto

build sharedwork
culture;

Unilever

Brownfield site
Buying a large factory
in St Petersburgas the
baseupon which to
build company's
activities;

Incremental change
approach
Incremental
introduction of formal
structuresand
practices;

Defined by local
context

Buyingotherfactories
in differentregions;

in
Oftenchanges
team;
management
Useof expatriate

changethedesired
courseof actions

Selective incremental
modification on
production lines

managers

Time pressureand
business
environment made
the company

Tight control and
co-ordination in
specific areas(e.g.
training and
developmentof
potential);

Lackof integration
in
andconsistency
implementation
of
practices transferred

As shown in Table 8.3, the local context affected the introduction of MD practices in the
subsidiariesof both MNCs. Thus, priorities in terms of what should be transferred were
defined by taking into account the developmentneeds the local labour force. In both
of
companies due to time and business pressuresexerted on the companies, the desired
course of action could not be followed. However, whereas in Cadbury Schweppesthey
respondedto thesepressuresby speedingup their transfer of MD practices, in the caseof
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Unilever, time pressureand the businessenvironment forced the company to seek other
solutionsby bringing new MD practicesto the subsidiary.
The differenceshighlighted reflect different managerialresponsesto the samelabour and
institutional environments and the industry context. The thesis has identified that
organisational context shape the ways in which MNCs seek to transfer their MD
practices as well as supporting processes to subsidiaries. This analysis reveals the
possibility of different strategieswithin the sameinstitutional and industry context - the
argumentlong debatedin the literature (e.g. Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992). The findings
are important for this researchbecausethey show how despite the samepressuresof the
broader context, the outcomes in terms ofMD issuesare very different. Furthermore,
these findings suggestselectivity in the transfer of organisational values and operational
capacities to fit local labour and product markets. Therefore, they support the view
in
differences
in
1995)
literature
(Smith,
that
the
the
approachesto
available
existenceof
transfer of MD practices reinforces existing patterns of diversity rather then leading to a
homogenisationeffect.

8.4

Factors shaping MD practices in subsidiaries

The researchalso aimed to examineother factors shapingMD practices in subsidiariesof
MNCs. Table 8.4 on the following page highlights the influence of context on the
transfer of MD practices within MNCs. It stressesthat this influence should be seenat
both levels the national context and the local/social context in the subsidiary. It also
shows other factors which either intensify or reduce misunderstandingin the processof
transfer.The following sectionsdiscusswhat is summarisedin Table 8.4 in detail.

8.4.1 The influence of institutional context on the nature of MD practices
and the process of transfer
A hypothesis in this study (Table 5.4 and Diagrams 1 and 2) was that of potential clash
between the "ideal-type" MD practices developed in the UK and those developed in
Russia. The research undertaken in this thesis focused on the transfer of four MD
practices- recruitment, training and development,career management,and rewards and
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appraisal - within two British-based MNCs to their Russian subsidiaries. These MD
practices were brought by MNCs to support the introduction of their management
practices by structuring behaviour of the local managers. However, the case study
chapters gave many examples of tension and misunderstanding that accompaniedthe
process of introduction of MD practices by these two British-based MNCs into their
Russian subsidiaries. As discussed in these chapters (Table 6.3 and Table 7.3), this
tension was due to the fact that the transferred practices represented challenges to
traditional way of working and relating in Russia.
Table 8.4 Transfer of managementand MD practices within multinationals:
factors responsiblefor unintendedconsequences
National context
Cadbury
Schweppes

Practicestransferred
representchallengeto
traditional practices;

Local / social context
Greenfield site -more
homogeneouslabour force;

Misunderstanding is reducedby:
focusedtransfer of key
"
practices;
consistencyin implementation
"
clear understandingof the role
"
of expatriate in developing incompany culture;
sensitivity to local needshelps
"
developing and maintaining
trust relations

Brownfield site -

Misunderstanding is intensified by:

Undergoing
transformation in national
institutional context

Unilever

Practicestransferred

representchallengeto
traditionalpractices;
Undergoing
transformation in national
institutional context

Factors which Intensified /
reduced misunderstanding

labourforce;
heterogeneous

"

Lackof sharedwork culture; "
"

"

Not enoughexplanationgiven
to thepracticestransferred;
in
Inconsistency
implementation
of practices
Lack of trust betweenthe
expatriatemanagersand the
locals
Incremental introduction of
practices

An interesting finding in the thesis is that, though the introduced MD practices were
alien to the Russian context, they did not represent challenge to the same degree. The
case study chapters showed that the introduction and implementation of two MD
practices - training and development and career management - were particularly
difficult. The practices introduced developedin different
a
context (Diagram 1 and Table
5.4), and they implied the individual's
responsibility for development, elimination of
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structured career progression,and focus on development of general managementskills.
These practices were resisted and misunderstood by the local managers in both
subsidiaries.The longitudinal study confirmed that this situation persisted. Severalof the
local managersinterviewed had similar views to one of the operationsmanagers,HPC, in
the Unilever subsidiarywho argued:
"We have different understanding in Russia (than in the West) of
what would motivate people and lead them. I know that I have good
technical skills and I am able to understand complex technical
problems or just do a repair work. My people respectme for this. My
secretof successfulwork as a manageris my expert knowledge."
Furthermore, the longitudinal case study also gave examples where the interviewees
discusseddifficulties related to taking responsibility for their own work and development
by the local managers.For example,the HR managerin the Unilever subsidiary said:
"Our (people) are not ready yet for changesin managementstructure
and practices. This is becausethey would be required to take more
"
development.
for
their
and
responsibility
work
For the interviewees training was linked to their status.F or a xample, the commercial
managersaid:
"Employees here are very conscious about training. Everyone wants
to have training; it is about social status."
This view was further developedby the supply chain distribution planning manager:
"Status for Russian people is more important then money. Status is
about recognition of your knowledge, your results, etc. The problem
being
being
that
not
recognised,
was
people worried about not
appreciated."
As highlighted in the case study chapters, misunderstanding and tension were
particularly acute in the subsidiary of Unilever where there was a more heterogeneous
labour force with many managersespecially in production came through the acquisition
of the brownfield site by the parent company.
In examining this by drawing on the contextual embeddednessof the firm it may be
argued that training and development has always been more closely linked with
managerialstatus in Russia than, for example,recruitment or rewards (e.g. Lawrence and
Vlachoutsicos, 1990; Puffer, 1994). The literature
review (Diagram 2 and Table 5.4)
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indicates that the technical aspects of the managerial role have been given more
importancein Russiasince it helped to legitimise statusthrough expertise (Lawrence and
Vlachoutsicos, 1990; Warner et al., 1993). Therefore, Russian managers in the case
studies were very keen on increasing their knowledge base, particularly their technical
and professional expertise as it would give them a proper status in the eyes of their
subordinates by being more knowledgeable. These managers were aware of their
boundary of knowledge, and though they understood the need to have broader
(managerial) knowledge, they feared1osing technical expertise. Also the emphasison
developmentof functional skills was due to the fact that in the USSR careerprogression
was linked to functional skills improvement and upgrading (Diagram 2 and Table 5.4).
As described in Chapter 5 (Table 5.4), in the USSR managers had a structured and
plannedapproachto training and developmentand careerprogression. Russiantraditions
in training, which grew out of a particular educational model of vocational training,
implied that training was heavily regulated and more in line with an approach wherein
assessmentwas gearedaround a masteryof the theories conveyed in the classroom.The
in
findings
formal
by
local
training
to
the
preference given
was among other
managers
the casestudy chapters.
The influence of value systemand national culture on the behaviour of Russianmanagers
difficulties
in
The
was also stressed the thesis.
casestudy chaptersgave examplesof
related to the introduction of team working practice in Russian subsidiaries of the
multinationals. As highlighted in the literature, (Schneider, 1986; Botti, 1995), practices,
in order to be implemented successfully in foreign subsidiaries,have to be consistent
with and take into account the different assumptionsand value systems of the national
in
team
the
that
The
those
concept
cultures of
subsidiaries.
case study chapters showed
its western interpretation was not easily understoodand acceptedby Russian managers.
A particular model of group working was responsible for this when the leader controlled
all processesin a team and ultimately made a decision (Puffer, 1994; Shekshnia, 1998;
Kimpelainen and Tolstaya, 1999). The introduction of team working practice in the
Unilever subsidiary required changesin managerial role and style. Thus, it was resisted
particularly by "old" managerswho stayed in the company following its acquisition. As
shown in the case study, these managers feared losing power and influence with the
introduction of this practice.
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As discussed above, the introduction of training and development and career
managementpracticeschallengedtraditional ways of working and relating in the Russian
subsidiaries of two British-based MNCs. As shown in Table 7.4 in Chapter 7,
misunderstandingand tension which were identified in the transfer of thesetwo practices
further
intensified by the local/social context in the subsidiaries.
were
On the other hand, the introduction of another MD practice managerial recruitment was less resisted by the local labour force. The influence of context on managerial
recruitment was that both MNCs had to alter and adapt this practice in order to use it
successfullyin Russia.This adaptationand alteration was mostly in terms of sourcesof
recruitment. Also companiesfaced recruitment at different levels. On the other hand, as
highlighted in Table 7.4 in Chapter7, the local labour market, especially in Moscow and
St Petersburg,provided a more favourable environment for the transfer of this practice.
Thus, the reputation of multinationals facilitated recruitment; also, given the presenceof
other MNCs, the labour market could offer people with experience of working in other
multinationals; finally changes in the economic environment led to a situation where
highly educated people formerly employed by military

industry were seeking

employment elsewhere. As described in the thesis profound m acro-economicchanges
due
labour
in
internal
face
in
Russia
led
their
to
markets,
underway
changes
companies
to which many employees were released on to the external labour market. Also, as
highlighted by the longitudinal casestudy, it was possible for Unilever to change the
focus of recruitment to graduaterecruitment over time.
The findings discussedin the sectionsabove (sections 8.3 and 8.4.1) have addressedthe
issue of transferability of MD practices. A number of factors have been identified that
influenced the transfer, including the organisational context which shapedthe ways in
which two British-based MNCs transferred their practices to their Russian subsidiaries.
As discussed in section 8.3, the mode of entry, mechanisms and structures used to
transfer practices, and the systems of control and co-ordination exerted by the
headquarters all had direct implications for MD issues in subsidiaries. The findings
discussedin section 8.4.1 have highlighted the influence of the host country context and
the local/social context in the subsidiarieson the ways in which the transferredpractices
may be received in subsidiaries.
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These findings have emphasisedthe importance of the wider context in influencing how
in
the
be
They
the
view
also support
alternative managementsystemsmay
received.
literature (e.g. Sorge 1996; Tayeb 1994)that societally-specific featureswork againstthe
establishment of a single standard pattern of work organisation throughout a sector
across institutional boundaries, with local conditions mediating the adoption of
managementsystems from elsewhere.Furthermore, these findings suggest that whilst
within multinationals pressures for homogenising managerial cadre exist through
attempts to transfer their practices, the local context influences how multinationals'
management practices transfer across business systems and with what outcomes
(Whitley, 2001; Kristensenand Zeitlin, 2001).
An interesting finding in this thesis is that not only what is transferred is important but
in
importance
how
The
the
transferred.
which practices were
of
ways
also
practices are
transferredwas particularly noticeable in relation to the introduction and implementation
in
implementation
inconsistency
Thus,
fourth
MD
the
of
practice - reward and appraisal.
of this practice made the local managerscritical about the use of this practice, which was
importance
indicates
This
the
of
in
Unilever
the
subsidiary.
particularly the case
The
in
implementation
transferred
for
the
subsidiaries.
practices
of
processes successful
thesis has identified that other factors related to the ways in which practices were
implemented in subsidiaries influenced their transfer and the ways in which they were
8.4.2.
factors
in
the
topic
These
these
of
section
received
are
subsidiaries.

8.4.2 Other factors which shape the transfer of MD practices
As Table 8.4 shows, there were a number of factors which either reduced or intensified
misunderstanding in the transfer process. An important factor was whether practices
key
bringing
focused
introduced
incrementally
their
transfer
on
were
was more
or
practices into place from the onset; also whether the transferred practices were
implemented in a consistent way; and finally, the role of expatriate managers in the
transfer process. As shown in the case study chapters, these factors were related to the
internal functioning of the subsidiary (e.g. Table 7.5). The influence of context was
either intensified or reduced by the ways in which the two MNCs sought to transfer and
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in
look
following
Therefore,
their
their
the
at
sections
sustain
practices
subsidiaries.
internal processeswhich influenced the transfer.

8.4.2.1

Consistency in implementation

The thesis showed that the lack of consistency in implementation of the practices
transferredcreatedsignificant barriers to the internationalisation of new forms and values
of the practices transferred.Thus, the case study chaptersgave a number of examplesof
problems related to discrepancybetweenthe official organisational languageand reality.
For example, the importance of general managementskills was emphasised,however,
the company system in the subsidiary of Unilever appraised managers on the
achievementof functional objectives, thus driving managers to pay more attention to
technical issues rather than to the development of their general management skills.
Further, in the subsidiary, decisions concerning training events for an individual were
basis
immediate
the
than
discretion
of
the
on
the
rather
superior
made at
of
manager's
the training needs analysis of the individual. Managers were frustrated by what they
follow
training
by
discussion
the
facade
on
up
of
two-way
absence
or
perceived as a
of
which 1ed them to feel the plans had been forgotten as soon as the training plan was
signedand approved.
Previousresearchon multinationals has noted the significant role of expatriate managers
in the co-ordination and control of activities. In the literature (e.g. Prahalad and
Lieberthal, 1998) it was argued that it was possible that expatriates transmitted the
internalised norms and values underlying the form of work organisation through multiple
channels, including formal organisation structure, informal reporting relationships,
formal and informal communications, instructions, training, and advice, and their own
example. However, as highlighted in the case study of the Unilever subsidiary,
misunderstandingand tension were due to the fact that the expatriate managershadn't
done enough to help the Russians to understand the practices transferred. Whilst in
Cadbury Confectionery expatriatemanagershad clear assignmentsto help to develop the
locals to become their successors, in Unilever there were no such assignments.
Furthermore, the empirical data from the Unilever case suggestedthat there was more
inconsistency in implementation of the practices transferred than in the caseof Cadbury
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due to the same reason. Furthermore, fast rotation of expatriates in the Unilever
influenced
subsidiarynegatively
staff motivation and trust relations.

8.4.2.2

The importance of shared values and communication

The importanceof a strong link of sharedvalues down the organisational hierarchy in the
implementation of planned change was particularly stressed in the literature (Sharpe,
2001; Kristensen and Zeitlen, 2001). The differences in approach to management
between the locals and the expatriates in the cases led to inconsistencies in practices
implemented in the company amongst the subsidiaries' management. This was
particularly visible in the subsidiary of Unilever. As highlighted by the case study, the
outcomesof the incremental introduction of practices in the subsidiary of Unilever were
contradictions in management and MD practices. The case study showed that the
transferred MD practices were translated, mediated, and sometimes ignored by the
subsidiary management,including the expatriatemanagers.The reasonsfor this situation
were the lack of communication, trust and sharedunderstandingbetween the expatriate
and the local managers.
The case study chapters showed that both Cadbury and Unilever brought their MD
longitudinal
However,
based
the
case suggested
the
practices
on
use of competencies.
that there were many misunderstandingand the misuse of competenciesin MD practices
due to differences in interpretation of competencies. As suggested in the literature,
competenciesare culturally and linguistically specific (e.g. Trompenaarsand Woolliams,
1999).The authors argue that competenciesdeveloped in Anglo-Saxon countries, and
thus are often "ethnocentric." Therefore, problems in the case study were when
behaviours described by competencieswere required to be displayed by managersin an
alien environment. The example of difficulties in translation and misunderstandings,
which accompanied the process of implementing competencies in the Unilever
subsidiary, clearly demonstrated the influence of Russian national culture on
interpretation of those qualities. At initial stagesof the implementation of managerial
competenciessome of them could not be acceptedby the Russian managers,given their
negative connotation within the national culture. For example, the competency such as
"influencing others" could not be accepted by the local managers, as they could not
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understand why they were required to `manipulate others' - this was the way they
understoodthe behaviour required by this competency. The case study chapter gave a
number of examples where the local managers expressed their concerns about this
practice. First they were concerned about misunderstandingsrelated to differences in
interpretationsof competencies.Thus, the commercial managerargued:
"The major problem related to the use of competencies is that
everyoneinterpretsthem in his/her own way."
Secondly, the local managersreferred to differences in attitudes towards competencies
displayedby the expatriatemanagers.The commercial managercontinued:
"My boss's (the expatriate manager) assessment of what was
considered to be good in competencieswas different from that of
Unilever. He, for example, could not understand what customer
orientation you might have if you did not seeany (end) customers."
As shown in casestudy chapters,differencesin attitudes towards competenciesdisplayed
by the expatriate managers and in their interpretation led to frustration by the local
managers who could see the inconsistencies between the espoused values and the
behaviour of the expatriatemanagers,and resultedin misuse of the transferredpractices.
The role of top management in change processeshas also been highlighted in the
literature (e.g. Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992; Cool and Lengnick-Hall, 1985). The case
study chapters showed that the process of transfer of management and MD practices
triggered major changesat the recipient unit, such as break-up of existing routines for
certain tasks, introduction of new practices and skills requirements,extensive training of
the workforce, shifts in the power structure, and changes in organisational philosophy
and culture. In such a situation the importance of clearly articulated values and
behaviours expected of managerswas crucial. Clearly articulated requirements for the
role of the expatriate managers in developing in-company culture in the case of the
Cadbury subsidiary reduced misunderstandingand tension in the transfer process.On the
other hand, the findings from the casestudy of Unilever suggestthat the implementation
of the practices transferred was c haracterisedby c ontradictions and inconsistencies in
part due to changes in the transfer of practices which happened without much
explanation. As discussedin the casestudy (Chapter 7), the expatriate managersdiffered
significantly in their attitudes and approachesto using the transferred practices and in
providing explanation to those, as well as in developing their local colleagues. The
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its
to
transfer
these
values and ways
companyconsidered
expatriatemanagersas vehicle
of thinking. However, their actions were restricted, given that the key MD processes
were controlled and co-ordinated from the parent company head office. Therefore, the
head
from
initiatives
implementing
the
expatriate managerswere mostly
coming
new
office rather than developing somethinglocally or adapting the practices transferred.The
local managersinterviewed in the subsidiary of Unilever in researchstressedthat where
the expatriate managerwas giving attention to developing the locals it was becauseof
his/her good will.
The findings discussedin the sectionsabove have several important implications. First,
they highlight the importance of processes, which are required to support the
implementation of the formal structurestransferred. The literature stressedthe role of
managersin terms of providing interpretation and creating meaning for organisational
changesto the organisation'smember (Warner et al., 1993). This researchhas confirmed
that providing understanding and interpretation of practices and their values to the
employees in the subsidiary is crucial for the outcome of how they are received.
Secondly,differencesin attitudesand approachesto the transferred practices and specific
relationships that existed between the parties involved in the implementation of these
in
the
have
been
discussed
the
practices which
argument available
above, confirm
literature that rationality is socially constituted (Morgan, 2001) and it is a structured set
of relations between a range of actors with their own powers and interests.As shown in
the casestudy, the local and expatriatemanagershad different understanding of what
would be required to make the implementation of the transferred practices successful.
This was becauseof differences in understandingof the local culture, industrial relations,
and employees' orientation to work. Therefore, the introduced practices were
fragmented. Given that the expatriate managers felt unsupported in this process they
tended to rely on familiar practices, which were misunderstoodby the locals. As shown
in the case study, the local managerslacking an explanation of the practices ignored the
informal processessurroundedthe changeand treated them in a very formal way.
Comparative analysis of two British-basedMNCs' operations in Russia presentedin this
section has identified a number of important findings. This research examined the
influence of institutional context on the
in
MD
the
nature of
ways which
practices and
MD practices develop in two British-based MNCs Cadbury Schweppes
Unilever.
and
-
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The research identified that MD practices in these MNCs were structured by their
from
factors,
The
has
identified
context.
apart
research
national
also
a number of other
institutional context that shaped MD practices in these MNCs. As discussed in the
sectionsabove theseare the businessenvironment and the development of the industrial
in
is
MNCs
heritage
the
these
that
their
sector which
operate,as well as
administrative
history of the company, its organisational culture and management philosophy and
organisation.
A number of factors have been identified that influenced the transfer of MD practices
within two British-based MNCs to their Russian subsidiaries. These were the
organisational context which shapedthe ways in which these MNCs transferred their
MD practices, including the mode of entry, mechanismsand structures used to transfer
practices, and the systemsof control and co-ordination exerted by the headquarters;the
host country context and the local/social context in the subsidiaries which shapedthe
internal
finally,
in
in
these
ways
subsidiaries; and,
which
practices were received
processesrelated to providing interpretation and creating meaning of the practices
transferred.
The following section summarises the main findings in this thesis, the theoretical
implications of which are discussedin Chapter9.

8.5

Summary of key findings

This researchidentified the key determinantsthat structure MD practices and processes
in MNCs and thus influence their transfer. These key forces were integrated within the
framework (Figure 3.1) that allowed for better understanding of their relationships and
interactions. Other factors conditioning transfer were also identified, and the critical role
of subsidiary managementin the processof transfer of MD practices was stressed.The
thesis highlighted that in subsidiaries,managersand their actions mediate the influence
of the broader structural variables, and by this affect MD in subsidiaries.
This thesis showed that the institutional context not only structured managementand MD
practices and processes in the firm, but it also influenced the applicability of the
transferred practices. The c ulturalist and institutional approachesto management(e.g.
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Whitley, 1999; Hofstede, 1980;Trompenaars,1992; Trompenaarsand Woolliams, 1999)
imply different behaviours of organisations due to the influence of cultural and
institutional factors. This researchhas shown that misunderstandingsand misuse of the
practices transferred into the Russian subsidiariesof the two British-based MNCs were
due to the lack of understanding of the concepts transferred, and also because these
practices representedchallengesto traditional ways of working and relating. Given that
the Russian managementpractices are interconnected with a dissimilar cultural and
institutional environment, Russian managers in the research had difficulties in
understanding, interpreting, and using the transferred practices correctly. The local
managers also resisted the introduction of practices because their implementation
challengedtheir managerialstatus.
The local managersin this study were embeddedin their social context and therefore,
looked for explanation to the practices transferred drawing on their experience of
working and relating in a different context. A similar finding has been in the work of
Botti (1995) who analysedthe functioning of a Japanesetransplant in Italy. The findings
in this researchprovide an interesting case in which the UK managementdevelopment
issues
in
The
faced
by
the
transfer.
raised
they
the
practices were questioned
resistance
are not uncommon in other research. Thus, previous researchshowed that the A ngloSaxonmodel of MD might not fit comfortably with the reality of HRM in other countries
becauseof contextual factors (Brewster and Larsen, 1992; Brewster, 1993). Therefore,
transfer of MD practices from one context to anotherrequires alteration.
As highlighted by the comparative analysis presented in this chapter, the transfer of
formal structures should be supported by relevant processes which aim to provide
interpretation and create meaning of the transferred practices. In this thesis both MNCs
selectedwhat they considered to be the most successful work system but struggled to
implement it. This finding supports the view that "work organisation is more than a
series of separatetechniques, and is an inter-weaning of factors including technology,
managementtechniques,and people's knowledge" (Sharpe,2001: 216). The need to look
at underlying processes,not only structures,in order to understand the outcomes of the
transfer process has also been stressedin the literature (Warner et al., 1993; Kostova,
1999) as well as in this research.
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Both multinational companiesinvolved in the researchtransferred their MD practices in
order to structurebehaviour of managers in their subsidiaries. However, this research
suggeststhat not only formal structuresand proceduresinfluence behaviour of managers,
but that other factors trigger and structurebehaviour of managersalso, including culture
and social pressures.As shown in this research,managerstend to respond out of their
social and cultural contexts.They attachmeaning to their practices and interpret theseby
referencingtheir own social and cultural context.
The importance of processes aiming to provide interpretation and create meaning
surroundingthe transferredpractices to the successfultransfer has been a key finding in
the thesis. Whilst the two MNCs in the study seemedto have adopted similar structures
(e.g. performance managementprocedure, the use of competencies),the key difference
was the underlying processesat work. The researchhighlighted the importance of social
processestogether with contextual factors in explaining outcomes in the transfer process.
As suggestedin the literature, becauseof these there can be uneven distribution worldwide of the polices and methodswhich are characteristicof the model practised at home
(e.g. Botti, 1995; Kristensenand Zeitlin, 2001). This thesis has specifically identified
processes related to day-to-day work environment such as providing explanations,
ensuring consistencyin actions, communication in order to help establish sharedvalues
and culture, and trust - all these are seen as important to the successful transfer and
sustainingof practices.

8.6

Concluding remarks

A multinational company facing a challenge to transfer its management practices to
another location has to be aware of barriers which representthe influence of context on
the transfer process. MD practices are contextually embedded. Also, context affects
transferability in different ways. Its influence should be seenat different levels, including
the social environment inside the c ompany and the broader environment, i. e. national
institutional framework
of the host country w here the M NC has its operations. These
contextual influences either facilitate or inhibit the introduction of management
practices.
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Furthermore, the introduction of formal structuresshould be supported by processesto
provide explanations to the practices transferred and the meaning and values they are
based upon. Neglecting such processes makes efforts to bring new practices
counterproductive as it increases tension and misunderstanding thus increasing the
negativeinfluence of context rather then reducing it.
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CHAPTER 9: Conclusion

9.1

Contribution of the research

The researchpresentedin this thesis examined the influence of institutional context on
the nature of MD practices in MNCs. It also examined the influence of institutional
context on the ways in which MD practices are transferred and received in MNCs, and
studiedother factors shapingMD practicesand their transfer processin MNCs.
A number of important findings were identified from a comparative analysis of two
British-based MNCs' operations in Russia. Firstly, this research identified that MD
practices in these MNCs were structured by their national context. Whilst the MD
int
heir
in
features,
had
MD
MNCs
the
these
two
models
practices
some similar
and
British subsidiariesshowed similarities with the "ideal-type" MD practices in the UK the
researchidentified a number of other factors, apart from institutional context that shaped
MD practices in these MNCs. These factors were the business environment and the
development of the industrial sector in which these MNCs operate, and their
administrative heritage that is history of the company, its organisational culture and
managementphilosophy and organisation.These factors were identified by analysingthe
differences in the MD models in the MNCs involved in this research, as well as in the
MD practices in their British subsidiaries.
The thesis also examined the influence of institutional context on the ways in which MD
practices were transferred and received inM NCs as well as other factors shaping the
transfer. A number of factors have been identified that influenced transferability of MD
practices within these two British-based MNCs to their Russian subsidiaries. The
comparative analysis showed that the organisational context shaped the ways in which
these MNCs transferred their MD practices. Differences in the mode of entry,
mechanismsand structuresusedto transfer practices, and in the degreeof control and coordination exerted from MNCs' head offices all had direct implications for MD issuesin
subsidiaries, as they affected the internal labour markets, practices transferred, and
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transferred MD practices were received in subsidiaries. Though macro-economic
changesin the country provided a more supportive environment for the introduction of
managerial recruitment, it was particularly difficult to implement training and
developmentand career managementpractices. The thesis examined how this could be
understood by looking at how they challenged the traditional ways of working and
relating. Finally, the thesis showed the importance of internal processes related to
providing interpretation and creatingmeaning of the practices transferred, for the transfer
to be successful.
This chapterdiscussesthe implications of the key findings in the thesis for debatesin the
literature on MD, particularly in relation to trans-national transfers of MD practices
for
implications
implications
for
different
MNCs.
It
the
within
audiencesand
also covers
future research.

9.1.1 The analysis of the process of transfer of MD practices within
MNCs
The following sectionsare basedon the analysis of the major findings as well as the key
conceptsand models deployed in the thesis. This thesis showed t hat the traditions of
RussianMD and managementpracticeswere of considerableinfluence on the processof
transfer. Furthermore, the influence of context was intensified by the ways in which the
multinational companiessought to transfer their practices.Thus the thesis arguesthat the
is
there
that
in
the
by
or
this study challenges
notion
problems encountered the MNCs
influences
due
be
to
MD
that will work everywhere
contextual
can a uniform system of
in the transfer process.

9.1.1.1

Contextual embeddednessof MD practices

This section analysesthe findings related to the nature of MD practices employed by the
two MNCs involved in the study and which were transferred by these MNCs to their
Russian subsidiaries.It also raises the issue about the importance of both organisational
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and contextual effects in explaining the findings. Further the section considers the
implications of the findings in relation to current debatesin the managementliterature,
by highlighting the importance of contextual influences on structuring MD practices in
different societiesand organisations.
The literature reviewed in chapters2 and 3 helped to identify a number of factors that
structure and influence management and MD practices in different societies and
organisations (Whitley, 1989,1999; Hendry and Pettigrew, 1990,1992; Sparrow and
Hiltrop, 1994). Furthermore, these works highlighted how the views of MD held by an
organisation were influenced by the organisations social embeddedness within a
particular context by showing the ways in which MD practices were shapedin different
societies and organisations. Thus, the works of Hendry and Pettigrew (1990,1992)
showed how the views on MD might be influenced by industry-specific features,
organisationalhistory, organisational culture, and management systems. The literature
review also stressed the importance of analysing MD within their broader national
context. The way to analyse the influence of national institutional contexts on the
strategiesand structuresof firms and their MD practices was suggestedin the literature
as well. The works of Whitley (1999) and Hall and Soskice (2001) showed how the
structuring of MD by national context could be influenced by the nature of the state,
financial system, trust and authority relations, and skill development and control
systems,and how the influence exertedby theseinstitutions might lead to differentiating
MD practicesacrosssocieties.The conceptualframeworks and models presentedin these
works were used in the thesis in order to identify "ideal-type" MD practices in the UK
and Russia. In turn these "ideal-types" were used in the thesis in order to analyse the
nature of MD practices and show contextual influences on them.
The analysis of the nature of MD practices employed by the two MNCs involved in the
study highlights contextual embeddednessof these MD practices. First, the thesis
showed that MD practices in the two multinationals were shaped by their broader
national context. The comparisonof MD practicesin the two MNCs with those identified
as "ideal-types" in the UK showed a number of similarities, particularly in rewards and
appraisal (the u se of s hort-term performance measuresand status-wagedifferentiation
basedon job classification) as well as in training and development with the importance
attachedto developmentof generalmanagementskills.
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On the other hand, the thesis showed that it was possible to identify Cadbury or
Unilever-specific MD practices- thosepracticeswhich could be performed by Unilever
or Cadbury managersonly. Examples available in the thesis included the complex and
formalised systemof training basedon job classesand co-ordinated developmentof high
potential managers(listers) in Unilever as well as the use of resourcing and development
teamsto speedup establishingHR systemsin their new businessesand intensive on-thejob training by Cadbury. The thesis showed that these company-specific MD practices
were shapedby the particular context in each of the companies. It identified factors
pertinent to the inner organisational context that shaped these practices, including
organisationalhistory of the company,its managementphilosophy and organisation.
The thesis also showed that organisationsdiffered in terms of their strategy towards the
transfer of practices.The analysisof the nature of MD practices in the subsidiariesof the
two MNCs showed that differences existed not only in terms of what practices were
transferred but also in the ways in which these practices were transferred to the
local
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changes
management
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Unilever
mode of entry when
subsidiary and
-a
established a
greenfield site. The analysis of thesefindings revealed the possibility of different actions
within the same institutional and industry context, and stressed that national context
influences on MD practices were not monolithic but varied acrossorganisationsinvolved
in the research.
This analysis presented in this section shows that work practices in different societies
in
identifies
the
by
This
influenced
ways
and organisations are
analysis also
context.
which this influence is exerted. This discussion contributes to the debatesabout factors
and processeswhich shapework practices in different societies and organisations.The
findings of the thesis discussedin this section both confirm and challenge the ideas of
recent managementliterature on the nature of MD and the importance of organisational
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indicated. Findings in the thesis supportthe argumentavailable in the literature about the
interdependenceof MD and work processesand control practices as become established
in different capitalist societiesthrough their institutionalisation processes(e.g. Whitley,
1999). Also the thesis showedthat there were pressureswithin multinationals for a form
of "isomorphism" through efforts to transfer their managementand MD practices, and
technologies (e.g. Mueller, 1994). Further, the analysis showed the possibility of
different strategieswithin the sameinstitutional and industry context - the argumentlong
debatedin the literature (e.g. Hendry and Pettigrew, 1992). However, the thesis questions
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9.1.1.2

The analysis of the model developedin the thesis

The focus of this section is the analysis of the framework model developed in the thesis.
The aim oft his analysis is to discuss those findings which w ere not predicted by the
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The analysis of the model developedin the thesis (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2) reveals a
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element behind the different organisational outcomes in the process of transfer.
However, as it becomes evident from the following sections, there are a number of
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unexpectedfindings which suggestthat some alterations/additions in the model should
be considered. The implications of these findings to the original views and current
debatesin the managementliterature are discussedin the sectionsbelow.
As predicted by the model, the thesis showed the influence of the wider context on the
in
ways which alternative managementsystemswere received in the subsidiaries.Thus
the thesis highlighted that the distinctive features of the local labour force and the
production exigenciesexperiencedby the two subsidiariesaccounted for the approaches
chosento the transfer of managementand MD practices. Organisations used a selective
approachto transfer and implementation of practices in the light of local political and
economic circumstances, and especially labour market conditions. Furthermore, the
thesis showed that the local context influenced managementinitiatives and outcomesat
subsidiary level. As highlighted in the thesis the level of tension and misunderstanding
which accompaniedthe implementation of MD practices in the Unilever subsidiary was
higher due the presence of a heterogeneouslabour force, rather than in Cadbury
Confectionery where the subsidiary was a greenfield site and thus had a more
homogeneouslabour force. These findings support the views available in the literature
that societally-specific features work against the establishment of a single standard
pattern of work organisation across institutional boundaries, with local conditions
mediating the adoption of managementsystems from elsewhere (e.g. Whitley, 1999;
Sorge, 1991,1996)
On the other hand, the model used in the thesis in order to analyse the transfer process
did not predict any differences in Russian managementresponseto the introduction of
MD practices developed in the UK. According to the model, all practices represented
challengeto the same degreeand therefore, should be received with the samedegreeof
resistance/misunderstanding.One of the most interesting findings of the thesis was that
the introduction and implementation of particularly training and development and career
managementpractices were most challenging, while the transfer of recruitment and
appraisal practices was much easier. As shown in the thesis this was because of the
meaning attachedto these two practices in the host country - both practices were linked
with managerial status and authority which traditionally in Russia resided with expert
functional/technical knowledge.
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These findings show the influence of context on the ways in which practices were
receivedand suggestselectivity in the transfer and implementation of work practicesand
organisationalvalues due to the influence of the local context. The importance of these
findings for the broader debatesis twofold. First, the researchshows that it is important
not only to identify formal structurestransferred to subsidiaries and the degree of their
resemblancewith either host or home-country practices (e.g. Rosenzweig and Singh,
1991; Bartlett and Ghoshal, 1989), but also to examine how these practices are operated
and sustained in MNCs (Kristensen and Zeitlin, 2001; Sharpe, 2001). Therefore, the
thesis challenges the usefulness of having typologies alone in order to explain
complexities of international transfers. Instead it highlights the importance of social
processessurrounding transfersof managementpractices and systems(Morgan, 2001).
Secondly,the thesis showed that changesin the macro-economic environment in Russia
created the environment supportive to the introduction of managerial recruitment. The
thesis also showed that changesoccurred in the institutional environment in Russia in
part due to the influence of the presenceof foreign direct investments in the country (e.g.
changes in skill development and control system) as novel mixes of employment
relations and forms of work organisationwere introduced. This finding contributesto the
current debates on institutional rigidity/flexibility

(e.g. Whitley, 2001, Morgan et al.,

2001) and suggests that the undergoing process of internationalisation might trigger
changesin institutions. However, as evidencedby this work these changesmight be of a
different degreein relation to different institutions.
Further, the model (Figure 3.2) did not imply any difference in the degree of influence
exertedby the four key institutions on MD practices. However, the analysis of the ways
in which these institutions shaped "ideal-type" MD practices in the two countries
identified that the influence of key institutions on MD practices were of different
degrees:some of theseinstitutions were referred to more than the others. For example,in
Russiathe role of the State was key in shapingMD practices whilst the financial system
had no significant influence on the practices. This unexpected finding is important as it
differentiates the influence of key institutions and therefore stressesthe importance of
context. It also contributes to the current debates in the management literature
concerningproximate and distal institutions (e.g. Djelic and Bensedrine,2001).
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The analysis of findings concerning the nature of transfer processesis the topic of the
following section.

9.1.1.3

Contextual rationality and the nature of the process of transfer

This section focuses on those findings related to the ways in which MNCs transferred
their MD practices and particularly the role of expatriate managers in transfers. This
sectionanalyses the process of transfer and s tressesthe importance of the conceptof
in
to
the
transfers
the
the thesis.
of
contextualrationality
outcomes
The section draws on another interesting and unexpected finding. The thesis identified
specific MD practices employed by Unilever. These practices were characterisedby a
high degree of co-ordination (training and career development), short-term orientation
(rewards), and reliance on internal labour market coupled with

sophisticated
recruitment/assessmentprocedures. However, when Unilever came to Russia, its
practices were different: formal practices were in place but not the meaning. Partly, this
was becauseof the particular national and social environment of the subsidiary. Still the
mechanismsof transfer used by Unilever were responsible for this outcome as well. For
example, expatriate managers were not briefed on how to explain the transferred
practicesto the locals, there were no assignmentsto develop/coachlocal managers;there
were often changesin the subsidiary managementteam, etc. This behaviour of Unilever
was certainly not predicted by its MD model and establishedMD practices. The Unilever
subsidiary in Russia was more British than Unilever in terms of the implementation of
the practices transferred.Expatriate managers in Unilever relied on familiar practices,
and did not pay much of attention to explaining thesepractices to the locals becausethey
assumedthat the interpretation of thesepracticesby the locals would be the sameas their
own if the practices were formally in place. The locals, on the other hand, interpretedthe
introduced practices from their experienceof working and living in their country.
These findings stress contextual boundednessof MD practices by highlighting the
contextual rationality of these practices. The notion of contextual rationality has beenintroduced recently in the managementliterature by Morgan (2001) and it means that
there is no essenceof rationality that is context-independent.The thesis showed that the
sameMD practice might carry different meaning and might be interpreted differently in
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different societies even if they were formally implemented. These findings highlight the
importance of social processes surrounding operations of MNCs across contexts together
with contextual factors in explaining outcomes in the transfer process.

The needto study the internal dynamicsof the processof transfer has been debatedin the
literature (e.g. Mumford and Pettigrew, 1975; Sharpe, 2001; Kristensen and Zeitlin,
2001). The thesis showed that the internal management systems of the company, its
internal o rganisational structure, and the systemsof monitoring and accountability all
influenced the implementation of MD practices in this thesis, thus highlighting the social
basis of multinationals. The analysis of internal dynamics of the transfer processand the
investigation of areas of tension in the thesis showed that the successof transfer of
managementand MD practices was determined byt he transferability of meaning and
value, in addition to the transferability of structures. The case study chapters gave a
number of exampleswhen practiceswere formally implemented and their rules followed,
but the employees disapproved of the practice. This was particularly noticeable in the
ways in which appraisal and reward systemswere implemented in the subsidiaries,and
in the use of competencies.Furthermore, the lack of consistency in implementation of
the MD practices transferredamongstthe subsidiary managementin the caseof Unilever
resulted in the difference in approach and attitude between the local and the expatriate
managers.This also created significant barriers to the internationalisation of new forms
and values of the practices transferred.
The thesis highlighted the importance of providing interpretations and creating meaning
of the practices transferred. As discussedearlier, corporate managersand local managers
were drawing on different cultural repertoires of organisation practice. Therefore, the
thesis showed that the process of transfer called for selection, adaptation, and
development of the practices transferred. The implications of this as discussedin the
literature (Morgan et al., 2001) might be an increased diversity in practices rather then
homogenisation of those. Whilst within multinationals pressures for homogenising
managerial cadre exist through attempts to transfer their practices, context influences
how multinationals' managementpractices transfer across business systems and with
what outcomes.
The findings discussed in this section stresscontextual and process-relatedaspectsof
transfer. Support was found to the view available in the literature that work organisation
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is more than a series of separate techniques, but also involves processes of relating,
interpretation
and creating meaning, and it can also be characterised by
providing
conflicts of interests and the exercise of power (e.g. Morgan, 2001; Sharpe, 2001). The
thesis shows that it is important to look at underlying processes, not only structures, in
order to understand the outcomes of the transfer process. It suggests that because of these
there can be an uneven distribution world-wide of the policies and methods which are
characteristic of the "home" model of MD. It also emphasises the need to view foreign
subsidiaries as sites where organisational knowledge is translated and negotiated.

9.1.1.4

Structuring of MD in Russia by the institutional context

The culturalist and institutional approaches to management imply variations in the
behaviour of organisationsdue to the influence of cultural and institutional factors. The
thesis examined the influence of institutional context on the nature of MD practices in
Russiaand showed that the Russianconception of managementwas interconnectedwith
a particular cultural and institutional environment. The thesis highlighted that the role of
a manager in Russia was very different to the role of a manager in Britain becausethe
contexts in which managerial authority was taking place were so different. An
ecological-cultural-institutional analysis of MD in Russia was undertaken in this
research.To the best knowledge of the researcher,this has been the first attempt to show
the influence of broader societal context on structuring of MD practices in Russia.
Previous research,mostly of American origin, concentratedon producing a typology of
Russianmanagers.
Furthermore, this researchhas highlighted that Russian managersare embeddedin their
social context and therefore, they search for explanation for the new practices drawing
on their experienceof working and relating in the Russian context. This is an alternative
view of MD in Russia to the one which aimed at producing a typology of Russian
managers.MDin

Russia is seen in the thesis as a process of learning where Russian

managerstry to make senseof practicestransferred.
These findings are worthy of attention, given that the experience of the two MNCs is in
some senseanalogousto problems that other transplantsmight face. The implications of
thesefindings to different audiencesare discussedin section 9.2.
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9.2

Policy Implications:

MD as a process of learning

The awareness that management practices are rooted in their c ontext is important for
learning, given that this can sustain or inhibit the process of internationalisation. Equally,
the analysis of concrete cross-cultural experience presented in the thesis emphasises the
importance of "negotiated meanings" in the process of transfer of management and MD
practices. The implications of these findings can be seen at different levels - workplace
in
following
implications
discussed
the
these
sections.
are
and societal, and

9.2.1 Workplace context
A multinational company facing a challenge to transfer its management practices to
anotherlocation has to be aware of barriers which representthe influence of context on
the transfer process.The influence of context could be at different levels, including the
social environment inside the company,the position the subsidiary has in the local labour
broader
finally,
local
labour
features
the
the
market, specific
market, and,
of
environment, i. e. national institutional framework of the host country where the MNC
has its operations.These contextual influences either facilitate or inhibit the introduction
of managementpractices.
Multinationals transfer MD practices in order to structure behaviour of managersin their
subsidiaries. They transfer their formal structures in order to stimulate the needed
behaviour among the local workforce and thus facilitate the introduction of management
practices.However, this researchsuggeststhat not only formal structuresand procedures
influence behaviour of managers, other factors trigger and structure behaviour of
managersas well, including culture and social pressures.Therefore, the introduction of
formal structures should be supportedby processesto provide explanations to practices
transferred as well as the meanings and values they are based upon. Neglecting such
processesmakes efforts to bring new practices into the subsidiary counterproductive.It
increasestension and misunderstandingthus increasing the negative influence of context
rather then reducing it.
The thesis showed that practices could be basedon the different assumptionsand value
systemsof the national cultures where they develop. Problems may arise when practices
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are linguistically

or culturally

specific, such as, for example, competencies, which

required particular behaviour to be displayed in an alien environment. As highlighted in
the thesis, a shared vocabulary does not always mean consensus on meanings.

Furthermore, practices may represent challenges to traditional ways of working and
relating. MD practices are linked to managerial status and authority. In the thesis,
Russian managers resisted the introduction of training and development and career
managementpractices becausethe implementation of these practices challenged their
managerial status.Also, the local managersfelt neglected as their needs as well as their
knowledge of the local environment were not recognised by the head offices which
pursued the transfer of formal structureswhich were alien to the context in which the
subsidiaries operated. This research has shown the importance of sensitivity to and
recognition of the local context in which subsidiaries operate by the parent companies.
Where such sensitivity existed, trust also existed, and that helped the transfer.
The MNCs in this research used expatriate managers to help the introduction of the
transferred practices. These expatriate managerswere to transfer culture and values as
in
in
the
their
well as structures,and
co-ordination and control of activities
role was
subsidiaries. However, Russian managers in the research felt neglected at they were
struggling with difficulties in getting understanding, interpreting and judging the
transferredpractices correctly without adequatesupport from their expatriate co-workers.
Their interpretations of the transferred practices were based on their perceptions of
managerial role and tasks and on their previous experience. On the other hand, the
expatriate managersfelt unsupportedin their initiatives to bring new practices into the
subsidiary. Inconsistency in implementation of practices, often changes in the
managementteam, and the lack of communication between the different levels in the
subsidiary resulted in fragmentation of the practices and the lack of sharedvalues in the
organisation.There was not much attention given to providing interpretation and creating
meaning for the practices transferredin the day-to-day work environment.
Furthermore, as shown in this thesis, fast rotation of expatriates negatively influenced
trust relations. Particularly in Russia, the need to understand how to deal with the local
political systemmakes long-term expatriateassignmentsdesirable.These people perform
a key role in providing understandingand interpretation of practices and their values to
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the employees in the subsidiary. They are responsible for how the practices are
communicated,and how they are received.

9.2.2 Societal context
The thesis has shown the impact of changeson the conception of managementin Russia,
and at the same time it has stressed the Russian deficit in alternative views on
management.The transfer ofn ew managementand MD practices by M NCs may add
in
ingredients
the country.
to
the
significant new
pattern of work and employment
Whilst, as highlighted in the thesis the processof transfer of practices was accompanied
by tension and misunderstandings,on the other hand, the outcomes of the processwere
not entirely circumscribed by existing institutional arrangements,and novel mixes of
employment relations and forms of work organisation resulted. Therefore, MNCs should
consider the impact of their actions on the wider national business environment as a
be
individual
There
the
might
whole, and not simply on
organisations.
programmes of
potential for collaboration betweenM NCs in MD and business education activities in
Russia.Promotion of collaborative researchand organisation of secondmentsby MNCs
for graduates, for example, may lead to spreading new skills requirements and
establishingof benchmarking.
On the other hand, MNCs c an also learn from t heir e xperience of working ina very
different environment. As shown in this thesis, such experience highlights contextual
boundednessof the views held by the parent company upon their corporate structures
and practices, and work relations. As stressedin the literature, a selective appropriation
of structural and cultural elementsfrom other systemsmight be possible with consequent
developmentof new work organisationprinciples (e.g. Whitley, 2001).

9.3

Implications for future research

As highlighted in this chapter this researchcontributes to developing understandingof
MD processesparticularly in the setting of international transfers of MD practices. The
methodology used in this study helped to examine to what extent practices originate as
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responsesto specific cultural and institutional conditions. Furthermore, the methodology
used in the study allowed for taking into account the influence of the work place
environment on the transferability of management practices. On the other hand, the
chosenresearchmethodology had some limitations. Given that this researchis basedon
casestudies,the data obtained are limited to a number of interviews and opinions of only
those managers who were interviewed during the research. Equally, the research
analysedthe experienceof two British-based multinationals, which operatein one sector
of industry. Therefore, it will be interesting to extend the line of argument in this thesis
to subsequentresearchand also to examine the key findings of this researchin future
research.
A number of questionscan be addressedin subsequentresearch.Given this researchhas
examined operations of two British-based MNCs in Russia, it would be interesting to
carry out further researchon MNC's in Russia and on British-based MNCs in Russia
more specifically. Questionsraised following this researchinclude for example whether
British-based MNCs with different organisational histories and organisational contexts
encountersimilar problems when transferring their practices to Russia? It would also be
of interest to examine whether the same findings would be obtained if Unilever and
Cadbury Schweppeshad operations in a different location, outside of Moscow or St
Petersburg.A further question is whether the findings would be the sameif the research
investigatedMNCs operating in a different sector of industry. Other interesting questions
include whether Unilever and Cadbury Schweppeswould have the same difficulties in
introducing their training and development and career management practices to
subsidiariesin other countries. It would also be interesting to follow up this researchby
looking comparatively at how other MNCs manage cultural change which accompanies
the transfers at a cultural as well as structural level through the use of expatriate
managers.
One important implication for future research in Russia comes from the methodology
employed in this research. This has been a cross-cultural study which highlighted a
number of important issues,including the necessityto establish a good rapport between a
researcherand the interviewee in order to get the information required. It would not be
possible to get such information by employing surveys. Also, the Russian language
raisessomemethodological issues.Given that the Russianstend to use lots of metaphors
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and often use Russian sayings, which can be interpreted in different ways dependingon
the context, the study highlights how the researcherhas to be sensitive to languageand
culture in approachingthe fieldwork and collecting data.
Addressing the questions presentedabove will contribute to a better understanding of
key issues related to the process of the international transfer of management and MD
practicesin MNCs.
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Appendix A
Interview schedules
A. Interview with HR managers
1. Company and businessenvironment
Strategyand structureof the company
Managementphilosophy and organisation
The role of the interviewee in the wider infrastructure of MD policy and
practice
2. Managementdevelopmentin the company
Company's objectives in MD
Company's approachto MD
Importance of MD in the organisation
Major trends currently influencing MD
Role of HQ in co-ordinating MD activities
MD performed in businessunits
Scopeand focus of MD (MD for developmentof potential or for everyone)
Use of competenciesin MD practices
3. MD practices
Company's approachto recruitment and selection; patterns of managerial
recruitment and criteria for selection
Training and development:organisation of training; who is involved in
training and development;focus of training (generalist/specialist);forms of
training; differences in provision of training for different management
levels; training providers; integration of training with other MD practices;
information about training; training needsanalysis
Career management:systemsof careerplanning; careerpaths/career
mobility; basesfor identification of potential; managementof potential
Appraisal and reward systems:performancemanagementsystemsand
their links with successionplanning; performance developmentplanning
4. Managementdevelopmentin Russia
Focus and priorities of MD activities in Russia
Managementdevelopmentactivities going on in Russia
How MD is transferredto the Russiansubsidiary; the role of expatriate
managers
Difficulties that the company faceswhile transferring its MD practicesto
Russia
Adaptation to transferredMD practices

B. Interview with line managers
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1. Introductory remarks
How long have you worked in the company?
What departmentdo you work in?
How long have you worked in this department?
What is your job title?
Can you describebriefly what this job entails?
2. Recruitment and selection
Education, entry into management,age of first managerial appointment
Experiencein other companies
How did you join the company (recruitment procedure: interviews /
assessmentcentre)
3. Training and development
Over the last (three) years have you received any training?
" On average,about how much training do you think you have received per
year during this time
Was the training on-the-job or off-the-job?
What was the purposeof training (of thesereasonswhich do you feel was
the most important)?
How adequateor sufficient do you feel the training provided has been for
you?
Who was the provider for the training?
How were your training needsidentified?
How do you get information about training?
" Does the training provided mainly focus on development of general
managementor technical/functional skills?
What is your role in this process?Can you initiate training? Will the
initiative?
Who would you like to be responsible
company support your
for your training?
What kind of training you think is important/more relevant for you (form
of training/focus of training)?
Has it been possible to apply what you leant on training in your work?
Is there any follow up on training?
4. Careermanagement
" What are the factors that helped you to become a manager?
What is your view on your careerpath?
Are you aware of a careerplanning system in your company?
Who do you think should be responsiblefor the development of your
career?
Do you plan your career?How?
Do you think it is important for the company to manageyour career?
5. Appraisal and reward system
What methods do managementuse to appraiseyour performance?
Can you describethe procedure?
How satisfied are you with the way you are appraised?
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C. Interview with line managers in Unilever subsidiary

In Russia

(second fieldwork) - additional Issues
Practices transferred
1. Is t here still little information available concerning the system on the basis of
which training and developmentis done in the company?
2. Is there still a lack of understandingof the job-class system/work level system
(the way it operates)brought by the parent company?
3. Has the attitude of local managerschangedwith respect to the company's focus
developing
on
generalmanagementskills rather than technical ones?
4. Do Russianmanagersstill have very little understandingof the way their training
needsare identified?
5. Do Russianmanagerscontinue to prefer structured careerpaths?
6. Do Russian managers still have a negative attitude towards appraisal systems
becausethey seethem as "subjective"?
7. Do Russianmanagerscontinue to resist the introduction of teams?If yes, why?
8. What misunderstandings might Russian managers have in relation to
competenciesand their use in MD practices?
9. What MD practices do you think would not work in Russia?Why?
Mechanisms of transfer
1. Is there still the practice of sending expatriate managers on short-term
assignmentsto Russia?Does this affect how practices are implemented?
2. Do Russian managersstill lack explanations for the practices transferred?If yes,
what kind of help can they get, and from whom?
3. Are there still differences in the ways in which practices are implemented in
different departments?
4. Is trust still an issue?
Other issues
1. Are there any changes in priorities in the transfer of MD practices from the
parent company to its Russiansubsidiary during the process?
2. Are these changesbecauseof the businessenvironment in Russia, becauseof
or
other broad Unilever initiatives?
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dppencýix B
,
Formation of line management reserve in LOMO (Leningrad opticsmechanical amalgamation)

The systemof formation of the line managementreservein LOMO was describedin
the documentN5-005. It datesfrom 1982and was used in all units of the enterprise.
It describedthe selection procedure,and specified requirements for selection and
criteria for evaluationof selectedcandidates.
Criteria for initial selection included relevance of ideological and political views (to
be assessedby the relevant party organisation), education, age, membership in the
party or Komsomol (desirable), work experience (overall and in the enterprise), and
role in social organisations of the enterprise (key requirement). For each position two
or three candidates were selected.
The second step involved the evaluation of selected candidates by experts against the
criteria outlined ona separate sheet. The evaluation was carried out by "experts".
Prior to the evaluation, there was training for experts in order to explain the
procedure and criteria for selection. The group of experts, usually comprising seven
people, was selected as follows: two experts were superiors of the candidate, where
one would be his or her immediate boss; two experts were peers and two were
subordinates of the candidate, ; finally, one was a member of the party organisation.
Key requirements for the selection of experts was their experience of working with
the candidate (no less than one year), and their own work experience in current
positions (no less than one year). The only exception from this rule could be the
immediate boss. In order to make the procedure more objective, the lists of suitable
experts were presented to the department, which supervised the process, and then an
ad hoc technique would be used to finalise the list of experts for every candidate.
These experts assessedthe skills presentedbelow.
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Honest,respectful and tenaciousattitude to work
Integrity, honesty
Ability to keep promises
Ability to self criticise

Fullnessof energy
Willingness to work
Persistencein achievementof targets

Moral

Will

Ability to behavecalmlyunderpressure
Ability to take initiative
Ability to be goal-oriented
Ability (and desire)to take responsibility
Self-organisation(punctuality and time management)

Be disciplined
Be responsible,ability to meet deadlines
Ability to define priorities and set targets
Organisationaland leadershipskills (ability to mobilise resourcesand lead)
Ability (and desire)to control subordinates'work
Ability to take decisions under pressure
Analytical skills (objective approachin evaluating activities of subordinates)
Creativity

Business

&

Organisational

Ability to inspireinitiativein others;desireto supportinnovation(in broad
term)

Knowledge and implementation of managementtechniques
Ability to manageresources
Professionalknowledge and skills
Knowledge of key instructions and documentation

Ability to makeandmaintainbusinesscontactswith superiors
Ability to makeandmaintainbusinesscontactswith peers

Professional

Communicational

Ability to make and maintain businesscontactswith subordinates
Ability to take into considerationopinions of others

Each quality was evaluated on the basis of the following rating: five - the quality is
always displayed; four - often displayed; three - sometimesdisplayed; two - seldom
displayed; one - very seldom displayed; zero
the
when
expert could not
-given
evaluate the quality. Every evaluation was done anonymously, and one of the key
requirements was to keep secret which of the experts had given any particular
evaluation score to the candidate.Skills were grouped together to make five clusters.
An averagerating for each cluster was calculated, and a diagram for each candidate
was done in order to reflect their relative position against the overall average of all
candidates.Evaluations of experts were used to select candidates for the "reserve".
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This decision, however, was made in the candidate's department.Then the list of the
"reserve", signed by the departmentalboss and party and trade union leaders in the
department,was given to the personnel department.The overall list of management
in
had
to be approvedby the director general.
the
enterprise
reserve
The final stage of the process involved intensive training of the "reserve". This
training was organisedin accordancewith the document named "The Standardof the
EnterpriseSTP Y-841-78 - the procedureof organisation of training of employeesin
individual
Key
two-year
the
to
this
training
enterprise".
were
plans, which
reserveof
were madeby the immediate boss of the nominee with the help of the deputy director
general of personnel. The plan aimed to reduce gaps in knowledge and skills
identified during the evaluation. This training was in the form of secondments,
recommendedcourses and/or s elf-development. Thus, for example, the plan could
contain a list of possible presentationsat seminars, lectures for other employees or
participation in scientific conferencesand training organised for managementand
specialistsof other departmentsof the enterprise.
The organisation of training was the responsibility of the department of "technical
training". Nevertheless,the realisation of individual plans was under the control of
immediate bossesand the deputy director general of personnel, whose responsibility
was also to discuss the matter with the director general on a permanent basis. The
personcould be removed from "reserve" if his/her progress during developmentwas
not satisfactory.
The importance of secondment was given particular attention. Usually, it was
organised prior

to possible promotion, when the candidate assumed all

responsibilities of the future possible position for a period of up to six months.
Organisation of this training involved assignment of a mentor, a superior manager
with "good managementskills and work experiencein the current position of no less
than five years". At the end of the secondment,every individual manager was given
a written evaluation by his mentor, on the basis of which the final decision about the
promotion was made.
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